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ABSTRACT
This work is an attempt at the reconstruction ox Social History
oi Kashmir under the fcohara dynasties 100>“1171.
Ch.l,
We start with a discussion of the importance of this peric
in the history ox Kashmir following it up with the previous
work done in the field. A discussion of the various sources
utilized m

this work and. the limitation set to it conclude

this chapter.
Ch.II. Part.1.
Tms

section draws a picture of the general geography o£

ancient Kashmir and the adjoining hill territories. In this
section we also say a new words on the people ox Kashmir,
Ch.II. Part.II.
An attempt has ueen made to present the political history
oi the times of the Loharas and their relatioxis with the adjoii
ing hill states. In this connection our endeavour has peen to
analyse the data presented py tne local Kashmirian sources ana
the researches of eminent modern scholars and wherever possiolc
to xix the chronology.
Ch.III.

This chapter nas three sections. The :Mrst deals with king
ship— the king oeing the most important memoer ox society, we

have presented tne theories oi kingship existing in' Kashmir anc

the monarchy in actual practice. The king's relations with
the ministers, tne criteria ior appointment to ministerial
posts are discussed. It is followed by a section on the office
held oy various ministers and the local government.
Ch.IV.
This chapter deals with the various duties oi government i
connection with tne administration ox justice, revenue and arm
on which depends the strength and stability of a kingdom. We
have tried to analyse the various theories about these institu
tions as set forth Dy the ancient and medieval Indian theorist
the views of our xocal autaors., and the system in actual work!
Ch.V.
We have tried to determine whether the social system in :
Kashmir may in any sense oe termed feudal. It is seen that the

term feudal in Kashmir as in India in general cannot De used i
its strict connotation. The position of ^amaras and Lavanyas
along with various other elements of the system have been full
described and analysed.
Ch.VI,
This portion deals with various sections of Kashmir sociel
as they existed in medieval Kashmir and their counterparts eve
at present existing In Kashmir, The position of women in socie
is analysed. This is followed up oy education, food, dress a m
ornaments,

Ch.VII.
In this we depict the religious picture of Kashmir from th
earliest times, giving the details oljthe material manixestatio
ofjthe religious xaiths ox the Kashmir icings. Buddhism, Tantric
„
Stvvu,*.
sm, daivism, Vaisnavism and var-ieumi-feo-r sects ar'e dealt with
in separate sections. We conclude that religious sects xlouris
ed in Kashmir with perfect toleration and equal reverence for
each other.
Ch.VIII,
We shortly summarise the whohe story depicted in all the
above chapters. The Age of the Loharas, as we have stated,
mariced the zenith of Medieval Hindu Kashmir and with it passed
its glory.
Appendices,
Five appendices dealing with Kalha^a1s position, His
impartiality, Historiography in Kashmir, The Khasas, the race
to which tne rulers of Kashmir belonged and tne analysis of
the term Damara in medieval Kashmir have been added.
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CHAPTER I.
IHTKODUCTIOH.

The main object oi the present work is the study ol the

■

social history ox Kashmir during the rule ox Lohara Kings
A.D* 1003-11/1. The Age oi the Loharas marks the zenith ol earlj
Medieval Hindu Kashmir, at a time when the rest ol India was
passing through a great upheaval at the hands ol the Muslim
invaders Mahmud ol Ghazni and Mohammad Ghori; in Kashmir except
lor two references to the help sent to the Sahi kings oi Kabul
and the unsuccessful attempts ol Mahmud to enter the valley, tn(
there is no record oi any conquest by these invaders*
The Loharas produced a number of able rulers who were not
great conquerors like Lalitaditya Huktapl^a (p 699-736)

but

maintained very good relations with Jalandhara,( Trigarta ),
Rajapurl (Rajauri) , Campa (Champa),,Kastava$a (Kishtwar),
✓
/
Urasa (Hazara), The Sahis of Kabul and even the, distant south.
Most oi the existing institutions and the social types oi
Kashmir appeared during this period, from the accession oi the
Lohara dynasty in A*£* 1003, the pamaras (the landed aristocrac
attained such military power and political influence as to be
come an unending danger to the royal authority. King Harsa’s
attempt to curb them cost him his throne and life. The succeed!

reigns down to the time ol Kalhana, provide an important and
almost continuous record oi struggle between the central autho
rity and the pamaras, or between the various sections of the
pamaras themselves. The last great king oi the second Loahara
dynasty—

Jayasimha, tried to win them over by cunning and shreifi

diplomacy and recognition of their importance.

This period is the richest with regard to literary develop
ment. Kalhana,*the one historian ol real merit in Sanskrit litei
■iture* , wrote his Ba.jatarahgipi or *River oi Kings* during this
period. The polymath Ksemendra, Bilhapa, Somadeva, Maftkha, and
Abhinavagupta all flourished during this period and have given
us rich literature in different branches —

history, social

satire, erotics, religion, fiction and folk tales.
It was during this period that iSaivism, with its particular
philosophy of idealistic monism known as Trika, reached its higl
est development and produced teachers and writers ol high calibr
Abhinavaguptacarya, the much revered Kashmirian philosopher and
sage, was a contemporary ol king Ananta ol Kashmir (1029-64).

Kjshmir is the only region in the whole oi India which
has produced a historian ox nigh renown.

Kalhana, the poet

historian wrote in the time ox' king Jayasimha of the second
Lohara dynasty, in 1149-30* His history or Kashmir is the only
one ox its kind though Kashmir nad hrorn tairly early times a
tradition ox historical writing.
First mention of tne Rajatarahgipl, alter the continua
tion ox course Dy the later authors, was during the time ox
the Mughal Emperor Akbar. It is mentioned in the Ain-i-Akpari
that people approached the emperor with a history ox Kashmir
written by Kalhana pandit. It was then translated into Persian
and in lbfc>4 the chronicle oX which Bernier possessed a copy
was a Persian compilation and not the Sanskrit text*
In 1805 Coleorooke secured in Calcutta an incomplete
cop$ ox the original version. In 1823, MoorcroXLt, on his
visit to Kashmir, got a devanagari transcript prepared Xrom
a Sara da manuscript, Wilson's researches in this field in b
■162b led t© his famous essay published in the Asiatic Resear
ches. But as he did not have the full text, he could not do
much. In 183b the Royal Asiatic Bocietf o± Bengal took up the
work oX the edition ox the text. In lo4G A, Troyer oX Calcutta
Banskrit College began the publication ox the new edition oX
th© text. In 1892 was completed a French translation which,

though containing valuable information on many points concernin
the history, was full ox errors.
In lo4b A, Gnningham paid an official visit to the Valley
and this helped him to elcidate series ox questions relating
to chronology and numismatics, Rrof. Lassen’s analysis puolishe
in his Indian Alterthumsimnde failed to extend materially the
store ox trustworthy data. In l&yo appeared J.C.Dutt's transla-}
tion of the Rajatarahgini, out this too was defective in many
respects owing to the defective manuscripts utilized by him,.
The first great event in this field was the visit of G.
Buhler in 1873. His Report and the most valuable suggestions
revived European interest in the text; and oy I88y Gtein paid
his first visit to the Valley, ana oy 1889 he secured several
manuscripts and took up the great task px editing the text
which he completed m

1092. Stein did not leave his efforts

at that, and Drought xorth a translation with introduction,
comments and various appendices, thus maxing this valuable
material available for historical and antiquarian study. This
work proved valuable not only for the records ox Kashmir’s
past but also of great value for the history of India in gene™
ral.
In 1&92 Durgapr^sad also completed his edition o± the text
which was much appreciated by otein. In 1333, & literal trans
lation ox the text was made by the late Ranjit SXt&ram Pandit.
His appedices also throw new light in many respects.

Indological studies in the past have concentrated mainly
on religion and political history, ho sociological study of
larly India on an exhaustive level has yet come to our notice,
not to speak of such a study on Kashmir. Vol. IW a n d recently pub
lished V61. V. of the lengthy and detailed Hi story and Culture
of the Indian Peopleo cover the period under consideration
but in writing the social history ox the period the authors
make only a passing references to Kashmir, the main source utili
zed heing the jffig.atarahgini.
The accounts of various travellers have mainly described
the hills, lakes, snows and shades ox Kashmir but hardly

has anj

one tes endeavoured to narrate its history or tell thestory
what the valley has givent to the world.

1

of

.

Dr. Sufi in his Kash!

has tried to present an up-to-date record of the history of
Kashmir, but has confined his work to the more documented MusMi
period, giving a bare sketch of Hindu history in a singlie chapk
Sterna chandra tray’s is a very good account, but, as th& tit
of his work suggests, the aim of his volumes was to reconstruct
the history of northern India between c. A.D* 3&.6-11961from
dynastic point of view only. Tne third Volume, intended to deal
with administrative, Social, Religious and literary history,
monuments and coins etc.
1l.

Suf i .

, has not sofar appeared,

Kashir. V o 1l.1L.

2. K .C .Ray. The Dynastic His.tory of Northern India. 2. vols.
Calcutta 1931.

neni Prasad in his State in Ancient

India has given only

a short sketch oi tne state order in Kashmir.'
U,H*Ghoshal has published an analysis of Kalhana*s Rajata~
rangini , throwing light on the historian and his attitude
towards various sectiond oi Kashmir society m

general,

B.C*Ray has published some articles on some oi the aspects
of the lire in early Kashmir in some journals. Very recently
this author has brought together his papers on this subject,
together with additional material,to form a general cultural
history oi the whole pre-Muslim period. Though useful, tnis
work contains little which has not already appeared. Several
short articles on aspects

ol early Kashmir also exist, and are

mentioned in our bibliography,
Thus there is much need lor a work in this field based
not only on tne Rajatarahgini, but also on other local

sources

which provide a rich xield for historical research and help us
in judging the authenticity of Kalhana* s work,
This thesis does not claim- to oe an exhaustive study of
every aspect of life and society in medieval Kashmir under
the Lohara dynasties; several aspects need, further specialis&ed
study. Thus we have omitted all consideration of art and
architecture, our period being "the last and hitherto hardly

known phase of Kashmiri art in the ilth and 12th centuries’1. '
We have no definite architectural remains of the period*
Probably the building work was mostly wooden and may have
have been burnt down in tne numerous conflagrations recorded
by Kalhana,
Our efforts have been

directed at providing a thorough

study of those aspects of culture which are essential for
obtaining an understanding of the Age. Despite the lack of
earlier works on the subject an attempt has seen made to give
an objective survey based on the

available authentic sources

as a contribution towards the understanding o£ the social life
of Northern India during the period under consideration,

■ GQURGES
For a study of the history, especially the social history
and the institutions existing during the period we can safely
draw upon literary sources not only of the contemporary period
out also earlier.

Of the writers 01 the period itself by far tne most import
ant is unquestionably Kalhana. well versed in the Hindu Pharmasastra, H ltisastra and Epic lore, Kalhana gives us detailed
information about the working of the institutions 01 his time.
The greatest value of the material supplied by his chronicle,
lies in tne fact that the autnor was the son ox a minister,
Lord of the Marches (Dvarapati) during the reign of ill-fated
Harsa of the first Lohara dynasty, and was himself closely
connected with court circles. Therefore whatever he wrotw was
not based merely on the political theories that ne had read in
tne text books, but on a thorough knowledge of the practical
working ox the institutions as they existed. Though for the ear
earlier period Kalhana wrote romance rather than history, we
find admirable accuracy and fullness ox detail when ne approach
his own time. The first six uooks of tne Rajatarahgini

contain

only 2643 verses while in the Ttn and Stn booms,the nurnoer of
verse*is 3449.

1. The question of tne trustworthiness of llalhanta1s
is considered m
Appendix,II. pp.

record

fhe next great author whose writings we have utilised was
the Kashmirian polymath Ksemendra, who came or a line ox minis
ters and stands in a class oy himself among later Sanskrit
writers. His comrehensive style, his clarity of expression, his
power to use satire to the best advantage and his critical in
sight in to literature have earned for him a place among the ra
1
masters ox* Indian literary tradition.
Ksemendra mentions the need of familiarity with the ways
of the world *(loKacaraparijnana) and special didactic skill
(upadesavisesokfci) among the hundred pieces oi sound aavice to

2

a budding poet in his Kavikapthabharaha * He himself shows
these admiraole qualities in no Small measure in his didactic
poems—

the D e sopadesa, the Harmamal & , the Samayamatriia, the

Kalavilasa, the Darpadalana, the Qarucaryasataxa, and the Sevjgasevakopadesa. His satire on the bards and singers, goldsmiths,
quacks, astrologers and venders of medicines and false fantric
gurus contained in these works, give a lucid picture ox thethen existing social types. In all his works Ksemendra is true
to his maxim,”the true poet like the sta with his rays of poetr
reaching every region reveals in fresh colours tne sentiments,
feelings and emotions of ail beings” .
1. Suryakanta. K semendra Studies. Introd. P *1•
2 . Kavi. II. 6 .
3. Icid.

16.

\0

Suryakanta divides Ksemendra*s works into four divisions;
I .Poetical epitomes— Hamayanaman.iari or Bamayanakathasar a )
i n ratamanjari , Brhatkathamanjari, DSiavataracarita, and
Baudhavadanakalpalata.
2. Didactic poems— Kalavilasa , Samayamatrka, Carucaryasataka,
Bevyasevakopadesa, Parpadalana, D esopadesa , Karmamala and
Caturavargasamgraha.
3. Poetics and metrics— KavikanthabParana, Aucityavicaracarca,
and Buvrt&atilaka .

4 . Miscellaneous— L okaprakasakosa. f itikalpataru and Vyasastaka,
Of the above the works contained in tne first division
give us some idea of the condition of the Banskrit epics in

the time of Ksemendra. The Dasavataracarita and the Baudhayadarn
kalpalata show the reverence in which Buddhism was held in the
11th and 12th centuries in Kashmir; otherwise these works are
of little value for our purposes. We have chiefly utilised the
following texts ox Ksemendra.
The Samayamatrka was inspired in some degree by the w o n
of Ksemendra1s predecessor Damodaragupta. In this work the
hetaira-to-oe, Kalavat1 , is introduced Py a Parber to an old
courtesan, who proves an able instructress. In the second canto
the Parser gives an amusing and humorous account of the pawd*s
1.Suryakanta. Ksemendra Studies.p . 16.

it

wanderings in Kashmir, which provides valuable information on
topography. In keeping with* the science ox erotics Ikamasastra)
Ksemendra describes* with great skill the details of trie inci
dents of the prostitute’s life. In the last two cantos the

heroine is able to dupe a young fool and his parents. Thus clos:
his wor& Ksemendra lays bare the snares of courtesans and warns

the youth to beware ox them. He humorously applies his knowledgt
of the science ox erotics to the existing social conditions of
his age in an admirable manner*
The Kalavilasa is considered by critics to be Ksemendra!'s
best worm. In ten sections he discourses of tne various occupa
tions and follies ox mankind. In canto 1 . the character mf
Muladeva, thejfamous cheat id introduced. After dealing with
greed, arrogance, the pitiable plight of tnose in love, and the
deceiptxul nature of courtesans, Ksemendra starts a satire on
the kayasthas, the lesser civil servants of the time. The un~

scruplousness of their character is here exposed. This corrobor^

tes Kalhana1s records on the rapacious behaviour of tne kayasth<

class narrated at so many places in the Ba.jatarangini. Canto VI!
gives a very interesting satire on the bards and singers. The u
nepct ridicules thejfeoldsmitns. The last two cantos give aidvice

131

to young men, and indicate

tne means by which they can avoid

fallin^into evil ways.

The Darpadalana is a long poem consisting ox seven chapter
intended to show the xoily oi priae, whether it is based on
noole birth, wealth, knowledge, beauty, courage, generosity or
asceticism. In each case Ksemendra begins with a lew generali
zations appropriate to the cause ox pride under consideration.
H e follows these up with a tale in which the leading character
delivers a? Iong.odidactic speech abounding in general maxims

and observations, The Buddha appears in this role in the second
canto and Siva in the seventh, where ascetics are denounced as
not being worthy oi salvation Decause oi tneir passions.
The Desopadesa describes in detail Ksemendra’s own obser
vations on the customs and notorious characters oi the day.

He ridicules misers, courtesans, bawds and parasites. The sixti
canto is a satire on the Gauda students who came to Kashmir to
#

complete their studies. In the next an old man's marriage with
a small girl is ridiculed.
The Marmamala is a further satire on tne officials
(kayasthas) and writers (diviras) ,
The Garucaryasataka is a short poem of one hundred verses
which teaches law and polity— mainly drawn from Epics and
puranas. Tne Sevyasevakopade&a lays down the duties of master
and servant.

of human life— morality ( aharma) , practical lire (§rtha) , love
(kama) , and. release (moksa) ,
Ka vikanthabharana , A u c itya vi cara carca, and Suyrttatilaxa
are treatises on making of a poet, literary criticism and

in

metrics respectively.
Opinions are divided on the authorship of hokaprakasako&a
of Ksemendra Vyasadasa. Buhler has identified him with our
renowned author Ksemendna. There is no denying the fact that
m

tne form and content ox the hokanrakasa as we find it to

day considerable alterations and additions have occurred. But
in it we find exactly tne same humorous descriptions ojg the
origin of tne kayasthas and divirus as we find in the Narmamali
From the general satirical bent of the whole text and the divei
sity of the subjects treated in it, we are thoroughly convincet
that its author could not be ahiy one else than our Keemendra
Vyasadasa. As it seems to have remained a compendium of officii
business even during the Muhammadan period, many interpolation*
have occurred in it. Thus HBuhler is correct in identifying the
author of hokanrakasa with the famous Ksemendra Vyasadasa, but
Stein also pointed out that the ” authorship of Ksemendra
(middle lltli^entury) can be admitted only for a small portion

of the work. Additions to it have uben made as late as the tim«
o
of Sliah-Jahan" ,
1 . cf. verse 1!? of ch. 1 . of I ,Mala with Lo&aprakaba
2. Stein.

Vol

u

v
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The Illamatapurana is an important work from the point
of view of the history, legendary lore and topography of
Kashmir, The worn contains the 'doctrines of Illan&ga' , the
tutelary deity of Kashmir, which he imparted to the brahma^a
Candradeva. Most of the ceremonies and the festivals prescribed
by Ilia are the usual brahmanical and Puranic rites, but some
are peculiar to Kashmir,
Kalhana also drew on the Illamatapurana when reconstructin
the history of the earlier period'!' Beni Prasad re^BTS^

to the

expression Illamafas or1blue records' as reminding one of
'Blue BooKs', He thinks that records of political and other
happenings were regularly kept in Kashmir, But if this ??as
the case, such records could not have been kept in this form,
ihe IIlamatapurana gives us only the legendary history and
mentions the festivals and rites that continued until Kalhana'
own time, while the regular historical records were kept by
historians whose names have been^ by Kalharia as nia predecessors
finternits thinks this Purana to be several centuries earl
A
than Kalhana's work.
Bhhler considers it not older than the
6th or 7th centuries of tne Christian era,.^ As we have shown
elsewhere, it was in the time of the K&rkota dynasty (0th cen.)
that a regular tradition of historical writing seems to have
5
started in Kashmir. It would seem, therefore, that it was durin
1 . 1 x 1

!b,
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5*
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this period that the teachings ascriDed to Mllanaga, the King oJ
Kashmir Nagas and tutelary deity of Kashmir, were also recorded
Dy the bridimana Candradema —

to whom they are said to he reveal

ecL
Tne ©cean of Story —

the Ka th a s a n t sagar a , is on6 ox the

largest collection of stories extant in tne world. Its compiler
was a brahma^a named Somadeva, Tne whole work containing 22,000
verses——nearly twice as much as tne IIiad and 0 dyssey pub togeti'
was written for tne amusement ox Suryamati, wife of King Ananta
of Lohara dynasty, at wnose court Somadeva was poet. On the
basis of Ananta1s first and second retirement irom the tnrone
Somadeva1s date is fixed at aoout IG/O.^Tne history of Kashmir
at this period is one of discontent, intrigue and despair*
We have used the Kathasaritsagara with the utmost caution.
The chronology of the events and customs referred to is not
certain while the locale is different with each stoxy. But on
an exhaustive stuay ox the whole worn, it is ocvious that what
ever may be the oasis of these stories, the author, oeing a
Kashmirian, could not help living in his own world* The book
contains stories about witches, sorcerers and Gandharvas. Kalhai
also relates many such stories in connection with the early
history of Kashmir* Whatever the origin of these beliefs, there
is no denying the -^fact that Kalhana has used them as historical
A*
facts. Relating the story of king Baxa and a sorceress who sacni
( 9 k' S' $ •

ft-

Pe>v3«Y **(•

V o l.

1 , 33o-3S-.

X . 9w-tVo«lw/>.e-f-(0i~

pp

X>1C - X % M 'i,

it
/

ficed. him to' the "Circle or Mothers" (Matrcakra) Kalhapa tells
us that the recollection or the story is kept alive in the math
or Kheri (modern Khur).

Thus we are inclined to believe that

though these tales appear to -be legendary and mythical and
whether non-Aryan or Indian by origin, by Somadeva*s and
Kalhana’s time they had oecome assimilated and taken a local
form. The names ox the- flowers, the fruits and various customs
and manners that Somaaeva describes are purely Kashmirian and
we find them also in the Bapatarahgin l . So,deeply is tha author
immersed in his own atmosphere that even the God or Dearth (Tama
raja) is said to write on birch banc (bhurja) , in place or the
palm leaf usual in most parts of India.
The Vikramahkadevacarita is a poem or eighteen cantos whic
glorify king Vikramaclitya VI. Tribhuvanamalla or Kalyana 107 6-11
Though it deals with a king or Deccan its author was the Kashmi;
Bilhana. The last canto contains some information about the
author*s homeland.

Material of a numismatic character, which plays such an im
portant part in the history of the plains, is comparatively
scanty in the hills. Though Kalhana also tells us that he made
use or the coins while reconstructing the early history of
Kashmir, we rind that ancient coins, especially those of the
period with which we are concerned, are very rare* Moreover,
inscriptions on stone and copper plate title-deeds, which were
even consulted by Kalhana while composing his chronicle, have

almost all perished; as the purpose ox all such inscriptions was

mainly religious', it is no wonder that most or these were destr*
icpkocIa.sI’
Sj

In limiting the scope of this work to the Lohara dynasties
we have in v i e w the limitations natural to a single thesis.
a chronological limitation* however,
in the case of political history.

Such

can only be applied rigidly
In an account of the working

of the institutions we have often to go beyond these limits.
Though the account of the rule of the Lohara kings is contained in
the 7th and & t h cantos of the Ra.iatarajkgip l . we have utilized the
earlier portions for supplementing the evidence available in the
period under review*

The institutions which reach their fuller

development during this period have their origin much earlier.
Moreover, K'alhapa belongs to this period and while describing the
earlier conditions he often pauses to reflect and pass his own
judgement, which ultimately represents his own Age.
To see our period in its proper perspective and to under
stand the working of its institutions,

sources dealing with both

earlier and later periods have been utilized.

Thus D&modaragupta1

K u ^ animat am and Ratnakara's Haravi.iaya have also been consulted.
The later chronicles of Jonaraja,

Srtvara, Pr&jhabha$$a and Suk^a

have similarly helped much in understanding conditions, earlier thar
their own time.

We have also utilized two Persian M.Si’fc. in the

India office library.
Owing to the geographical position and the isolation
resulting from it Kashmir has escaped those great ethnic and
political changes which have from time to time swept over the

ttf

larger portion ox India.

As pointed out by Stein, 11local tradi

tion nas remained undisturbed. and still clings to all prominent
sites witn that tenacity which is cnaracteristic ot Alpine tracts
all over tne world".

Some of tne institutions oi our period con

tinued even until the time 01 tne Mughal emperor Amoar, despite
the iact that tne Sultanate period (1310-1333) liaa intervened
between tins ana tne ilinau dynasties, ana some features oi early
Kashmir are even noted py Lawrence m

his "Valley oi Kasnmir";

hence we nave utilized later material, with due caution, as
throwing light 011 our period.
As kasnmir was tnen a purely Minciu State and our authors
were well versea m

the Dnarmasastra and Smrti literature, a very

important contribution to tne correct use ana interpretation of
tne local material has been made by comparison witn the contem
porary theories a,nd institutions in the rest oi India.

Tnus we

nave tried to understand and interpret the trends in Kasnmir
society m

tne light 01 tne Indian background ana tne sources

which relate to tne rest ox India;

because though geographically

Kasnmir enjoyed an isolated and independent position, it had close
contacts with the rest oi India as far as the South.
The accounts oi the Chinese travellers Kslian-Tsang and
Gu-Kong, and that ox the contemporary Muslim traveller Aiberuni,
contained in his lK itab-u j - H m d , nave also helped in understanding
the position enjoyed by Kashmir in Indian literature, learning and
religion.

Marco-Polo, tne Venetian traveller of the thirteenth

century, also throws valuable historical light on Kashmir.

CHAPTER- II. p ^ - IAHCIM1' &EOG-BAPBY AND ADJOINING HILL TERBITOBIES

By Kashmir we do not mean the modern Jammu and Kashmir
State which stretches from the e%st of the Indus to the west of
the Eavi, but the valley of Kashmir which is about 84 miles long
and 2©, to 25 miles broad, lying between 33 to 3 3 ^ I. and 74°8 to
75°25

It covers an area of 1,800 to 1,900 square miles ana

its height above sea-level is nowhere less than 5,000 feet.

It

is surrounded by an almost unbroken chain of mountain ranges which
rise between 10,000 to 18,000 feet high.

In the great mountain

chain which encircles the valley, there is one narrow gap, near
the north-west end, the gorge at Varaharoula, the modern Baramhla the ancient as well as the modern ■Gate1 (Dvara) to the valley,'1’
Modern Jammu and Kashmir State is a creation of the
British; and its birthdate is the treaty of Amritsar in 1846.
Historically the territorial extent of the kingdom has always been
confined to the great valley drained by the headwaters of the
Vitasta, and to the inner slopes of the ring of mountains that
surround it;

excepting the occasional suzerainty of Kashmiri
p
kings over the hill states.
The Indus Valley, and the/6ommercially important Gilgit
area, although occasionally invaded by the kings of Kashmir and
1.

This section is based on Stein. Ba.iat. tr. Vol. II. pp.587 ff.

2.

cf. L . P et e c h .

H orthern India A ccording to the Bhui-Ching-Chu
' P.72.,

although always open to the cultural influence of the valley, were
never an integral part of the Kingdom.

1

The natural limits of

the territory of Kashmir are so sharply marked tnat they/6an be
traced through ail the historical records whether indigenous or
foreign.

Hsxian Tsang, Ou Kong and Alberuni's accounts show them

clearly and the local chronicles prove in detail that the Kashmir
of Kashmirian tradition never extended appreciably beyond the
summit-ridges of those great ranges which encircle and protect the
valley.
ftone of' the natural features of Kashmir have had a more
direct bearing on the history of the country than the great moun
tain barriers that surround it.

The importance of the mountains

as the country*s great protecting wall has at ail times been duly
recognised both by the inhabitants and by foreign observers.
Prom an early period the Kashmirians have been wont to pride them
selves on their country's safety from foreign invasion, a feeling
p
justified only by the strength of thesenaturaldefences.
Kalhana speaks of Kashmir as unconquerable by the

force of soldiers

owing to the protection afforded by its mountain walls.

%

In the

statement of Policy attributed to King Lalitaditya it is said;
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Op. cit. p.72.

The Sanskrit inscription found at Panial up the Gilgit river
shows that the dinnara reckoning in Gilgit (ancient Gilgit&)
was essentially of the same character as in Kashmir - evidence
of the far-reaching influence which ancient Kashmir also had oi
the economic side of the civilisation of neighbouring tracts.
See Stein. cI.fWAtS. 1943-44. pp. 12-14.
2.

Stein. Ra.iat. Vol. II, p.390.

3.

Ba.iat, I, 31, 39.

n

"Those who wish to be powerful in this land must always guard
against internal dissension.
{ foreign)

They are as little in fear of

enemies (paraloha) as the carvakas of the world beyond".

Special notice is taken by Iisiian Tsang and Ou-Kong of the moun
tains enclosing the kingdom and the difficulty of the passes
leading through them.2

The statements of the early Arab geogra

phers, brief as they are, lay stress on the inaccessible character
of the mountains.

The great chain is, however, broken at

various places by passes leading to the Valley and special care
had to be taken in the past to keep a strict watch over them.

4

Alberuni, while referring to the inaccessible character of
the mountains, shows also the anxious care taken to maintain the
natural strength of the country by guarding the passes.

5

Sharafu-d-dln, the historian of Timur (Gir. A.D* 1397), says of
Kashmir:

"This country is protected naturally by its mountains or

every side, so that the inhabitants, without the trouble of forti
fying themselves, are safe from the attacks of enemies?^
Qtu.te often in the Ranatarafigini we find the term Dvara ;
Branga.

The high mountain wall was broken a't/a number of places

Ra.iat. IV, 343.
2.

Beal.

3.

A1 Qazwini, Gildemeister De Rebus Indicis. p .210.
A1 AdrisY.
Elliott H i story~of""India I, pp.90 ff.
Stein Vol. II, p.359 note.
Stein. Ra;jat. I, 302, 122;
VIII, 140 , 41 3 , 451.
Alberuni.
India. Vol. II. p.361.

4.
5.
6*

Si-Yu-Ki. Vol. I. pp.14b ff;

h ’ltin eraire de Ou-Kong.
Qroted by

IIllkhi:j^Rashidl, tr. N. Elias and E.D. Ross, p.432.

through the Pxr Pantgal range*

1
These passes are called Dvaras.

Referring to the words dvaradisu pradeses u , Stein thinks that they
probably refer to one or the several main passes which give access
2
to the Valley of Kashmir.
There are numerous references to the
term dvara in the Ra.iat a rang ini, which show that there were a
number of passes leading to the Valley*

3

These entrances have

always played an important part in Kashmir history and have, until
quite modern times,

been specially guarded, by watch stations.^

The mountain-ring enclosing Kashmir is divided, into three
main ranges.

One of these, usually designated the Fir Pantsal

Range, forms the boundary of the Kashmir Valley to the south and
south-west.

It begins from the southern-most part of the valley

where the Banihal pass, 9,200 ft.above

the sea,

marks the

lowest

depression in the chain of mountains.

Afterrunning for about

thirty-five miles from east to west, the range turns to the northnorth-west.

In this direction it continues for about fifty miles

more and, after attaining its greatest elevation in the Tatakuti
peak (15,524 ft*), gradually descends towards the valley of the
Vitasta.

All important routes towards the Punjab cross this

great mountain barrier*
Ra.ia t . I, 122*
2.

Stein. Ra.i a t . I, 122 note.

3.

e.g. Rajat. I, 302;

4.

Stein. Ba.iat. I, 122 note.

5.

Stein. Ra.ia t . Vol. II, p*392.

VIII, 140, 413, 451.

as
The eastern-most route was the Banihal pass, the Bana^ala
of Kalhana, which, owing to its small elevation (9,000 ft.), must
always have been a convenient route of communication towards the
upper Chena&e Valley and the Eastern Punjab hill States.1

The

Castle of Banasala, which guarded this route, was in the hands of
a Khasa chief in the twelfth century.

During Jayasimha's reign

(112b-49), the rival claimant Bhiksacara planned his invasion of
Kashmir through this pass.
Another crossing in the range is at Siddhap^tha (the
modern village o^SidaU) , from where two routes lead to the Buddhil
and Konsaranaga passes of the Pir Pan!gal range - thus connecting
the valley with Akhnoor and Sialkot in the Punjab plain.

Siddha-

paXiia is mentioned in the Rajatarahginx as the route chosen by a
pretender in Sussala's reign.
The lowest dip in the central part of the whole range is
marked by the pass known as Pir Panjsal, 11,400 ft. high.

The

route which crosses it has from early days formed the most fre
quented line of communication from Kashmir to the central part of
thelunjab.
The village of Surapura (modern HMrpor)

is often referrec

to as the entrance station for those reaching Kashmir from Rajapui

and the neighbouring places, or as the point of departure for thos
1-

Rajat. VIII, 1665 ff.

2.

Ibid. 557.

entering from the opposite direction.1

$ura, the minister ok

Avantivarman (9th century), evidently with the intention of esta

blishing a convenient emporium on this trade route, transferred to
2
this locality the watch-station ( drahgaj of the pass."
Ascending
the valley of the Rembyar or Ramanytavi for about seven miles, we
reach the point where the streams coming from the Pir Panigal and
Rupri passes unite.

In the angle formed by them rises a steep

rocky hillock which bears on its top a small ruined fort known as
Kamelankoth.

3

Kalhana calls this site Kramavarta.

4

At a dis

tance of four miles above Kamelankoth and close to the Mughal
Sarai of Aliabad, we have a ridge known as Hastivanj.
Sarai

is a Mughal hospice erectedfor theshelter

about

half a mile aboveHastivanj,

Stein

Aliabad

of travellers

isright

in thinking

the rnatha or hospice on the Pir Pantsal route, which Ksemeindra
mentions*to have been situated somewhere in its neighbourhood.

6

Prom Aliabad Sarai the road ascends in a gently sloping,
valley westward until at a distance of about four and a half miles
v
7
from the Pir Pantsal (Pancaladevaj pass is reached.
Prom this
point starts the descent towards the Punjab side.

About 3,000 f1

H I , 227; V, 39; VII, 558, 1348, 1352, 1355, 1520;
VIII, 1051, 1134, 1266, 1404, 1513, 1577, 2799.

1*

Miat.

2.

Ra.ia t . V, 39.

3.

Stein. Ra.i at. Vol.

4.
5.

Ba.iat. Ill, 227.
Ibid. See J.ffA .S , , lt>95, pp.37s ff .

6*

Ibid;

7.

Stein. Ra:iat. Vol.

II, p.394.

Ksemendra. Sam M a t . II, 90 ff.
II, p.39&.

below the Pir Pantsal pass lies Pusiana, the ancient Pusiananada,
which Kalhana repeatedly mentions in connection with the civil
wars of his own time,
Rajapuri.

Pusiananada belonged, to the territory of

Prom Pusiana the route leads to Bahramgala (Bhairava-

gala) and from the turning to the south, reaches the Ratan Pir
2
pass,' b,200 ft., descending into an open valley to Rajapuri,
The central part of the Pir Pantgal range rises consider
ably.

The Tangtala pass, above five miles on the north of the PI

Pantsala pass, is mentioned by 'fete Abu-l-Pazl.

3

The next two

passes, known by the Paharl names of Cittapanx and Coti Gali are
both over 14*000 ft* in height,

A short distance to the north

west oi^the Coti Gali pass the range culminates in Mount TatakutI
which is 15,524 ft, high..

Prom this point the range is crossed

by the passes of Bangsafea, Rurpur and Coragali - all difficult
routes leading down into the Valley of Loharin, the ancient
Lohara.4
The next considerable depression, which was the ancient
line of communication between Kashmir and the Western Punjab, via,
Lohara, was the Tosamaidan pass.

This pass, being on the most

direct route between the Kashmir Capital and Lohara, was of specia
importance during the reign of the later Kashmirian kings whose
i*

Sfafri.

-P. 3<|s.

2.

Ibid - vide Srivara IV, 529, 5o9.

2.

Ibid;

4.

Stein. Ra.ia t . Vol. II, p.39o.

A in-i-Akbarl II, p.348.

original home and safest stronghold was in Lohara.

Moreover, it

was the shortest and the safest route into the valley of Poonch
(Parnotsa) and to Western Punjab between the Jhetum and the Indus.*
The route started from the present village of Drang, situated at
the foot of the mountains in the Biru Pargana c 33°57'lat. 74°36y
long. - the site of an ancient Drahga, *watch-station1;

in old

times it was distinguished as K a r k o t a d r a h g a P r o m there the
route ascends over an easy forest-clad slope to the edge of the
Tosamaidan.

This place is located as the proper 'Gate1 (Dvara)

of this route.
Beyond the Tosamaidan Pass, in the north-west, the Pir
Pan±sal Range gradually descends into the Vitasta Valley.

Below/

Baramula this is confined between the two ranges of mountains the Pir Fanjgal Range separating from the main chain at a point
behind Gulmarg and in the North the mountain system which culmina
tes in the Kajnag peak (14,400 ft.).

A route along the right

bank of the river Vitasta, marked by Abbottabad, Garhi, Habibulla,
Muzaffarabad and Baramula, has been recognized by Stein in
Alberuni1s itinerary.

The route started from Baramula and to the

western end of the town stood in ancient times "the stone Gate, the
1.

Ib I d .

2.

Stein. Ra.ia t . VII, 140 note;

3.

Stein. Ba.iat. Vol. II, p,399;

VIII, 1590 note,
Raj a t . VII, 140, 1301.

XI
western enct of the kingdom11, through which Ilsxian Tsang had passed
before he reached Huskapura (Hu-se-kia-lo) .

Ou-Kong and Alberuni

knew well this watch-station ( HD)rang a) , which is also mentioned by
Kalhana under the general designation oi

Dvara.

This route was

of importance chiefly as leading to Urasa (Hazara) and to old
Gandhara (Rawalpindi)*

Stein states that its importance, military

or comraercia,l, was in ancient times far smaller than that of the
Pir Pantsal and Tosamaidan routes.
The kings of Kashmir held the Vitasta Valley as far as
Bolyaska (modern Buliasa) as an outlying frontier district.

This

is indicated by Kalhana* s account of ISafokaravarman1s expedition
towards the Indus (A.D. 902) where the Kashmir army retreating
from Urasa reached the borders of their own territory,^

Beyond

this, up to the borders of Urasa the valley was known as Dvaravati
o
(modern Dvarabidi).
North of Dvaravati in the lower valley of
the K^*sna (modern rJ^if^Hgahga) ,lay

semi-indepenaent Khasa

principality of Karnaha (modern liarnaY') .

As noted above, between

Dvaravati and Karnaha the Kajnag Range accompanies the Vitasta for
about eighty miles to Muzaffarabad.

The mountains which enclose

the Kashmir Valley in the north-west and north, may be looxed upon
as one great range, and join on to the Kajnag peak north-west of
Baramula and then continue in the direction of South to North to1*

Rajat * V. 229;

Stein. Rajat. tr. V, 225 note.

2.

See also Stein Rajat * Vol. II, p.404.

wards the upper Kisanganga.

The water-shed of this portion

forms the western boundary of Kashmir towards Karnaha.

One

important route crossed this range near Sardi from near the
ancient district of Samala (modern Hamalj and Uttara (modern Uttar
and was guarded by the Castle of Sirahsila.^

Prom Sardi this

range continues in a slightly south-easterly direction for about
100 miles.

The upper course ox the Krsna (Kisanganga) in this

region was inhabited by the Daradas and was known as the Darada✓ 2
desa.

A route starting from the north of Mahapadma (Wular lake)

crossed this northern range at Gurais on the Kisangahg§, which is
probably to be identified with Daratpurl, the chief town of the
Daradas ana then led to Astor andthe Balti territory on the Indus.
There lies the Dugdhaghata fort which was held by a pamara and on
his death passed to the Daradas;
fully endeavoured to recover.^

and which King Harsa unsuccess
To the east of this fort the

summit of the range culminates in the Haramukuta (modern Haramukh)
peak where are situated soiib of the holiest t£rife<B$ referred to by
the Kashmirian sources.^
Eastward from Haramukuta, the range meets near the head ox
the Indus Vailey, the great chain of snowy mountains which stretch
es from Mount Hanga Parvat in the south-easterly direction in the
Humkum peak from south of which is reached the Zoji-la pass 1-

Ba.iat . VIII, 2492;

stein. Ba.iat. vol. II, pp. 540-44.

2.

Ba.iat. I, 312;

3.

btein. Ba.iat. vol. II, p. 406;

4•

Ibid. p .407.

stein. Ba.iat . tr. I, 312 note;
vol. II, p. 435
V. 152; VII. 119: VIII, 253
Ra.jat. VII, 1071.

bee infra p^

connecting the Kashmir Valley with China ana Tibet via Ladakh.
The Tibetan inhabitants beyond this pass were known as the
Bhauttas.

Kalhana repeatedly refers to the Bhaxtttas and the

Bhauttarastradhvan.^

From Zoji-la a range of mountains, forming

the eastern boundary of Kashmir, runs almost due south until it
reaches the headwaters of the Vitasta.

It then turns to the

north-west and at the Banihal Pass joins on to the Pir Pantsal
Rang$;

towards the Ohenali this range is pierced by two passes -

the Margan and the Marbal (11,500 ft.), the latter forming the
usual route to Kasthavata (modern Kishtwar).
mentioned as an independent State by Kalhana.

This territory is
The route descends

from Marbal Pass to the valley known as Iih&alya in Kalhapa's time.^
According to Cunningham the oldest classification of the
hill States divided them into three groups, each named after the
most powerful State which was the head of the Confederation.
These were Kashmir, Dugar and Trigarta*

The .first group consisted

of Kashmir and the petty States between the Indus and Jhelum;
second between the Jhelum and the Ravi;

the;

the third comprised

Jalandhar or Trigarta (Kangra) and the various small states between
the Ravi and Satiej.

Kashmir was the oldest ancpthe most powerful

of the three original states, and was founded long before the
Christian era, though all the three existed from a period anterior

2.

E S u M - VIII, 2bb'7; Stein. Ba.iat. Vol. II, p.40&.
Stein. Ra.jat. Voh.lt p. 401.
§a ,1a t . VII, 399, 5t5b-90;

3.

S.N. Majumdar.

Stein's note in tr,

Cunningham's AncientGeograp h y o f India, p.1503

to the 7th Century A.D.^
In the seventh Century, according to the Chinese pilgrim
Hsiian-fsang, the kingdom of Kashmir comprised not only the valley
o f

K a s h m i r

i t s e l f ,

but

a l s o

th e

w h o l e

of

t h e

K i l l y

c o u n t r y

b e t w e e n

the Indus and the CtnaR to the foot of the Salt Range in the South,
The different States visited by Hsiilan-fsang were Ura&a to the fes1
of Kashmir;

Taxila and Si&hajjura to the South-west;

and Rajaurx CRajapurl) to the South.
Bast and South-east are not mentioned;
f o r

b e l i e v i n g

t h a t

t h e y

a l s o

w e r e

and Poonch

The other hill States to th(
but there is good reason

t r i b u t a r y

a n d

t h a t

t h e

d o m i n i o n s

of Kashmir in the seventh century extended from the Indus to the
2
Ravi.
The petty independent State of Kullu, in the upper val]^r
of the Beas river was saved by its remoteness and inaccessibility,
and the rich state of Jalandhara, on the lower Bias, was then
subject to Harsavardhana, the great king of Kanauj.
Samkaravarman extended the sovereign Power of Kashmir to
the whole of the Punjab from the Indus to the Satiej.^
No understanding of the political history of Kashmir under
the Loharas is possible without the picture of the territories the,t
lay beyond the frontiers of ancient Kashmir and formed the neigh
bours of this kingdom in Hindu times.
1.

Ibid ♦ ,j ..

2.

A. Cunningham.

3^

Ibid.

4.

Rajat. Ill, 100;

ed. cit. p.103.
IV, 117;

V, 143-44;

VII, 21o-221, 538-90.
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The names of many of these hill kingdoms occur in the
Rajatarahgini .

Thus we have KS,s£havata, CampS, Vallapura,

Vislata, Rajapuri, Lohara, Parnotsa, Dvaravati, Urasa, Karnaha,
the Darada territory and the Rhautta land*

Another kingdom

mentioned by Kalhana is Babbapura and there is also .one reference
to Bhadrivakasa. .
Beginning in the South-east we have first the valley of
Kasthavata, the present Kishtwar, on the upper CinSic.

It is

mentioned by Kalhana as a separate hill-state in the time of
/ I
Kalasa.

The hill-district ox Rhadravah, lower down on the C£na3?c.
o
river, is the Bhadravakasa of the Ra ja tar ah g in X .
Its rajas were

probably tributary to Campa for we do not find a ruler of this
place in Kalhana’s list of hill rajas.
The rajas of Campa (modern Ghambaj often figure in the
Rajatarahgin i *y

This territory has since early times comprised

the valleys of all the sources of Ravi and some adjoining valleys,
draining into the Cinah-. between Itangra, the ancient Trigarta and",
Kasthavata (Kishtwar).
To the West of Camph and South of Bhadravakasa lay the old
chief ship of Vallapura, the modern Ballawar.

Kalhap.a repeatedly

mentions the rulers of this S t a t e . A l b e r u n i also mentions
1*
2,

Rajat. VIII, 590.
• Ytu.

<roi,

Rljat. VII, 2io, 5^6, 1512;
VIII, 53o, 10o3, 1443, 1531.
Stein. Rajat. tr. VII, 21o note.
4.

.Alberuni - : rnia.

3 1

Ballavar,l
Immediately at the foot of the Banihal Pass in the terri
tory of Visala^a we find the castle of a 'Khasaalord' who gave
shelter to Bhiksacara and at the time was evidently independent.

2

Rajapuri was the most important of the hill-states lying
to the Bouth-west and West of Kashmir.

It comprised the valleys

drained joy the Tohi ofRajapurl and its tributaries.

Owing to its

position on the most direct route to the Punjab, Rajapuri was
necessarily often brought into political relations with Kashmir.

3

**

When Hsi^an Tsang passed through it, the kingdom of Rajapuri was
subject to Kashmir.^"

Its rulers belonged to the Kha&a tribe.

During Lohara times, the chiefs of R&japurl appear to have been
practically independent rulers, though we find the kings of Kash
mir occasionally undertaking expeditions into this territory and
also interfering in the internal affairs of the kingdom.
On the North-west, Rajapuri was adjoined by the territory
of Lohara.

The chief valley belonging to this hill state was the

present Loharin.

The rulers of Kashmir in the 11th, ana 12th.

centuries hailed from this territory.
belonged to the Khasa tribe.

The chiefs of Lohara also

Lohara seerns to have included in

thoaejfcimes also the town and district of Parnotsa, corresponding
to the present Poonch or Prunt§, in the lower valley of the Tohi
1* Atbehffwl. JhAig *
2.

s

U ik.

h,

w C

U. ?, 4 ^ * ,

. vim

• IGGiP

3.
4.

M j a t . VI, 2d6,*343-49, 331; VII, 103,267,533,539,341,546, et
A .CuivhiKfjIthv*v. -ed. cit. p ,14<b-49.

(Tausi).

In H s M a n Tsang1s time Parnotsa gave its name to the

whole hill state which was the tributary to Kashmir.
Towards the North-west of Parnotsa (Poonch)
of Vitasta (Jhelum).

is the Valley

This was held in old times as an outlying

frontier district of Kashmir as far down as Bolyaska, the present
Buliasa.
To the West and beyond the course of the Vitasta after its
great bend lay the ancient kingdom of Urasa.

Its greatest part is

comprised in the district of Hazara between the Vitasta and Indus.
Lohara or Loharakojfa,

1the Gastle of Lohara' , played an

important part in the Medieval history of Kashmir as the ancestral
home and stronghold of the dynasty whose narrative fills the last
two books of Kalhap.a's work,

As pointed ^out by Stein, Wilson

wrongly'*" identified Lohara with Lahore, because hejdid not have
access to the last two cantos of the Ra.jatarafigini, where, in
numerous passages, Kalhapa speaks of it as a hili-fortress, situa
ted in close proximity to Kashmir;

as a result of the special tour

in August 1892 in this locality, Stein fixed its position in the
valley now called Loharin, belonging to the territory of Poonch
p
Parpotsa).
Through Loharin proper and through a side valley descending
1.

Wilson.

2.

Stein.

Essa.v on the Hindu H istory of Caahmir.
Ra.jat. Vol. II, p.293.

As. Res. Vol.
XV, p.47.

from the mountains on the North leads the path to the Tosamaidan
Pass, which from the earliest times to the present day has formed
one of the most frequented and best routes from the Western Punjab
to Kashmir*
Jalandhara is not mentioned in Sanskrit literature except
in the Hemako|a, the Rajatarahgin^ and the Uttarakanda of the

2 on the other hand, Trigarta is repeatedly referred

Padma Purana;

to, notably in the Mahabharata,

On the basis of the data supplied

by HsiAan Tsang, Cunningham suggested that, if the dimensions
supplied are even approximately correct, Jalandhara must then have
included the State of Gamba on the North with llandi and Suket on
the last, and Satadru on the South-east,

At the time of H s M a n

Tsang’s visit Jalandhara itself was the Capital, while the Capital
of Trigarta was probably Nagarakota.^

Referring to the alterna

tive name for the kingdom of Jalandhara in ancient documents Trigarta or the land of the three rivers - Moorcroft had doubts
whether it referred to the Ravi, Bias and Sutlej.

Vogel suggests

that the reference is to the three main tributaries of the Beas.
h. vol. h.?- Rr s ,
2.

Hutchison & Vogel.

The History of the Punjab Hill States.
Vol. I, p *103.
ed*cit. pp.156-58.
For Satadru Cunningham
suggests modern Sirhind,

3.

A. Cunningham,

4.

Hutchison - Vogel,

5.

Moorcroft. Travels» Vol. I,

6.

Hutchison &Vogel.

Op* cit.p ,106.
pp.140-41.

Op. cit.pp.102-103note.

r

y*

Hema^Candra says;1
Jalandharas Trigartah 3yuh.
’’Jalandhara that is Trigarta”
Jalandhara is also mentioned in the Yogini Tantra.

2

The name of Jalandhara is preserved in that of the present
town and district of Jalfandhar in the Punjab.

The ancient king

dom of Jalandhara included the hill territories on the upper course
of the Bias and in particular Kangra or UTrigarta.

Jalandhara and

Trigarta are several times mentioned in the Ra.iatarahginl. ^
Trigarta is identical with the modern hill district of Kangra,
situated between the mountains of Camba and the upper course of the
Beas.

A glossary of a manuscript of the Rajatarafcgini renders

Trigarta by Ragarkotja.^
We first read of Trigarta. in the Ra.iatararigiffii, when
Srestasena, the son of Meghavahana, bestowed the land of Trigarta
upon the Pravaresa temple.^

King Lalitadilya Muktapija of the

Karkota dynasty made his attendants kings by granting them Jaland
hara, Lohara and other territories.b

At the advance of $aihkara-

varmanls armies, Prthvicandra, the ruler oi Trigarta, is said to
Hemakosa.
2*

Yogini

3.

Stein.

Qioted by Cunningham, p.156 and Vogel,

p*103.

Tantra. I, 11, 2. 2, 2. 9 quoted by B.C. Law
Hi storical geography of Ancient India, p.d6.

4.

Ra.ja t . IV, 177 note; Beal Si-yu-ki
iPil Ind. I, pp. 11, 102; I, p.175 £.
Stein. Ra.ia x . Ill, 100 note,

5.

Ra.jat.

Ill, 100.

6 * Rajat. IV, 177.

have approached the king in order to offer homage,

1

Qaeen Suryamati, wdfe oi' Ananta (s102b-63) , was the daughter
of Inducandra of Jalandhara.

Her elder sister l^amati had been
p
married to Rudrapala Sahi of the Hindu Sahiya dynasty of Kabul.
Cunningham has identified Inducandra of Ra.iatarahginl with Indracandra of the genealogical lists of the Kangra rajas .J

The ending

Candra in the name of the Trigarta raja Prthvicandra, is however,
not found in the genealogical list of the Katoeh rajas who ruled
Kangra from an early period.^'

We find further reference to this

place during the reign of King Jayasidiha when Sujji, the exiled
Kashmirian minister, met Jyegjhiapala, a follower of Bhiksacara at
Jalandhara and planned an invasion of Kashmir in alliance with
5
Bhiksacara.
Physical and ethnic characteristics sharply mark off the
Kashmiri from, all surrounding races yet no particular localities
can b^connected with ethnic divisions.

On the evidence of the

language and physical appearance of the Kashmiris, Stein considers
them a branch of the race which brought the Indo^Aryan type of
languages into India,

The purity of race he assigns not only to

f*

Rajat. V, 143-47.

2.
3.

Rajat* VII, 130.
A. Cunningham,
Ed. cit. p.,15b.
Cunningham is however wrong
in saying that Ananta(102b-81)
married the tw<
daughters of Inducandra.

4.

Stein. Rajat. Vol.I. p„99.

5.

Rajat. VII, 1651, 1670.

6.

Stein. Rajat. VoJL. II, p.429*

the natural isolation of the country but to a curious faculty for
absorbing foreign elements.^
The wide prevalence of Haga worship before and even after
the Buddhist period indicates that the first settlers in the
Kashmir Valley must have been primitive aborigines.

The modern

Dumbs, the descendants of the old Dombas
are related to the gipsy
*
2
tribes of India and Europe.
J.J. Modi has made an attempt to
show that Kashmir was once a Zoroastrian country,

%

but, as pointed

out by Dr. Sufi, the references quoted in support of this view are
more or less of a legendary nature,^
Modern authorities like Lawrence, Younghusband, and Berniei
have pointed out the Jewish cast of faces of the inhabitants oi
Kashmir.

Referring to the Kashmiris ’Al-Beruni pointed out that

it was difficult to have commerce with them and that "in former
times, they used to ailow one or two foreigners to enter their
country, particularly Jews, but at present do not allow any Hindu

whom they do not know personally to enter, much less other people".1

1.

Ibid.

2-

Ibid. p.*.430. also see infra, p.

3.
4.
5.

J.J, Modi.
J.B.Br. R.A.S. Vol. XIX. December lo95, pp.237-48.
G,M.D. Sufi. Kash&ir. Vol. I, p.15,
W. Law/rence.
The Valley of Kashmir, p. 318 .

6.

Younghusband. Kashmir, pp.129-30.
Bernier.
Travels. p.430.
Alberuni.
India. Vol* I, p.206 .

CHAPTER

II

P O L I T I C A L

PcvtI" K
H I S T O R Y .

Prom Lohara (modern Loharin) hailed our kings of Medieval
Kashmir, whom we refer to as the kings of the Lohara dynasties
and who ruled in the most critical times from A*D, 1003-1171*
Before the advent of the Lohara dynasty to the throne,
Kashmir was ruled by the dynasty of Parvagupta (949-50) who
rose from the family of a divirat or1writer*. Parvagupta had
been in the cabinet of ministers during the reign of king
Baftgramaraja of the dynasty of Ya^askara (939-948);. having
killed the boy king in 949 > he seated himself on the vacant
1
throne, After Parvagupta, his son Ksemagupta succeeded to the
throne (850-58),

2

Ksemagupta married Didda, the daughter of

Si&haraja, the ruler of Lohara,

This marriage created bonds

between the rulers of Lohara and the kings of Kashmir* Ksema
gupta died in 858 and queen DiddSt first exercised royal power
as the guardian of her sons Abhimanyun II. (958-72), Handigupt
(973-75), Tribhuvana (973-75)> and Bhfmagupta (975/80-1).
Assured of her safety byvthe help of Tunga, a Kha^a from
Parnotsa, (Poonch) in the year 980/1 she had Bhlmagupta put to
L* RIjat.VI. 130.
2* Rajat VI. 150.
3. Rajat .VI. 176*

Queen Didda was on her mother* s side a

grand daughter of king Bhlma $ahi of Udabhftnda, mod. Und,
4'' Rajat,VI, 188 ff.

death by torture, and reigDned for twenty-three years with
Tunga as her prime minister.

1

Ultimately she bequeathed the

throne in undisputed succession to her nephew, the young
Sa&gramaraja, son of her brother Udayaraja, the ruler of
Lohara.^
With Sa&gramaraja commenced the rule of the Lohara
kings. These kings belonged to the Kha^a race. The term Khasa,
Khasaka, or Khasaka appears frequently in the R ajataranginl
and the people to whom it refers in so many verses have been
confined by Stein to a comparatively limited region comprising
the valleys lying immediately to the south and west of the plrPantsal range. We believe, however, that this term covered the
inhabitants of a wider area of the Himalayas than Stein admits,
Kalhana depicts Sa^gramaraja as a prudent but personally
weak ruler ,^Tuftga remained in power during the early part of
the reign of this king, inspite of a revolt which the brahmana

ministers had stirred against him through the brahmanas and th«
5
temple-purohitas„ But old age and the cares of official affairs
so weakened his discretion that he startbed employing inefficiei
6
and rapacious persons into high state offices, a step which
added to his unpopularity. His position was further weakened
&-y

£.<0

noj^

tkx

VI.330 ff.
2*
R&
>YI.355.ff.
3. see infra Appendix IV,

<2

M

A>v\_Cs_c f

1*

4.
5*

Rljat, VII. 9.
Rajat. VII. 13 ff*

ppi|£$-£tf

*

1,0

The most important event in the history of northern
India during the early decades of the 11th century when
Samgramaraja was on the throne of Kashmir (1003-28) was the
series of Muhammadan expeditions led by Mahmtld of Ghazni, but
the great wave of invasion which swept across the Indus stopped
short of the mountain ramparts protecting Kashmir.

The several

expeditions which we know Mahmud to have, led in that direction
never seriously threatened the independence of the valley.
There is a distinct record of these events in the RSiataraft^ini
Kalhana gives us an account of the expedition whffih was des
patched under Tuhga to the assistance of fehi Trilocanapala .^
Not listening to the advice given by the Sahi ruler, who was
acquainted with the Turuska system of warfare, and encouraged
by the defeat of the Muhammadan reconnaissance party, Tuhga
went to fight them and was defeated,

From the materials

available in Elliot's work Stein takes this expedition to have
been undertaken in the year 1013 - against the ninth^Mahmud1s

1.

Ra^at. VII, 47-48,
It was in the month of Marga^frsa
{November-December) that King Saihgramaraja despatched
Tuhga to help the Sahi King Trilocanapala.
Kashmir is also said to have given
Anandpal, the son of Jaipal in 1006, on
PeskfiU/acvr, by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni.
record in the Rajatarahgini.
Possibly
of these happenings but did not care to
did not concern his narrative *

shelter to
his defeat near
There is no such
Kalhana was aware
record because they

Rajat. VIII, 1190 note.
The Imperial Gazetteer of India 1908, Vol. XX, p.114-15.
Firishta Brigg's tr. p. 41.

campaigns according to Elliot’s reckoning.

1

pirishta tells

us that in A.H. 404 or A «D . 1013 Sultan Mahmfid marched with his
army against the fort of Nindoona

2

situated on the mountains of

Bulnat, then in the possession of the r&ja of Lahore, that is
the Sahi king Anandapala.

his son Jeipal II, seeing that he

could not oppose the sultan in the field, drew off his army
towards Kashmir,

It is in connection with this campaign of

sultan Mahmud that Pirishta tells us about his plundering of
Kashmir and forcing the inhabitants to acknowledge tlie prpphet.
KaihanGt records that when Tri'locanapala had gone afar, the
whole country was overshadowed by hosts of fierce candelas. ^

Raja t . VII, 47-58, Stein Raj a t . traverses 47-69. note,
NSzim point's out that Kalhana1s reference to lahmtid as
Hammira is an obvious adaptation of Amir as title by which
Mahmud was generally known and not Amir \&*1-Md~ftlinffn as
suggested by Stein’.
Nazim. Sultan Mahmud pp. 92-93. note.
Stein. Rajat tr. VII, 67-69. note.
2*

Pirishta. Brigg1s tr, p. 54.
Nandana situated on the northern spur of the Salt Range,
commands the main route into the Ganges Doab.
It is the
Nardta. of Utbl;
Gardizi and Baiha^yr; call it Nandunah.
Xhelum Gazetteer also identified Ninduna with Bandana a hill
fort in the Salt Range where there are some remains of
ancient buildings belonging to Kashmir rule.
SThelum Gazetteer p. 62.
Nazim. Sultan Mahmud, p. 91. note.
Vide. Punjab District Gazetteer. XXVIIA. 1904, pp. 46-47,

3*

P irishta. Tr. Brigg1s Vol. I. p.54.

4.

Jeipal II is said in this book to be the grandson of
Anandpal.
The reference is to Trilocanapala who is
mentioned as Purujaipala in Elliot’s version,
Elliot Vol. II. p. 451.
Alberuni. India II, p.13.
C.Y. Vaidya. Vol. III. p.61, Stein. Rajat tr.VII, 117-69
Ra.lat. VII, 63.
note.

Thus the power of Trilacanapala was broken and,
putting the fort of Nandana in the charge of BarHghJ' the
sultan returned to Ghazni in the summer of A*H« 405 (JulyAugust 1014) .

Once more Kalhana, while talking of the conduct of the
sons of a certain Oandramukha, whom Safhgramaraja had put in
the military posts previously held by Tufiga, tells us how they
too, when sent by the king to fight with the Turu^kas, fled
and came back to their country.
us the date of this event.

A

He does not, however, give

The first actual invasion of

Kashmir - the siege of Lohkot or Loharkot - is recorded by the

9

Muhammadan historians, GardizI and Pirishta** as occurring in
the year A.H. 406 (A*D* 1015).
for an invasion of

The sultan made preparations

Kashmir, probably to punish Sa&gramarlja

for his assistance to Trilocanapala.

He marched towards -

Jhelum and then, proceeding along the valley of the river lohi
(ancient Tosi of Parnotsa) , he tried/bo cross over to Kashmir
by the Toshamaidan pass.

His progress was checked by the

hill-fort of Lohkot, modern Loharin, which guarded the pass
and had the reputation of being impregnable.
™

1

Raj at. VII, 111-118.
&j*

P irishta.

Brigg* s trans. pp. 54-55.

Gardizi. p. 72.

Qioted by Hazim. p. 104.

The sultan
" 1

invested the fort, but heavy snowfall cut off the communica
tions and, after a month*s fruitless endeavour, he was forced
to raise the siege and retire,

1

All the Muhammadan

historians tell us that on his return march Mahmud had to
face great trouble.

Many of his troops perished and he
2
himself escaped with difficulty,
N'&zim thinks that it was
probably during this expedition that some of the rMjas of the
South Western Kashmir hills submitted to the sultan,

Mahmtid made another attempt to invade Kashmir and in
the autumn of A.H. 412 (September-October 1021), he marched
from Ghazni to reduce the fort of Lohkot which had formerly
checked his advance.^

The natural defences o^the fort again

proved insurmountable, and for one month the besiegers made
futile attempts to take it,

The onset of severe winter

reduced them to a pitiable plight and the sultan was once
again forced to raise the siege and finally to abandon the

Pirishta.

Brigg*s tr. Vol. I pp. 54-55.

Gardizi. p.73.
fa b . A k . tr. B. Dey. p.9.
3.

Nazim.

Buitan Mahmud. p.105. note, cf, Utbi. p.304.

Pirishta. Brigg*s tr. p.57.
Pirishta tells us that on his invasion of Ranauj, Mahmud
reached the confines of Kashmir and the prince whom he had
established in that country sent him presents and was
directed to accompany the army,
4*

Gardizi, p.79.

idea of conquering Kashmir.

Firishtals history has another

referenc^'to the sultan going to sack the hilly tracks named
j

Kuriat and Nardein, which lie between Turkistan and Hindustan,
Both these places he pillaged, and converted the inhabitants to
Islam;

he destroyed the temple at Nardein and, after building

a fort there, inarched in the direction of Kashmir and on the
route invested the stronghold of Lohkot., but finding it
altogether impregnable he decamped,^

fe have already noted

that Pirishta mentions that

s first expedition against
p
Lohkot took place in the year 1015;
this, account of a second
campaign must refer to that which Gardizi mentions as having
been undertaken by Mahmud in September-October 1021,

Thus the

accounts of the Muslim historians corroborate one,, another on
the point that Mahmud made repeated efforts to sack the hill
fortress of Lohkot or the Loharakotta of Kalhana, but that
every time he was foiled in his attempt.

It is, however,

interesting that, except for the mention of the two expeditions
sent by King Sa&gramarlja, Kalhana is quite silent about MahmUd*
invasions.

Moreover, in both these cases he mentions/the defeat

of Tuhga and of the,sons of Candramukha, whom Saftigramaraja
had installed in Tuftga*s position,

T . Pirisht a .
2,

Supr a . p .

%

Brigg* s trans, p. 65.

Kalhana, however, often

mentions the natural defences of his country and the strength
of the Lohara castle, which served as a stronghold even during
the internal strife and the civil wars of the two Lohara
dynasties, 1

Knowing the weakness of his own countrymens

forces and their lack of acquaintance with the Turkish system
of warfare, it may be that he did not feel strongly about the
defeat of Mahmud which was not so much due to the strength of
the fighting forces as to the natural impregnability of the
fortress itself - hence his silence on this point,

Regarding these invasions V.A* Smith writes:

"In the

reign of Samgrama, the kingdom suffered an attack from Mahmtld
of Ghanznl and,, although its troops were defeated by the
invader, preserved its independence which was protected by the
inaccessibility of the mountain barriers".2

On the evidence

of the Rajatarangint Vaidya maintains that the text tells of
the defeat of Saftgramarajafs forces not in Kashmir, but in
Kabul, where they had been sent to assist the Sahi king,
Kashmir was not invaded in the days of Safiigrama at all.^
While Vaidya is right in saying that Kalhana1s reference
relates to King Saiiigrama's sending Tufrga to help the Sahi ruler
Trilocanapala against the invasion of Mahmud of Ghazni, his
further statement, that Kashmir was not invaded at all in the
1.

R|jjat. IV, 345.

2.

V.A. Smith.

Early History of India.

3.

G.V, Vaidya.

History of Mediaeval H indu India. Vol. II, p. 228

4th ed, p .389.

l\L

reign of Samgramaraja, is wrong.

Although Kalhana is silent

about the matter we have already seen on the authority of
Muslim historians that Mahmud invaded Kashmir in the years
t

1015 and 1021.

From the Rajatarahgipl we know that

Samgramaraja ruled from 1005 to 1028.

2

Smith seems to have

interpreted Mahmud1s invasion of the kingdom of the Sahi
Trilocanapala as an invasion of Kashmir, but he is on the whole
correct in stating that Mahmud was never able4o conquer Kashmir
owing to the inaccessibility of its mountain ramparts.^
Smith's statement thus tends to combine the events of several
years into a single campaign, and is therefore confused.

Though Kalhana does not give us the date of Mahmud's
invasion of Trilocanapala's territory and Safngramara ja's help
to the latter, we gather on the authority of Muhammedan
sources that the event took place in 1015.

Vaidya, however,

thinks that Mahmud's attack on Trilocanapala was in 1021,^' a
theory which we consider further below.
Supra, pjp 4Ml^
2-

Rajat. VII, 1-127.

5.
4.

Supra p
.
C.V, Vaidya. H . M .H.I. Vol.Ill, p.62.
About Mahmud's f i g h t T r i l o c a n a p a l a which we date as 1015,
Vaidya writes:
"If we reconcile this account with the
statement of Al-berunl that Trilocanapala ruled till 1021
and Bhima ruled for five years after him, we have either to
postpone this battle to 1021 A J) . or to believe that
Trilocanapala lived and ruled till 1021 some other insignifi
cant portion of the hilly sub-montane part of the Panjab or
went to Kana&j and there again fought with Mahmud."

Basing his remarks on the account given by Utbi, Nazim
tells us that, after his defeat at the hands of MahmUd, Trilo
canapala returned to the Eastern part of the Punjab, where he
seems to have established himself in the Siwalik hills.
^
2
Trilocanapala did not rest in peace, but carried on warfare
with neighbouring rajas, particularly with Gandra Ray of Sharwa.
After his expedition to Kanauj (close of A*H. 409/beginning of
A.D, 1019), TriLocanapala entered into alliance with Gan d a ,
(Nanda of Utbi and other Muslim historians) raja of Kalihjar
and secured from him a, promise of help in winning back his
V,

ancestral kingdom from sultan Mahmud.

When Mahmud received

news of this alliance he marched from Ghazna in the beginning
of Autumn A.H. 410 (October A*D. 1019) with the intention of
punishing Ganda.^

The sultan pursued Trilocanapala also and

overtook him on the 15th of December 1019 , but Trilocanapala
managed to cross the river Ruhut (Ramaganga ) .
Trilocanapala was wounded in the battle;

Ultimately

he managed to escape

buj/was assassinated by some of his own followers in 1021-22,
The events in which Trilocanapala lost his life occurred
m

1021.

5

His son Bhimapala succeeded to his dominions and wit

his death in 1026 the Hindu Shahiya dynasty came to an end.
Thus we have seen that the battle with Tricolanapala took place
1.

Nazim.

Sultan Mahmud.

2*

P u m Jaipal of U t b i . pp. 311-15.

3.

Nazim.

4.
5.

Gardizi. p.76; Utbi, pp.317-18.
^‘
K.ciVa.
Raiat VII, 66-69; Albertlni “"Vol.II. p. 13.

Op cit. p.94.

^

^

p .-93 .
Vide Nazim's note p.93*

Vide Gardizl. pp.76-77;

.

!\

Abnul Athir
IX. 218.

in 1013 and there is no necessity of shifting it to 1021 while
Vaidya1s second suggestion is proved by above account.

All

this evidence is corroborated by Kalhana when he says:

"Even

after he had obtained his victory, Hammlra did not breathe freel;
thinking of the superhuman prowess of the illustrious Trilocana
pala, who displayed great resolution also after he had fallen
from his position, and relying on his force of elephants
endeavoured to recover his victory".^

He further states;

"I

have not described here at length how rapidly the royal glory of
the Sahis has vanished even (down to their very) name, this
2
being only an incident",

Thus it is clear that the event of

1013 was just an incident among the campaigns of Malimud against
Trilocanapala,

Finally Kalhana pathetically says:

"That 8&hi

kingdom whose greatness on the earth has alone been briefly
indicated in the account of King SamJcolro.

reign - now one

asks oneself whether, with its kings, ministers and its court,
it ever was or was not",
Sa&graraja died in the month of Asadha (June—July) 1028,
A
4 4"
and.was succeeded by his son Hariraja.
This prince, during his
brief reign, took steps to preserve law and order, but his
reign was cut short by his sudden death after only 22 days.
The general reports said that queen mother 8rllekha had used
witchcraft against him because he did not approve of her
licentious conduct.^

Though this queen wanted to get the
t

1-

Rajat.VII.

64-65.

23.

Ra.jat.VII.
Ra.jat.VII.

66.
68-69

4.

Ra.jat.VII.

127-33

throne for herself, the Ekafigas and the king*s milk brother
Sagara made her child son Ananta king.'*'

Encouraged by these

events in Kashmir, Vigraharaja, the ruler of Lohara, who was
Ananta*s paternal uncle, proceeded from Lohara in rapid
marches, burnt down the ’Gate1 (Dvlra)

, and after two and a

half days unexpectedly entered the city.

The troops of

Srilekha, however, foiled his designs.

The most important political event during the reign
of King Ananta was the marriage of the king with STIryamat x ,
the younger daughter of Xnducandra, the prince of Jalandhara.
This marriage was arranged at the inducement of Rudraplla,
one of the 5§ahi princes staying at Ananta's court after the
destruction of the Sahi power at the hands of Mahmud of Qhanznl.
Rudrapala had himself married the elder sister named l^Irnatl.
This brought together the Sahis , the King of Kashmir, and the
prince of Jalandhara in the close ties of a matrimonial
alliance. ^

The Sllhis , though no more a great power by

themselves, wielded great influence at Ananta’s court.
Thoxigh haughty and extravagant, they greatly helped king Ananta
against the invasions of the Daradas.

Acalamahgala, the

king of the Daradas, together with seven Mleccha princes,
!*

R53at. VII. 134-35.

2*

Rajat VII, 139-140.
The term Dvara refers to one of the
’Gates' leading to the valley.
See Supra p.

3*

SLM-

VII. 150-52.

5*
invaded Kashmir,
w h o

w e r e

h i p a)

i n d u c e d

to

B r a h m a r a j a ,

prince.

This invasion was instigated by the pamaras,
do

w h o

so
h a d

by

t r e a s u r y

q u a r r e l l e d

s u p e r i n t e n d e n t
w i t h

R u d r a p a l a ,

( g a h ,jadt h e

S a h i

The Mleccha princes were all slain or captured and

King Ananta obtained much plunder in gold, jewels and other
presents.

The Sahi prince presented to Ananta the head of the
1
Darada ruler.
H,C. Ray thinks that 11by the word Mleccha,
2

Kalhana means Muslim chiefs from the upper Indus valley'1.

Giting the use of the word Sakas for the enemies of Ananta

(who

joined the Darada ruler) by Bilbana in his V ikramahkadeva carita,
f

hebuggests that by Saka, Bilhana may have hinted at the
i

•z

Turkish origin of the Mleccha princes.

C.V* Vaidya also

takes these princes as Muslim Turks.^
King Ananta obtained further victories over various
kings.

He first invaded Campa,

(modern Chamba)

.

He

uprooted King Bala and placed a new ruler on the throne.
King Sala, whose name does not occur in the Camba'

Vaii£avail

has been identified by Prof. Ilielhorn with Salavahana mentioned as King Somavarmadevafs predecessor in the Chamba
1.

Rajat. VII, 166-176

2.

H *C . Ray.

3.

Ibid vide.

IhH.I^I, Vol. I, p. 139
Vikrarnanka.XVIII, 33-34.

4.

C.V. Vadiya. H.M.H.I. Vol. Ill, p. 31; Vol.
II, v .228.
Saka in the sense of Mohammedans is found in the grant
‘ plate in J.A.S.B. XLIII. Pt. I, pp.105-108.
VII, 218.

grants«1
Bilhana in his V ikramahkadevacarita speaks of Iiing
Ananta's supremacy being acknowledged in Campa, Darvabhisara,
Trigarta and Bhartula (Vartula).

Cunningham places the

invasion of Campa by Ananta between 1028-31) but, as already
pointed out by Stein, he does not give his authority for any of
these dates.

The Rajatarahginl does not give us any dates for

this event and there is no allusjbCETivi to it in the Chamba
Va&savali.

Vogel thinks that it occurred not later than A*D*

1060, nor earlier than about A,D. 1050.^
Salavahana is given as c A.D. 1040.

The date of

Taking King Ananta1s

invasion of Campa, as stated by Cunningham, to be between 1028
and 10 31 and noticing the presence of Asata in King Ralasa's
assembly of hill rajas, Kielhorn dates the Campa grant in the
middle of the 11th century.
Encouraged by these successes, Ananta led an expedition
to Vallapura

6 (modern Ballaur, situated in the lower hills to

the East of Jammu).

His troops became weary and were with

difficulty extricated by Haladhara.

His attack on Ura&a

(modern Hazar!) was also not a great success and the retreat was
made possible by his able commander-in-chief1s sagacity,^
Ind. Ant XVIII, pp. 7f.
Vikrarnanka.XVIII t 38.
3.

A. Cunningham, ed,. cit. p. 162;
Stein,

Arch. Survey Report, Vol. XIV
Kpp.114-15
Rajat. tr. VII, 218 note.

4.

Hutchison-Vogel,

Op cit. p.42.

5-

Ind. Ant XVIII, P.7f.

1.6) Ha.jat VII,

220. ' H i

Ba.jat VII,

221

XX
The earliest of the copper-plates of Campa was granted
by Somavarman in the seventh year of his reign, in the month of
Bhadrapada, and on the occasion of a solar eclipse.

Vogel

has stated that there was a solar eclipse in Bhadrapada, A.EX
10 6 6, and though the day does not exactly correspond with that
on the plate, he thinks it near enough to raise a strong probability that this is the eclipse referred to.

Counting back

seven years from 1066, Vogel fixes 1059-60 as the probable date
of the invasion of Campa by Anantadeva and of Somavarman* s
accession.

He considers that Ananta*s invasion cannot have
1
been later than 10bO, nor much earlier than 1050,
He has
also stated that solar eclipses took place in the month of
Bhadrapada o f ■the years 1047, 1056 and 1066, but restricts the

alternative dates to 1056 and 1066, the latter .being regarded ai
p
the more probable date of the eclipse referred to.
We have already referred to Cunningham* s suggestion
that the invasion of Campa by Ananta took place in between
1028-31.

We cannot accept this date as it appears to be

definitely too early.

It is clearly stated in the Rajatarah-

ginl that King Ananta began his reign as a child in 1028.^
It is also known from this aource that Ananta committed suicide
Vw.

air dtvjL

oiAjg.._____________________________________________ ___

1.

J. Hutchison and J.Ph, Vogel.

2.

Ibid. note

3«

Supra p .

4*

Rajat. VII, 134-35, cf, Vogel.

5.

Rajat. VII, 452.

H istory of the Punjab Hill
States. Vol. I, p,2_75.

Anti, of Chamba, p„i%3. f.
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Born in 1020, Ananta could not have led an expedition at the
tender age of eight or eleven years.
The eclipse of 1066 referred to by Yogel occurred
actually in Isvina, Friday, 21st of September 10 66.

Therefore

we are not satisfied that it was the eclipse referred to in the
Campa grant.

We have records of two solar eclipses in the

months of Bhadrapada of the years 1058 and 1059 - Saturday,
August 31st, 1058, and Thursday, August 11th, 1059.

1

Counting

back seven years from these dates we get 1051 and 1052 as the
probable dates of the invasion of Campa by King Ananta.

The

.Ra;iatarahgini tells us that, after uprooting King Sala, Ananta
placed a new ruler on the throne.

This was King Soma^ll'imsas

mentioned in the copper plate grant of Campa and identified by
Kielhorn , and Somavarman1s date of accession would thus be
1051 or 1052.
Kalhana has also stated that King Harsa. (1089-1101) was
helped in his last desperate struggle against his brothers
U'ccala and Sussala of Lohara by Jasata, the sou
maternal uncle.^

of Harsa* s

This reference shows that Harsa*s mother

Bappika was a princess of Campa.

We also consider the dates of

birth of the kings of Kashmir in this connection.

King Kalasa

is stated to have been 49 years of age at his death in 1089, thus
1.
2.

Swamikannu Pillai.
Hljat VII, 218.

3.

On cit.

4.

Ra.jat V I I . 1512-13-

Indian Chronology 1911, pp.82-86.

Ind. A n t . XYlU, p. Iff-.

establishing his date of birth in 1040.^

On the evidence of

Ha.jataraft.ginl we know that Harsa was born in 1058;^

Kalasa

was then 18 years of age,

Kalasa may have thus been married to
■z
BappikI at the customary age of 16 years in 1056> which shows
that by this date relations between Kashmir and Campa were
strengthened by the close ties of a matrimonial alliance, and
invasion of this kingdom by Ananta must surely hav</fcaken place
at an earlier date.

In view of this argument the dates 1051 or

1052 seem quite plausible.

The marriage alliance could not

have been formed just after the installation of Bappika’s
brother Somarvarman because Kala&a was then just a
so must have been Bappika;
came of age in '1056,

small boy and -

the marriage took place when K a l a S a

Moreover, Kalhana records troubles at

home during the period immediately preceding King Ananta1s abdi
cation in favour of his son Kalasa in 1063.^

We are therefore

convinced that Ananta1s career of conquests and expeditions must,
have come to an end long before his abdication.

The date we

have fixed would also give a fair length of timt/to the rule of
Somavarman,-who was succeeded by his brother Isata, presumably
about 108© , for the latter was definitely on the throne of
Campa by 1087/88 when we find him in the list of hill Rajas who
assembled in Kashmir in 1087-88 during King K a l a f i a * 1 s reign.
1.

Ra.jat. VII, 7 1 3 .

2.

Rajat. VII, 1717-

3.

c£ .

4.

Ra.jat. VII, 222-232.

Arthasastra III, ch.III.

l a n u

5. Hutchison-vogel. op cit. p. %?2L
6 . Infra. p . §"jj

9,

94.

5 '5 '

While King Ananta was engaged in reckless foreign
expeditions various acts of violence occurred at home.

The

illustrious RajeSvara, who was the lord of the 1Gate1 , fell by
l
the hands of the Damaras of Kramarajya.
There were other
palace scandals about Qaeen SUryamatl;

2

the king also came

under the domination of his wife and was ultimately induced by
her to abdicate in favour of his son Kalasa, much against the
wishes of some of his ministers.

'5

Later he again took the

royal power into his own hands, while Kalasa remained king
merely in name.^

In the meantime KalaSa fell into the hands of

base associates and led an utterly immoral life;

in one of his

licentious appointments he was disgraced by the night watchmen
and was only saved from their hands by disclosing his identity
as a king.

5

This disgrace and utter humiliation brought

6

rupture between the father and son , but Ananta*s hands were
tied by his queen, who out of her love for the son would not
permit the king to take any strong action against Kalasa,^
Angered by these circumstances King Ananta left for Vi jaye&v'ara
with his followers.

King Kalasa tried to put his administra

tive machinery into order and, after arranging things in
1.

Raj at. VII

222-23.

2.

Rajat. VII

225.

3.

R a . j a t VII

4.

Rajat. VII

228-31
244-46.

5.

Rajat. VII

6.

Rajat. VII

273 ff.
317-322

7.

Rajat. VII

334.

8.

Ra.jat. VII

336 f ., 357-60.

]?our princes of the Sahi family were
associates.

*

Brlnagara, he attacked Ananta;

1

herejbgain an armistice was

arranged between th^father.and son by the queen.

Kalasa

retreated on the receipt of secret messages from the queen,'
while King Ananta, annoyed by the behaviour of his son, thought
of passing on the sovereignty to the sons of Tanvahga.

fearing

lest the throne should pass from her line, the queen secretly
called Harsa, the elder son of Kalasa to Vijaye^vara, in order
to make him king.

When Harsa joined his grandparents Kalasa

in disgust burnt down VijayeSvara and persistently ordered the
old king to go over to Parnotsa,
to do so;

The queen also induced him

once in a violent altercation with his wife, Ananta

committed suicide in 1081,^
Another important event in the history of Kashmir at
this time was the visit of Ananta*s cousin Kfitiraja from
Lohara, who was/troubled by the evil conduct of his son, and
abdicated the throne of the hill principality in favour of
Utkarsa, the younger son of Kalasa.^

Thus the kingdom of

Kashmir was for the first time joined with that of' Lohara under
the/rule of the same family.

The financial position under king

Ananta and the influence of queen SHryamatl over this king have
been dealt with separately.
1.

6

HMjat. VII, 366-67

.

^

-'0W w l '

2,

Ra.jat.VII, 381.

3-

Ra.jat. VII, 390-92.

4-

Ra.jat.VII, 408, 420-422.ff.

5.

Rajat.VII, 251-256.

6

Infra. p .

Tanvaftga was Ananta1s une-l-eand son of
JassarHjja byanother branch oftheLoharas,

After the death of king Ananta and the self-immolation
of queen Suryamati, Kalasa tried to end hostilities with his
son Harsa;

he appropriated all the treasures which. Harsa had

brought from his grandparents and fixed a certain sum as
allowance for him.

Kalasa also tried to look personally into

the affairs of the kingdom and brought about much improvement ;
in the administration.^

Having settled the affairs at home

and having made pious foundations, h^then took up foreign
expeditions.

At this time King Bahajapala of Rajapuri died

and was succeeded on the

throne by his son Sa&gramapala, but

the child king's uncle Madanapala wantec|to usurp the throne.
Samgramapala4s sister took refuge in Kashmir and sought help
from king Kalasa;
the latter's soldiers restored order in
2
R&japurX. * After some time there was again trouble from
Madanapala in Rajapuri;

the Kashmirian commander Bappata

defeated him and brought him,in fetters to the king.

lext

expedition was sent to Ura^a under Malla, the father of future
kings Hccala and Sussala.
1.

Malla easily defeated king Ahhaya^.-

RSjat. VII, 488 ff,
Rajat. VII, 533-537 *

3*
4.

Rllat. VII, 574-75.
Rajat. VII, 585-86.

Malla was Kaluga's brother from
another branch of the Lohara family.

■

of UraQ,sa and brought herds of horses as booty.

51

These

expeditions and successes were followed by, a darbar of hill
rajas in Kashmir in 1087-88.
attended by:~
1

According to Kalhana it was

1

Klrti of Baddhapura (Babbapura or Durgara)

*

ii.

Asata, King of Gampl (Chamba) '

iii.

KalaSa, Tukka's son, lord of Vallapura (Balor)

iv.

King Sa&grama^la, lord, of Rajapurl■(Rajaurl)

v.

Utkarsa, ruler of Lohara (Loharin).

vi.

Sahga^a, king of Uraia (Haaara)

vii.

G-ambhirasiha, chief of Kanda

viii. Uttamarajaj the ruler of Kasthavaja. (Kishtwar)

i

Stein could not identify King KlrtA of Baddhapura with

any of the rulers mentioned in the Rajatarafigini.

On the

basis of variations in the various manuscripts, he suggested
that the ruler of Babbapuramentioned in VIII, 538, in a
list of rajas from^the hills to the east of Kashmir,
corresponds in all probability to the, chief named in the
■3
first place.

3-'

Raj at . VII, 588-90.

2,

Stein.

3,

Ibid.

For Kalasa of Vallapura cf, VII, 220,

Rajat , tr. VII, 588-90 note.

See Stein Addenda to the text ed . Rajat.

He also suggested that Klrti could possibly be the
abbreviated name of Klrtiraja,. who is referred to as ruler of
Nllapura in another verse in the Rajatarahgini,^ and felt that
Nilapura could possibly be connected with a locality mentioned
as Bappanila in certain verses in the 'Rajatarahgini, Hlla
suggesting connection with Nllapura while. Bappa could be
connected with Babbapura.

2

Writing the history of/the Jammu state, Hutchison and
Vogel found the firs/t historical mention of this state under
the name of Durga,ra in two Chamba copper plate title d_eeds of
the eleventh century, which actually refer to events that took
place in the early part of the 10th century.

This gave them

the evidence that the state was in existence and was ruled by
its own chiefs.

They felt surprised that while many other

hill states like Campa, Vallapur (Ballaur), Trigarta (Kaugra) ,
and others are mentioned, there is no reference to Durgara in
"5
the Ra jatarafigipl,

The explanation for this fact, according

to Vogel, is that the state was referred to under the name of
its capital, which was evidently at Babbapura, now Babor, near
the left bank of the Tawi, some 17 miles east of Jammu.^
The derivation of the modern name Babfior
1,

Stein.

Rajat. tr. VII, 588-90.

2.

Stein.

Rajat. tr, VII, 255

3*

J.P. H i s . Soc, Vol. VIII. Ho. 2, pp.

from Babbapura is

note.

note.
lOf.

J.RA.S. pp. 405-406,
4.

P. Drew.

A Geographical Account of the Jammu and Kashmir
territories.
p .8 7 .

taken on the analogy of other similar place names ending in
Pura in the hills, such as Balor derived from Vallapura,
Brahmor from Brahmapura, and Manglor from Mahgalapura.
This was further strengthened by the existence of a defaced
inscription in f>aradl characters of the type of Camba copper
plates (Baijnath praaasfls) which are dated in Saka 1126 or
AD. 1204.

2

The discovery of a copper coin from the Babor

site and its identification by R* Burn with the coins of king
Kalasa of Kashmir is., as pointed out by Vogel, particularly
interesting in connection with Kalhapa's first mention of
rz

Babbapura in the reign of king Kalasa of Kashmir.

The name

of Kirtidhara is found in the VaMtvalx just about c A.D.
1070-90.

Thus from the prominent position given to this

ruler^, and from all the sound reasons put forward by Vogel,
we are led to believe that he was

no other than the king of

Jammu territory, the capital of which was then at Babor, the
ancient Babbapura.

The name of/this rUja as given in the list

supplied by Kalhana is Klrti and not KIrtiraja, for he uses

L,.

Hutchison and Vogel.

Hist. Soc. ’n u n

p .104.

J.R.A.S. , 1907, p.404.
d. Vol. I, p.97 ff.

2.

Biuhler.

3.

J.R.A.S, 1907, PP. 405-406,

4*

Rajat. V I I , 582, 588,
It is interesting to note here that in Dogri language
Babba is the term used for 'father1.

the latter name for the raja of lilapura.

The .abbreviation

from Kirtidh&ra to Klrti is quite possible;

Kalhana never makes

such an abbreviation in respect of the name of Klrtiraja of
Niiapura.

1

From a previous reference to this raja Stein1s

suggestion would seem quite possible, but on the basis of the
evidence supplied by Vogel we are quite convinced that this was
none other than King Kirtidhara ,of Babbapura,
The territories and names of the other rulers are well
known.

Utkarsa the ruler of Lohara was the younger son of

Kalasa and, as a feudatory of the King of Kashmir, he also came
to pay homage. On the reference to Kanda as lying on the
road from Bhadravakasfa (modern Bhadravah) , to Kashmir, Stein
conjectured that Kanda wa^fche name of one of the hill districts
p

immediately to the S.JL of Kashmir.

On local knowledge we

suggest that it may be the home of the Dogras and Ohiifft
situated along the Punjab frontiers and known as Kandi at
present,.
The presence of particularly all the known rajas of
Kalasa*s time who came to pay homage to him as feudatories or

1.

Stein.

2.

Ibid.

Rajat tr. VII, 588-90, note.
cf. imp.

G o a : Vol XV, p . 72,

Avd-.

c,k_a.~A«. ?•

as friendly neighbours shows the great importance of the
kingdom of Kashmir in connection with the adjoining hill
territories in Mediaeval times,

The hospitality shown by

the king of Kashmir is also significant of their good
relations.
The rest of the history of Kalaesa,is full of internal
troubles, especially owing to the disaffection of his son
Hars.a, who formed a plot to kill his father, on the conspiracy
becoming known to Kalasa, Harsa was imprisoned and Utkarsa,
KalaSa*s younger son, was brought from Lohara and was anointed
king of Kashmir on KalaSa's final illness and death in 1089.^
After KalaiSa1s death in 1089, Utkarsa, the younger
2
brother of Harsa, was crowned , but Vijayamalla, another son
of Kalasa from Qieen Padmasri^tood in opposition.-^

The king

tried to appease him by promising him the same daily
allowances which his elder brother Harsa had received from
his father.

Harsa, th^rightful heir to the throne, was kept

in a closely guarded prison where, apprehensive of his
personal safety, he managed to secure the good offices of
his younger half-brother Vijayamalla.

1

Utkarsa1s

inefficiency and parsimonious conduct soon alienated the
feelings of his court and subjects, who longed to see the
p
magnanimous Harsa on the throne.
Encouraged by these
developments Vijayamalla rose in open rebellion and attacked
King Utkarsa in the capital.

This rising induced Utkarsa

to plan the murder of Harsa, but his cowardice and vacillation
stood in his way and, in his nervousness, he gave wrong orders
which led to Harsa’s release.

The confusion and the tumult

that followed gave an opportunity to Harsa to seize the
3
throne.
Utkarsa was made a captive in the palace, where
he committed suicide after a reign of twenty-two days only,^
Thus came to the/throne King Harsa, the last great
king of the first Lohara dynasty, who ruled from 1089-1101.
In some ways resembling Muhammad Tughla^ of medieval India
and Charles II of England, Harsa stands ap'a striking figure
among the medieval Hindu rulers of Kashmir,

At the

commencement of his reign he showed wise forbearance by

1-

VII, 750-55.

2*

Rajat VII, 752-55, 775-74.

3.

Rajat VII, 729.

4.

R?yat VII, 855-850,

keeping his father1s ministers in their original posts.*1*

He

placed his younger half-brother J'ayaraja at the head of the
p
host of Chamberlains and made Vijayamalla, his other halfbrother, his chief adviser in all the affairs of State,5

This

Yffcy Vijayamalla began to lust for the throne and conspired to
kill Harsa,

The conspiracy, however, leaked out and Vijayamalla

had to seek refuge in the territory of the Daradas in the north
of Kashmir, where he was welcomed by Vidyadhara Sahi, the Darada
ruler;

later, in an attempt to lead an expedition against

Kashmir, Vijayamalla was killed by .an avalanche,^
Being free from the danger from Vijayamalla, Harsa
started his elaborate scheme of introducing elegant fashions in
dress and ornaments in the attire of his courtiers and himself,
The magnificience reached its culmination with the introduction
of the D3,ksin&tya fashions and the adoption of the coin-types
from the south.'

Such was the splendour that he bestowed on his

courtiers and scholars that it is said that Bilhana, who was a

chief Pandit of the court of the Calukya king Tribhuvanamal la VI, :
now :regretted having left Kashmir during the reign of King
Kalasa.^

The introduction of a south Indian coin-type has been ■/
7
.
„,
proved by the numismatic evidence , while the Vikramankadevaca,r_iiia
1,.

RSjat VII, 886 ff.

2.

Rajat VII, 881.

3.

Ra.jat VII, 899-912.

4.

Ra.jat VII, 913, 916.

5.

Rajat VII 925 ff.

of Bilhapa testifies to M s being in the court of the Oalukya
]
king Tribhuvanamalia. *
Thus we can believe that Ifalhana's
conventional description of the magnificence of the court has a
factual basis.

Harsa also gave lavish gifts to the brahmapas.

He had been well-known for his learning and love for the learned
even before he came to the throne,

o

and had entertained his

father in his court with his poetic compositions and musical
performances.

Kalhana also records that he used to provide the
■5
scholars out of his own meagre funds as a prince.
The

parsimonious conduct of Kalasa and Utkarsa and the criticism that
the latter met from the subjects, who referred to him as a
miserly Khasa, must have further encouraged Harsa,^

The scanty

allowances that he received as a prince from his father seem to
have caused a psychological reaction on his coming to the throne,
and his excessive gifts to the poets and scholars suggest that by
extravagant generosity he relieved his pent up feelings at the
first opportunity.

The introduction of the new fashions stands

testimony to his elegant tastes but the introduction of the coin
type from the south and the existence of his silver and gold
(
coinage do not necessarily indicate any general affluence and
prosperity during his reign, but rather his extravagance in

1.

Vikramlnka

2*

Rajat V I I , 610-717.

3.

Rajat VII, 611-613
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spending the wealth stored in the royal treasury.
Harsa also attempted foreign expeditions in order to
assert the authority of Kashmir in the neighbouring
We have already seen

territories.

that there was internal trouble over the

succession to the throne in Rajapuri and King KalaSa, Harsa’s
father, (ha.d been quite successful in settling the dispute in
favour of Samfgramap&la.

We have also seen that King

Sam£gramapala attended the darbar of hill rljas in Kashmir in
1
1087-8 8 , but the relations between the two kingdoms appear to
have been strained during the reign of King Harsa , when an
•z

expedition was sent to Rajapuri under Sunna , with no apparent
success.

A later expedition, led by the Commander-in-Chief,

Kandarpa, defeated the Rajapuri forces and compelled the ruler
to pay tribute,^

The success that Kandarpa attained in

Rajapuri, roused the jealousies of the other ministers, and the
evil counsellors who now surrounded Harsa managed to secure the
disgrace and ultimately the banishment of this great and
faithful general.
The muijhl jealousies at the court and the existence of
treacherous officers around Harsa, encouraged Jayar&ja, his
younger half-brother, who was the son of a concubine of Kalasa,
1 . .Supra. p .

■

M j a t VII, 967-991.
3.
4-*

Raj.®:! VII, 968.
Rajat VII, 971-991.

5.

Raj at VII, 996.

and who, we have stated before, had been placed at the head of
the Chamberlains by the king, to enter into a dangerous conspiracy;
to kill Harga*

1

;

His associate in all this arrangement was

Dhammata, the son of lanvanga from another branch .oj/the Lohara
family.

2

Harsa came:to know of their intentions, succeeded in

sowing dissension between the two conspirators, and then had Jayara*3
ja executed.
After cruelly putting Jayaraja to death in the
year 1095, he turned upon Dhammata and had him also killed.^
Harsa seems to have become so desperate at the conduct of these
relatives, whom he had raised to good positions and hadutreated
affectionately, that he now planned to put an end to all possible
dangers to his life and throne.

He thus had Dhammata1s four sons

- fulla, Vijayaraja, Bulla and Gulla - killed,

Domba, the elder

son of Utkarsa, was also killed along with Jayamalla, the son of
Harsa's younger brother Vijayamalla*^
Harsa*! s extravagant expenditure on the magnif icence of the
court and the huge expense incurred on the maintenance of troops,
led to a serious drain on his treasury and grave financial
troubles ,

He now planned to meet them by looting the temple

2,

Rajat VII, 1011-1015.
Rajat VII, 1018.

3.

Rajat VII, 1019-1032.

4-5*

MJLal
1046-49.
Raj at VII, 1065 - See Genealogical table, Ho. L

6.

Rajat VII, 1068, 1069.

7.

Rajat VII, 1081 ff.

-

3

| .

treasures.

Hot content with this, he started the desecration

of the images, melting them down for financial p u r p o s e s W e
have dealt with the whole question of the defilement of the
images of gods and the spoliation of the wealth of th^bemples
separately.

p

Hefalso imposed excessive taxes on the people until
/

even the night-soil used as manure was taxed,

3

*

This was

followed hy the excessive influence of the parasites and imposters
Harsa is sai^/to have become so debauched that he committed incest
with his own- cousins and father’s wives.^

The king’s perversion

and depravity^led him to introduce three hundred and sixty women
of doubtful character in his seraglio.

5

It was amidst this atmosphere of debauchery and dissipa
tion that Harsa led another expedition against Rajapuri.

The

trouble in this territory seems to have continued even after its
conquest at the hands of Kandarpa.

We find king Harsa first

carrying on negotiations through envoys and later himself leading
an expedition.^

The fortress of Prthvlgiri was besieged, and the

king of Rajapuri offered large tribute and supplies in order to
save the garrison, but Harsa,did not agree to raise the siege.
!•

Rajat V I I , 1091 f f .

2.
5*

Infra . p .$>3
Infra. p.

4.

HiyatVII, 1146-48.

5.

Rajat VII, 961-964.

6.

gupra. p . 40

7.

Rajat V I I , 1150-99;

1293.

Later

Harsa’s treacherous army-commander (dandanayaka) Sunna. who

was bribed by the king of Rajapuri, instigated the soldiers to
demand heavy inarching allowances and spread rumours of an invasion
of Kashmir by the ?Euruskas«

Apprehensive of the ruin of his own.

kingdom, Harsa was compelled to raise the siege and flee in
c
p
deApair.
After Harsa’s retreat from Rajapuri, Bahela, the
2
lVtahattama , who had embezzled the king’s revenue, instigated him
to lead an expedition against the Daradas and to seize from them
the fort of Dugdhaghata .

This fort hacj/fallen into the hands of

the Daradas after the death of the Damara Lakkanacandra,
9 who had
»

held it during the reign of king Kala&fc.
capture it .^

Harsa now endeavoured to

The expedition was undertaken on a report that the

garrison's water supply was exhausted due to drought.

The king

despatched all his feudatories to besiege the fort but it was very
difficult to stand the onslaught of the Daradas.
grew worse because
difficult.

6

The situation

of the heavy rain which made fighting

The forces were compelled/to retreat.

numberless

Kashmiri soldiers were captured or slain, but the situation was
saved by the bravery of Malla’s two sons Uccala and Sussals, who
1.
2.

Rajat VII, 1159.
See infra. p,

3.

Ra.jcat VII, 1170-71.

*Vw& l|-

4 . Rajat VII, 1172t 73.
5.

Rajat VII, 1175-76.

6.

Ra.jat VII, 1180-81.

7.

Ra.j at VII, 1186.
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endeavoured to save the army and who were destined to become
the first kings of the Second Lohara dynasty;

these showed

great bravery and thus won the hearts of the subjects.
these events fall between the years 1095 and 1099.

1

All

The

expedition to Dugdhaghata was sent in 1098 while the unsuccessful ;
expedition to ‘
Rajapuri may be placed between 1096 and 1098.
These disastrous expeditions were followed by natural
calamities.

While a plague was raging and robbers were every

where harassing the subjects, there occurred a disastrous flood
which resulted in a severe famine, so that the rivers were all
full of dead bodies.

The king, instead of relieving the

distress of the subjects, imposed heavier taxes on them.^

^

These financial exactions were followed by the persecution of
the pamaras of Madavarajya and Kramarajya,^ and those who brought:
to the king the heads of/the Damaras, were honoured with rich
gifts.

The rest ofjthe history of Harsa’s reign

of/6he struggle of Uccala

is a long story 1

and Sussala to gain the throne of

Kashmir with the help of Rajapuri and the disaffected pamaras of
Kashmir.

So ruthlessly

did not even spare their

did Harsa persecute the Samaras that

h

women if they resisted; some o^them fled:

Rajat YII, 1196-99.
2.

cf. Ra^atJTII, 10 32, 1219.

3.

Rajat VII, 121S-1222.

4.

Rajat V I I , 1225.

5.

Rajat VII, 1227-1235.

^

to the neighbouring territories and converted to Mohammedanism.
This persecution of the landed aristocracy turned them
desperately against king Harsa and, collecting their forces,
they decided to offer united resistance.

1

Instigated by

LakMdhara, one o:lj/the ministers of Harsa, they decided to kill
Uccala and Sussala.

2

/:;
-

Learning about this plan, the two

brothers escaped in the autumn of 1100.

Uccala went to Rajapuri

while Sussala took shelter with king Kalha of Kalinjara - a hill
‘
5
territory to the south of Kashmir.
Uccala*s presence in Rajapuri was a constant source of
fear to Harsa;

so he offered huge sums of money to king

Samgramapala to kill him.

Rather than removing the danger

these overtures exposed Harsa1s weakness and led the king of
Rajapuri to show more favours to Uccala.

Kalhana writes;

nThose of Rajapuri are no well-wishers of Kashmir.

What need be

said of the intrigues which arose when a mighty opponent of the
» If

Kashmirian ruler had arrived amongst them.

Thus the situation

turned out to be very grave when a rival claimant to the throne
of Kashmir reached the court of a powerful enemy, instigated
and helped by the desperateky offended landed aristocracy.
Har&a now had recourse to diplomacy.
!•

Ra.iat V I I , 1227-41.

23.

Rajat V I I , 1248-49.
Rajat V I I , 1254-56.

4.

Rajat V I I , 1258-61.

He bribed a chief

n

(Thakkura)of Rajapuri in. order to sow dissension between
Samgramapala and Uccala.

The scheme worked well at.first, but

when Kalaiaraja, the Thakkura of Rajapuri, with the connivance
of the king, was planning to capture Uccala and imprison him in
the fortress of Rajapuri, the plan was revealed to Uccala
through his trusted friends*^

Kal^saraja’s soldiers, however,

attacked Uccala, but the fighting was stopped through the intercession of some of the chief persons of Rajapuri,

Thereafter

Uccala sent some of his helpers ahead and himself planned to
march through Kramarajya on Kashmir.

Some of the disaffected

*

Damaras and Khasikas from the hills joined Uccala on the way.

4

King Harsa1s officers did not take quick action against the
rebels, while Uccala was marching fast.

The Uam&ras of

Kramarajya were now in open rebellion and those of Mad&varajya
also rose under the leadership of Ananda, the m&teiMtd. uncle of
Uccala.

After defeating Oakela, the Commander-in-chief of king
6
Harsa1s army, Uccala established himself at Parihasapura.
Harsa bravely routed Uccala1s forces but committed a great
blunder in not pursuing the enemy until he was utterly defeated.
This gave Uccala another chance to gather up his strength in

1.

Raj.at V I I , 1266--68 ,

2.

Sliat VII, 1272--75.
Rajat V I I , 1294--96.

3.
4.
5,
6.

IIIat V I I , 1298 f f ,
Rajat V I I , 1302 4
Rajat V I I , 1319 , 1326.
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Kramarajya.

1

Uccala had hardly been routed when Sussala

attacked Harsa from the south through the frontier guard-station
/

of Surapura (Hiirtfpor) on the Pir Pa&tsal route and pushed the
.2
royal forces towards the capital.
The brave commander-in-chief f
Cradraraja checked Sussala1s advance, but the latter1s attack
encouraged Uccala and also diverted the strength oifjthe kingfs
defences into two opposite directions.

As the Damaras were

vp

mostly on foot, Uccala, fearing Harsa’s Cavalry, inarched across
the mountains into the Indus valley.

Thus he took the king

unawares and defeating the royal army marched towards the Capital.The brahmanas of Hiranyapura (modern Ranyil) assembled together
and consecrated him as king,

*5
.

Treachery and treason at Harsa’s court aggravated the
situation.

Some of his ministers now advised him to seek

shelter in the Lohara castle.

6

Harsa refused this advice and

did not even allow his son Bhoja to seek shelter there.

The

Tantr^h troops , when sent to oppose the enemy, claimed marching
allowances even if they stayed in the city.

Desperate over

these troubles and instigated by the gahi queens, Harsa killed
1*

Rajat VII, 1331.

2.

M i a ! VII, 1340-48.

3*

Rajat VII, 1352-39.

4.

Rajat VII, 1359-85.

5.

Ibid.

6 .'^lajat VII, 1457.
7.

Infra pp
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:

lalla, the father of the rebels Uccala and Sussala in the month
of Bhadrapada 1101.^

This roused the anger of Malla's sons, who

carried on the struggle with greater vigour.

Sussala, who; was

advancing from the south-east, threw himself upon Vijaye^vara
and, defeating the king's general Candraraja, advanced on
Srinagara.

Harsa,1s brave son Bhoja managed to,defeat Sussala,

but in the meantime Uccala entered the capital from the north.

2

Events might have had a different course had not Khoja1s efforts
been frustrated by the treachery of the general Sunna, and Haga,
the prefect of the City
Uccala.

who threw open the gates of Srinagara to

After some resistance at the head, of the bridge of boats

over the Jhelum, Harsa was driven back into the .palace, which was
then set on fire.

Bhoja took to .flight.

Only CaiHip^k^,

Kalhana's father, Prayaga, Harsa1s personal servant who had
remained faithful to him through all his troubles and turmoils,
and a cook Mukta, remained with the king.
to search for his son Bhoja.

He sent away Campaka

Being completely deserted by all

his followers, Harsa became utterly confused and fled, hiding
himself in the hut of a base mendicant.

It was in that wretched

shelter that Harsa got the terrible news of the death of his son
Bhoja;

his identity being revealed, he was betrayed and ulti

mately mercilessly killed by the pamaras^, at the age of 42 years
Sijat VII, 1469-70.
Hajat
5.
4*

VII, 1497-1537*

Hajat VII,
1498-1717.

and 8 months.

The rule of the first Lohara dynasty thus came

to an end in 1101.
On this remarkable and ill-fated king, w^/cite the words
of Kalhana.

Thus.Kalhana asks;

"How is it to he r e l a t e d t h a t

story of King Harsa which has .seen the rise of all enterprises
and yet tells of all failures;

which brings to light all (kinds

of) settled plans and yet shows the absence of Policy;

which

displays an excessive assertion of ruling power and yet has
witnessed excessive disregard of orders;

which (tells) of

excessive abundance of liberality and of (equally) excessive
persistence in confiscation;

which gives delight by an abundant

(display) compassion and shocks by the superabundance of murders;
which is rendered charming by the redundance of pious works and so
soiled by the superabundance of sins;

which is attractive on all

sides and yet repulsive, worthy of praise and deserving of blame;
which sensible men must magnify and deride;
yet feel aggrieved at;

regard with love and

which is to be blessed and to be condemned

worthy of memory and yet to be dismissed from the mind?"^
It is interesting

to see^a view of history as a

Science dealing with the mind of man.

Such a concept is appro

priate to the chronicler of the history of a despotic monarchy
where there is one man trying to mould affairs according to his
own schemes, good or bad, or by his own whims and caprices sometimes a curious medley of motives and their effects.

It

happened in England with the coming of the Stuarts.

Jam.es I and

his ideas about the divinity of kings and/the 11law of free
>i
monarchies when put into practice, though in different circum
stances and environment, created a constant struggle culminating
into civil war and regicide.

It is interesting to note that

James I came from Scotland while Harsa's dynasty was from the hill
castle of Bohara.

James was a highly intellectual man while

Harsa1s literary accomplishments are repeatedly mentioned in the
Hajatarahglnl and also recognised in foreign sources.
We repeat further words of Kalhana1s. which he puts into
1

the mouth of the king himself;

-i*

"Nobody else, I know, will reign

with such wide aims as I have reigned in this.late period", "death
and Kulera sit upon the lips of kings, this saying was true of me
alone in this Kali Yuga",^ "for the sake of maintaining the people
1, though versed in a combination of sciences, affected to be
(solely) a producer of riches (grlgarbha) , this has been .the cause
2
of my confusion",
"Uccala too, whose intellect might be gathered

on the tip of a finger, will mock my actions",-^ and last of all he '
says;

"The fire which has risen from the burning pains of the

subjects, does not go out until it has consumed the king's race,
fortune and life".^
Rajat VII, 1416-17.
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Thus all the characteristic features of Harsa’s reign
are expressed through the king himself,

He was a great

luminary of his time, he had played the role of Kubera (the God
of Wealth) as a bestower of splendour and magnificence to his
court yet he had killed his subjects;the pamaras like the God of
Heath.

The amassing of wealth by all possible means had been

his main aim, pursuing which he did not shirk even from confisca
ting the wealth of the temples and meltirg the divine images.
Yet to his utter disgust, he saw the results of his policy before
his very eyes, and realized that they had been the cause of his
utter misfortune.
He killed all the possible rival claimants to the throne,
yet did not realize the evil effect of his actions on the
remaining members of the Lohara family.

Killing the pamaras he

did not realize that they were also a part of his subjects;
while amassing riches by foul means he did not understand the
horror which it would cause to the feelings of his religious
minded subjects.

He gave magnificence to his court, but did not

realize that the magnificence of the court was not the magnifi
cence of the public at large.

Thus concluded a reign which

started with high hopes but came to an ignominious end.

We

might excuse Harsa somewhat, in view of the wide aims with ¥/hich
he started his reign and hi$;,siri.Q§rity and affection for his
relatives, but it is difficult to excuse him as a ruler who went
to an ultimate limit to execute his aims without realizing their
deeper effects and the general conditions of his country.

He

did not realize the importance of pmmptitu.de and swiftness
o

of action needed of a Statgman.

The very magnificence created

mutual jealousies which resulted in the disaffection of his
officers and courtiers and became the cause of the downfall of
the first Lohara dynasty.

The subjects at large, including

the brahmana,s , were totally alienated by his ruthless policy.

Thus came to the throne Uccala,

the elder son of lalla,

as the first king of the Second Lohara dynasty.
1101-11.

He ruled from

There were three great problems which he had to face

just at the commencement of his reign.
i.
ii.

The rivalry of his brother Sussala.
The powerful landed aristocracy - the pStmaras who had played a great part in the downfall of
the first Lohara dynasty,

iii.

An empty treasury.
He settled the first by making Sussala, an independent

ruler of Lohara.

1

The struggle
the pamaras into the

between the two rival dynasties had brought
forefront.

the fight against Harsa.

They had played a

great role in

We have seen that in this great

struggle, even Rajapuri had helet aloof, and it was actually only
through the help of the pimaras that Uccala had been successful
in bringing about the downfall of the first Lohara dynasty.
These constant wars had made them quite turbulent and they them
selves became a great source of danger to the monarchy in Kashmir.
Remembering their past services,

to high

created mutual jealousies among them and

employed cunning diplomacy to bring about their deaths;

by

arranging duels between them he managed to get may of them killed.

1*

B a j a t . VIII, 8.

2*

B a j a t . VIII,

39 ff.

iw

offices but later he

Uccala at first put them

The next task before Uccala was the reorganisation o$fthe
internal administration, which must have been greatly disrupted
during the turbulent period at the end of H a r g a ’s reign.

The

first step towards this aim was to win over the feelings of the
public by redressing their grievances, by strictly avoiding all
cases of voluntary starvation (prayopave^a) which was so common
in medieval Kashmir as a protest against injustice*

1

Kalhana

has related an anecdote of this k i n g ’s Solomon-like justice.

p

He tried to reform the bureaucracy by curbing the power oigthe
Kayasthas. J
Despite all these measures, the history of U c c a l a ’s reign
is a long story of the repeated resurgence of these problems.
Sussala never rested till he got the throne of Kashmir while the
pamaras were a constant source of trouble.
rebellion were rampant.

Corruption and

The rebellion against Harga encouraged

other rival claimants and pretenders to the throne of Kashmir.
Thus the Darada ruler put forth the claims of one of king Kala^a's
sons.^

Uccala diplomatically managed to induce the Daradas to

retire to their own territory.
Bhikgacara,

The next great rival was

the grandson of Harsa, who had escaped and had been

brought up by the Parmara king Baravarman of Malwa (c 1097-1111).^
Even the City Prefect Chud$a laid claim to the throne of Kashmir
1.

B a j a t . VIII,

51.

2.

I n f r a , pp

3.

H a j a t . VIII, .95 ff.

4.

Ba j a t . VIII,

5.

B a j a t . VIII, 255 ff.

209.
Stein. R a j a t . tr. VIII,

228 note.

as the descendant of king Ya^askara

1

and one night he and his
p

brother murdered the king, on 8th December, 1111*

Rad$a, one

of/fche brothers of Ghu$$a now became the king assuming the name of
Sahkharaja, but was put to death by Gargacandra of Lahara.^
Salhana, a half-brother of Uccala, was put on the throne^", but
the news of Uccala*s death brought Bussala to Kashmir*
candra fought against him and put him to flight.5

Garga-

.Salhana had

neither political wisdom nor valour, neither cunning nor straight
forwardness, neither liberality nor greed, and Gargacandra became
the real king during the short reign of this puppet.
attempt to break the power of Gargacandra,
of Sussala, who, after some struggle,

6

S alhana1s

threw him [into the arms

succeeded in defeating and

capturing Salhana after a short reign of about four months,

in the

spring of 1112*^
Sussala*s character is described by Kalhana as being like
that of Uccala in many respects, but his long fruitless struggles
seem to have added to his natural harshness and cruelty.
Knowing the condition of the depleted treasury, he hoarded
treasure in the family stronghold of Lohara*
1*

R a j a t . VIII,

256 ff*

2.

Ra.iat. VIII*

303 ff.

3.

Ra.j at. VIII,

347-48*

4.

Ra.iat* VIII.

371 ff*

3*

Ra.iat. VIII,

379-411.

6.

Ra.iat* VIII,

415 ff.

7*

Ra;iat. VIII,

450-80*

8.

Ra.iat. VIII,

482 f f .

His rule is one long

tale of internal troubles caused by rebellion of the powerful
pamaras whom Sussala in vain endeavoured to subdue completely*
Very soon after his accession, Sussala had to face the
rising of the pamaras under

Gargacandra*

hard to break their strength*

He had to struggle

He imprisoned the rivals Salha$a

and Lothapa, and renewed his alliance with the chiefs ofthe
neighbouring hill tracts*

At this time Sahasramafigala and other

nobles whom Sussala had exiled made attempts to enter Kashmir
from Ginab valley*

2

Another danger that Sussala had to face was
"A

Bhiksacara.

As noted above, he had escaped

from Kashmir as a

small child and now met a party of hill chiefs from Campa,
Valiapura^ and adjacent valleys.

They entered into marriage

alliances with him, but the plans that they made for the invasion ■
'
of Kashmir could not be executed because of their own internal

5

-*
■
;

f e u d s .v

In the short interval of rest after this, Sussala diverted
his attention towards exacting revenue administration which we
f
have dealt with elsewhere.
Suspicious of the great power of Gargacandra, Sussala,
raised a rival in Mai lakes *j;ha, a pamara of Lahara.
1*

Bajat.

VIII,

502 ff*

2.

Ba.iat.

VIII,

534 ff.
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4.

Bajat*

VIII,

537 ff.

5-

Bajat*

VIII,

549 ff.
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After a hard

fight in the Sind Valley,

Gargacandra was forced to surrender

and was later strangled to death along with his sons

1

in 1118,

About this time (1118), there was again trouble in
Ra j a p u r i .

fe-4iave-^al-r-eardy— menti-ened tha-t after the death of

Samgramapala there had been friction over succession there.
King Uccala had interfered in the affair and,

in order to have

closer ties with this kingdom, had given his daughter in marriage
to king Somapala.

2

Now Somapala put his elder brother Pratapa-

pala to death, at which Nagaplla,

the younger half-brother of

Somapala, murdered the minister who had murdered Pratapap§,la and
fled to Kashmir for protection.
Somapala,

Enraged at the action of

king Sussala did not accept his friendly overtures and

decided to wage war against him.

Baffled in his attempts at

conciliation, Somapala sought alliance with Bhiksacara,

the

grandson of Harsa who had established himself at Vall&pura
(modern B a l o r ) .

This made matters worse and hastened Sussala*s

attack on Somapala.^

Thus we find that both Rljapurl and

Kashmir became the centres of intrigues and safe refuges for the
rival claimants to each other's thrones.

In the ensuing fight

king Somapala was defeated and fled, and Sussala installed
Nagapala on the throne of Rajapuri in the autumn of 1118.
Kalhana tells us^bhat king Sussala stayed in R&japurl for seven

Ra.iat. VIII,

605 ff.

3.

Ra j a t . VIII / 619-20.

4.

R a j a t . VIII,

621-24.

months" casing
h

terror

to his various e n e m i e s " , which shows

that tne trouole dia not end witn thw aexeat or Somapala
and tne situation necessitated Sussala's constant stay there.
Despite

1

this protracted stay he could not win tne feelings

ol the suojects, who were attached to Somapala, ana when in
the spring or lily .Sussala returned to Kashmir, KSgapala
2
his protege lost hiss throne ana had to xollow him. It appears
from the narrative that dussala's long stay in Rajapuri ana
the ultimate failure of the whole project of putring a puppet
ruler on the throne of this Kingdom cost King Sussala much.
Alter his return to Kashmir he started oppressing the suojects
reduced his expenditure, and made

new appointments, which

resulted in much trouole and disintegration m

tne internal

affairs of Kashmir, The new ministers lacked strength and
ithere was heavy loss to the exchequer oy the sudden change
in administration.
This policy resulted into discontent and a rebellion of
the Damaras in Lahara. The commander™in-chier Tilaka was aole
to put down the rebellion but the king's

disregard made this

general disaffected and alack in his duties^.

In the beginning

of the year 1120 there was a great rising of the pamaras, who
carried off the king's horses. The king showed great cruelty,
killed them and even dishonoured their women. Vijaya

and

Mallakostha, the great Damaras of the time, now Drought Bhiksa™
1 .Ra j a t ,V I I I , 524.
2.3. Ra.iat, VIII.634-40 .

cara to Kashmir, Dy the route of Visl'fiira. Vijaya was Killed by '
the commander™in™chief, but Mallakostha sent, his own troops
to help Bhiksacara'.

The king in his lolly now told the dis

affected officers to let Bhiksacara enter the city so that he
might slay him, but this resulted in Bhiksacara1s gaining fame^
making the people feel that it was owing to the king's inability
/

that he entered unopposed. As he approached Srinagara various
rumours spread all over Kashmir about Bhiksacara's greatness
and in the summer of 1120

he actually won a victory over

king Sussala. The Damaras of Lahara, KhadUvi, and Holadal, all

J

joined together and besieged Srinagara, The king offered crave
resistence , but owing

to thedisaffection

of themembers

of

p

the inner court(abh\^intara)^vd>the faithlessness of the commander-f
in-chief^ his efforts proved useless. Thefor&akiag- out

of-a, re™

i

bellion of; the royal troops broke the back of his defences and
in the winter of 1120, he was compelled to seek shelter and
2
safety in Lohara, *

J■

After Sussala's departure Blmcsacara was installed as
king, thus bringing about the restoration ox the Jirst, Lohara

.1

dynasty. The city Prefeet Janakasimha and the commander™in™chiefs

Tilaka respectively gave him their niece and daughter in marriage
1- Bajat, VIII, 661 ff,
Bajat.VIII,
3, Ra.iat.VIII.

749ff.

*

S
j

Bhiks"acara had been brought to the tnrone owing to the
mutual jealousies and lust xor power of the Damaras, but he
was not a suitable person to be the king in those turbulent
times.Inexperienced in the affairs of state he left the regal
power in the hands ox Bimba, the prime minister { darvadhikarin)
1
and himself engaged in the pleasures 01 royalty. The pamaras
whose conspiracy and revolt had been aimed at establishing a
puppet ruler on tne tnrone, had a free liand in tne country. The
strongest among them, especially Prthvlhara and Mallakosfna ,

j.

o

fought terrible battles among themselves and. a reign oi terror
prevailed in the kingdom.^
The Prime Minister, Bimba, now led an expedition to Lohara
with the help oi Somapala, king of Rajapuri and some Turuskas
—

Muslims of the lower Punjab hills.

3

The Kashmir force was

completely defeated by Sussala, This brought a reaction in
favour of the old king,; the M^a-ifas made secret contact with
him and even the brahmana corporations

longed for the re

turn ol Sussala,^
Prthvihata,
s side. In the
9
• however,1 remained on Bhiksacaira1
|
summer of 1121 Bussala marched on Srinagara and entered the c.'.t
city unopposed. Bhiksacana fled to Rajapuri

and later settled

in Pusiananada( modern Pusiana) at the southern foot of the Plr
Pantsal pass. His attempts to defeat Sussala created apprehentio:
1- Rajat. VIII. 849 f f •
2. Ra.iat. VIII. 882 if *
3 * Raja t . VIII. 884- Xf.
4.1 bid.

among the pamaras whose ambition was not to have a strong, but a
weak and insignificant ruler, who would not be in any way a check
to their power*

1

The treachery and weakness of his own officers

now made Sussala employ many Rfijaputras from the hills to the
South of Kashmir

2

, whose bravery and faithfulness helped him in

holding his position against the repeated attacks o f .Bhikfacara
and the rebellious pamaras.

"5

The pamaras were still a constant

source of trouble to th^ruling king and in the Spring of 1123,
they closely besieged Srinagara,

This was followed by a huge

conflagration in which the whole city was burnt and great stores
of rice were destroyed.

The p&maras blocked all communications

with the villages and hence utter starvation and huge loss of life
occurred in t h e city.

Exasperated by these,6alamities and

troubles and the death of his beloved ^ieen M e g h a m a n J a r X ,
Sussala decided to abdicate in favour of his son Jayasiitha, whom
he called from Lohara;

Jayasi&ha was crowned in the summer of

1123^* but the intriguer now played their hand again and made
Sussala suspicious of his own son.
hands,

Power remained in Sussala1

since the young king was kept in virtual captivity.^
We have stated above that BhiksScara was a constant source

1.

Ra.iat,

V I I I , 1028, 1032.

2.

B ajat.

VIII, 1040, 1083-86.

3.

VIM.

i\^4

4.

VlM.

w s s >•>II61 > V

5.

VUL

6.

Rajat. VIII, 112? ff.

7.

R a j a t . VIII, 1247 ff.

of trouble to the Icings of the Second Lohara dynasty.
made a plot against this rival with Utpala,

Sussala

the treacherous agent

-

of yikka, a powerful pSmara of Devasarasa (modern Divasor)
district;

Utpala was actually working to destroy the old king

and succeeded in murdering Sussala in the Spring of 1128.
With the murder of Sussala, Jayasi&ha,

h

1

the last great

ruler of the Second Lohara dynasty, "who was already king in name,
gained full control of the government.
country was very precarious,

"

The condition of the

The pamaras were- a constant elements

of unrest, the resources of the country were totally exhausted
owing to thejconstant struggles of the preceding reigns,2 and there

Tt 1‘'

was continual danger from Bhiksacara, who had found a refuge with
some of his powerful pamaras supporters in the Samala district.^
Moreover, Jayasi&ha succeeded to the throne in the midst of an
open rebellion,^

He started his reign judiciously by proclama

tion of general amnesty, which was amply rewarded by winning him
the support of his subjects.

He also succeeded in enlisting the

help of one of the most powerful p&maras, Pancacandra, who had
succeeded to his father Gargacandra*s rich estates in Lahara
(modern Lar) .
On the news of Sussala*s murder, Bhik§&eara rapidly
collected his troops and marched towards Srlmagara, but

1,

B a j a t , VIII, 1287-1348.

2-

R & j a t . VIII, 1344 ff.

3.

B a j a t . VIII, 1259 ff.

4.

Bajat. VIII, 1315 ff.

5.

B a j a t . VIII,

1377-81.

excessive snowfall retarded his progress.
Pancacandra* s troops,

1

In the meanwhile

enlarged by detachments of mercenaries,

wrought utter disaster in Bhiksacara's army.

2

The pamaras who

supported Jayasifaha put down the chief adherents of Sussala, while
the new king's portion in the Capital and much of the surrounding

^

country was made secure by Sujji, a minister of the former king,
%
who gave Jayasi&ha full support*
On the melting of the snow Bhiksacara once again made an
attempt to recover the kingdom with the help of the pamaras.
Sujji, the best of King Jayasi&h^s generals, met him on the bank
of a&mbhlri,^ and defeated his forces.
by a further success at D&modara.

This victory was followed
The king also won over

further pamaras to his side by the judicious granting of suitable
grants and honours.
Kashmir,

6

and could get no help from the king of R&japurl, who

1.

R & j a t .VIII, 1392.

2.

Ra.iat,VIII, 1394-98.

5*

Ra j a t .VIII, 1402-22.

4*

R a j a t .VIII, 1494 ff.

Stein.

Rajat,

7

Khaduvl is a district in the Vihl
pargapa which adjoins Srinagara from
the South-East.

CEmbhlra isthe
lowest part of the
course of Visoka on its way to
Vijayesuara.
tr. VIII, 1510 note.

Rajat. VIII, 1512.
Stein.
Rajat. tr. note.
Damodara is modern Damodar U$ar to the south of Srlngarh
Ra j a t , VIII, 1523-24.

7*

:

Bhiksacara was thus forced to retire from

had concluded a treaty with Jayasi&ha.

5*

:

Rajat. VIII, 1529 ff.

Laksamaka,

the chief chamberlain, who appears to have been

the most influential minister during the early period of Jayasi & h a ’s reign,

re-established law and order.

Utpala, who had

murdered Sussala, was captured and executed. ■**
In the autumn of 1128, however, Bhiksacara again marched
from the South but was defeated once again by the commander-in
chief Sujji.2
Despite the improvement in the political life of Kashmir,
Court intrigues and mutual jealousies continued among the
ministers,

The jealousy of Laksraaka and other courtiers so

worked against Sujji that Jayasi&ha exiled him.

He went to

R&japuri, where he entered into negotiations with BhiksScara.
Luckily for the king, Bhiksacara,, without waiting for Sujji to
join forces withhim, expecting a rebellion of pamaras in Kashmir,
marched to the attack once again.

Laksraaka*s forces drove

Bhiksacara back to the castle of Bapa6&la held by a Kha&a chief,
at the south foot of the B&nihal pass.

The king*s troops

besieged the castle and bribed the Kha^a and allies of Bhiksacara.
Betrayed by his supporters this prince was killed in 1130.^
On the death of Bhiksacara,

it appeared as if the real

danger to the k i n g ’s position was over.
was another trouble.

But soon after there

This was the loss of the Lohara Castle.

1.

Rajat. VIII, 1577 ff.

2.

. R a j a t ,VIII, 1534 ff.

3.

Rajat. VIII, 1626 ff.

4*

Rajat. VIII, 1665, 1702-5*

Lothana, the brother of the ex-king Salhapa, had been
kept in Lohara as a captive.

With the help of some of the

officers, this prince escaped from his prison and captured the
fort along with its hoarded treasures.

1

Realizing the danger

from the loss of the family stronghold, JayasiMia sent a large
army under Laksmaka to recapture it.

The heat of the early

summer and the spread of fever among the forces brought disaster.
Sujji,

the former minister of <Tayasi&ha, who was now a trusted

supporter of king SomapSla of RBjapurl, taking advantage of this
favourable opportunity, persuaded SomapSla to break his treaty
with Jayasi&ha.

Somap&la sent an expedition to Lohara.^

The

royal army was completely destroyed and the chamberlain Laksmaka
was taken prisoner;

we ar^fcold that 10,000 soldiers of the royal

army died of fever alone.

Laksmaka was subsequently ransomed

from SomapBla for 36 lakhs of Dlnnaras.4
Lothana thus became the ruler of Lohara with Sujji as his
minister.^

The presence of various members of the branches of

the Lohara family, always remained a source of trouble.

In the

winter of 1131, Lothana was deposed by Mallarjuna, a half-brother
of J'ayasi&ha who had been kept as a prisoner in the Lohara Castle.
Mallarjuna was, however, a feeble ruler and Jayasiftha1s troops
soon intimidated him to agree to pay tribute.^

Attempts of

1-

R a j a t . VIII,

1794 ff.

4.

2.

R a j a t . VIII,

1865 ff.

4a. R a j a t . VIII, 1921 ff,

3.

K B i a t . VIII,

1879 ff.

5.

R a j a t . VIII, 1918.

RBjat. VIII, 1941 ff.

Lothana to depose; Mallarjuna gave the chance to the p&mara
K o s $ h e 3 v a r a , the son of Prthvlhara to establish his position
strongly in the valley around Lohara.1

At the deposition of

Lothana King Jayasi&Ka had recalled Sujji from Lohara and had
reinstated him in the charge of the chief-command of the army.

2
. ■ :

Sujji was able to defeat Mallarjuna, who now fled to BajapurX.

y,i

The intrigues of the courtiers again poisoned the king*s mind
against this minister, who was treacherously murdered through one
of his own officers in 1133.

The murder of his relations soon

followed.^
Jayasiftha*s chief enemies were now Mallarjuna and
•Kos^heiSvara^.

:>

Jayasifcha tried to accomplish the murder of

c
Kof^hesvara,
Mallarjuna.

but the plan failed and the latter fled and joined

5

They raised a further rebellion in Kashmir, but

the king* s troops compelled Kos'fheSvara to come to terms with him,?

6
while Mallarjuna again fled.
also surrendered.

In the autumn of 1135, Mallarjuna

Thus one of the pretenders to theyfchrone of

Lohara was captured.
Jayasifhha also endeavoured to extend his sway towards the
north in the territory of the Daradas, on the death of their
1.

Ra.iat. VIII, 1989-2024.

2.

Ibid.

3.

Ra.iat. VIII, 2029-2152.

4.

Supra p . ‘flj

5.

Ra.iat. VIII, 2220.

6.

Rajat.

7.

Rajat. VIII, 2309.

VIII, 2264.

?

1

>

king Y a s o d h a r a . ,

The attempt, however, failed and added to

Jayasimha's problems by encouraging Lothana,

the old pretender

to the throne of Lohara, and securing him an ally, in the
Daradas.

p

A l a m k aracakra, a powerful pamara of Karp&h (Karnah)

in the upper Kx'spagahgS, with the help of the Daradas, rose in
rebellion, ostensibly in support of L o t h a n a 1s cause.

Lothana,

supported by Vigraharaja, a half-brother of Jayasiihha, and Biioja,
a son of king Salhapa,

took up his position in £irah&ilakot*j;a, a

hill castle of the pUmara Ala&karacakra on the Kr§pagaftga.
King Jayasiftha*s forces, besieged thee,castle.

The food and water

supplies of the defenders having become exhausted, Alamkaracakra
bought his safety by delivering Lothana and VigraharSja to the
king in the Spring of 1144.^
future eventualities.

Bhoja was kept by Alafckara for

Fearing the intentions of the pamara,

Bhoja managed to escape to the Darada ruler V i ^ a s l h a who
received him hospitably.

From the Darada territory Bhoja

intrigued with the disaffected officers an$the DEmaras of
Kashmir to raise a revolt in his favour.

Then he marched with

the support of the Darada ruler and the M l eccha (Muhammedan)
chiefs from the Upper Indus and reached the Mah&padma lake.
Bhoja, however, found that his p&mara supporters had been won

1.

Rajat. VIII,

2454 ff.

2.

Ra.iat. VIII,

2467 ff.

3*

Ra.iat. VIII,

2488 ff.

4.

Ra.iat. VIII, 2492-2629.

5.

Ra.iat. VIII.

2704. ff.

6.

R a j a t . VIII,

2761 ff.

over to Jayasi&ha*s camp.
alliance.

This resulted in the breaking ofthe

In the autumn of 114-4, Bhoja's northern allies, the

Daradas and the Mlecchas,

deserted him and he was again left in

i
the hands of Ala&karacakra.

Alaihk&racakra1s control over Bhoja

caused constant fear and trouble to Jayasi&ha throughout the
winter of 1144-45.

After protracted negotiations between Bhoja

and Jayasi&ha and with the mediation of the chief queen Kalhapika
as a surety,

against the will of his pamara allies, Bhoja

p
surrendered to the king in the summer (Jyesjha)

of 1145*

The

surrender of this last pretender was followed by the subjection
of several important p & m a r a s , including B&javadana Prince Gulhapa,
the eldest son of Jayasiihha.,. crowned ruler of Lohara*

3

Earlier Jayasiihha had given his daughter Ambaputrika in
marriage to SomapSLla of B&japuri;
Mgalekha,

while he had himself married

Somapala' s sister's daughter.^-

He now strengthened

his relations with Bajapuri by marrying his daughter Me nila to
Prince B&upala,

son of Somapala.

Another princess, Bajya^rl,^

was married to G-hatotkaca, the younger brother of k i n g Pr&jidhara.
Kalhapa does not give us any clue to the territory ruled by
Prajidhara, but he was evidently a hill chief. ^

He is stated to

have crossed the river K^s\ja (modern Kisangahg^) , and defeating
Dvitly&:,;;the lord of Ura^H, with the help of Jayasi&iih, he took

1.

3.

R a j a t .VIII,

2844-96.

4. REjat.

VIII, 1648.

Ra j a t .VIII,

3008-5179.

5. Rajat.

VIII, 3396-97.

Ra;iat. VIII,

3301.

6. B a j a t . VIII, 3398-99.

°\ 5"
i

Atyagrapura ( A g r o r ) U p r o o t i n g

king Vikramaraja of Valllpura

o
(Balor) , Jayasi&ha placed on the throne king Gulhapa.
Jayasi&ha is stated to have had very friendly relations
with distant rulers in India.

Kalhapa's statement is corro

borated by the evidence of lahkha.

In the assembly of poeta

held in the house of his brother Ala&kara, are mentioned Suhula,
the ambassador of Govindacandra, king of Kanyakubja (KanaHj)^
and Tejaka$*£ha, the ambassador of Aparaditya the Sllahara lord
5

of Kofikana.
...

Both these rulers have been identified from their

6

inscriptions.

Kalhana's narrative ends in 1149-50, telling us that king
Jayasi&ha had been twenty-two years on the throne by that date.
He had removed the pretenders one by one, the rebellions of the
pamaras had been crushed, and the attempts of his northern
neighbours - the Daradas - to help the pretenders in alliance
with Mleccha chiefs (Mohammedans)

of the Upper Indus had failed.

Thus we find Jayasi&ha securely established on the throne.

R a j a t . V I I I . 3401-2.
2.

Rajat* VIII,

2452.

3.

Rajat. VIII,

2453.

4.

Srikantha

5.

Ibid. 110.

6.

rfitihl er. R e p o r t . p . 51.

. XXV, 102.

For Atyagrapura,

see Stein. Rajat. tr.
VIII, 3402, note.

We have seen that within a period of four months
Jayasi&ha managed to rid himself of the immediate dangers to his
position,1

though he had many further problems to face owing to

the turbulence of the preceding reigns.

Learning from the

failures of his uncle and father, Jayasi&ha tried to appease the
pamaras by cunning diplomacy rather than to curb them by sheer
force of arms.

By his judicious diplomacy he succeeded in

maintaining himself on the throne in the midst of the troubles
which had been the cause of the misfortune of his predecessors.
Stein writes:

"Kalharia has nowhere to tell us of acts of personal

bravery of the king, but on the other hand gives us ample p r o o f
of his skill in plotting and of his self-possession.
side of these

By the

qualities we note a conspicuous want of firmness

and decision which accounts for the ascendency gained over the
king by a succession of favourites.

This moral defeat, probably,

also prevented him from reaping more permanent advantages from
otherwise well-designed measures, and may explain some acts of
striking ingratitude and treachery for which it would be difficult
to assign any serious political motives."

pooking back to the

situation at the time of Jayasi&ha1s accession we find that he
had many dangers to face and a number of rivals to contend with.
The whole of the history of his reign is charactiersed by
intrigues at court, the revolts of the pamaras, and their support
of the pretenders - Bhiksacara, Lothana, Mallarjuna and Bho|a in
turn.

The rivalries of the commander-in-chief, Sujji, and the

Supra # pf\ ££ f f •
2.

Stein.

B a j a t . tr. Vol. I. p . 1204.

V
chamberlain Laksmaka,

occupy a large part of the narrative.

Court intrigues and mutual jealousies had become such a regular
part of the history of medieval Kashmir, mostly owing to the
ambitions of the pamaras and the designs of rival claimants for
the acquisition of the throne of Kashmir and Lohara that it was
perhaps difficult for one man to rule the kingdom without
committing any error anywhere.

This cunning and unscrupulous

ness appear to have been necessitated by the circumstances of his
time and were
ArthaSastra,

quite in keeping with the traditions of the
That the policy succeeded in maintaining

Jayasi&ha securely on the throne during the difficult days a f t e r
his accession, and later in removing one by one all the rival
claimants to the throne along with the powerful pamaras,

is

perhaps the only justification for Jayasi&ha's conduct.

The

praises which Kalhapa sometimes showers on this king may give
an impression that the poet is partial to him^ but when we
notice the lengths of the feigns of the earlier kings who were
unable to cope with similar dangers and problems we are led to
believe that Kalhapa had good reason to approve his policy,
Friendly relations with neighbouring rulers and distant kings
in India attest Jayasi&ha's importance and popularity.

The

surmise that, but for the moral defects in Jayasi&ha*s policy,
he might have reaped more permanent results from his otherwise
well-designed measures, may be quite reasoable but it is diffi
cult to say whether it was possible to do anything better i n the
circumstances in which this ruler was placed.

^Jayasifcha h a d

five sons.,.

The eldest Was Gulhana, son of

queen Kalhap&ka, who,

as a child of six or seven years old, had been crowned ruler of
Lohara.1

■ Jayasi&ha also had four sons from queen Ra£jLadevi, three :

of them named after the illustrious earlier kings of Kashmir Apraditya, Jayaplda, Lalitaditya and TaSaskara.^
The chronicle of Kashmir was continued by Jonaraja, who
again revived the tradition of historical writing in the reign of
king 2iain-»ul-abidln in the early decades of the 15th century.
According to Jonaraja, Jayasi&ha ruled for five years

after

K a l h a p a 1s account ceases, and undertook an expedition against an
unnamed Turus&a-Yavana (Muslim)

king.

He died in the Spring of

1154-55 and was succeeded by his son Param^puka.

It is curious

that we do not find the name of this prince among the sons of
Jayasi&ha mentioned above.

Probably it was the pet name of nne of

the princes, for there does not appear to be any evidence for the
end of the second Lohara dynasty with Jayasi&hafs death.

In this

connection we refer to some of the verses of Kalhapa where he
mentions that, when Jayasi&ha once fell seriously ill of a skindisease (U t a ) , Sujji,

one of his ministers, planned to install on

the throne the king* s only son Parmapdi who was then a child of
five years.

Parmapdi is stated to be born of queen Gunalekha who

was the daughter of pamara Gargacandra.
..

■
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Parm&nuka appears to be ,■
»'

4

the pet name of the same prince.

Being the eldest of J ayasi&ha1s

sons he had every right to succeed to the throne after his f a t h e r 1s
death.
K a l h a p a ’s silence in this respect is surprising.

While

telling the names of all other princes he does not mention either
Gunalekha,

the mother, nor Parm&n^I.

Could it he that, having

told us of Gupalekha and the prince Parm&pdl previously, he did
not feel it necessary to mention them again.

At the time when

Parman^.1 is mentioned Jayasi&ha1s other sons were not born for he
is' referred to as the only son.

If our identification of Pa^ma-

nuka with 3?armandl be acceptable,

it is interesting that the last

but one ruler of the Second Lohara dynasty was a pamara on his
m o t h e r ’s side,

1

Paijbapuka* s coins have been found and discussed by
p

Cunningham who reads the name as Sri-para (manaka)
Paiffaapuka is, however,

deva.

said to have been a very weak ruler

who reigned until 1164-65 as a mere tool in the hands of his
t

ministers Prayaga and Janaka.
Vantideva, who died in 1171-72.

He was succeeded by his own son
For want of a worthy successor,

one Vuppadeva was installed on the throne,

*Thus the Second

Lohara dynasty seems to have come to an end with the death of
Vantideva in 1171-72.^

JL»

This does not, however,
victory of the pamaras,

in anyway establish the complete

2.

Cunningham. C . M . I . Plate V.

3.

Jona. Ra.iat, 38-52.

CHADTER III,
K I N G S H I P .

Inorder clearly to understand the theory of kingshfp in
Kashmir we have to understand the nature of Kashmir sociefy,
and its religious and philosophical background, which was
permeated with the doctrines of idealistic monism. Moreover,
the author of the R a jata r aftg ini was himself a high class
brahmana, apparently not only a man of books but also as the
son of a state minister (Avaranati) , in touch with practical
politics.
As regards the nature of kingship, Kalhana gives the
traditional view in Kashmir that"Kashmir land is Parvati and
its king is a portion of Siva, Though he be wicked (dustopi) 3

1

a wise man who desires his own prosperity will not despise him” ,

In other words in accordance with the prevalent system of the
worship of Siva as Ardhanarisvara,
A
*

Parvatl, the bakti of god Siva —

the land of Kashmir is

the all powerful, sublime

lord who projects Himself in a state of perfect enjoyment —
and hence Kashmir as an embodiment of Parvati is the very part
*
of god biva in his form of Salcti, Kingship in this case is not
1, Rajat, 1, 72* kasmjrah parvati tatra rSajgt jneyo harah&Qah/
navajneya sa dustopi vidusa bhHtimicchitg //
c f , Jonaraja. kasmlrah Parvati tatra raja jneyo Haraftsajah/
ifyeL±a.tnratvavaveva yasyasltaaksu sam trayam //
^

T*

fvf t jg..Vv\.o b t c »

^37.

0

C .0

pva,tC^Ly<u.

2, cf, <T,C, Chat ter jfc^e
K ashmir Saivism p, 57*
Das,
Shakti or D ivfne^power", p, 59*

(v ~ T p .

£>|,

a divinely ordained institution but the Divinity himself is

personified in the form of the king, the very land of Kashmir a-ii
also is considered as a part of the deity —

land, people and

king are made into one entity, "The king is, it would seem, a
part of the people and land of Kashmir, looked as an organic
1
whole'1,
The verse we have quoted above enjoins upon the people
the duty of obeying their king under any circumstances,, Further
it is stated that "carrying out the orders of the king even if
he were a child is the duty of the officers, Any failure in this
%

would be considered a crime". These verses of Kalhana are used
in the context of a situation when Ya^ovati, the widoVA& queen
of Dlmodara I. was being installed on the throne by the brahmanas and some of the people grumbled about the accession of a

woman. The word dustopi in the verse quoted previously apparent]}
refers to the irregularity of succession and the attempt to
justify the succession of a woman.,, saying that not to speak
of a woman even a wicked king is to be obeyed.
We find a similar theory in Narada where it is stated: "The
king's command should be obeyed, otherwise death would follow.
What the king says, be it right or wrong, is the law (dharma)
of the suitors. The king lives on this earth, like a visible
1* A,L.Basham, The K ashmir Chronicle. Unpublished paper sub-mitted to a conference on Historical writings
on the History of Asia* London, 1956,
2* Rajat, I, 79* cf, Manu. VII. 8 ,

Indra; the people cannot prosper by violating his orders.
Whatever a king does is right„ that is the settled rule, because
the protection of the world is entrusted to him

on account

of his majesty and benignity towards all creatures, As a
husband though worthless must be always worshipped by his wives,
in the same way the king though feeble should be worshipped by
1
his subjects".
Commenting on the above Ghoshal writes: "In this
context it is categorically stated that the king should be
i

honoured irrespectively of his personal qualifications., and his
orders obeyed without reference to their moral justification*
Whether the further implication of this theory as involving
absolute non-resistence on the part of the subjects was realised
by the authors, it is impossible to say. But there can be no
doubt that the above passage marks the culmination of the Hindu
doctrine of submission and obedience

and makes the closest
2
approach to the western theory of Divine Right",
On seeming analogy the verses of Kalhana and of Narada
quoted above remind one of the views of James I, who in 1616
said to his parliament, "it is atheism and blasphemy to dispute
what God can do,,, so it is presumption and high contempt in a
\

JL.

xvm."X£-

'

“

‘ “

Ghoshal. Hindu Political Theories pp 228-29

subject to dispute what a king can do, or say that a king can1
not do this or that” , In a certain verse referring to Mihirakula Kalhana, says : "That a king of such wickedness was not
killed by the rising of the subjects can only be due to his
having been protected by the Gods, who made him to act in this
2
manner11, On the face of it, this would appear rather like the
idea of 11divinity that hedgeth the monarchy'1

but as we probe

deeper into the matter we find the resmblance less close, For
in this verse Kalhana also recognizes that the subjects are
liable to rise against their king, which shows that if

he was

considered to be divine, he was expected to come up to the ,-v ^
standards of divinity. Thus this passage presents a curious
admixture of the ideas of divinity and the just claims of the
subjects to good government.
Dr* Bal Krishan 1s view that " the Hindu political
science does not recognize an irresponsible, unerring, imperish
able and unjust king. It takes him to be endowed with divine
functions rather than with divine rights", fits in very well
with the ideas about kingship in Kashmir, In this connection
we have another verse in the Ijajatarafiginf where talking of the
evil ways

ofking Cakravarman and the praises

1, GeorgeGatlin,
2, Bajat,

bestowed on him

A History of Political Philosophers, p, 225.

1,324,

5, cf, Ma n u , VII, 2.7-28; Anulasana par van.
4. Bal Krishna, The Evolution of The State, I,H* Q* III! p, 325*
■■

—

—

»

by the panegyrists, parasites,bards, and flatterers, Kalhana
contemptuously remarks ; 11 Deceived in his min$ by these praises
he thought himself a god, and thus committed acts which were
1
devoid of judgement11* Thus our author hates irresponsible
evil doing despots who consider themselves divine by the mere
acquisition of the divine office of kingship. Such kings, howonn;
ever, according to Kalhana* s view, rise to power owing to the
sinful deeds of the subjects.
The ideal relationship between the king and his
subjects that Kalhana advocates is that between a father and his
2
sons. He repeatedly refers to this in the Rajatarafxginl.
"Kings"James I said to parliament in 1610,
"are also compared to fathers of families; for a king is truly
parens patriae, the political father of his people. And, lastly,
kings are compared to the head of this mipro&osm of the body
of man... donot meddle with the main points of government, that
is my craft

to meddle with that, were to lessen me".

About this Davies says; " James* attitude towards the
national rex^resentatives was both paternal and contemptuous
like a wise father, he wished his peiop’
tetteo believe that what
ever he did was for their good, but the thesis that their
1,Ra.iat. V. 350; cf. VII. 506; VIII. 60.
2, Rajat, I., 98; VII* 506.
3, George Gatlin. Op cit. p. 223.

representatives should decide what was good or had for the
1
country was rank sedition to him1’* Thus we can well under
stand that there was a great difference in the concept of
king as the father of the subjects as enunciated and followed
by the despotic rulers of the west and the despotism of the
kings of Kashmir and India in general* In the words of Troyer,
11it is the absolute power of one man under the directing influ
ence of officia.1 councillors and under the very widespread
restriction of inviolable customs, which embrace and form the
2
domestic and public life of the people11*
Thus £ukra says ; !' The kingdom is an organism of seven
limbs—

the sovereign, the minister., the friend, the treasure,

the state, the fort, and the army'i Of these seven constituent
elements of the kingdom, the king or sovereign is the head, the
minister is the eye, the friend is the ear, the treasure is the
mouth, the army is the mind, the fort is the arms and the state
is the legs1**
The analogy again shatters when we read the subsequent
verses: 11 The king is the cause dif the prosperity of this world,
e

is respected by the experienced and old people and gives pleasur
4
*
*
to the eyes ( of the people) as the moon to the sea" . without
the governer, the subjects do not keep to their own spheres. Nor
does the sovereign flourish in the world without subjects,"
1, Godfrey Davies * The early Stuarts*p.6 *
2* M,A, Troyer* Radjafarangini Vol. III. p. 488,
cf, Medhatithi on M a n u , VII* 13.
3.Su^raJ^121-22

4. Ibid, 12J-2#.

5, 131-32.

To good king Kalhana even attributes super-natural powers.

1

The cruel king Mihirakula, on the other hand is called a royal
p
vetila or vampire. Evil kings meet death through the superior
effect of their subjects’merits,
ty
The king should be virtuous and free from vice. Thus Kalhani
7
condemns a 11king who yields to the passion of love* is fond of
wine, is addicted to dice, and is surrounded by drunkards who
4
plunder the riches of the treasury"« Referring to the murder
of king Uccala, Kalhapa writes: 11 Kings who in their kingdom go
eagerly after enjoyments and please their mind with a multitude
of various dresses, resemble bees which in the garden seek eager
-ly the stamina of the flowers and please themselves with a
multitude of various blossoms,,, alas, they both somehow dis5
appear as soon as they are seen", Th u s .a king should be free
from pride and devoted to god Siva,

6

Among the royal virtues
7
Kalhana mentions cleverness, kindness, discretion and politeness:
The king is also required to he shrewd and diplomatic.

8

1. Ra.iat. I. 190; III 16-25; VIII. 2639.

2* Ra.iat , I, 292, cf Sukra I 59-70, classifies kings into Satvffa
Sllasaj. Tamasa.
3. B&.iat. i, 325 cf Sukra I. 87.
yo rata aa .jneyo devatah^akah/
v iprltastu raksonlah sa vai narakahha.janah//
4. Ra.iat. VI. 153-54 cf Manu VII. 140.
5. Ra.iat. VIII. 334.

(6)

Ra.iat. I. 279.

7. Ra.iat. VIII. 599; 2663; cf Manu
8. Ra.iat. VIII. 122, 211.

VII. 140.

In practical politics, Kalhana requires the king to be a
shrewd judge of men and of ail situations.

Referring to the

measures taken by Sujji - one of the disaffected officers of
Jayasimha - for his own protection, he says;

"That the king who

with dull senses mistakes a falsehood for truth and truth for
falsehood, foregoes his aims and is put to sufferings by misfortune".

1

The kings are also required to respect the learned

and the wise and not to discuss their good qualities in public and
their faults behind their backs.

2

The protection of his subjects is considered the primary
duty of kings.

Thus the legendary King Tunjind., when a great

famine occurred during his reign, thought that the excessive snow
fall and the consequent famine were caused by some fault of his
own,

bought food with his own treasures and, with the accumulated

wealth of his ministers, and, together with his wife, by day and
night put fresh life into the people.

When ail his wealth was

exhausted, afflicted by the sufferings of the subjects, he decided
to burn his body to ashes.

Here Kalhana speaks through the king;

"Blessed are those ruiers who sleep at night in happiness, having
1*
2*

Eli&t* VIII, 48, 211, 20a3.
Raja t . I,.358.

5*

Rajat, II, 20 ff.

This gives an impression that herethe man
is the maker of his age.
The spirit of the
age is what is created by the king1s acti
vities.
ex. Sukra. Oh, I, 37- 4 4 , 119-20.

cf. HitiVakvamrta. VII, 21, Manu VII, 0 4 .
Medhatithi on Manu says that protection of the subjects consists
in the removal of troubles, secular and spiritual. (Ady&t j
(UnSeTen;

before seen their citizens in comfort everywhere as if they were
their own c h i l d r e n " H i s

Qieen is stated to have said:

"Devotion to their husbands is tne duty of wives;
the duty of ministers;

faithfulness is

the duty of kings isjto have no other aim

2
but the protection of their subjects".
Again Kalhana says:

"Those kings w/hose only object is to

oppress their subjects, perish together with their descendents,
whereas royal fortune attends the race of those who will repair
what has been destroyed".

3

King Jayasi&ha of the second Lohara

dynasty is said to have been very anxious for the protection of
his subjects.^
In all the ancient literature on politics, we find the
promotion of dharrna, arthaand karna as the aims of the state.
Thus Manu says;

"at midday or midnight, when his mental and

bodily fatigues are over, let him deliberate, either with himself
along^(Jr"with his ministers, on virtue, pleasure, and wealth".^
In accordance with these tenets, Kalhapa also prescribes threefold
objects for the king.

Thus King Kalasa, before he came under evil

influences, divided his time with due regard for the threefold
objects.^

The term dharrna is applied in its wider meaning, as

Ra.iat. II, 42.
2• Rajat. I I , 48.
Rajat. I, lts8 ;

4.

V,211-12;
VII, 1552;;
cf. 323, 348.
Ra.iat. VIII. 2551.

5.

ArthafiSstra. I, 7;.

6.

Ra.iat. I, 32o.

III, 472-73.
M a n u . VII, 111-12,
IS.nti£ary an L V I I I , 1-4,.

gantiparvan. V, 20-23;

Manu VII, 151 ff.

the maintenance of law by discharging his kingly duties, not
merely by having a sense of religious merit, but by fostering a
feeling of piety and religiousness, by encouraging virtue and
morality among his subjects and establishing religious institutions.
indiscriminately for all the sects, by helping the poor and the
decrepit^, and by extending patronage to men of letters.

Kalhana

emphasizes the king’s position as the first citizen and the
necessity of his setting lofty ideals before the public.

Thus

King Durlabhaka Pratap^ditya II, though much afflicted by the pangs
of love for the wife of a merchant, refused to take her as his
wife, because he thought that, if he violated the law, the subjects.
1
would be inclined to do the same.
The term Pharma is also used in its restricted sense of
p
religious observances in the Hajatarahgini.
We have dealt with
*5
the religious activities of the Kashmir Icings separately.
The state in Kashmir, though it did champion the cause of
varpas and asramas, did not confound dharrna with the unequal
social order, rather the icings of Kashmir gave a lead in encour
aging liberal policy.

They married in lower castes and offered

high posts to any persons of whatsoever religious belief and
social status they may be?provided they were competent for the
task.^
1.

Bajat, IY, 2s-30. cf. Manu VII, 44-53*

2,

Ra.iat. IV, 697.

5•

Infra.

4*

Infra, pg

3^ % .

\\°

They promoted piety and religion hut they did not make
themselves subordinate to the religious and priestly order*
Earlier King Yasaskara was given his throne hy the brahmanas but
the moment he sat on it he explicitly told them not to be proud on
account of the fact that they had bestowed it on him, and exhorted
them not to come to him except in the case of some business.
The, brahmanas appear to have exercised a healthy influence some
times , but on the whole the kings were not instruments in their
hands and could show them their proper place if they so chose.
The only weapon in the hands of the brahmanas was the prayopavesa,
the hunger strike.
capital punishment.

They were ordinarily exempt from taxation and
2

The promotion of artha, which would imply encouragement of
agriculture, trade and industry, was also aimed at by the Kashmir
kings.in general.

King Avantivarman*s irrigation works led to

general prosperity.

King Lalitaditya Muktapida made an arrange

ment at Cakradhara for conducting the water of the Vitasta (Jhelum)
and distributing it to various villages by the construction of a
series of water wheels, and large areas of land which were pre
viously under water became productive.^
ditya’s testament

But when we take Lalita-

into consideration and remember that Kalhana in

1.
2.

Infra. p . m
Infra.

3.

Ra.iat. V, 88 ff.

4.
5.

Ra.iat. (V. 191.
RS-jo-t. V. 349-S-a..

.

paraphrasing it^has actually his own time in view, we get the
impression that the general trend of government policy in Kalhana*s
time was to leave the masses wdth bare subsistence*

On the other

hand, we f indjKalhapa regretting the policy of King Harsa, which,
though generous, was not properly executed*

Using King Laiita-

ditya as his mouthpiece, he is, no aoubt, referring to the existing
anarchy of his times and the rising power of the p&maras.

The

struggle during the rule of the Loharas represents the conflict
of this rising feudal class which had equipped itself with arma
ments and was also oppressing the other sections of Kashmir
society.

When King layasiMia triefi to appease the pamaras,

Kalhana is all praises for him.
The kings promoted the Kama of their subjects by ensuring
peace and order and by encouraging fine arts.

During the reign

t

of King Harga (10&9-H01)
Kashmir.

taste reached its high water mark in

The king, himself a great poet and singer, even gave

lessons in these arts.
Thus, though on the whole we cannot claim that the kings

:

of the Lohara dynasties came quite up to the ideals set forth by
the theorists, we can believe that they recognised.them as such
and tried to achieve them to whatever extent and in whichever way
their personal tastes and activities directed them.

i;

iix

It has sometimes been claimed, that the monarchy in
Kashmir was elective.

Though there are instances

;

\\

of apparent

!

election in the 31ajatarngini, they demand thorough examination

j

before a conclusion can be reached.

When the Utpala dynasty came \

to an end in A.D. 939, one Kamalavardhana managed to get the

]

effective control of the government machinery.

Instead of

1

crowning himself immediately, he asked the brahmanas of the

J

capital to elect somebody to the Kingship, thinking that they
would naturafly support his claim.

Kalhana says that this was

the most foolish procedure that could ever have been thought of.

]

Qiite cynically he compares it to the conduct of a person who does j
not accept the love offer of a lady of exceptional beauty coming

f

herself to his house under intoxication to beg to be accepted, but ;!

sends a messenger the next day to enquire whether she would come/' 1
In this particular case, the brahmanas went on arguing for five or/
six days without coming to any decision, while the purohitacorporation collected together
force a decision.

j

and started a solemn fast to en

Ultimately

the choice of the assembly fell on /
1
'1
Tasaskara - a brahmana, who had just returned from abroad.
The
i
above instance shows that the very idea of the election of king
appeared strange lo the historian of the twelfth century.
Moreover, the fact that a group of brahmanas sat to elect a king
in the above instance does notestablish the
1.

ludat. V, 459-60.
‘-j i
\i
f)f ^

principle of election ?

in the modern sense of the word, and the very tact of the brahmanas
not being ahle to come to a decision shows that the idea of elect
ing a Icing was quite alien to them, and as such was not a regular
practice, but only occurred at the request of the person who ex
pected to get the formal sanction of the assembly for-his accession
to the throne.

It is very interesting that the decision arrived

at was not apparently animated by any principle of election by
majority, hut only by their desire to windjtap the discussions.
Thus kingship was hereditary.
of nomination.

There were, however, cases

The advent of the Lohara dynasty, as stated by

Kalhana himself, marks a great change in dynastic history.

Qaeen

Didda, in default of a successor to the throne in her own line,
brought in the son of her brother Udayaraja, named Safhgramaraja,
and

bestowed in her lifetime the rank ofYuvaraja on him.

After

her

death, he ascended the throne ofKashmir

king of

the Lohara dynasty.

asthe first

1

Although we have the practice of brother-to-brother
succession during the rule of the Karkota dynasty, succession was
according to the law of primogeniture during our period.
eldest son was installed to the office of Yuvara.ia.

2

The

During the

R5.iat. VI, 355 ff. cf. g-JLS. Vol. IV. p.lb.
2.

cf. K.S.B . Vol. VIII, p.lOi.

5*

Rajat. V, 12b~29;

see V, 22.

It was customary, in case the heir to the throne was a young
child, to place him in the arms of an elder relative, and to
perform the abhiffeka ceremony for both jointly.
This was to
assure the safety of the heir during his infancy, and his sub
sequent accession to actual power.
Thus Gargacandra, a minis
ter of King Uccala, after the death of latter, wanted to put
his infant son in the arms, of SahasJteamaftgala.
The relation
ship of this man is., however, not stated. Raj.-al .VIII .571 & W t *

!Uj

During the reign oi King Kalasa (1063-&9) his cousin Ksitiraja
who ruled at Lohara, heing at enmity with his own son who was pre
paring an expedition against him with the help of the ruler ox
Nilapura, came to Kashmir for help, resigned worldly affairs and
bestowed the kingdom of Lohara on Utkarsa, the younger son of
Kalasa.'**

The elder son of Kalasa was Harsa, and in this case the

bestowal of the Lohara kingdom on Utkaraa, the younger brother,
instead of Harsa, suggests the safeguarding of the right of the
elder son to succession to the Paternal throne of the main kingdom
of Kashmir.
Troyer was wrong, however, in s%ying that the succession to
the throne from father to son had only been rarely broken during
3252 years.

2

Despite the maintenance of the principles of here-

ditjjy and primogeniture, we find interesting fluctuations in Royal
succession during the early part of rule of the Lohara dynasty.
Because of King Ananta1s weakness of character,

Qieen Suryamatl

held the affairs of government in her own hands for some time, and
later, in 1063, she obtained the formal abdication of the throne
"A

by King Ananta in favour of his son Kalasa.

Her object was

apparently to put the rule of the land into stronger hands.

Later

on, disgusted with Kalasa1s licentiousness and advised by his
ministers, Ananta resumed the royal power, while Kalasa remained
1.

Ra.iat. VII, 231-261.

2.
3.

1V1.A. I'royer, Rad.iatarangini tr. Vol. Ill, p.4bb.
Ra.iat, VII, 223.

king merely in name, taking even his meals in the presence of his
parents and acting as if he were his father's purohita at assem
blies and other royal functions*

Tired of the evil conduct and

misbehaviour of Kalasa, Ananta proceeded to Vijaye&vara, where he
was attacked by Kalasa, and later, afflicted by the harsh words of
his wafe Suryamatl, committed suicide.

1

After this there was much
o
disaffection and rivalry between King Kalasa and his son Harsa,

but even when Kalasa became weak in body, he wanted to besto/W; his
throne on Harsa;

noticing the opposition of his ministers, how

ever, he recalled Utkarsa from Lohara in order to have him in
stalled as king.

Thus, after King Kala&a*s death, Utkarsa was

crowned by the ministers.

The citizens, however, supported the

claims of Harsa, who was first imprisoned in the turmoil of popular
discontent, but was ultimately able to ascend the throne, with the
help of his younger brother Vijayamalla.^

Thus, though the law

of primogeniture was recognized in Kashmir, there occurred irre
gularities in succession .to the throne during the rule of the first
Lohara dynasty owing to the struggle between father and son and
brother and brother, which characterized this dynasty's history.
The Second Lohara dynasty was founded by Uccala in lljll.

As the

struggle for the throne of Kashmir had been jointly carried on by
1.

Ra.iat. VII, 244-46.

2.

Ibid. 336 ff*

3.

Rajat- VII, 703, 729.

4 . Sllat. 773-74, 9*9

the brothers Uccala and Sussala, the latter, not content wxifch the
rule of Lohara, attacked Uccala, got the kingdom, and was succeeded
by his son Jayasimha, who ruled until 1155.

There were even

during the rule of Uccala and Sussala usurpations for short
periods by Radda-Sankharaja, Salhana and Bhiksacara - rival
claimants through one or the other branch of the Loharas.

1

After

Jayasimha, the throne appears to have passed to his son.
As for the eligibility of the individuals to the royal
title, we find many instances in the Ha;]atarahgini when the throne
passed to orders other than that of the ksatriyas.
The Karkota
p
dynasty (c 60Q-cr*5) was of a tribal origin.
Avantivarman, the
founder of the succeeding dynasty known as Utp:ala, was the son of
a spirit distiller.

The caste of Yasaskara, the founder of the

next dynasty (939) is not known .^

'ftarvagupta, the minister of

Unmattavanti, succeeded in his schemes to gain the throne and
ruled from 949-50.

He belonged to a family of diviras or scribes.

His successor, Ksemagupta, married Didda, the daughter of
.p- h

of Lohara and the daughter's daughter of the Sahi king
Bhimpala oi Kabul.

<

Didda's marriage into the family of Kashmir

rulers shows that it was not the caste of the ruling families but
the fact of the acquisition of the throne which was given importance
1-

Ha.iat. V I I I , 342, 375-76, 842 ff.

2.

Stein. Raj a t . if. Vol., I, p. 8 6 .

3-

Sliat* IV, 677-79.

5.

Sfyat. V, 469-75, 479-tfO.
Rajat. VI, 176-78.

ny

The Loharas themselves belonged to the Ksatriya caste and Khasa
tribe.

It is from the advent of this dynasty that we have

succession of rulers of ksatriya lineage on the throne of Kashmir,
In the second Rajatarahgini of Jonar'aja, we find a verse
wherein it is stated that a king Ramadeva (1273) adopted the son
of a brahmana.

Jonaraja here gives his own comment, saying that

though he was made a ksatriya, he did not abandon his own brahmanical practices and did not act like a ksatriya just as a stone
£
even when coloured cannot attain the qualities of a jewel.
The
idea of a brahmana becoming a ksatriya by getting the throne is
quite consistent with Medhatithi1s definition of kingship:

"The

word Raj an does not signify the Ksatriya caste along, but it applies
to a person possessing the attributes of coronation, lordship, and
such other qualities".

In other words, it is the office of the

king and not his caste which assigns the kingly attributes.

Thus

"the incidents and duties attached to the Ksatriya ruler apply to
any one else who discharges the functions ox the former".

This

dictum is supported by Jonaraja1s regrets about a brahmana remain
ing a brahmana though in theory converted into a ksatriya.

Whether

he came up to the stanaard expected of a ksatriya or not is besides
the point in this context.

The eligibility of a brahmana to the

throne and to become theoretically a ksatriya is well established.
1.

Raj at . VII, 663.

2*

Iona.

3.

U .h . GhOihn,! .

Rajat. verse 119.
H indu Political Theories , p .233.

P la te .

Siva.

a.>vA 'Pdjtvo-'U fr«vw

I

The kings of Kashmir are said to have worn crowns with
tnree circles {,cakra-traya) . The first reference to tnis type
of crown is found, during tne reign of Gopallavarman (y04-y05)*
Among the British Museum sculptures of the,£ahi period,
we have a standing female figure of Parvati which “nicely
illustrates the stylization of naturalistically rendered and
disposed drapery wnen compared with the LaKsnml from Br&r
2
(Kashmir) published by fboucher'',
The second piece from the British Museum represents &iva
and Parvati. As pointed out by Mr, Barrett the relation of this
Parvati with her crown of three" crescents” to the other picture
3
is obvious, and the dates it in the 7th century. Though the
adornments of the crowns are referred to by Mr. Barrett as
n
if
crescents, and though Stein wrongly uses the word in his trans
lation of the cakra in the above passage, they are actually in
both cases almost complete circles and would probably qualify
as cakrast
Though both these sculptures are from Gandhara (Kabul),
we believe that the kings in Kashmir must have worn such crowns.
1 . Raj a t . v, 231*
2 . see platbe Wo jr. l\ & plate Uf/B,
B. Douglas Barrett. Sculptures of the £ahi period.
N. Series Summer

Oriental Art

1957. Vol.III. Wo. 2.p.5c*.

cf. A. Foucher. M emoires Goncernant l rAsie Orientale
Tome Premier, Paris 1913.p.LXIII.
3. .Douglas Barrett,

Loc .cit . p. 59.^*.?^^

4. Stein Raj a t .t r . V. 231.

^

Plate

‘
PaAvati

o>^ ^a*Kcl^.a^o-.

f\

YiS>V^

B.

‘

(ftvcxy&Puh.),

1^

in Kashmir the images of Visnu are shown as wearing crowns
but not those of Siva and it is the image of Parvati in the
above cases who wears the crown. We show a 9th century image of
Visnu from Avantipura, which wears a crown obviously similar
to those of the iSahi Parvati figures, hut much more ornate.
Here the designs are definitely circular and might well he ’
1
referred to as cakras .

We have already discussed the theory

of kingship in Kashmir wherein Parvati as the &ak£i of &iva is
2
considered the ruler of Kashmir. In this connection we find
a very interesting story in the Kathasaritsagara where the God
Siva, relating stories to Parvati, tells her that when Harayana
(Visnu) craved a hoon of Siva to become his devotee, he became
incarnate and was horn in the form of Parvati, for she is the
same as lNarayana, the power of Siva all powerful.

In the

B a ,jat a rah g inl also the queen of the ‘legendary king Banaditya,
who was actually a Goddess in human form, relates to the king
that at one time, at the marriage of Parvati, Prajapati, who
filled the office of Purohita, brought his own divine' image
for purpose of worship. When £iva saw that it was Visnu’s image
which was being worshipped by him, he thought it of no use
as it represented only the $akti without Siva, Thereupon Siva
put together into a lump the Jewels which the invited Gods and
1 . see plate. N o . H » B fr.
cf B.C.Kak. H andbook of the Arceological and Numismatic
Sections of the; Sri Pratap Singh Museum Srinagar
4 ^
pp. 50,61-^3.
2 . supra. p.*0Qi3. K.S.&. Vol. 1 , p.4*

Asuras had brought as marriage presents and formed a linga and
thus both Siva and Visiiu were worshipped. Tne stories bring nome
to us tne importance ox visnu as a/iorm of the $akti ol"£iva;
1 ■
according to Kashmir Saivite theology. Thus the crowns on the
heads oi tne icings of Kashmir can be regarded, liice those of
the Visnu and of Parvati, as implying that the ruler is a mani
festation of £iva,
The next reference to the crown of the king is during the
2
reign of king Ananta, It is said that he pawned his crown with
its five resplendent crescents (candraka) to a foreign merchant.
We do not have any specific sculptures ox this type except for
the image of Buddha1s mother with a diadem surmounted by five
3
floral designs. Possibly the crown during the Lohara dynasty
was decorated in the same manner with live circular'designs
similar to those on the crown of the Avantipura Visnu. The number
of these may have been increased from three to five by the
Loharas. The diadem on the head of Buddha1s mother Is,however,
is dated in the lOxn century oy EUGoetz.^

4* Ha.jat. III. 443~b4.
2. Rajat. VII. 193.
3. see* plate. Bo 111-. A.
4. H.Goetz.
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The ministry or council of advisors was regarded
hy ancient Indian political thinkers as a vital organ of
the body politic.

1

The second of the seven elements of

the state (rajya) is given by them as amatya or minister,
for whom 11there are three words which are interchangeable
though sometimes distinguished --

amatya, saciva and
p
mantrirx, the first being the oldest of the three".
A
karikqy

of Panini gives the derivation of the word from

ama meaning ■near1 or 'with1 with the affix tyapa (tya).^

The word amatya occurs in the sense of minister in
the Apastamba^ Pharma^. Stttra^, which states that the king
should not live better or more luxuriously than his gurus
(elders) and his ministers.

The word saciva occurs, in

its original meaning, in the Aitareya Brahmana"* where it is
stated that Indra considered the Maruts as his sacivas
(comrades or helpers).

In the Artha^astra we find the word

Arthasastra I. ch. VII. Ifenu. VII. 54-56. Sukra, ch. II .X
”'

2.

P.V. Kane. Hist, of

Ph. Sh. Vol. III. p. 104.

3.

Mahabhalya. Vol. II.

p. 292.

4-

Ap. Ph. Stt. II. 10,

25. Verse

5.

Ait. BrS XII. 9.

10.

rj ,p.t

saciva used for councillor,"^

2
mantrin,

S&V:ra uses the term

In the Rajatarangini Kalhana clearly mentions
%

a council of ministers (mantrlpari&ad or mantrlsabha)

, and

indiscriminately uses the words amatya, saciva and mantrin
for the single term ’minister'.^

The necessity of amatyas is stated in graphic
language by several writers.

Kautilya says:

"kingship is

possible only with assistants, a single wheel cannot work a
chariot, therefore the king should appoint ministers and
listen to their opinions".

5

Manu says:

"it is difficult

for a person single-handed to accomplish even an easy task,
how can government particularly, which has great good as its
aim, be accomplished without helpers".

A king without a

minister cannot govern a kingdom even for three days.^

1.

Arthasastra I , ch, V I I ,

2*

Sukra. ch. II.

3.

Rajat. IV. 61, Vi, 261.

4.

Rajat. IV. 310, 318,

5*

320, 341, 378,

403.

VIII.24, 551,
554, 559-71,583-85, 1722, 2737.
sahayasadhyam ra jatvam cakramekam na vartate/
kurvlt sacivaftstc^smattefam ca ^rnuyanmatam// Arthasastra. I
ch. VII

6 , Manu. VII. 55.
7*

iSantiparvan section CVI. p. 344;

Sab ha section V. pp. 14-15

Sukra says;

“Sovereignty in a kingdom is deprived

of its beauty if there is a king only but no ministers";
even a king who is proficient in all the sciences and a
past master in State-craft, should never by himself study
political interests without reference to ministers, “for
different persons have different aptitudes'.

The actions

of kings without help (of councillors) lead to hell and
destruction;

take away the fear of the enemy*s army and

ruin life and wealth."

2

In Kashmir we find these theories in their actual
working, for the king was always helped in the affairs of
government by a number of ministers and councillors.

At

the very beginning of his narrative Kalhana mentions the
king’s advisors and councillors and other officials who
held the various important offices in the state.^

He

shows that the ministers along with other confidants
formed a regular part of the king’s assemblies”, and
declares that “the royal dignity does not spread lustre
without the ministers, just as the night without the moon

1.

Sukra. ch. II, 3-4.

2*

Ib i d , ch. IY. section V, 20-21.

1

or speech without truth” .

»

As for the strength of the ministry Manu holds
that it should consist of seven or eight members,

2

The

Mahlbharata in one place prescribes the latter number,^
4.
5 Kautilya and Kamandakiya K t i s a r a state that according
to the Manava school the council (parisad) of ministers
should be constituted of twelve amatyas, according to
Barhasyapa.tyas of sixteen, according to the Anusasnas of
twenty, but Kautilya* s own opinion is that the number is
determined by the power or the exigencies of the state
(yathlsamarthyam) ,

The Nitlvakyamrta holds that they

should be three, five or seven, that unanimity is difficult
to secure in a group of persons of different characters,
and that when there are many ministers they are jealous and
£

try to carry out their own ideas.

”These passages” , says

Kane "show that firstly there was to be a council (parisad)
of ministers who might be eight or more in number according
to requirements, and thirdly there was a large number of
amatyas or sacivas (high functionaries concerned with

1.

Raiat VI. 279

2.

Manu. VII. 54.

5.

M*_Bh. XII. 85.

4■

Arthasastra 1. 15.

5.
6.

Kam. XI. 74 ff.
Nltivalcya. (mantrisamudde^a pp. 127- 28).

various departments) H .1*

In the Ha,jatarahginl Kalhana

repeatedly makes mention of the five ministers of the
p
state*
On the other hand we are told that during the
reign of king Samgrlmaraja (1003-28)

the seven^ sons of a

certain Sridhara, who were brahmanas and councillors
(mantrinah) , came and fought against Tuhga.

If seven

brothers were king*s councillors the whole body must
surely have been constituted of many more.

This

reference makes it doubtful whether the King in fact had
only five ministers or a larger number in his council.
It appears from the above quoted verse that the council
had a large number of councillors, while the chief
ministers formed the smaller cabinet for discussing very
important, urgent or confidential matters,^" and these
ministers held the key posts in their charge.

This is

further proved by the fact that Kalhana also uses the word
mantrin

for the governors who were sent from time/to time

to rule at Kramarajya, Madavarajya or the Lohara kingdom.

1 . P•V.

. -Mjsll

yd. ILL f ^^"

2.

Raj a t . V. 422, VI. 102-03, 115.

3.

RSjat. VII. 2 2 .

4.
5.

HjLjat. V. 430, VII. 1251.
RSjat. VII. 1375-76

5

In a certain verse we find mention of brahmana councillors
and in the following verse of brahmanas and ministers,
which gives the impression that there were a large number
of brahmana councillors in the council^;

on the other

hand, we get reference to the words like pradhana-saciva,
2
Man t r i n a g r y amantrin, mukhyamantrin.
In all these
references the word mantrin is not used for the Chief
Minister, who is called SarvUdhikrt „ but it is used for
a number of ministers usually five, also called the
■5
pradhanaprakrtis^ , making it clear that these were
distinct from all other ministers and councillors.
Thus the whole organisation of the council seems to fall
in line with that recommended by the lltivakyamr t .

!•

SLM-

VII. 13-14,

2*

Bajat. V. 418, VI. 194, VIII. 1382, 1431,
V I I I .

3*

2 1 7 5

( p r a d h a n a p r a k rt i)

Baiat. VII. 1042, VIII. 2175.

Roches translates the word Prakrti as elements
of State.

He writes:

"It is generally accepted that

the Hindu State is constituted by seven elements
(Prakrti).

They are:

the king, the ministers, the

territory and the people, the fortified city, the
C&vit-

)*7

We

find Kalhana everywhere emphasizing the authority

or the king over his ministers, The King should seem his
ministers1 advice but should not be dictated to by them,
Thus praising king Gandrapida*s thorough acquaintance witn
affairs Kalhana v^rites; " He was not instructed by his
ministers but gave them instuctions. The diamond is not
cut by any other precious stones, but it cuts them".

1

In fact Kalhana advocates a proper balance between tne
position ox the King and that ox his ministers. He compares

foot note continued from previous page,
treasury, tne army and the allies, This meaning or the trern
has been given oy Aparaditya Aprarka. 1, obi. as follows:
11 That out ox which an object is produced is its material
(or element), e.g., gold ror an ear-ring. The kingdom
cannot oe produced without a king, etc.

, and even ix

produced w.ithoutxa kingx it cannot last without them.
Therexore, the King etc., are the elements ox the kingdom"
(V.Cintamani p.162. note to verse 52)
Note 1. for this page.
ci*ijH-kra. ch.l.3
,
122-24.
Rajat. IV, 51*

frightened king to "an artist who is unable to replace
i

the stone block when it has fallen from the machinery";'
for the ministers of one such king, Yudhisthira I, would
not accept the conciliation offered by him and banished
■.
2
him from the land.
On the other hand King Lalitaditya
Muktapida praised his ministers for not having carried
out the order to burn a city which he had given them in a
fit of intoxication.

Altekar has taken this as

evidence of standing instructions by the king to his
ministers that they should not execute his orders if they
were unreasonable or given when he was not in his full
senses/

There is no evidence/lo prove this.

In fact,

according to the source, it was only after the wise act
of the ministers that Lalitaditya realized the real
significance of their action and fully praised them for it.

Hajat I, 363-67.
2,
3*

II. 4.

Rajat„ IV. 320.
,fta.v^ t fVf-il''v
—
(
In K.S. S . 3. 3.46,^ it wa-s"7stated that discharging the
duty of minister means undivided attention to the
burden of king1s affairs but the compliance with a
king1s passing fancies is the characteristic of a
mere courtier.

4.

A .S. Altekar.

State and Government in Ancient India.
p .136.

Indeed, Kalhana declares that the king is his own master
as long as he moves on the right path.

Such a king, if

virtuous, shares pleasures with his ministers even in the
other world, but the ministers act as checks upon him
when he follows an evil way.

Thus he writes;

"By those

noble minded souls the earth is purified, who, unmindful
for their own life, persist in protecting here their king
',t1
when he moves on the wrong path.

The id@cal relationship is when the king and the
minister have mutual regard for each other;
says;

thus Kalhana

"The king (Avantivarman 855/6-883) and his minister

(Siira) were towards each other both equally masters in
respect of giving orders and servants in receiving them.
If the king is grateful and of mild disposition and the
minister devoted and free from arrogance, such a
connection may at times be found to be lasting owing to
merit from previous births,"

2

So great was the regard

shown by king Avantivarman to his minister ^Hravarman,
and so much did he regard his feelings that he bore himself
outwardly as a worshipper of Siva, the minister’s favourite
deity, though he was in reality, from his ehildhood, a

!♦
2.

IV- 321.
tta.jat. V. 3.

worshipper of Visnu.
the time of his death.

This secret he only disclosed at
1

Similarly, we are told, the

minister saw in the king his 11chief deity, to please whom
2
ne ought to sacrifice even religion, life or a son".

Once a Damara, Dhanva of Lohara district, forcibly
took away the villages belonging to the temple priests, who
could thereby only offer green vegetables (utpala^aka) to
the deities*

He had been high in the favour of the

minister Suravarman, but when the latter learned of the
displeasure of the King at Dhanva's oppression of the
subjects, he at once killed him and sent his severed head
to the King,in order to avoid his displeasure.

Kalhana

/

remarks:

"Such a King and/such a minister, whose relations
t

were never disfigured by the blemish of mutual hatred, have
not otherwise been seen or heard of".^

Ministers played a very important role in settling
even such important affairs of state as the succession to

1.

RSyat. V. 124.

2.

Rajat. V. 47.

3.

Rajat. V.48 ff.

4-

Raja t . V. 6 3 . cf. VIII. 302.

the throne, and they could influence the king1s decision
to bestow it upon any one of his own choice.
Samkarav&rman*s (902) lineage had died out,

When King
Queen

Sugandha wished to place upon the throne a relation of her
own, at which the ministers remonstrated that he was not a
fit person.^

King KalaSa (1063-89) wished to bestow the

crown on Harsa but, noticing the opposition of the
ministers, he had Utkarsa brought from the castle of
Lohara m

order to have him crowned as king of Kashmir.

p

The strength or otherwise of the ministers
depended on the personality of the ruling king.
Powerful ministers even rose against the king, if he Was
not strong and able enough to keep them in their proper
place and rule the realm efficiently.
often in the hands of their ministers.

Weak kings were
Thus, talking of

Bhiksacara, a weak king of the second Lohara dynasty,
Kalhapa says:
them;

"What the ministers spoke, he said after

not a word came out of himself, as if he had been

hollow inside,”

At the time of the wars of succession

!•

SJyji- V. 253-55.

2.

Bajat, Y I I . 703.

3*

Raj.a1 VIII. 872,

during the second Lohara dynasty Gargacandra, a minister,
became the king-maker, and obtained so much power over
Salhana that 11the King was a mere shadow and all, whether
of the inner or outer court, whether small or great, were
dependent on Garga for life and death11.^

On the other

hand, King Uccala of the Second Lohara dynasty (1101-11),
seeing the strength of the lord of the 1Gate* ( dvlrapati) ,
-t

if

removed him an<ygave his charges to those who were pliant
2
and devoted.
Sometimes, the exigencies of the state
created a different situation.

During King Jayasifaha1s

(1128-49) reign so great was the trouble from the Damaras
and the efficiency of the chamberlain (pratihara) Laksmaka
in coping with them, that the King thought it prudent to
%

leave affairs in the hands of the minister.

Laksmaka

became so powerful that 11he did not allow other ministers
to rise and was able to make them rise or fall like
playballs*1.^
Laksmaka is also praised for having known the art
of addressing the people with kind words and giving
friendly gifts.^

Hajat ¥111. 415-426
2.

Bajat V I I I . 175-86

34.

Bajat VIII. 1484, 1567, 1633.
Ibid.

3.

VIII. 1382

According to Kautilya the ideal minister should
be a "native of the country, born of high family,
influential, well trained in arts, far sighted, wise, of
good memory, vigilant, eloquent, bold, intelligent, endowed
with character, strength, health, spiritedness, free from
arrogance and fickleness, affectionate, who would not have
■l
recourse\to hatred".
The Rajatarahginl shows that some
kings aspired to the creation of ministers who should
conform to similar ideals, but in many cases the ministers
were very lacking in the good qualities listed by Kautilya*
In Kashmir the first two requisites laid down by Kautilya,
that the minister should be a native and born,of high
family, do not seem to have been maintained,

Haladhara,

the son of Bhuti, a vaisya watchman at the temple of
G-aurlsa, rose daily higher in Qaeen S'tlryamatI,s service and
p
obtained the prime-ministership (Sarv&dhikarifel) .
Ksema,
a barber, filled the treasury and organised the Eevenue
office (padagra) , which was later put openly above all
offices.

A low-born Kayastha Bhadrelsa was put to the

charge of Grhakptya office (domestic affairs)

A rthasastra Book I. ch. 52-

Rajat. VII. 207-208.

3*

Hajat. VII. 203-210.

by King

Saifhgramaraja (1002-28),^

KeSava, a brahmana from Trigarta,

became minister during King Ananta!s time (1028-63) , though he
2
remained in the king's favour only for a very short time.

Mutual jealousies played a very important part in
raising or ousting people from high offices of state.

Thus,

in the time of King Harsa, (1089-1101), Kandarpa, the lord of
the 'Gate* won victory at Rajapurl and was greatly honoured by
the King, but ftnanda, who had already won over the councillors
by bribery and by ousting Vamana., had acquired the charge of
the Revenue (Padagra)office, and aspired to the office of the
lord of the 'Gate* held by Kandarpa.
m

ousting him. 3

He ultimately succeeded

Kalhana strongly deprecates such tendencies 4

but nevertheless, clearly exposes their existence in medieval
Kashmir.

The results were in such cases often disastrous.

Harsa had later to repent for this, action and, during the
catastrophy before his ultimate end^Y/hen he begged shelter at
the doors of his other ministers and councillors, all of them
5
refused it.

i.

Ra jat. VII, 39-42.

2-

RSjal- VII, 204-205, cf VIII, 1042, 1047.
R&jat - VII, 991-98, 1012,

4.

Rajat, VII, 1610-14.

5.

M i a t . VI, 271-77.

135'

At an earlier period the jealousies of the lesser
ministers resulted in the downfall of Qieen Didda1s able
minister Naravahana;

they poisoned the Qieen1s mind against

him until she was estranged from him and made his position so
difficult that he ultimately committed suicide.

The history

of King Jayasifhha* s time is full of instances of such intrigues
and disaffections, sometimes leading to treason and rebellion.

Kalhana gives primary importance to capability, A A
capable minister was to be respected, even if he sometimes
2
committed an offence.
But in addition he should be capable
of treating the subjects well,

for there are references to

arrogant and cruel ministers being killed by the people.^
King Kalasa (163-89) did not give the office of Padagra
(Revenue) to the minister Nonaka, though he was an expert in
raising revenue, as he was afraid of his cruelty.

He also

refrained from appointing those persons to high posts Mwho
showed a self-willed disobedient spirit, thieves, and those Y/ho
were connected with confederacies11,^

In the time of King

Rajat. VIII, 2186, 2189, 2737.
2-

VII, 891.

3.

Rajat. VII, 37.

4.

Rajat. VIII, 433.

5.

M j a t . VII, 571.

6*

Rajat. VII, 573.
Samdhyadisam£rayah, presumably joining
in groups likely to be treasonable! r The compound suggests
that Kalhana had the 11four expedients11 in view, but we
cannot give good sense to the expression on this basis.

Samgram&raja (1003-1028) the brahmana councillors gave the lead
to the purohitas and other brahmhi.ias in a hunger-strike at
Parihasapura, in order to bring about the fall of an obnoxious
royal favourite named Tuhga, a Khasa from Parnotsa.^

King Kalasa1s minister Kandarpa, who held the post of
the lord of the ’Gate* , undertook an expedition to the castle of
Svapika at his own expense, but later on, being offended for
some reason he resigned.

Prasastakala^a, another minister who

had been angered by Kandarpa*s h^ghty behaviour, collected a
large namber of soldiers with his own money and obtained this
p
post for his own brother Ratnakala^a.
This is an instance of
the purchase of office with money, though the person who
obtained it was not fit

for the post.Kalhana remarks;

could a painted lion do the acts of a

real one" .

also shows that a man’s monetary position helped
acquiring high office.

*‘How

This account
him greatly in

Moreover, to rise in the king’s favour

and to attain high offices recourse was even had to bribery.

Kalhana gives us an interesting account of the criterion
of appointment to official posts during the earlier period.
During the times of King Partha (906-921) the king wanted to

!•

Rajat. VII, 13 f.

2*

Rajat. VII, 59 6-600.

3.

Rajat. VIII, 2353.

raise those people to ministerial posts who would he able to
raise the sums due on the Tantrins bills.

Thus evil kings

sometimes formed a league with the ministers in oppressing the
subjects.

In the time of Partha (906-921), the child king's

father Pafigu or Nirjitvarman together with the ministers, being
bent only on the amassing of bribes, oppressed the people, and

-

the ministers even profiteered in the sale of rice during times
1
of shortage.

Under the Lohara kings, sometimes the capaJ^Sjr and
sometimes even favour played an important part in official
appointments.

It was disputed by the Hindu theorists whether or not
the king1s friends and companions should be appointed to official
posts.

2

offices.

In Kashmir such people seem often to have held high
Janakasimha had been familiar with king Jayasi&ha

(1028-49) from his boyhood and had been acquainted with all his
affairs, and thus it was difficult to harm him,

Janakasifnha's

sons were of the same age as the king and, owing to their mother's
intimate familiarity with the royal family, they prudently made
an ostentatious.display of their horses, litters, outfits, meals,
12*

E l L M ' VII, 203, 207-8, 568-71 *
Ba ,ja t . Ill, 1569.
cf. Arthasastra.. I, YIII,

etc., which were as sumptuous as those of the icing.

Their

pompous familiarity roused the displeasure of Kalhana, who
wrote;

"It is by no means proper that a ruler should keep on a

footing of equality with his contemporaries after he has risen
to power.

It is a great humiliation for the row of lotuses

when they have grown up, to be jumped over by a band of frogs",
Srhgiira the son of Sajjaka had been King Jayasimha's companion
at gambling and other amusements;
position of prime-minister.

this man later got the

Kalhana does not seem to approve

of such appointments, but when the person has proved worthy of
his post, Kalhana praises him highly.

2

Sometimes several members of a single family held
various official charges in the state.

3

Manu, Tajnavalkya, the

Ramlyana, the Sabhaparvan, and Sukra prescribe that the
ministerial office should be hereditary if/the son is capable
u
like his father.
The principal of hereditary succession to the
ministerial posts does not seem to have been specifically
maintained in Kashmir,

Kalhana himself did not hold any post

in the state though he was the son of the great minister,
Campalca, the lord of the ‘G-ate1.
to Jayapala, the son'

There is a reference however,

of a commander-in-chief in King

dayasimha’s time named Sanjapala, being given the post after the
Hajat. VIII, 1572-74.
VIII, 2357-60, 2366, 2375.
3*
4.

M i a i - VIII, 183.
Manu VII, 54, Tann I, 312; Hama II, 100.26; Sabh&narvan 5. 43.

latter1s death*

The father had heen of haughty temperament but

all that was forgotten owing to bis son, '‘just as the heat of the
autumnal sun is forgotten owing to the cooling moonlight".'**
Thus it appears that the descendants of former ministers were
employed in cases where it was expected that they would prove
suitable to the appointment.

Normally each minister held the charge of one department
only.

In the earlier books of the Rajatarafi.ga.nl we do not find

any reference to one person holding more than one ministerial post.

It is not clear whether this is owing to the absence of

any detailed records available to Kalhana or whether the practice
had not developed at all in that period*

The first reference to

one person being assigned two ministerial offices occurs in t h e .
reign, of Qaeen Didda, when Tu$.ga held the offices of Prime
p
Minister and Commander-in-Chief.
In the reign of King Harsa,
Mahattama Sahela is said to have held the charge of commander-in—
chief as well as the lord of the ‘Gate1 .

Among the ministers
at **0 t(

of King Jayasimha Sujji was in charge of both the judicial affairs.
N
He is also said to have been in charge of the Kheri post.
Later

1.

Ra.iat. VIII.. 2473. 3322.

2.

Ra.iat. VI., ,333/. 354.

3.

Rajat. VII, 1319.

4.

Rajat. VIII, 1624.

',(|0

on Alamkara is seen holding the chief command of the army and
the office of the chief justice.

Gitraratha also during the

same reign was raised to the simultaneous charge of the 'Gate*
1
and the revenue (padagra) offices.
Possibly it was owing to
turbulent conditions that the Lohara kings concentrated such
high positions in a few trusted and efficient hands, so that the
kings had fewer potential rebels to watch.

We do not find any specific
of these officers.

evidence to show the tenure

They held their offices as long as they

were in the king’s favour or were able to prove equal to the
situation.

Often if they lost the king’s favour they were

thrown out of office.

On the other hand, ministers also

resigned their offices at will and sometimes
or retain them even at the repeated

refused to accept

requests of the king.

When the struggle was going on between king Harsa and the
brothers Uccala and Sussala from Lohara, none of the frightened
ministers would accept from the k i n g #the command of the army.

2.

flajat. VII 595 f f .;
RSJat. VII 136^.

VIII, 93, 187, 562, 1625.

Z

In the RSjataraftgipI we often find the king holding
counsel with five chief ministers'1' - Pradhanaprakyti as they are
sometimes called.

2

We have already shown that the kings of

Kashmir were always helped in the affairs of government by a
number of ministers and councillors, and that the five chief
ministers formed a small 'cabinet'
urgent or confidential matters.
key posts in their charge.

for discussing very important,
fhese ministers also held the

Kalhapa does not anywhere distinctly

mention the names of the five important posts which were held by
these ministers.

Going through the verses in the RS.jatarahginl

we find the Prime Minister (SarvSdhikyi) , the Commander-in-Chief
( K a m p a n a), the lord of the 'Gate'

(Dv£ra) , the Chief Justice

•(R&jasthanlya) and the Chief Revenue Officer (P5d£gra) to have
been apparently the most important officers *

1.

2*

R5.iat.

422-23.
cf.K.S.S.
VI, 102-103,
115, 189.
VII, 1092.

Vol. I, p . 71;
Vol. V,
Vol. VII, p.137.

98-99;

VIII, 2175.
For purposes of convenience
we often employ modern political
terminology in discussing the politics of mediaeval Kashmir.
It must, however, always be borne in mind that the bodies and
individuals mentioned did not always function in the same way
as their present day counterparts.
fhus the Kashmir
"Cabinet" was an advisory council with no definite legislative
functions.
Similarly the 'Prime Minister* was not Kkwxyx
normally the originator of policy or chief executive, but the
chief advisor to the king.

(41

-j

The highest office in the state was that of the Prime
Minister (Sarvadhikxjfr) .

Before the establishment of the Lohara

dynasty one Tuftga, a Khasa from Baddiv&sa,
Minister.

became the Prime

He continued to hold this office during the reign of

K ing Sa&grSmar&ja,

the first king of the Lohara dynasty.

But so

strong were the feelings of the public against him owing to his
mal-administration

i

, that he was ultimately murdered.

Haladhara

became the Prime Minister during the reign of King Ananta

2

, and

V&mana was raised to this post during K ing K a l a S a fs time^ (10631089).

When the assembly of hill rajSs met in threapital during

the latter*s time (1087-8) Y&mana made excellent arrangements for J
giving them every possible comfort.^

We do not get very many

references to this office in K a l h a p a ’s narrative after this.
During Bhiks&cara*s reign, the regal power was in the hands of
Bimba, who was made Prime Minister (Sarv5dhikrt^ while BhiksHcara
enjoyed the mere title of King.
Jayasi&ha (1128-49)

Minister.

6

Srhgtra,

During the reign of King

son of Sajjaka, was made the Prime

Moreover, Lakfmaka, who was a very important

personage during this king's reign, is often mentioned as the
chief chamberlain.

He became king Jayasiihha's chief adviser,

pacified the DSmaras and was able to oust people from high posts, 3

Ra.iat. VII, 13, 14, 74 ff.

1.
2.

Ra.iat. VII, 207 , 208.

3.

Ra.iat. VII, 568.

4.

Ra.iat. VII, 587 ff.

5.

Ra.iat VIII, 862.

6.

Ra.iat VIII, 2360, 2375.

IH i
and replace them with his own favourites.

":]

The same person is

later mentioned as having held the office of Prime Minister*^

He must have held the post of chamberlain (P r a t i h & r a , Ksattara)
in the beginning, but even if later he rose to be the prime
minister he seems to have still been referred^by the original
post with which he started his career.

In any case it is clear

that the office of the prime minister retained its importance
during King Jayasifcha*s reign.
The office called R 8,jas thanadh ik£ra^ or simply
Rajasthana

is repeatedly referred to in the last two books of

the RS.jatarahgijal and was evidently a high post,

judging from its

mention along with the great official charges of the Kampana (the
Commander-in-Chief)

and the DvSra (lord of the *Gate*).^

Ra.jasthanlya appears to be the designation of the officer who
held this charge.
C.V. Vaidya looks upon R&jasthanlya as a Government
district officer.

Some take him as a foreign secretary - the

officer who had to deal with other states and kingdoms or
B5.iaath.anas.

Bdhler, referring to the term BS.iaathanlya

occurring in the Vallabhl grants, takes it, on the basis of a

1‘

B5 j a t . VIII, 911, 1286, 1382, 1539, 1567, 1629, 2471.

2.

Ra.iat. VIII, 181.

3.

R S j a t .VII, 601;

4.

R5.jat. VIII, 178-81, 573-75;

5.

Ra.iat. VIII, 2618.

6.

C.V. Vaidya.

VIII,

573, 1046, 1982.
Stein.

Ra.iat. tr. VII

601 note.

Hist, of Med. Hindu I n d i a . Vol. I, p.157.

j

)N‘f

verse in Ksemendra's L o k a p r a k a § a , as a v i c e r o y .1
writes:

Ksemendra

prajapalanarthamudvahati raksayati sa rajasthanlyah,

"He who carries out the object of protecting the subjects and
shelters them is called a RSjasthSnlya."

2

The term R a j asthSn l ya is occasionally mentioned in the
inscriptions of the Gupta period.

In some he appears as a high

officer^ but in others as of low rank, while none of them gives
any clue to the exact meaning of the word.^

Among the list of

officers mentioned in the records of the Maitrakas and their
contemporaries, raiasthanlya is mentioned next to raja pu t r a ,
rajam§tya and dtltaka.

5

Here again the exact nature of the post

is not discussed.
The term Rajasthinlya has been used with two connotations
in the Rajataraftgin l .
Kalhapa says:

It is used to imply a high post when

"In due course the king (Kala&a)

induced again with

much difficulty that excellent servant (Kandarpa)

6

charge of Ra.ia sth5.nlya in the c i ty".

to accept the

In another verse Kalhana

uses the definite term Ra.iasthSnadhikara.

K ing Uccala (1101-11)

reduced Chudjla and his b r o t h e r , who were eager to grasp the royal
power,

to inferior positions and removed them from their posts in

1.

G. Btthler.

Ind. Ant. Vol.. V., p . 207.

2.

L o k a P r a k a S a . IV, p . 58.

5*

Gupta I n s c . No.

4-

S . I . I . Vol. Ill, pp. 1 7 0 , 218.

5.

K.J. Virji. Ancient History of Sau r S s t r a . pp.

6-

HS.iat. VII,

7-

R5.iat. VIII, 181.

35, p . 157.

601.

233-34.

1

the royal court (Rajasth&nat) .

Here the term R&jasth Sna

clearly means the court in a wider sense and has not the techni
cal sense of a specific office*
Stein takes R5jasthan£dhikara a s connected with the
administration of justice.

2

The administration of justice has

always been regarded in India as a direct function of the king,
%
who is to hold court, according to the Smrtis , in a separate
building within his own palace;
duty to a chief justice,
tion*^"

the delegation of this regal

is equally well known to Indian tradi

Referring to a verse of hokaprak&£a^which

was also

quoted by Btlhler, and the immediately following fourfold

division

of the courts mentioned therein, Stein has concluded that the
work of the Rljasthanlya was concerned with the administration of
justice.
Ala&kSra held the charge of the REjasth&na office during
the reign of king JayasiMia.

6

Ra.iaarhya , RS.iasthanlya

7

He is variously referred to as

and BSiiyara.iasthSniySdhikarabhak:.

8

Earlier during king Harsa's reign Kalhana mentions two royal
councillors ( rS.jagrhyaui , AkSotamalla and Malla.

1.

RS.iat. VIII, 270.

2.

Stein. RS.iat. tr. VII,

3.

M a n u . VIII

4.

J. Jolly. Recht. u n d S i t t e . p.132.

5.

Infra p.

6.

RS.iat. VIII, 2671,

7.

Ra.iat. VIII,

8.

Ra.iat. VIII, 2551.

9.

RS.iat. VII, 1501.

,1;

601 note.

Vas. 16.2:
~

2618.

In other

2925.

Yai. 1, 327:

Nar. 1. 2.;
Sukra IV 5.5.

verses in the Rajatarafiginl we find the mention of Rajasthana-

1

2

m a n t r iftSh

and several R3,jagrhyas.

This raises a further

problem.

If the RS.iasthanlya AlaAkSra was the chief justice,

what were the functions of the other RSjasthSniyamantrig»ah and

*z
the Rajagphyas?^

Stein suggested that they were the subor

dinate judicial officers.^
The term Dvaradhlpa

, literally 'Lord of the Gate*

'Gates* , along with its synonymns Lvgxapati

or

7

, B M S l ^ S a ' , Dvara-

nayaka8 . DvarHdhikarin^ , Dv&r&dhi^vara^ , is probably the most
frequent administrative office to be found throughout the
Rajataraftgia i .

From all the references it is evident that it

was a ministerial office like that of the Kampana (the commander- .
in-chief).

Sometimes the two charges - that of the commander-in-

chief and the lord of the 'Gate 1 were held by one and the same
11
person.

The post of the commander-in-chief is commonly found in

the whole of ancient India, but the office of the DvSr&dhlpa is
peculiar to Kashmir.
Ra.iat, VIII,

756.

2.

Raj a t . VII, 1501;

VIII,

5132.

3.

Ibid.

4.

Stein.

5.

Ra.iat. V,

6.

R a j a t . VI, 179, 281; VII,

7.

Ra.iat VII, 1301;

8*

Ra.iat VI,

9.

Ra.iat VII. 216, 995, 1178;

Ra.iat. tr. vil, (k®\ w b t
214;

VII, 576;

VIII,

VIII,
223,

633.
584, 912, 1172;

2254, 2493, 2662,

325;VIII, 185.

10. Ra.iat. VIII, 178,
11. R a j a t . VII, 1319.

2501.

VIII, 1042.

VIII, 756.

2852, 2937.

Encircled on all the sides by high almost inaccessible
mountain barriers, t h e :valley of Kashmir enjoyed a very safe
position in ancient times.

Stein says;

"Even when Islam at

last, after a long struggle, victoriously overspread the whole of
Northern India, Kashmir behind its mountain ramparts remained

1

safe for centuries longer11.

The political history of Medieval Kashmir and the
strategic importance of the routes

2

leading to the valley made it

imperative to appoint a special high official to whom was speci
fically assigned the duty of guarding the frontiers.

This high

charge was held by the Dvaradhlpa - or *the Warden, of the Marches'.
While describing the invasion of Kashmir by Uccala,

the

descendent of the lateral branch of Lohara and later the ruler of
Kashmir (1101-11),

during King Har$a*s reign (1089-1101), Kalhana

mentions the Commandant of the 'Gate*

(Dvare&a) Sujjaka, who was

sitting at ease and was taken by surprise in an attack by Uccala.^
The use of the term Dvare&a here makes it doubtful whether
Kalhapa means to refer to the mere commandant of a watch station
or to the "Warden of the M a r c h e s " , who must have had all the
routes under his charge.

Likewise there arises another doubt,

whether there was only one 'Lord of the Gate'

or many.

The

contect of the above verse shows that here DvSre^a represents

1.

Stein.

Rajat, Vol. II, p . 391.

3.

R a.iat. VII, 1301.

merely the commandant of the Watch-station on the To^amaidan
route.

During the reign of King Jayasi&ha (1128-49), Utpala, the

murderer of King Sussala, when attempting to re-enter Kashmir from
Pusiananada (Pufiana, a village at the south foot of the Pir
Panigal pass) was caught high up in the mountains by the
commandant of the guard-station at ^Hr a p u r a .1

Here Kalhapa uses

the words d r a n g a dhisvara, draftgadhipa, drahge&a for the
commandant of the watch-station.

Thus we find a commandant in

charge of the Karkotadrafiga at the Tosamaidan route^ and another
of the ^urapura d r a h g a . on the Plr PanJ§Bl pass.^

Similarly

there must have been guardians of all the watch-stations;

while

throughout the RB jataraftgip l , we find only one high post of the
'Warden of the Marches' ( dvarapati) - the office held by K a l h a n a 1s
father Ca&paka during king Harsa*s reign (1089-1101)^.

When

referring to new appointments Kalhana never mentions more than one
person at;:,a time being put in charge of the DvBra,
(the duty of the JDvBras)

Dvarakarya

is also occasionally mentioned as a

specific office, no doubt implying the post of 'Lord of the G a t e * .^
In a certain verse Kalhana mentions that Mahattama Sahela was
Commander-in-Chief (Kampanesa) of king Harsa*s army as well as
1
the 'Lord of the Gate* , which shows that

Rajat. VII, 140;

Stein. Ra j a t . tr. VII, 140 note, Vol.II, p . 3 9 9 i

R a j a t . tr. Vol. II, p.292f.

2.

Stein,

3.

Ibid.

4-

Rajat. VII,

3.

e.g. Ra j a t . VIII, 573*

6.

Rajat. VIII, 790,
R £ 4 a t .VII, 13J$«

7.

'the Lor d of the Gate'

1177.

2354.

was a general term for the Warden of the Marches and the post
was bestowed as a very high ministerial office unlike that of
the ordinary drahgesa .

Otherwise it could not have been com

bined with the post of the commander-in-chief, which, as already
shown, was a high ministerial office.
Kalhana,

We must conclude that

in the reference to Sujjaka above, uses the term

dvarfla loosely, and actually means by it the commandant of the
frontier watch-station.

This is, however,

the only reference we

have found where the term has this broader connotation.
The post of dvaresa might be dangerous one.
during the reign of king Ananta (1028-63),

Thus,

the brave Bimba held

this charge and lost his life while fighting against the Kha&as.
Rajesvara,

the son of Bhadre&vara, then took this charge, but he

too was killed by the pamaras of Kramarajya (modern K a m r a z ) .
On the other hand,

strong men seem to have held this office for

long periods and were even sometimes requested by the kings to
retain the post against their wishes.
king Kalasa (1063-89), Kandarpa was made

Thus,

during the reign of

'Lord of the G a t e * ;

crushed the pamaras and even won victories at RBjapurl;

being

irritable by nature he repeatedly resigned the charge, but was

•z
every time conciliated by the king.

1.

Ra.iat. VII, 216-17.

2.

Ra.iat. VII, 223,

3.

Ra.iat. VII, 364, 576.

364,

576.

he

This minister seems to have dealt directly with the
feudal chiefs and neighbouring kings,

levying tribute from them

and issuing orders to them as the king's viceroy.
brave Kandarpa, who was the lord of the
Kalasa*s reign (1063-89),

'Gate'

1

Thus the

during king\;

crushed the pSmaras, and the

neighbouring chiefs (Saiaantas) touched his orders with their
crest ornaments.

This minister also appears to have exercised

judicial powers over the commandants of the frontier watch-

p
stations.

In fact, this office was considered as great honour.

During king Harsa*s time Inanda, who had got the post of PBdagra
(revenue), was still aspiring to get that of the 'Lord of the
G a t e '.3
D v a r a k a r y a , or the work of guarding the routes, was so
vulnerable a charge that even the enemies of the Kashmir kings
seem to have organised such an office.

During king Sussala's

reign Bimba, a step-brother of the commander-in-chief (KampaneSa)
Tilaka, went over to the king's enemies and accepted from them
this charge.^Military posts like that of the commander-in-chief and
the 'Lord of the Gate* , seem to have obtained great importance
during the time of the Lohara dynasties,

1.

Rajat. VII,

576-80.

RS.iat. VII, 1172.
3.

Ra.iat. VII, 993-95.

4.

Ra.iat. VIII, 790.

especially during the

Second.

King Harsa (1089-1101)

did not pay any special regard

to his personal servants, and, avoiding any subversion of the
established order, bestowed the various high state offices upon
his father's ministers.

Nevertheless, Kalhapa mentions the

appointment of Kandarpa to the charge of the Gate and Madana to
the chief command of the army (Kampana) .

Whether they were

the ministers of his father or were newly appointed by him, the
specific mention of only these two high ministerial posts esta
blishes their importance in the state.
Very often in the RB.jatarahginl occurs the term Kampana
or K a m p a n a .

While Wilson,

Troyer and Dutta have taken this

word as referring to a territory, Stein has
interpreted it as a term for 'army '.2

quite correctly

By the titles K ampanBdhipa,

K a m p a n a d h i £ a . Kamp anBpati and K a m p a n e & a , is invariably meant the
commander-in-chief or general.^
In the Lokapraka^a attributed to Ksemendra,

the Kampana-

pati is mentioned in a list of the great state officers between
t h e JDvarapati. and the A ^ v a p a t i , the commander of the horses.^
Rajat. VII, 886-87.
2.

Wilson.
Essay, p . 73;
Troyer R a djaterangini Vol. Ill, p . 569.
J.C. Dutt, p.
Lassen. Ind. A l t . Vol. Ill, p.1049, connected it with a river.

3.

RB j a t . V. 447;
VI. 228, 230, 233, 237, 259;
VII, 154, 267,
365, 399, 579, 887, 923, 1319, 1362, 1366;
VIII. 177,
180, 627, 647, 652 , 6^5, 698 , 8 6 0 , 960 , 1046 , 1624.
Ra j a t . VIII, 1430. Kampanodgffidka is also once mentioned.

4.

Lokaprakasa.

.IV.

.

ifi
It refers to the Kampanapatl thus;pra.ianam paramafo kampo mohakampam niv&rayet
'The greatest terror should remove the perplexity and fear of the
people.'

The etymology from the root K amp appears to be false.

l
It seems to be of Latin origin by way of Greek

, from campus

meaning originally an open field, and then as a "camp", from that
to the "army".

As this word had long established itself in the

common vocabulary no-one seems to have known its origin, for in
one reference we find even Kalhana connecting it with trembling.

2

In the same way we find Ksemendra trying to give very interesting
etymological interpretations of the word divira, which we know
%
was of foreign origin.
Out of the five great ministerial offices, we have
hitherto dealt with those of the prime minister ( sarvSdhikp t ) ,
the lord of the 'Gate*

(dvaradhipa) , the commander-in-chief

(kampana) , and the chief justice (rSljasth5niya) .

The fifth is

not easy to identify.
There were several important offices other than the
above four,

such as

those of the minister for war and peace

Csandhivigrahika) ^ ,the
1.

von B. Lebech.

2.

cf. Ra.iat. VIII,

3-

i n f r a . p.|kg

4.

Ra.iat. IV, 137,

5.

Raj.vt^iy,
——

W — ~ * jv

prefect

B.S.O.A.S. VI, 1931, p . 431.
575.

711;

VI,

^ V] , 7e W f e *
)

of the city Cnagarsldhipai

'

320;

VIII, 1304

3354.

^ . the

minister for domestic affairs ( grhakrtya)
Kheri^ .

1

, the FSdSgra

2

and the

One reference suggests that the post of PSdSgra was

the fifth of the five great offices.

While describing the

troubles created by the pamaras during the reign of king
Jayasi&ha (1128-49) Kalhana writes;

"Also Citraratha and others

who were soon to become the great ministers (m ah&matya) took to
grass as their festive dress (i.e. became p o o r ) I n

a subse

quent verse K alhapa mentions the various appointments made by
king Jayasimha:

"The king then placed Citraratha, Srlvaka,

Bhlsa and others in charge of the Padagra (post) , the Gate, Kheri
(district)

and other offices respectively".^

The lord of the

' Gate', the commander-in-chief and the RSjasthSnlya are often
mentioned together as high posts,

6

as a high office is found only once

while reference to the Padagra
7

, which suggests that it was

not as great an office as the others.

If the podagra was the

chief revenue officer the comparative fewness of the references
to this post is very curious.

It is perhaps due to the circum

stances of the age in w h ich Kalhana was writing.
civil strife,

The internal

the ever rising power of the landed aristocracy -

the pamaras - and the alliance formed with pretenders by the

1-

Ra.iat. VI, 167, 176-77;

2.

Ra.iat. VII, 571, 994;

3.

R a j a t . I, 335;

4.

R a.iat VIII. 1436..

VIII,

Vl£ 42.
VIII, 1482, 1964,

960, 1118, 1482, 1624.

5* v Ra.iat. VIII, 1482,

6 .^"^'Ra.iat. VIII, 178-81, 573-75.
?•

Ra.iat. VIII, 1964.

2224, 2352.

-

neighbouring kings seem to have directed the greater force of
the state activity towards military rather than civil affairs,
so that the office of the chief justice was combined with that
* 1
of the commander-in-chief (kampanesa) , and the P5d5gra (revenue)

with that of the lord of the ’Gate',

Citraratha held the two

latter offices during king Jayasimha1s reign*
The Padagra office is first mentioned in the reign of
king Anantadeva (1028-63), when Haladhara the prime minister put
it openly above all offices*

This office is here said to have

been organised by Ksema during the same king's reign.
Kalhana says:

Earlier

"Ksema, a barber, filled the king's treasury,

securing revenue by the impost of one-twelfth ( dvada&abhaga) and
other means'*.^

K i n g Kala&a (1063-89)

interests of his subjects,

"knowing how to guard the

did not give the Podagra office to the

minister Nonaka, though he was expert in raising revenue, as he
was afraid of his cruelty'1.^
Regarding the meaning of the term P5d5.gra Stein writes;
"Etymologically the term P adagra might mean the officer who stands
before the feet (of the k i n § M , but concludes from the above
reference that he was chiefly concerned with revenue.^

1*

Ra.iat.VIII, 1624♦

2.

Ra.iat.VIII, 1964.

3.

R a j a t .VII, 208-210.

4.

Rajat. VII,

203.

5.

R a j a t .VII,

571.

6.

Stein.

R a j a t . tr. VII,

210 note.

w

Collection of the taxes was evidently the chief duty of
this officer.

We find Citraratha to have been so persistent in

increasing the imposts that the brahmanas at Avantipura held a
solemn fast in protest.'1'

So oppressive became his fiscal

exactions that his servants confiscated even the grazing lands
( caraka) of the sacred cows, and one cowherd burned himself to
p

death in consequence.

Thus we find Citraratha, who was to

become a high minister (mahamatya) , receiving the post of the
Padagra.

This man was later assigned the charge of the 'Cate*

as well.

The use of the word MahSmatya for Citraratha may

signify his later charge of the Gate, but the mention of the
office of Padlgra even before that of the lord of the !Gate'
shows clearly enough that it was a high post of ministerial rank.
Kheri

4

is also mentioned as one of the high charges in

the verse under discussion.
certain district,
by the name

This as shown by Stein,

is a

identified by him with the pargana now known

of Khur-Haravav.

The administration of Kheri as a

royal allodial domain, appears to have formed a special charge
as Kalhana refers repeatedly to VKheri-Karya* in the sense of a
high office.

5

But however important this office may have been

to the royal interests it,was definitely not a great change like

1.

RS.iat.

VIII, 2224.

2.

Rajat.

VIII, 2225-26.

3.

Rajat.

VIII, 1964.

4.

Rajat.

VIII, 1482.

5.

Stein,

R a j a t . tr. I, 335 note.

\Sb

that of the P odagra.,
So great was the influence of the P&dagra Citraratha over

"

king Jayasi&ha that the latter paid no heed to the complaints of
the people nor did he take any steps to redress their grievances.
One youth named Vijayaraja from the family of Bhatta Udbha^ta
planned to kill Citraratha.

Though he could not be killed, he

was severely wounded and passed the rest of his days in utter
misery.

1

Later on the king*s mind was incited against him by

Mallarjuna.

Fearing the king*s wrath, he fled to Suresvarltlrtha

p
under the pretence of wishing to die there.
In his capacity of P o d a g r a , Citraratha appears to have
amassed fabulous wealth.

The confiscation of this m i n i s t e r s

great wealth in the form of gold, clothes, equipment, horses,
j e w e l s , arms and other valuables by the king added much to the
royal fortune.
Another important office, called Gyhakg t y a , was first
organised by King Sahkaravarman ( 88 3-902)

at the behest of the

k a y a s t h a s, who are said to have advised him to extort money out
of his subjects instead of gaining it by wars and conquests.
Another office established along with this was that of Attapatibhaga - the Department of the Lord of the M a r k e t . 4
1.

Ra.iat. VIII,

2227-36.

2.

Ra.iat. VIII,

2341-44.

Ra.iat. V, 167 .

13)

v m ~

The normal meaning of bhaga is ’share*.
It
seems more appropriat©""however to take it here
in the sense of VibhSga, ‘section 1 or
*department1 .

Grhakrtya etymologically means domestic affairs,
Madhusudan Kaul,

Pt^

the editor of Ksemendra* s N a r mamgla takes

Grhakptyadh i p a t i , the officer in charge of the Grhakytya office,
as the head of the home department, who controlled both civil and
military offices and also religious affairs,'

In the text of

the N a r m a m a l a , however, we do not find any references such as
could indicate this office to be concerned with military affairs.
After mentioning the establishment of this department,
Kalhana in the subsequent verses refers to the plundering of
sixty-four temples by the Grhakrtyadhipati.

He also levies

taxes on the profits arising out of the sale of incense, sandalwood and other articles

2

, and is responsible for the resumption

of the charge of the villages granted to the temples, the reduc
tion in the annual allowance of the temple corporations, and fines
on those who escape their duty of the forced carriage of loads,
and contributions for the monthly pay of the Skandakas (village
headmen),

and gramakayasthas (village accountants or P a t w & r i s ) ;

all these items of revenue and taxation filled the k i n g ’s
treasury and were under the direct control of the Grhakrtya
office.

It was thus a public office,

concerned rather with the

state revenues than with the k i n g ’s domestic affairs,^

1.

N. M a l a , p,12,

2«

R a j a t . V, 168-69*

3.

R&.lat. V, 170-76.

ISt

Ksemendra in his K a r mam&la places this office as the
highest in the hierarchy of officers concerned with home affairs,
for he tells us that the greatest ambition of a kayastha is to
become the Grhakytyadhipati.^

Klyastha, as we have seen,

general term for all the minor state functionaries.

is a

We have

mention of the Asvaghasak&yastha ( clerk of fodder for horses)
'Z
and the Samdhivigrahakgyastha^ (clerk of peace and w a r ) , which
shows that the kayasthas were also concerned with military and
foreign affairs;

this does not mean, however, that all the

kayasthas came under the charge of the Grhakrtya department or
that it dealt with military affairs also.

The k&yasthas with

special appellations must have been in charge of the ministers
concerned with respective departments.
The Grhakptyadhipati had the authority to choose and
appoint his own officers.

Ksemendra tells u^that there were

seven executive ‘officers and eight staff^bearers working under
him,

4

Even when the office was first organised during the

reign of King Sa&karavarman, Kalhapa informs that there were five
secretaries ( diviras) and one treasurer ( ganjavara) appointed
( ^
under him.
Other officers, working under him, were the paripalaka (administrator) , the n i y o g i , the ganjadivira ancj/the
gramadivira.
1.

N. Mala .X verse 32.

2.

Ra.iat. Ill, 489

5.

Ra.iat. V, 177.

3.

K.S.S. Vol. I.

6.

H. M 5 1 a , pp.

M. M51S l.verses 34-37.
*7 f t .

ladhusudan Kaul takes paripajaka as the governor of a
province.

1

Not being a big empire such as that of the Mauryas,

Kashmir, like other smaller kingdoms of India at that time, had
few territorial divisions,

The valley of Kashmir has from very

early times been divided into two chief parts, known as

2

Kramara.iva and M a davar ajya.

There was only one governor

(Mandalesa) of the whole of the valley,

in charge of both divi-

*2
sions.

A M a n dalesa was also sometimes placed in charge of

Lohara, which in our period was generally governed by a member
of the Royal Family,^

Thus w©/6annot take the term Faripaiaka as

meaning the Governor of a Province,

We find no direct reference

to this post in the RSjatara&gin l .
In one/verse, however, occurs the term Paripalyara Kurvan
where the hard hearted Ananda, who had been put by the king in
charge of the Fad&gra and other posts.

Stein is not certain

about the meaning of the expression and from the reference made
to the Corporation of Priests at

he

concludes that

Ananda had something to do with the administration of the pro
perty of the corporation.

To us it suggests that this expression

has some connection with the post of the Faripal&ka as mentioned
by Ksemendra, because this officer is in the N armam515 mainly
N> M a l a . Edit&fcnal p . 12.

2 * infra p* ftfa, -f*
3.

Ra.iat, VIII, 1178, 1227,
Rajat, VIII, 1228, 1814,

1231, etc.
2029.

responsible for temples and endowments.

It would seem that this

was the chief function of the P a r i p £ l a k a , an important member of
the Grhakrtya*s staff.

Could this post be like that of the

modern DharmS&rtha officer who is mainly concerned with the
religious endowments and grants]^
The only other reference we find to the Grhakrtya office
concerns the reign of King SaihgrSma^Sja (1003-28) , when a low
born kayastha BhadreSvara was put by the Prime Minister Tuhga in
the charge of this office.

On his appointment he is said to

have cut off the sustenance of gods, cows, Br&hma$as and the poor,
the stranger and the royal servants.

2

Ksemendra also refers to

the Grhakrtyadhipati as Mahattama^ t a term often found in the
Ra.jatarahgin

&

l

; Though its precise significance is not clear it

seems to have been often concerned with revenue administration,
Sahelaka of the purohita corporation (parsad)

at the temple of

Samarsvamin, who as the advisor of Vijayamalla, king Harsa*s
brother, had been hateful to the king (Harsa 1089-1101),

obtained

the position of Prefect of Property (arthanayaka) by securing a
doubled revenue, and having once obtained access to the king,

S M

e I*

VII, 994, note.

2.

H & j a t . VII, 42.

3.

N. Mala X

4.

RS.iat. VII, 4 3 8 ,

v e r s e

60 .
659;

VIII,

5 6 0 ,

1 4 2 7 .

Another connected term often occurring in the R &.jatarahginl
is Mahattaaffa - comparative formation of Mahat , ~ * g r e a t 1 and is
given by Monier Williams in th£ special sense of the *head or
oldest man of a v i l l a g e 1 .
In Indian inscriptions we have the
superlative formation M a h a t t a m a , used in some technical way.
Gupta Inseft No. 38, pp.170, 218.

G . I . I . Vol. Ill, p.168,

218,

became in time his M a h a t t a m a .. llSahbla, the M ahattama is again
referred to as .connected with .the embe z zlement of king H a r s a 1s
money ^ ; : when discovered he is said to have tried to wreck
;vengeance on the 'king by directing his attention: toyraris. diff icult
military expeditions. ' All 'these versed suggest that M ahattania .
;was p e r h a p s .another name for.Grhakrtyadhipati,but in a certain
verse we f ind that' there could be more/than one Mahattama at the. V
same/fcime.^ ,

The t e r m seems to, have implied any important office, '

but u s u a l l y ,one connected with revenue a ( M i n i s t r a t i o n v ,

! >■

Ksemendra tells us that king Ananta curbed the power of
the Kayasthas and relieved the administration; of their oppression
and atrocities.^

It is significant that we do not find any

mention of the Grhakrtya. office;,i|.;which''-^is/]hitea^

of the

h i e r a r c h y :of officials concerned with home affairs by K g e m e n d r a ,^
;anywhere after the reign of king Saihgramara j a , the father of ;king
Ananta.^;

It is clear from Kgemendra1s statement that all offices,

of state from the Grhakpty£dhipati down to t h e smallest village
; o f f i c er we re •s.te rnl y r epre s se d ,by; h i m .

It would seem that Ananta

ab o 1 i s h e d t he corrupt Grhakrtya office entirely.

On the other

hand at ;the beginning of this k i n g *.b r e i g n , K s e m a , a b a r b e r /•;

• ■

filled the king*s treasury by the impost of twelfth part
( dvadas^haga) and other imposts and later organised the F S d S g r a . y.io f f i c e .^
1.

3.

/•'

y . •

/

,-R3,j a t . V I I , 1170-71.

4.

SIi§i* VIII,

5* R3 j a t ,

560.

N . •M a l a .: verse 4V /

•/?.'

.

'

I b i d . verse 32
VII,

42. '

61 - Rajat *‘:VII ,203.

^ 'y '

;'

The valley of Kashmir has from very early times been
V ‘1, ►

divided into chief parts, known "by their modern names as K a m r ^ z
an(^ M a r a z .

These terms are derived from Sanskirt Kramerg;jya and

M a gyar a ,jya which are found very frequently in the R^jatarhgin.1 as „
well as later chronicles.^

On the evidence of various references

in the R a.jataraftgljil, the prevailing notions among the people, and;
A b u - l - F a z l ’s A i n - i-Akbarl, Stein takes Maraz as comprising the
districts on both sides of the Vitasta above Srlnagara, and
K amraz those below.

2

The whole of the valley has from a very

early time been sub-divided for administrative purposes into a
considerable number of small districts formerly known as v i sa y a s ^
and, in more recent times, as pargap& s .

Ksemendra in his Loka-

praka&a tells us that Kashmir comprised twenty-seven vigRyas in
his time.

The great majority of pargap£s known in recent times

can be safely assumed to have existed during Hindu rule, because
references to these occur in the Rajataraftgin l .
list, however,

Kse m e n d r a 1s

gives some of the names so corruptly as to be be

yond recognition.^

A b u - l - F a z l 1s account is the first which pre

sents us with a systematic statement of Kashmir pargaftas.
list shows also that the districts were from time to time
1.

Stein.

R a j a t ,11, 15.

2.

Stein.

R & j a t .Vol. II,p . 436.

3.

Rajat. V, 51;

4•

L o k a p r a k a ^ a . p .60.

VIII, 1260,

1413,

2697.

This

^

L

increased in number or were readjusted within certain limits
according to administrative requirements or fancies.
port of Isafkh&n,

The re-

|

reproduced toy Atou-1-Fazl, shows thirty-eight

vl
*■tl

parganas while the earlier report of qasl Ali contained forty-one.
• ■"
\

The difference is to toe accounted for toy the amalgamation of some
and the splitting up of other parganas.

They varied greatly in

siae, as is shown toy the striking contrasts in revenue assessment.
Thus, for example, Fatan was

assessed at 5300 k h a r w & r s , while

the revenue from Kamraj amounted to 446,500 kha r awaras .

The

Sikhs, on their conquest of the valley, seemed to have found
thirty-six parga$&s as the accepted traditional number.

Stein

considers M a j o r B a t e s 1 list as the most accurate for the Dogra
rule.

Subsequently under Lawrence,

Tahsiba were constituted

after the fashion of British provinces and Law r e n c e 1s list shows
©
eleven such t a h s i l s .
According to the Census Beport of 1941,
(T)iV
the central province of Kashmir State had fifteen districts.
A curious traditional verse of Kalha^a puts the number
of villages in ancient Kashmir at 66063.

The same verse is

found twice in Ksemendra*s Lokaprakl^a and there is a reference
to about the same number of villages in Kashmir in Jonaraja*s

2

B a j atarahginl.

Taking the number of villages as recorded toy

the Census Beport of 1941 as 351S for the province of Kashmir,
one would feel that Kalhana, Ksemendra and Jonaraja have all

nr
L o k a p r a k a & a , p . 60.
2*

Jonaraja.

verse 153.

See Indische Studien X V I I I , p.375.

"'j
'

given us very exaggerated numbers.

Stein writes;

“The large

number of administrative sub-divisions, which goes back to an
early date, may be taken as an indication of the dense population

2

of the valley**.

The figures of the population of the valley

for about the past hundred years throw some interesting light on
the increase in population;1835

200,0 0 0 5

1891

814,000

1941

1,728,705^

From the above figures we find that the population in
1891 increased four times as against that given in the year 1835.
This increase occurred despite the fact that by the famines of
1877-78> three-fifths of the population had been removed.
Taking the above record in view, Stein tells us;

**The

above figures indicate great powers of recuperation ... yet it
was held by competent judges that the then existing agricultural
population was by no means sufficient even for the land actually
under cultivation.

Thus the population in the most prosperous

days of Hindu rule must have been quite dense.

The existence of

a very great number of deserted village sites in all parts of the
c o u n t r y , the remains already alluded to of a far more extended

Census ofjlndia, K a s h m i r . 1941, pp.72-73.
Rajat, Vol. II, p . 438.

2.

Stein.

3.

The estimate of Lawrence ( The Valley of Kashmiri , pp. 223 ff.

4*

Census of India R e p o r t , pp. 72-73.
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$

system of irrigation, the number of great temple ruins and the
uniform tradition of the people - all point to the same
conclusion,"

1

The rise of the population figures from 814,000 to
1,728,705,

or about double, from the years 1891 to 1941, further

confirms the above views.

It is quite feasible that the popu

lation of medieval Kashmir was greater than it is to-day.
Even Shiraf-ud-din, whose information was collected
about A.D.

1400, and who, as Stein tells us,

accurate and matter of fact, records;

is on the whole

HIt is popularly believed

that in the whole of the province - plains and mountains
I
together - are comprised 100,000 villages'1.
It is curious, adds
Stein, that-Mirza Haider, who had ruled Kashmir himself, copies
%
the statement without modification or dissent .
Thus from the
ever-increasing figures of the population of the valley as
gleaned from the various Census Reports of the recent past we are
inclined to take the Chronicles at their word and believe that
the valley

was very densely populated in medieval

thus is it

possible that such a large number of villages

existed in the past.

times.

Only
can have

We have, however, no clear idea as to what

actually constituted a village.

It may well be that the figure

of 66063 villages includes very small settlements such as are
nowadays included within the boundaries of larger villages.

1.

Stein.

R a j a t . Vol. II, p.438.

2.

Tarikh-i-Rashidi, p . 430.

3.

Stein.

quoted by Stein - Vol. II, p . 439.

Rajat Vol.II, p . 439.

M a n y of the writers on ancient India Policy mention the
territorial division of rural areas into gr a m a s , with larger
groupings of ten g r a m a s , one hundred g r U m a s , a thousand gr&mas ,
and ten thousand gramas - the last division (ten thousand)

is

■j
mentioned only by Sukra,
We have no evidence to show that the rural areas of
Kashmir were organised into such divisions but in the Rajatarahgi$i and Ksemendra*s h okapraka&a and Narmamala we get a clear
idea of the existence of an organised local government with
graded officials*

2

The smallest unit of local government was the v i l l a g e ^
and the representatives of the State in the village were
generally known as gramakayasthas *

A rthesastra, I, section I.
£

M a n u . VII, 114-15
V i s p u . Ill, 5.
Sukra. I, 192*

2*

Rajat * V, 175.
Stein,

BSjat. V, 175 note;

Ksemendra.

Vol. I, p . 210.

The term D i v i r a , as it occurs in the Bajatarafigin l , is
evidently u sed for officials who had to deal with writing and
accounts.

The proper explanation of the term is given hy

Bfthl&r while discussing its occurrence in the Valabhi grants*
In the St. Petersburg Lexicon, which is followed by Monier
Williams,

c|±vira

is said to be a proper name, and the Rajatarafi-

giftl VI* 150, VII. Ill, 1 1 9 1 is quoted as the authority.

In the

first passage, as pointed out by Btthler, the reading divirat is
merely a faulty reading of Troyer’s edition for Siv i r & t t which
latter the Calcutta edition and the Sarada MSS. give.

The other

two verses referred to above have been wrongly translated by
Troyer,

otherwise it would have been recognised that a divira
&•
must be an official.
The verse VII. Ill, of the .Bljatarahgini
runs as follows
divirasya kilajani Ip&pik&y&ih
vesyaya& patra^ candramukhabhidhaft,
meaning: Formerly a son, called Candramukha, was born to a
divira called Devamukha by a courtesan Aptipika.
The second verse is:Ijthafii mantri.s^Yogyesu ksanti^ile ca bhupatafe.
. j T - g k a ^ h a j a n d a r a d d i v i r a dam a r a h .
meaning: -

R & j a t . VII, 111, 119;
2.

VIII, 131.

Ind. Ant. Vol. VI. p. 10.

While the ministers were thus worthy and the king
was of forgiving disposition,

some daradas,

and pamaras became overbearing.

diviras

(R £ j a t . VII, 119)

In landgrants divira or divirapati is always used as a
title, especially for the officials who drew up the S&sanas.*^
This shows also that it denoted the holder of some office*
Ksemendra in his Lokapraka^a (Prak§,3a 111)

speaks of various

classes of diviras - gan.i a diviras * nagaradiviraa, grama divi r a s ,
khavasadiviras.

Secondly,

other bonds he says:

in giving the forms of hundis and

“I will now propound all written documents

according to the details of each,

2

benefit of the d iviras” .

in their proper order, for the

Biihler is quite right in taking these

officials as concerned with writing and accounts, and we may
equate the word with the modern kSrktln - a writer and accountant*
B&hler was not able to find an etymology for the word in Sanskrit.
He suggest*^that it might be connected with the old persian di p i ,
*writing* , which occurs in the Cuneiform inscriptions.^

Ksemendra

in his Harmamata gives a very humorous etymology of the word
divira divi,

1in the sky* and ra ( r odana) 1w e e p i n g * , i.e. one who

weeps in the sky.

The divira is said to be|the incranation of^bhe

domestic accountant of the Daityas who, when they met with des
truction at the hands of Vispu, wept so bitterly in the sky that
K ali took pity on him and granted him the pen (Kalama)
Hp* I n d . Vol. VI, p.10.
2-

L o k a p r a k a s a , p.11.

3.

Ibid.

to terrify

m

the devas (Gods).***

This story gives a good indication of the

attitude of the people in general to the oppressive official
i

i

»

class, and suggests that the diviras were even ready to take
advantage of/the temples and other religious foundations, a fact

2

which can* be confirmed from the evidence of the R&jataraftgin l .

In the h okaprakasa Ksemendra next mentions the kayasth a s .
"A
This term occurs very frequently in the Ra.jataraftginl . J
From a
comparison of all the references we believe that in medieval
Kashmir it tended to have a general meaning signifying the clerks
and minor officials,

including the diviras,

of the

State they might be

writer

in the landgrants of other parts of India,^
Both Ksemendra and

working^".

in whatever department

The K&yastha appears

as

a

Kalhapa paint a deplorable picture of

/T
the atrocities committed by this section of Kashmir Society,
They besought king JaySpida of the Karakota dynasty (751-762)

to

avoid wars and conquests and to amass wealth instead of oppressing
7
his own subjects. '
These officials, when in charge of the
collection of the revenue and taxation,

during king Jayaplda*s

time, took from the subjects all the harvest,
cultivator*s share,

including the

.In fact, they themselves appropriated

'.MSIS. 9*13.
Ha.iat. V, 176;

VII, 119.

‘

3*

L o k a p r a k a s a , p.11.

4.

Rajat. IV, 90, 588,

5.

E p ... I n d . Ill, pp. 222, 340-44, 350-59;
IV, p . 99, 103;
VIII, p.140;
IS, pp. 68, 181.

6-

R a j a t . V, 439;

tf.

Ra.iat. IV, 621-22.

621-23,

VII, 149;

629;

H. Mala
?.

RS

VII, 38, 1226;
VIII, 85-114,
131, 664, 1225-26, 2383.

Samaya 1— 49.
i.. r ; , ;;i9-23.

V. 115;

17°
practically the whole if it, leaving only a small fraction for
the king.

i

King Harsa is said to have oppressed his people

through the K a y a s t h a s , and we are told that he did not even spare
his subjects *a clod of earth*
inflicted.

2

owing to the heavy fines that he

Kalhana refers to the kay a s t h a s , diviras, and

Courtesand as worse than poisoned arrows,

for they have been

trained under a teacher*s instruction to extort money from the
rp

people.

Elsewhere he refers to them as a plague among the

people, as serious as cholera,
rapidly destroys everybody.

colic, and exhaustion, which
The crab kills its father and the

white ant destroys her mother, but the ungrateful K a y a s t h a , when
he has become powerful,

destroys everything.^"

compared to a goblin (vetala)

He is further

and a poison-tree.^

Ksemendra

tells us that the kayastha* s greatest ambition is to rise to the
post of the Grhakrtyadhipati - the minister for domestic affairs.
One of the kgjyasthas even rose to the position of a prime minister
during the reign of king Sussala(1112-1120).^
The more efficient kings tried to curb the power of these
petty tyrants, whose extortions were universally resented.
Ksemendra blames earlier monarchs for allowing the kayasthas to

!•

Ra j a t . IV, 628-29.

2.

Ha.jat.VII, 149, 1226.

3.

Rajat. VIII,

131.

4.

Rajat. VIII,

53, 92-106.

5*

Ra j a t .VIII,

85-91*

6. M.Mala3;verse 32.
7.

Rajat. VIII,

560.

,

171
commit such oppression, and. praises his contemporary king Ananta
(1028-63)

for the restoration o#peace and order in the state "by

1

the wholesale dismissal and imprisonment of k a y a s t h a s .

The

Ha.jatarahgini confirms that Ananta tightened up the administrative
machinery and restored good government.
who followed Har^a,

p

Uccala,

the usurper

is said to have completely crushed the power

of the Kayasthas by degradation,

dismissal and imprisonment.

Thus the Kayasthas evidently profited by the rule of a weak king,
but were never safe from punishment under a strong one.
The R a jatarafrgipi shows that the term kayastha in Kashmir
during the period under review did not signify a caste, as it does
in most parts of India to-day, bu^a class of people engaged in
government service, for in a certain verse a brShmana Sivaratha
is referred to as a kayastha in his official capacity.^
One of the most important duties of any central govern
ment and secretariat is the control and supervision ofAhe pro
vincial,

district and local administration.

The efficiency of

the administration depends to a great extent u p o n the ability of
the administrative officers and the accuracy with which they
draft the orders of the Central Government.
"Government is writ and writ is government".^

Kfttttilya says:
Sukra declares

that royalty does not reside in the person of the king but in his

K. Mala ti verses 3-4.
2.

Raj a t . VII.

3.

Rajat.

VIII, 53, 92-106.

4.

Rajat.

VIII, 2383.

5.

A F t hasa s t r a . I I , c h .

10.

172.

7
sealed and signed orders.
In medieval Kashmir a developed system of record keeping
and accountancy was a regular feature of the government, as it •

p
appears to have been in other parts of India also.

We find

several references to royal orders being reduced to writing by
the secretarial officers at the Record Office (Aksapatala) .^
Some have rendered the word Aksapatala as "court of justice" and
"archives", but Stein prefers to translate it as "Accountant
General*s office"

on the evidence of a gloss in a manuscript of

the Rajatarahginl which explains Aksapatala as gananadhipatist h a n a .^

Dr. Fleet renders it as "Record office"

or "Court of

Rolls".
In the Ra.iatara&ginl the word occurs during the reign of
king lasaskara (939) who was able to detect a fraudulent transac
tion on account of the unusually high fee paid to the official
recorder (adhikara&afr&kfea) when it was registered at thei*eeord
office.

Another passage is of special interest as it shows that

title deeds were issued and recorded by this office.
Cabravarman (923)

Kin g

granted the village of Kelu to Eahga, a Svapaka

whose daughters the king had married, as an a g r a h a r a . but the
1.

£ukra

cA.. IX • JTfjr,

2.

Ep. I n d . IX, p . 305;
XX, 128; Arthaglstra II, p.7.
cf.
Vogel.
Oamba Anti quit ieSttl33.Harsacarite.yVTT . para. 2.
C . I . I .-Ho. 60, p . 257.
•

3-

B a j a t . V,

4.

S&jat. V. 397-8;

5.

Ra.iat. VI,

301, 389,
38.

398;

VI, 287;

Stein. Rajat. note.

VII, 162, 1604.
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recorder of the Official document (Pattopadhyaya)

did not

execute the document relating to the grant ( dSnapattaka);
Rahga proceeded to the Aksapfttala office and intimidated
the official to write:
to Rahga)

Ka^at . V. 397-98.

R ahgassa Helu dinna (Hel&fci is granted

CHfkTTBR.- W.
ARMY

The army is an important element of government and,
according to Kautilya, it is one of the seven P rakrtis or the
state or sovereignty.

Sukra says:

11The army is the group of

men, animals, etc., equipped with arms, missiles, etc.;

without
2
the army there is neither kingdom nor wealth nor prowess".
We have seen above that though the valley of Kashmir was
guarded hy high mountain walls, there were routes spread in all
directions and on their protection depended the safety of the

whole valley.

It was in fact a hard task to safeguard the routes

leading to the valley from foreign invasions, from the cupidity of
the neighbouring chiefs and from the turmoils and troubles created
by the pamaras in alliance with rival claimants to the throne.
We have already referred to Alberunl's remarks about the anxiety
of the Kashmirians for the natural strength of their country and
i
%
thepare to keep a stronghold upon the 'Gates'.
Thus, in order to
tide over the dangers of foreign invasion and civil war at home,
it was imperative for the kings of Kashmir to maintain a wellorganised and powerful army.
Indian tradition is almost unanimous in accepting a
A*

A r th asa str a.

Sukra I V .
3*

Su p r a . p * n .

Book VI, ch. I, p*309.

fourfold division of the army - infantry, cavalry, chariots and
e l e p h a n t s T h e Buddhist Jatakas also refer to this fourfold
2
force.
In the Rajataraftgip i , we find mention of infantry,
cavalry and elephants, though the last become rarer as we approach
the times of the Lohara dynasties.
to chariots as a part of the forces.

We do not find any reference;
The chariots as a major

element in the army had disappeared from India even in Gupta times,
and, moreover, it is evident that the geographical features of the
country did not allow the use of chariots or fast carriages even
for conveying generals from place to place.
we read of litters (karnirathas)

In place of chariots

carried by men.

King Lalita-

ditya is said to have, had one lakh and a qjiarter of these litters
m

his army, while Jayaplda had only eighty thousand,

%

Kalhaiaa

gives us numerical strength of King Samkaravarman*s (9th century)
army when he marched from the gate,^ but litters are nowhere
mentioned,

we do not find any mention of litters as part of the

army in later times, except that of the litter in which Sa&karavarman's dead body was brought from Ura&a.

Another possible

meaning of kar$I t^^i-t-Qocurs--^4n!:rt:hti)~Raghuv’
a-)falgi,-t is 'missile1 or
Arthasastra»• X, ch*. IV.
M anu VII, 1 & 9 , states that .the
constitution of the army was six-fold, viz;
elephants,
cavalry, chariots, infantry, officers and attendants.
Even
in this classification the main division is in four,
cf. Indian game of chess.
Jatakas. Vol. II, Nos. 66, 70, 71; Vol. Ill, Nos. 197, 161.
Vol. IV, Nos. 60, 307, etc,
quoted by Dikshitar.
War in Ancient I n d i a p ,2.93,
3.

Rajat. IV, 407,
Rajat. V, 137, 143-44.

5.

Rajat. V, 219.

i76
1arrow*

1

;

Karniratha could accordingly mean th^ "chariot for

arrows" or quiver.

In view of the incredible number of litters

mentioned by Kalhapa one would feel tempted to take this as a
mention of quivers, but Kalhana's specific mention of a karn iratha

2

as conveying the dead body of Sa&karavarman does not allow us to
accept any other meaning.

Moreover, Prince Bhoja, the great-

grandson of King Harsa, who rose against King Jayasiiiha (1128-49)
with the help of the pSmaras, is seen carried in a litter to the
king's camp.

Heewas driving on the litter-carriers by touching

their heads with his foot.
Date writes:

"It must be admitted that the horse was

never regarded in ancient India as a superior fighting unit, and
elephants, as also the chariots, continued to occupy a position
higher than the cavalry".

It does, however, receive its due-

praise at the hands of Somadeva in his N ltivakyampta.^

We often

find the words asvaroha hayaroha for horse-riders in the RajataraK-^
£inl.

Next to that of the infantry the military value of the

horse was much appreciated in Kashmir.

Along with the foot

soldiers we find mention of mounted soldiers, which shows that the
kings of Kashmir maintained horsemen also as a part of the regular
standing force.

5

King dayapigla of the ICarko^a dynasty is stated

to have had horses in his forces, and he is said to have given a
S tVxtSItvliSf f-Vvg/isiv,

' • -Raghuvam sa. X I V , 13;
2-

Ba.iat. V, 219.

3.

Ba.iat. VIII, 3161-63.

‘3a. G-.T* Date.

fwt

SLsy,

, 4^ 0.

te*, OU/5^

^ ^

The Art. of War in Ancient India,P.-45.

4*

Nitivak y a . Bala-Samuddesah verses 7-8.

5-

?SJ_a_t_. vii, 360; 902-905, 911;

VII , 40, 394,

937, 1360, 1368-y

1

lakh of horses less one to the brahmanas.

Kalhapa's narrative

here is somewhat confused because first he mentions this king
having asked the elders in his kingdom as to the number of litters
(karniratha) that his grandfather Lalitaditya had;

suddenly after

mentioning that this king was not disappointed for not having had
the same number, Kalhana starts talking of his military strength
andthe donation of horses to brahmanas.

The gift of cows to

brahmanas is very commonly referred to in early Indian literature,
but we know of no other reference to their being given horses.
We suspect some confusion in the text here.
Referring to King Samlcaravarman (,883-902) Kalhana specifi
cally mentions the depletion of the resources of the country and
states that this king’s army contained nine lakh of foot soldiers.

p

In a subsequent verse he states that it contained three hundred
elephants and a lakh of horsemen as well.

We find specific

record of horsemen in the forces of the Lohara kings.
horses are said to have been well-bred.^

King Harsa’s

Kalhana gives us an

interesting record of a quarrel on account of a mare that took
place between Harsa*s son, Bhoja, and Gampaka, identifed as
Kalhana1s father.

Kalhana refers to the excellent training

received hy Harsa in riding, so that when he was called by Kalasa! s
disaffected father Ananta to vijayesvara, where the latter was
1.

Rajat. IV, 415.

2.

Rajat. V, 137.

3 * Ba.iat. v, 143-144.
4.

Rajat. VII, 1333.

5*

Ra.iat. vll, 1591.

rn

staying alter his abdication, King Kalasa’s horsemen could not
match nim in speecu1

In Harsa1s light against uccala, Kalhana

specixicaily refers to the King' s cavalry force { turganlka) , afraid ;
of which the pamaras who had joined Uccala, took difficult mountainous routes to march towards the capital.

2

1<

King Sussala's

forces were very strong in cavalry, for realizing the importance of
*3
horses in the battles, he bought them at high prices.
So huge
seems to have been the expense incurred by Kashmir kings in buying

;

horses that Kalhana talks of King Uccala as not to have wasted
4
money on their p.> urchase*
There are references to the horse as a :
prized animal during the reign of layasi&ha.^

Special persons

were employed by Kashmirian kings for training the horses.
There 3
6
'
'
■
are many references to foreign horse dealers, though Kalhapa does ;
not clearly state the source,of the supply of these horses.

In a

certain verse in the Raiatarafigipi Kalhapa states that King
Lalitaditya Muktapida in his campaigns emptied the stables of the
7
Kambojas1 - the inhabitants of the eastern part of Afghanistan
which is famous

even in the epicsj^its treed of horses.^

Prom this we infer that the horses may have been imported by
1*

Rajat. VII, 393-94.

2*
3.

Rajat. VII, 1360, 136^-69.
Rajat, VIII, 528, 743, 1094.

4.

Rajat. VIII, 73.

5.

Rajat. VIII, 2093-94.

6*

Rajat. VII, Ida, 213;

7.

Rajat. IV, 165.

ti.

Stein. Rajat. tr. IV, 165, note.

fall, 493.
cf. Arthasastra 11.30.

Kashmir kings from this country.

/.

We do not, however, get many details about the constitution
and numerical strength of the cavalry forces of the Kashmir kings.
Ihey were, however, placed under the,6harge of Cavalry Commanders
(HayasenapatirA^vapati) , and there was a special officer appointed'
for maintaining the supply of fodder for the horses (A &vaghasakayastha) and also a writer concerned with the stables (A|va£gladi\ 2
vira) .

Kalhana praises the skill of certain cavalry officers.

*3

The importance which the cavalry received as a superior fighting
force during the times of Lohara kings, may well be the result of
the failure of the Sahis at the hands of Mahmttd of ghiazni owing to
their weakness in this respect.
Elephants, elsewhere in India, much prized as a fighting
arm, are frequently mentioned in the earlier books of the Hajatarangin i .

Lalitaditya Muktapida1s forces are said to have had

numberless elephants.

*5 si

Incidentally Kalhana here refers to the

Kalihga country as their birthplace,^
imported from that place.

Presumably they were

By the time we reach the Lohara dynas

ties we find few references to fighting elephants.

In his war

against his brothers Uccala and Sussala - the future rulers of
Kashmir - Harsa is described as fighting on his armour clad elephant.
Attacked by this elephant, which had turned against its own side, the
1.

Rajat. VII, 766-69;

VIII, 339.

Rajat. Ill, 469.
3.

Rajat. VIII, 526.

-3a. Rajat. Ill, 327;

IV, 54, 147-4tf, 162, 277.

loot and horse of Harsa's army were routed.

The mention of a

single elephant suggests that fighting from an elephant survived
CV
1
only as^kingly privileges.
The virtual disappearance of the

!

fighting elephant inKashmir may

j

after the

defeatofthe

Sahis

also be due

to

the lessonlearnt

of Kabul at thehanas

ofMahmud
*

of

g h a ^ n H u ,

I
I
/

Besides the four classical divisions of the army, the
military organisation in ancient India included other branches
such as commissariat, transport and medical services.

2

They must

naturally have formed an essential part of the armies of the
Kashmir kings.
army.

There musijhave been a stores department with the

We find reference to the supply of fodder for the horses

of King Sussala's army being sent for an expedition against
Rajapun.

3

From another verse it appears that arrangements were

made for bringing the wounded back to the base campe, and Sussala
took special care thai/casualties should have the arrow? heads
removed from their wounds, which were then bandaged.^

It is said

that the sums which King Sussala spent on his troops by giving
gratuities and medicines were beyond calculation.
• M a n u . VIII,

399-400.

M e dhatithi on Manu refers to elephants tas

one of the monopolies of the kings,
Ya.iil.II, 261,'ci'. Bflhler. S.B.E. XV, 323 note.
2.

G. 'I. D a t e .

The Art of War in Ancient India . p .59.

3.

Ra.'iat.

VIII, 629;

4-

Ba.iat.

VIII. 733-42.

3. Ba.iat.

VIII, 741-43.

VII,

1191.

.%

We have preference to the moving treasury ( calagan.ja)
with the forces of King Jayaplda.1

The soldiers are stated to
p
have been paid marching allowance (pravasavetana) . The ancient Indian army contained troops of various kinds.:;

Kaujilya in his chapter on the recruitment of the army recognizes
as many as six classes of troops - hereditary standing army (maul a):
hired troops ( bhytaka) , soldiers of corporations (ffrenl), troops
belonging to an ally (m itra) , those who have deserted from the
enemy (amitra) , and those of the wild tribes (atavibala)
lo specific account of the composition

J

P

the mode of the

^recruitment of the army under the Lohara kings is available in the
Ra.iatarangin i .

Scattered information on this point/Ls , however,

made available by Kalhana while describing the various^campaigns
and wars conducted during the period under review.

Moreover, we

cctea.not find any specific classification ofjlroops in the Ra.jatarah- .
gini,similar to that of Kautilya.

Rat
iat. IV,

*

’

2.
3.

Rajat. VII, 1156;
VIII, 757, bOa, 1457, 2753.
Arthasastra X, ch. IV.

'•

J.D. of Letters. Vol. XIV, 1927, p.24 note.
Mauia probably means a standing army, the soldiers of which had
served the state for a long time.

iin"uri

i- irni

....

i

I

The Ramayana refers to four kinds of troops, maula, mitra.
bhrtyabalam, and cjvisadbalam.
Rama hahka. Ch. 17, verse 24.

The Bajaputras, chief Councillors (mahamatya) , the feudal
chiefs (samanta) and. others constituted the forces of Tuiiga, the
prime minister of King Sa&gr§,mayaJ.a (1003-26) when he marched to
assist the Sahis of Kabul who were attacked hy Mahmud ox Ghazni.
Earlier King Bamkaravarman*s (863-902) aa'rmy is said have had many,
p
feudatory princes in its number.
Bajaputras are referred to as
taking pay and carrying arms,*3

Next we find reference to Baja

putras, horsemen, soldiers, and pamaras in the service of King
Ananta.

4

In another verse we find Tantrins also forming part of
I'-j

the eighteen divisions of the army.

In King Sussala*s forces

Councillors, pamaras and feudatories abounded.

a

Taking all these references into account we find that
Councillors, B a j a p u t r a s T a n t r i n s , horsemen, feudal chiefs with
their forces, pamaras and other soldiers together formed the
eighteen divisions of the armies of the Kashmir kings.

Even

Turuskas or Turkish Muslims formed a part of King Harsa s armies.
Bhiksacara had Turuskas from the Punjab as his allies against
7
Bussala."'
Jayasimha (1128-49) is^iso referred to as having
1*

Ba.iat.VII, 48*

2.

Bajat.v, 145-47*

3.

Rifat. VII, 209,

4-

Ba.iat. VII, 360.

3*

Bajat. VII, 1371 >1512-14.

325; VIII,

Ba.iat. VIII, 1072.
7.

v/- Bajat. VIII, ob5-87 .

266.
The eighteen divisions of the army
referred to by Kalhapa (Bajat. VII,
1371) find illustration in
AmarakoSa, 11. b; 79. o l .

Yavanas in his army.

1

Kalhana appears to be using the word for

Muhammedans.
B.K. Majumdar has stated that "the Kashmirian kings used
to recruit soldiers from RajaputStria ( sic) and other parts of the
country" (Rajat. VII, lb6B;

VIII, 2264;

IV, 306) and that "like

the Normans in Medieval Europe the Rajputs lent the service of thei
sword in different localities and won great reputation"
References VII, lb66;

2

XV 306 are not to be found in the

Rajatarahgip.1 while VIII, 18-68 and VIII, 2264 refer to Saindhavas
ari^ Yavanaa.

As for the Rajput soldiers of the Kashmiri armies

we have definite evidence in Rajataraftgini

that these Rajaputras

belonged to Campa, Vailapura, and the hill regions to the south of
Kashmir.

In his fight against Bhiks&cara, the rival claimant to

thefthrone of Kashmir from the first Lohara dynasty, Sussala was
j

able to keep up his courage with the assistance of Rajaputras and
it was to the bravery and devotion of these mercenaries that
Sussala owed his victory over the rebels near Gopadri (modern
Takfcit-i“8ulaiman hill) to the South-east of the city of Kashmir in
1122*

3

Ihey remained a potent force in the armies of all the

kings of the Lohara dynasties.
A very interesting class of soldiers very frequently
Ra.iat. VII, 1149;
2.

B.K. Majumdar.

VIII, 2264.

Ihe Military Bystem in Ancient India, p.90
note*
Rajat. VIII, 1051-1108, 1327-28, 1394, 1520, 2316, 3071,
also cf. IV, 42b, 447; VIII, 266,. 323.

mentioned in the Ra jatarafiginl is the Ek&fegas.^

From the

references to their appointment and functions they appear to have
formed an important part of.the king1s standing army.

Literally

the word Ekafiga means 1one limb1 or 'part1 - perhaps the hereditary
maula army.

Stein infers that they were foot soldiers to whom

police duties were assigned*

2

They are first mentioned in the

reign ofQieen Sugandha, who it is said to have ruled for two years
with their support.

3

*

When Yasaskara was seized by an abdominal

disease, he had Varnata, the son of his paternal great-uncle
Ramadeva, consecrated king by the ministers, Ekafigas and feudal
chief's.^'

The fear of a rising of the Ekafigas did not allow

Parvagupta, the regent minister of Sa&gramadeva (94b-49) to des
troy the laiter,ithoughbihe latter was just a child, but on
attaining the throne for himself Parvagupta took revenge on them*
King Ananta (1028-63) was installed on the throne by the Ekafigas
even without permission of his mother Srllekh&.

Again, when his

powerful commander-in-chief, Tribhuvana, became rebellious,
collected the pamaras, and drew to himself the whole army, only the
Ekafigas and the mounted soldiers did not leave the King's side.
1.
2.

5*

Ba.iat. V, 249, 250, 259, 261, 2aa; VI, 91, 120, 124, 132, 133;
VII, 94, 135, 155, 161, 162,1604.
Stein. Ba.iat. tr. V, 249note. Kalhana
uses the term aiiga
for resources of a State.
Rajat. VIII, 50.
Ibid. 24b, note.
Btein considers them similar to the
gendarmes of Continental Europe..

4.

Rajat. VI, 121-24.

5.

Rajat.VI, 132-33.

6.
7*

Rajat. VII, 135*
REiat. VII, 155, 1604.

This reference shows that the Ekafigas
were normally foot soldiers.

Being pleased with their help and, in order to show his gratitude,
Ananta relieved the Ekafigas of their uncertain dependence on the
accounts.office (Aksapatala) for their salaries, and gave them
1
instead a fixed assignment of ninety-six crores of dlnnaras.
Thus they appear to have been in the salaried service of the king.
Moreover, from all these references we find them to have formed a
very important element in state affairs.

We do not find any

further reference to them until the time of King Har^a's last
unfortunate days, when an equerry (Suta) , frailokya by name, told
the king of the services rendered by the Ekafigas to King Ananta and
suggested to him that he should collect them in his hour of need
o
at the Aksapatala office.
They are nowhere mentioned during the
times of the kings of the second Lohara dynasty.
While the Tantrins are counted among the eighteen divisions
of the army and are sent with therest

of theforces

expeditions, we do not find Ekafigasperforming

on military

anysuch

duty.

They appear to have formed the king's body-guard - similar to the
Janadara soldiers of the sultans of Delhi.

We fail to find any

very definite evidence that they performed police duties, as Stein
believes, though of course as the personal body-guard of the king
they may well have been used for the apprehension of his political
opponents from time to time.
It is with the coming to the throne of Qie^n Sugandha
1.

for Aksapatala see JLhJra. p*l7&>

2.

Ba.iat. VII,

1604*

3.

Rajat. VII,

1457; VIII, 597*

I8r4
(904*906) thaijwe find mention of TUntrin foot soldiers, who had
formed a confederacy strong enough to punish or favour the rulers
of Kashmir.

Together with Ekafigas, ministers, and feudal chiefs,

they formed the council which Sugandhi called in order to place on
the throne Nirjitavarman, nicknamed Pafigu or 'the Lame* , who was
descended from $Uravarman, the half-brother of Avantivarman;

but

^ 16 Tantrins overruled the (Jieen1s council and by open rebellion
obtained the crown for Partha, the infant son of Hirjitavarman
1
{,906).
In the year 914, the Ekanga troops went forth united and
brought back Bugandha from Huskapura, but the Qieen's force was
defeated by the TEntrins, and she was made a prisoner and subse2
quentiy executed.
Again,, in 921, Partha was formally deposed by
the Tantrins in favour of his son Nirjitavarman, who, however, died
two years later,

Cakravarman, the child son of M r jitavarman,

who succeeded him, was kept/6n the throne under the guardianship of
his mother and grandmother, until in the year 933-934 a fresh
revolution of the Tantrins raised his half-brother, ^firavarman I,
to the throne.^

As the new king could noj/pay the large sums

claimed by the troops he was deposed and Partha was once more
raised to the throne, but the cupidity of the Tantrins made them
restore Cakravarman in 933*^

As he also failed in raising the

promised sums, he had to flee in the same year, whereupon the
1*

Rajat.

V, 250 ££. ■

2.

Rai§i*

V, 259-62.

3.
4*

RIi§lRajat,

V, 2o7.
V, 29©.-51.

6-

Rajat. V, 295*

Tantrins gave the throne to the minister Sambhuvardhana.^

In the

meanwhile Cakravarman turned for help to the pamara Saragrama, who
with his troops enabled the king to defeat the Iantrins,

Kalhapa

tells us that five or six thousand Tantrins fell slain in a short
p
time on the field of battle,
Though they did not cease to be a
part of the King1s forces, their power seems to have been considerably reduced during these troubles.

We find reference to them

in the later days of King Harsa, as forming a part of the king1s
armies.^

We do not fincpfchem giving any trouble to the kings of

the First Lohara dynasty, and the strong kings of the Second
Lohara dynasty seem to have kept them in their proper place, for
we find King Uccala turning all the Tantrins ■out of his service as
s
a result of some slight displeasure,
e But during the interregnum
of Rad£a Safikhara3§- and Salhana (111-12) , they are ggain mentioned
as intriguing with King Sussala;

they are part of Sussala's army

when he gets the Kashmir throne.

Thus the Tantrins formed a

very important part of the kings' standing forces and, from the
•IKsU
references to Nthem through hills of exchange,
were regular paid soldiers.

1.

Ra.iat. V, 302.

2.

Ra.iat. V, 328-35.

3.

Ra.iat. V, 431;

4.

Ra.iat. VII, 1513.

5.

Ra.iat. VII,

6-

Ra.iat. VIII,

7.

Ra.iat. V, 266, 275, 293.

During the famine of 917-918, they

VI, 132.

292.
373-76,

we infer that they

510, 597.

J

amassed huge riches/selling stores of rice at high prices.

1

Thus we find that the Bkangas were a body organised in
military fashion but employed chiefly as the king's bodyguards.
Tantrins were foot soldiers.

Stein has suggested

that their name was originally a tribal, one, which he has connected
with the Tantri of modern Kashmir, and he has further suggested
p
that they owed their close organisation to ethnic affinities.
These views seem very reasonable.

As we have noted above,

during the reigns of weak rulers, the two bodies of troops played
a great part in civil and military affairs, and in rivalry with
each other took sides with the rival claimants to the throne.
t

The next constituent of the army was the forces collected
in the time of emergency - the bhrtaka of Kajfctilya’s classification,
Jayananda, who was the prime minister during the reign of king
/

Kalasa, wishing to collect foot soldiers, raised loans from rich
people even if they were disreputable.

These levies were paid

during the period when they were in the active service of the king,
but it appears from the above reference that they were disbanded
after the campaign.

When the pamaras rose in favour of Bhiks&cara,

Sussala, the rival claimant to the throne, began to raise foot
troops at enormous outlay, showering so much money on them that
even the artisans and the carters took up arms,^

2.

274.
Stein, Ra.iat. tr. V, 24b note.

3-

Rajat. VII, 367-68.

4.

Raj at. VIII, 726-26.

The next important element of the forces oifthe Kashmir
kings was the feudal levies supplied by the chiefs (samantas) ^
'

We do not find any reference to the payment of such forces.
Their recruitment and liability to serve in the king's armies must
have been based on land tenure.

Moreover, we find the Kashmir

ministers possessing large forces of their own - a condition typical of feudal organisation*

2

Thus Phalguna, even though ousted

(

from the prime ministership by king Abhimanyu (95a—972) , is seen
marching to Varahaksetra attended by a large armed force.

King

Jayasi&ha (l!2o-49) did not conciliate Sujji, his disaffected
commander-in-chief, buttonsiderea the way in which he could be
attacked, as he had a powerful army at his disposal.
King Harsa’s time,

During

’the lord of the Gate1 , Campaka - Kalhana’s

father - crossed the Madhuraati river and invested the fort of
Dugdhagkata with his own troops, while the king dispatched all the
feuaatorieskrom
all sides to his assistance*^
I
The mention of artisansandcarters
result of excessive showering of money

as takingdparms

byKing

as

a

Jayasi&ha shows that

ordinarily these classes, unlike the sreni or Kautilya’s classifi
cation, did not form a part of king's force.

This also shows that,

there was no system of conscription in Medieval Kashmir.

1.
2.

Infra. p ^ ttSo 41.
Eaiat. VI, 132, 204.

3.

Rliat. VIII.

4«

Ha.jat. VII, H cjO .

We have no clear reference to the numerical strength of
the army during the Lohara dynasties,

Kalhapa tells us, however,

in one passage that Sussala and BhiksScara had maintained their
power with the aid of ten thousand picked troops,

and that

Jayasimha raised the same number of soldiers and sent them against
the Castle of Lohara, where they all perished*
Lalitaditya (6 th century;

Earlier king

is said to have had one lakh and a

quarter of litters in his army, while Jayapida had only eightythousand,^

The latter is referred to as being followed in his

march by the feudatory princes with their forces,

and Kalhapa does

not clearly state whether the figure I'efers to the total number of
litters in the whole army, or only to that directly under the
Bamkaravarman {8 8 3 -9 0 2 ) had an army of 900,000

king's control*
foot soldiers,

300 elephants and 100,000 horsemen.

His army on

i

the march was also swelled from placebo place by the troops of
feudatory chiefs.
ted,

These latter figures seem definitely exaggera

but the more modest figure of 1 0 , 0 0 0

mentioned as the number

of troops maintained by Sussala and Bhiks&cara may give us some
idea of the approximate strength of the standing army of the time,
excluding temporary recruits and feudal levies.

King Sussala

(,1 1 1 2 - 2 0 ) , when he abandoned his throne and marched away was
followed by 5 , 0 0 0

or 6 ,0 0 0

-1-*

fiaj a t . VIII, 1905-6.

2.

R a j a t . IV,

5*

R a jat.

4.

Ra.iat. VIII, did.

407-14.

v, 137-140.

soldiers,^

Kalhapa recognise,£ the importance of military strategy,
the posting of scouts, night watches and military exercises, a n d
condemns Tuftga for not having followed all these principles when
he was sent to help the Sahis of Kabul in their ,fight against
Mahm ud of ShaznI."L

Despite the advice of the Sahi leaders Tuftga

did not care to acquaint himself with the Turuskas* methods of
warfare;

the result was that the Kashmir forces were utterly

routed,^

Kalharxa admits the superior strength o^kahmdd1s forces

and of those of the Sahis of Kabul, who managed to hold out for

some time against the Muslims.

The Kashmir armies, which were

mostly levies collected in the time of need or supplied by the

feudatory princes, seem to have been fit enough for guarding
against local troubles or for expeditions against R&japurl,
Vallapura or the D a r a d s , but when they came face to face with the
better organisation and the superior skill of the Mohammedan
armies at Kabul, they were,utterly defeated.

Another defect in

the Kashmir military organisation, as was also the case in Hindu
India generally, was the total dependence of the forces on their
leader,

3

whose defeat or death completely disheartened them and

often resulted in rout.

Kalhana's casual mentiion of the battle

arrays shows that some arrangement was made for the formation of
such battle arrays.^"

1*

Begat. VII,

49-50.

2.

I bid.

3.

Ra;]at. VII, 90.

4*

B a.iat. VIII,

2205.

It appears that due consideration was given

m l
t

to the seasons for starting thejcampaigns,
Lohara when Lothana,

the brother of the ex-King Salhapa, who had

been imprisoned in the Castle 61 Lohara,
and captured it.
stronghold,

King Jayasi&ha lost

escaped from his fetters

Resizing the damage from the loss of the family

in 1130 Jayasi&ha sent a large army under Laksmaka to

recapture it.

This expedition is strongly criticized by Kalhana

because it was undertaken during the fierce heat of the early
summer,

since dangerous cold fevers prevailed

valley from the commencement of th^summer rains

in the Lohara
and «tiw>ing Autumn.^

Similarly Kalhapa condemns kings who march on any expedition during?
the winter snows, when most of the roads are impassable.
guna ( February-March)
terrible month,

is specifically mentioned

by him as

Phala

owing to heavy snows-falls,^

Siege warfare was a regular feature of the fighting in
Kashmir.

Kalhapa records the siege of Prthvigiri, a fortress in

Rajapuri, and of the Dugdhaghata Castle against the Daradas by the
forces of King Harsa.

5

King Sussala had to carry on regular

sieges around the fortified castles of the great pamara Oargacandra
of his time.

b

The pamara I’ebels are repeateuly mentioned to have

besieged jSrinagara.

I

1.

Ra.iat. VII,

470.

2.

Ra.iat. VIII, ld36-39.

3.

Ra.iat. VIII, 1373.

4.

Ra.iat.VIII, 59a.

5.

Ra.iat.VII, 1152, 1179-aO.

6-

filial- VIII, 502 i f .

7.

Ra.iat.VIII, 723 ff;

cf. also VIII, I 6bl, la41.

1155 ff; 1474.

H3

v

Espionage accompanied the armies. 1
/

Ports were a capital means of defence from the very dawn
of Indian history.

The non-Aryan races, while resisting the in

roads of their Vedic conquerors, took shelter in their fortified
places.

2

In a later source an attempt is made to define the

fortress:

uThatas called a fortress which removes calamities and

inflicts them upon the enemy.”

A king without a fort is compared

to a snake without poison or an elephant without rut.^

Thus the

Castle of Lohara was the stronghold of the kings of Kashmir during
the Lohara dynasties.

It was to this that they retired in times

of danger, and sent their treasury and families during troublous
times.

When Sussala succeeded in wresting Kashmir from his half-

brother Salhana he used the stronghold of Lohara for the custody
of his dangerous relatives and as the hoarding-place of his
treasures.

when threatened by the rebel forces of the pretender

Bhiks&cara in the summer o#1120 he sent his son and family to

1*

Ka.iat . VIII,

3160.

cl. ^antiparva L U X ,

p. 22?,.

2*

Pur a is a word of frequent occurrence in the R g veda and later,
meaning ’r ampart1 > 'fort1 or *stronghold* ,
Rg veda. I. 33, 1 ; 3b, 8 ; 131, 4;
166, S;
III. 13, 4; IV. 27. 1. etc.
Tait Brah. I, 7, 75.
Ait. B r ah. I, 23;

II, 11.

gatePatiaa. Ill, 4 , 4, 3;
VI, 3, 3, 25:
XI. I. 1, 2, 3.
Chandog.va U p . VIII. 5. 3. etc.
fastt v«.4*.e 9w4.«*. s.v.
3*

IMitivakya.

4.

Sukra. W , &

5.

Stein.

hurga-Samuddesah . verse I.

Ra.iat. tr.

P* 193

Vol.. II, p. 295. c l . VTII , 519, 567, 639*

Lohara for safety, and followed them himself in the autumn of
that year."1'

During the remainder of Sussala’s reign we hear ox

Lohara only once more when Dayasi&ha was brought bach to Kashmir
after three years residence at Lohara and was received by his
* 2

father at Varahamula.

Kalhaiaa/bells us of the installation of

Gulhana, Jayasimha's eldest son, as ruler ox Lohara during the
*5
lifetime of his father.
Albeminl makes very interesting and
important reference to the fortress of Lauhawar.

In the absence

of access to full texts of the last two books of Hajathrahgini,
Wilson took this Lauhawar to be Lahore, but Stein,^ on the evidence
of all the references given in the Kitab-ul-HiiKl, has correctly
identifed it with the Lohara Castle.

The strength and impregna

bility of this fort is testified by the Mohammedan historians who
all agree in relating that Mahmud’s invasion was brought to a
standstill at the seige of the fort of Loh-Kot, which Pirishta
tells us “was remarkable on account of its height and strength1'.
Guarding the route to the Darada country we hear of the
v

castle of Dugdha Ghata,

once held by a pamara Lakkanacandra, who

was executed by order of King Ananta (1020-63).

After this event

the stronghold fell into the power of the Darada king, from whom
Harsa subsequently vainly endeavoured to recover it with the
1.

Ra.iat. VIII, 717, 019 ff.

2.

Ra.iat. VIII, 1227 ff.

3.

Ra.iat. VIII,3301,

4.

\S$e.ln.R a .iat. tr.

3.

3372.
Vol. II, p.29o.

Ibid. p . 299. vide Elliott.

The History of I n d i a . Vol. II.
pp. 455-56.

assistance or the neighbouring pamaras.^*

Another very strong

castle was J§irali£ila. on the banks or the Kisangahga river where
the rebel pamaras ana pretenders took shelter.^

on a smaller

scale we rind the kings to have built fortresses in each village
each of which was put into the charge of a Kotte^a.
Music was a regular feature of ancient Indian warfare.
The sound of martial music thrilled and inspired the soldiers of
the marching army, v/hile it struck terror in the hearts of the
opponents.

Military music was regularly employed in Kashmir.^

Kettle-drums ( dundubhisj were beaten at the/time of attack.
Kalhapa refers to the sound of martial instruments in numerous
p a s s a g e s ,5

The weapons of war used by Kashmir forces were swords
iasi, khadga. lchanga)^ . bows ( capa) and arrows (.Sara) ^, daggers
(kgurika)0 , darts (Saula;"*, spears (hunt a )^
(parasuj

are often mentioned by Kalhaija.

and battle-axes
When stationed on

mountain tops the fighters hurled big stones on the opponents
1.

Ba.iat. VII, 1071 ff.

2.

Ba.iat. VIII,

3.

Ra.iat.VIIJ

4.

Ra.iat.VI,

5-

Ba.iat.IV, 129;

6.

Ra.iat.Ill,

7.

Ra.jat.V, 21b;

b.

RS.iat.VII, 1711.

9.

Ra.iat.VII, 769, 156?.

2556, 2706 ff.
2194.
246.

VI, 2.46;Vl'II, 947-53, 10b0-ai.

38b-90;

10. Ra.iat. IV, 306;
11. Rjyat. VIII,

Stein R a.iat. tr. Vol. II, p-,.341.

VII, 1300, 1322; VIII,

VIII,

346.

25, 435.

VIII, 1161.

2316.

Stein translates pariSu as hatchet.

M cm n ti.r

Stnnc.

Baranuila

Y a ra h a n u ila

I'

4

below.^

fhe necessity of armour as a safeguard from weapons was
recognised by the Kashmirians.
X

(khetaka)

2

Kalha$a also mentions shields
ip ’

A

and helmets.

Armour for animals is also mentioned.
|v>

We also find that the Kashmirians made incendiary arrows

*

besmeared with vegetable oil.

fhe troops of Prince Vijayamalla, i
[
•
the younger half-brother of Harsa, led by Madhurava^ta, the
i
Commander of the cavalry,

burnt thehouses with the firebrands

fixed at the points of their darts.
ence to such methods used

6

|

Again we find clear refer-

J

by Kandarpa, the commander-in-chief of tif

Kashmir forces under King Harsa (1089-1101), whose troops while
fighting against Bajapur! shot burning arrows smeared over with

vegetable oil.

fhe verse liptanau^adhitailena naracannieiksepa .

is too clear to allow, any other possible meaning.

7

Inflammable

vegetation is abundantly found in the hills adjoining the Valley,

:
'
r

i?

Gustav Oppert, in support of his claim to the existence of fire1.

Ba.iat. VIII, 1677.

2.

Bl l a t . H I ,

3-

Raiat. VII, 1483.

4*

Raiat. VII, 1544.

401;

VI, 248-49;

Ra i a t . VII, 1553;

Bote:

See Plate

Description:-

VII,

669, 154S;

VIII, 1322,
1348, 2207. '

VIII, 728.

fV«

Memorial Stone at Baramula (varahamhla);

Battie-axep, bows and arrows and quiver.
In Hindu pantheon, these are arms ox Rama and
Krsna.
Both the horse and the rider are clad with
armour,

6.

B a j a t . ¥ 1$, 768-69.

7*

Raiat. VII, 983.

arms in India,

quotes the following extract from Mujmalu-t-

Tawarlkh, which was translated from a Sanskrit original:

“The

orahmanas counselled Hal to have an elephant made of clay and to
place it in the van of his army and that, when the army ozpthe king';
of Kashmir drew nigh, the elephant exploded, and the flames destroyed a great portion of the invading force11

v

While criticizing

Oppert’s claim Date writes that the testimony of Mut
jmalu-T-Tawarlkh
could be acceptable if it could be supported by Kalhapa, but the
2
chronicles of Kashmir give nothing to sustain the contention.
There is, however, one verse which suggests the existence of fire
arms;

King Harsa*s forces attacked Rajapurl and threw burning

arrows besmeared with vegetable oil, on which the Rajapuri forces,
believing that he knew the use of fire-arms (agneyastra) , were
...
3
frightened.
This gives the impression that here the agneyastra
was something different from a mere burning arrow besmeared with
oil, the use of which was common knowledge.

The matter becomes

clear w/hen we remember that the term agneyastra occurs in the Epics
Kalhapa, being adept in the Epic lore, knew, and probably believed
in, the existence of the magic fire-weapons given by the gods to
heroes of ancient days,

Kalhana*s statement also indicates that

belief in these magic weapons was widespread in Kashmir as well as
the adjoining hill states.
1.

Elliott,

fhe History of India. Vol. I, p.107;

2.
5*

G .T . Date. The Art of War in Ancient India. p . Ho
Ra.iat. VII, 9^3-64.

4.

i.. B h .

vi>h] . ? f ^

Vol. VI, p.475,

Elliott, however, believes that 11fire-arms were known in
India".

1

Egerton supports his view saying that "Rockets, or

weapons of fire,
period.

*agnyastra* , were certainly known at a very early

They were a kind of fire-tipped dart discharged horizon

tally from a bamboo, ana were used against cavalry.

The invention

is ascribed by the *Puranas* to Visvacarma, their vulcan, who for
100 years forged ail the weapons for the wars between the good and
bad spirits.

The knowledge, however, of the manufacture of gun

powder or some material composed of sulphur ana sait-petre, ana the
use of projectiles, probably died out before the historic times,
ana only an inflammable projectile or naphtha ball was used till
2
the revival of fire arms.-:from the West".
The whole of the history of Kashmir is full of instances
of treason and disaffection of officers, whether in civil or mili
tary posts.

Mutual jealousies of the ministers and the presence

of the rival claimants to the throne of Kashmir led to such a situa
tion, and in times of war the forces would often desert one party
to join the other.

King Harsa*s servants were all characterised

by timidity and treachery.

His general ( dapdanayaka) Sunna,

accepted bribes from King Saiigramayafa of Rajapuri, whom Harsa had
besieged and who, hard-pressed by the siege, was offering tribute
and supplies,

Sunna took his bribes and instigated the soldiers of

his own armies to demand more marching allowance (pfava save t a w

The

soldiers of king Harsa*s armies then began a solemn fast (praya) and
1,

Elliott.

The History of India. Vol. VI, p . 4 d .

2.

Egerton of Tatton.

Appendix Rote A.
p.470-75.
Indian & Oriental Armour,
cf* Elliott
_
_
. . QPt
vol.VI.p.471

the whole army fell into disorder.

When the king was still

^

trying to bring order among the soldiers, Sunna spread a rumour

^

of an attack from the Turuskas.

;

Ultimately King Harsa was com-

pelled to raise the siege and march back in fright, leaving his
whole treasure and stores on the road.

This officer is again

referred to as having been the cause:; of Harsa* s misfortunes,
weakening his armies, bringing rival claimants into the city, and
ultimately advising the king wrongly and thus causing his downfall.

p

When Harsa was in great trouble, and when Uccala' was con
secrated as king by the brahmapas of Hirapyapura, even the Tantrin
troops who were sent to oppose the enemy claimed marching allowance1
•7,

in utter disregard of the king’s critical situation.
servants of this king deserted him.^

All other

Sujji, one of King Jayasi&-

ha*s ministers, from jealousy of the chamberlain Laksmaka, turned
hostile to the king and intrigued with King Somapala of Rajapuri.
Jayasimha is seen approaching Sujji, fearing lest Mallarjuna, a
rebel, might obtain his support.

In the same reign, which was

Kalhana*s own period, the troops of layasifliha are referred to as
actually drawing allowances from his enemy Mall&rjuna.
Raj at, VII, 1155-62, 1376, 13t>5.

• gliat* V I I , 1597-99, 1609*
Stein translates Dan^anayaka as ’Prefect of Police1 , which does
not appear to be correct.
We take the word to mean "a general11.
*'T*i/ « *0
3-

Ba.iat. VII, 1457.

4.

Ra.iat. VII, 145ts-59, W - 1*1,

5-

Ra.iat. VIII, lo52-53, 1921-25, I960.

6*

Ra.iat. VIII,

22«5.

Naga, the town prefect, who had chosen troops and on whom
King Harsa relied, also turned to Sussala when the latter entered
the city of Srlnagara.
Although righteous warfare (dharmayuddha) was regarded
as the chief function of the Ksatriya caste, and it is possible to
find early Indian texts which glorify war for its own sake, most
writers on Indian policy do not recommend war in all cases.

Only

(.Sxi7ia)f

if all the three diplomatic expedients - conciliation^ bribery
(dana) , and sowing dissensions (bheda) - had failed should recourse
p
be had to the fourth expedient, open war (dandal.
Thus we find
^

King Har^a bribing the chief Jhakkura of Rajapuri so as to induce
King 8a&grama:paia or Rajapuri to desist from helping Uccala, who
%

wished to sei&e the throne of Kashmir.

When the pamaras of

Lohara, in sympathy with Bhik^acara, marched to the siege of
Srinagara, Sussala tried such devices as negotiation and sowing
dissension.^
Marru declares that, whether the enemy is equal, superior
or inferior, a ksatriya called to action must not turn back, for
this is to violate the dharma of the ksatriya,

Those kings who

fight one another without turning their backs attain vlrasvarga or
the heaven of heroes.

Deeply versed, in the Epic lore, Kalha^ta

4-*

Ra.iat. VII, 1542-46.

2.

Manu .Vll.90-99 cf ^antlparva. LXix, 1^.

3.

Ra.iat.' VII, 1266-6?.

4.

Ra.iat. V I I I , 754.

5.

M a n u . VII, b?-o9.

is full or ideas of heroism and chivalry.

For the brave soldier Ml
&'V
1
it was a great humiliation to die on his couch , while, on the
other hand, dying on the battlefield is an honour absolving the
I

hero of the debt of his master*s favour, and such a soldier goes
2
to heaven in the celestial cars of the nymphs Cagsaras) .
,7

Kgemendra also glorifies the death of a hero on the battlefield,

I
■7<

Kalhapa expresses the same views through the ministers of King
Harsa, when they advise him at the time of his ultimate m i s f o r t u n e *
While telling of the bravery of some of tne soldiers,

f

KalharLa does not, however, shirk the facts about the treachery and
*

cowardice of many of the Kashmirian troops,

^

There are instances

where we find the soldiers hiding themselves on seeing the battle- b
b
fields.
Earlier we are told that King Jayapida*s forces, being
tired of his constant wars, became disaffected and neglectful of
their duties towards him and turned back from the royal army,^
Kalhaiia records many more instances of this type.
The plundering of towns and villages by the troops of the
invading king was considered disreputable,

3.

Ba.iat. VII, 147, I4e4, 1501, 1502;
Kalavilasa X, 37.

4.

Ra.iat. VII, 1402-04.

3.

Ra.iat. VIII, 58, 1886, 2157.

6.

Ra,iat. VII. 987.

7.

Ra.iat. IV, 411;;

VIII, lab 6,

LA

2.

C\J

RS.iat. VII, 1364.

r-i

1.

inanda the governor

VIII, 197, 17/o.

|
of Kramarajya (modern Kamra.i) , when captured by King Uccala's
forces, thought of helping his lord, King Har§a (10&9-1101), by
urging Uccala to proceed to ^rlnagra and plunder the neighbouring
N

towns and villages, thinking that such acts would bring disrepute
upon him and turn the populace against him.

1

Thus it appears

that generally the civilians were not subjected to the rigours of
war, hut were allowed to carry on their peaceful vocations if they
did not interfere wdth the invaders.
In the last hours of Barga's life, when he was discovered
in a mendicant's hut, he was attacked by soldiers.

He succeeded

in pulling down one of them, hut would not kill him because he
was fallen.

Kalhana calls this false pride

2

for, in the hour of

f

adversity, he does not recommend any of the moral principles which
are otherwise enjoined by the ethics of ancient Indian warfare.
Gutting off the fingers was considered a mark of
3
submission.
We find the repentant rebel Mallarjuna being
carried in a litter towards the capital and holding an earthen
vessel in which lay his amputated finger;

he was pardoned by King :

Jayasirhha and allowed to retire to a majha.^

When pressed by

Tilaka, the commander-in-chief of Sussala1s forces, Gargacandra
sent his wife and daughter before the King to conciliate him, and

12.

Ha;jat, VII, 1323-25.
Hajat. VII, 1705.
M j a t . V, 150;

VIII, 1594 note, 1Y3», 2272, 2308, 3300.

Sanu_Mfit. II, 106.
4-

Ra.jat. VIII, 59a-6oi.

Stein. Ra.iat. VII, 0 6 , note.

-

V
1
later concluded the peace layifig down the arms*

Other marks

for showing humiliation and submission were binding the head-dress"
round the neck or carrying a shoe on the head.
Though fighting was considered the main duty of the

;

Ilsatriyas in ancient India, the armies were not exclusively re
cruited from the kgatriyas but from all the sections of the
community,

feukra asserts that a person possessing the requisite

qualifications may be given the command of an army, be he a Sddra,
Ksatriya, Vai^ya or Mleccha.^
of the A gni Purana.^

The same view is held by the author

We do not find any distinction on the basis
i

■

4

of caste in Kashmir for there were brahmana;: feudal chiefs in the
armies of the Lohara icings.

1.

Ra.iat. VIII, 605, 610.

2.

Ra.iat. VIII, 2273.

3.

Sukra. Book I, line 863.
Agni Puran a , p.,397.

5.' Ra.iat. V, 424-25;

VII, 91, 14d0;

VIII, 1013, 1071, 1345, 3018.

REVENUE

The ancient Indian political thinkers fully realised, the

I
;.

importance of sound finances as an absolute necessity for a stable I
and prosperous state*

Ko&a is included by them in the list of

j

seven constituent limbs of the state.1
In Kashmir under the Loharas when King Ananta abdicated in
favour of his son and proceeded to Vijayaksetra, the local brahmanas are said by Kalhapa to have approached him saying:

"How is

it right that you should have started leaving behind your treasures,
when you desire to enjoy comfort after leaving your son - who
would concern himself with a man who has no treasure (Kosa) ,
though his abilities may be raised to the highest pitch (dhara) though his descent (vafa&a) may be noble and his character pure, or
who should touch a sword which is without a scabbard (kosa) though
there is strength in its blade (dhara) though its hilt (vaihsa) is
good and though it is spotless ( gsuciman)

On this exhortation

Ananta took away all his treasures with him.2

Though this verse,

with its double meanings, appears to be the work of Kalhana himself,
it shows that, if the treasury was so important to the out-going
i-

Arthasastra. VIII, 1.
Manu. II, 294.
Visnu III, 355.
Kara. XIII, 33-34.
Ya.jh. 1, 3n-"W
N ltivaXya.

2.

ff*

Sukra. Ch. IV, sec. II.
Rajat. vil, 372-44.
A

king, how much more necessary would it be thought for the ruling
one.

Later we find King Kalasa telling his son Harga:

nI keep

the treasures because I bear in mind that a king without means

•

falls under the will of his own people as well as of his enemies*"

1

It is thus quite clear that in Kashmir, as elsewhere in India,
large reserves of wealth were thought absolutely essential for the
welfare and defence

of the State.

To maintain a full treasury, absolutely necessary to a
healthy state, some

form of taxation existed from the earliest

in India*

reasons have been set forth in ancient Indian

Several

texts in justification of taxation by the king.

times

The early law

giver Gautama lays down that the taxes are to be paid in return for
2
the protection given by the king.
According to harada the royal revenue is the reward of a
king for the protection of his subjects.

The king has thus the

right of taxation, but he should not impose it oppressively, other
wise he would destroy the tree which gives golden apples.

Regard

ing this Kamandaka advises the king to follow the principle of a
florist or a milkman.

"Just as cows are at one time to be tended

and nourished and at other times to be milked, so are the subjects
to be helped at one time with provisions and money, and at other
times to
1.

Ra.iat. VII, 645.

2.

Gaut. X. 2b. cf, Manu. VII, 126.

3.

flarada. XVIII, 4b.

;

be taxed.

Again a florist both tends ana sprinkles water on his

plants and cuts flowers from them."1
But in the case of rich royal officials, who have gained
enormous wealth by some foul means, Kamandaka advises the king
differently.

In such cases a monarch should bleed freely his

subordinates swelling with unlawful wealth, like a surgeon bleeding
a swelling abcess.

Thus stripped of their unlawful gains, they
2
stand by their Sovereign like men standing by fire.
The importance of regular revenue from /taxation was recog

nised by the Kashmir kings.

The internal administration, the

struggle against the pamaras, and foreign expeditions, ail needed
money.

How. far these kings adhered to just principles of taxation

is a point which requires analysis.

King «Jayapi$afs cupidity was

excited by the greedy officers of finance, who exhorted him to give
up his strenuous expeditions for conquest and riches, and to get
the latter from his own subjects.
oppressions,.

3

Thus started his harsh fiscal

In fact, however, the officials (ka.yasthas) became

rich by carrying away the wealth of the people and delivering only
the smallest fraction to the king,^

King ^a&karavarman (ob3-902),

losing all his treasures through the distractions to which he
abandoned himself, skilfully planned to appropriate the wealth of
gods and others.

He established two new revenue;, off ices called

1.

K a m . V, 84.

2.

Ibid. V,

5*

Ra.iat. IV, 621-23.

4*

Raiat. IV, 629.

Attapatibhaga (the department of the Lord of the Market)' and
Grhakrtya (Domestic affairs) .

He took from the temples the pro

fits arising from the sale of incense, sandalwood, etc., resumed
the villages which belonged to them, reduced the weights when
giving the annual allowance of commodities to the temple corpora
tions, introduced the system of forced carriage of loads, and fined,
the defaulters very heavily.

1

He also levied special contributions

for the pay of the village clerks (Gramakayasthas) and Skandakas
as well as other land taxes.

Kalhapa, through this king*5 son

Gopalavarman, tells us that "at the instigation of the officials
(Kayasthas) breathing was the only function which remained free for
men".
While a full treasury was an absolute necessity, extortion
and avarice on the part of the king were much disapproved of in
Hindu Political thought.

Kalhana shows that he fully shares these

views when he discusses Gopalavarman*s reign.

"fhe splendour of a

1*

ga.iat. V, 165-174.

2.

Skandaka.
As already pointed out by Stein the meaning of the
term skandaka is doubtful.
He suggests that it may perhaps
mean the 1village headman* , the modern Muqaddam or Lambardar,
who, as the person directly responsible for the payment of the
revenue, has since old days been an important factor in rural
administration.
fhe proper spelling he suggests as Skandhaka.
The term occurs in the Samayamatrka as ?skandaka d&nakale.
Stein. Ra;jat. tr. V, 175 note;
Lawrence Valley, p.447.
Ra.iat. V. Ib4.

Sam M a t . VI, 15.

ruler who practises avarice causes no pleasure (as little as that)
of a flower out of season, which does not promise fruit.

As the

cloud destroys the lustre, duration and splendour of a winter day,
so does avarice that of the icing.

The kinsmen of a king who shuns

enterprises from fear of their expense, become, seditions.

j^o

servants would show devotion to him who is too faint minded to
reward their services.

His own people will always attempt the

life of (that king) who accumulates riches.

What evil is there

which avarice (acting) like an enemy does not qpiekly bring upon a
king?*1

During Gopalavarman^ reign, Pra'bhakaradeva became the

Superintendent of treasury (Kosadhyaksa) and plundered the riches.

p

King Samgramaraja (1003-1028) is'himself stated to have
admitted that his wealth had not been acquired by lawful means.^
King Kalasa (1063-89) recovered the riches accumulated by the
pamara Jayyaka after the latter1s death which, Kalhana tells us,
though with apparent exaggeration, sufficed to relieve the king for
his whole life from money troubles.^-

Also in many other ways

riches of various kinds plentifully reached this king.

Kalhana

much praises the skill of King Kalasa in keeping an account of his
wealth like a merchant who was careful to spend it in the right way
ana yet had ever an open hand.

The king himself watched over the

present and future income and expenditure and kept always by his
1.

Ra.iat.V, 173-191.

2.

Ra.iat.V, 228-232.

3.

Ra.iat.711, 110, 122.

4.

Raj.at. 711, 494 if.

side birch-bark l bhur.ia) and. chalk like a clerk.^
Thus it is evident that Kalhana admires the king who looks
into finances himself an$Whose motive in doing so is the protection
of the people and the promotion of prc^ercty.

A king is good if

he looks after his wealth c a r ef ul l y and does not waste public funds
over his own enjoyments.

If he guards his treasures carefully,

spends them properly, and has an open hand for gifts and endowments
it stands to his credit.
In one place, however, Kalhana ridicules kings who look too
2
closely into their financial affairs like clerks.
He despises
Utkarsa for daily inspecting the hoards of the treasury to weigh
them.

The king, we are told, was avaricious and did either

what cost nothing, or pondered over the cost.

Kalhana wants his

kings to be of generous, mind and open hand, not miserly like the
priests (Srotriya).^
The greatest culprit among the extortionate kings of
Kashmir was Harsa, who took away the wealth of the temples.

So

great was his spoliation of temples that he appointed Udayaraja as
the prefect for the overthrow, of divine images (Devotpatananayaka) ,^
He took away the wealth of the Bhimakesava temple and plannec^o
loot the riches of the other wealthy temples so that the local
1.

Raj at. VII, 50 6-1509.

2.

Rajat. IV, 349-52.

5.

Ra.iat. VII, 756-59.

4*

Raj at * VII, 10 91 *

purohita corporations induced him by a solemn fast (pra.ya) to
grant them in compensation exemption from the forced carriage
loads (rudhabharodhi) . '

d

f

Not satisfied with the treasures of his

father and grandfather and all the wealth secured through the con
fiscation of temple riches, he endeavoured to secure more wealth by
oppressing the householders.

New officers were appointed for such

exactions and the new imposts were

2

named after them.

The ling

went to such an extent as to appoint a prefect (nayaka) for night
soil used as manure.

3

Persons who secured ample revenue were

exalted to high positions.

Thus, Sahelaka became the Mahalfctama .^

King Sussala’s minister Gauraka deprived royal servants of
their livings by dismissing them from various state offices and
thus filled the king’s treasury*

ICalhapa tells^is that the sordid

gains put into the treasury which was formerly quite pure, des
troyed the previous wealth in the same way as the new snow destroys
the old snow;.

The king daily accumulated fresh treasures and sent
5
all his riches to the Lohara castle.
During the reign of King
Jayasimha Citraratha accumulated wealth by oppressing the subjects.
King Uccala, the successor o±' Harsa, on the other hand, is
!•

Ra.iat. VII, 10t>5-90.

2.

Rajat. VII, 1100-1101.

3.

4’-

RS.iat.VII, 1102—1106.

5.
6.

Rajat- VIII, 563-567, 1949, 1951- 61.
Ra.iat.VIII, 20 43.

b.

gee

Rajat. VII, 1107.
Supra. p.. v'-e,tc r .

all
said to have loved his subjects and showed indifference to
1
greed.
Kings must have drawn considerable income from Kheri, or
the crown lands. An official charge named Kherikarya is frequent
ly mentioned in the Ba.jatarangip i . The royal official placed in
charge of these crown lands must have held a Very important
status, as is evident from various references to this office
p
along with high ministerial charges in the state:
^he Bhaga may be taken to be king's customary share of the
produce levied on the ordinary revenue paying lands. Payment of
the land revenue in kind may be traced among the Hindu states of
Northern India down to the recent times.^
In its technical sense as the designation of a specific tax
on land ( as distinguished from the more general sense in which
it is identified with Bali and Kara ) it pccurs in two Ar$ha£asfrr
passages. At one place^Irthasastra mentions Bhaga with Bali,
Kara, etc., under the heading of ragrtraf while in another refer
ence it includes gaflaliiaga with Bali, Kara, etc., under the
same general heading: Prom these two references Ghoshal concludes
that Bha&a undoubtedly means the king's customary share of the rr
produce, normally though not universally, amounting to one-sixth.
1. Ba.jat. VIII. 48, 64, 60-65.
2. see infra pp
3. U .N * Ghoshal.

H indu Revenue Bystem p . 34.
Ksirasvamin commenting on Amara, while quoting
Arthasg.stra text defines Bhaga as one-sixth and

4. Arthasastra
5- Ibid.

ljL*e ^ 3^ at>le to tjie

II.

6.

ksTra on

.w w

<2JX

The Smr^is do not lay down any -uniform rate of taxation,
the percentage that they recommend varies from eight to thmrtythree.1

Ivlanu had perhaps different types of land in view when

recommending a sixth, eighth or twelfth part of the produce as
p
revenue.

Ordinarily, however,

the Hindu theorists recommended

one-sixth as the Xing's share of the produce.

During the reign of king Ananta (10 28-63) one Ksema, a barbe:
filled the Xing1s treasury, securing revenue hy the impost of
one-twelfth (dvadasabhaga) and other means,^

We cannot say with

precision whether Kalhapa meant by this expression the actual

revenue charged by the Kashmir kings or whether it was an additio]

al impost introduced by Ksema, over and above the one-sixth tradi
tional share allowed to the Xing for the protection that he gave
to his subjects. We have already seen that the Pad&gra office
was concerned with revenue and it was Kgema who first organised
itf Anand Kaul, on the authority of Mullah Ahmad*s translation
of the R atnakarapurana

tells us that a very early king Vai£&-

ditya built near modern <*agribal two Vaults. In one of these the
revenue of Kamraj (ancient K ramarajya)

Manu. VIII. 130;
2. Manu. VII. 130.
3* Rajat. VII. 130.
4. supra. pj>

division was to be deposi

Gaut . X, 24-27; Artha^Sstra. V.2.

ted and in another that o.t Mar&j (ancient Mapavarajya) to the
1

value of one-tentn of the produce, even the king paid one-tenth.
Lawrence in his*Valley of Kashmir* tells us that in early Hindu
period the state was contented with one-sixth of the produce of

2

the soil. . He does not, however, give his authority

for this

statement, which is probably eased only on the general tradition
of Hindu India. It would seem that in fact the land tax was ox
varying proportion. Though the state mayihave usually charged
one-sixth, the traditional revenue allowed oy the Smrtis, it
evidently varied cosideraoiy during the reigns of certain kings.
There does not seem to have been a permanent settlement of the
land revenue, and there are instances of kings having charged
various rates and Various new imposts at their own will.
1. Anand Kaul.

J.R.A.S.B.

Vol. IX. p.200.

The name of Vaipaditya does not occur in the HEjatarafiginl.
Pt. Anand Kaul has quoted Hasan, a historian of Kashmir who
wrote in Persian. Hasan has stated that Zain-ul-Abidin whot
reigned in Kashmir from 1423-1474, got a translation of the
R ajatarahgipi done in Persian oy Mullah Ahmad who was poet
laureate of his court. For this purpose Zain-ul-Abid£n made a
search for Puranas and Tarahginis of ancient writers. The name*
of more than fifteen different

a tarahginis were then known.

Sikandar had destroyed all works. With great efforts, only tne
Ra 3atarangini of Kalhana, Kgemendra,Wachhulakar and Padmamihirs
were obtained. Ksemendra* s being replete with inaccuracies,

v '':

’ translation was completed from other texts. A few years later
birch-bark leaves of old Rajatarahginl written by Pt. Ratn&xars

called Ratnakara Pur ana was obtained and account of 35? lost kih
kings and other facts were recorded in Mullah Ahmad’s transla%:
tion of tne Rajatarahgipl
2. Lawrence Valley, pp. 402-403.

JProm a certain verse in the,Raj atarahgini we imow that,
as in the rest ox India, the xand-tax in Kashmir was usually
paid in Kina, King Ucoala sold m s pwn grain at cheaper prices,

;

irom tenner care lor tne people and tnus stoppea a iamine at its
very rise."**

She land revenue was till quite recently paid in

Kina in Kashmir and our passage clearly shows tnat tnis was the
case in Hindu times also and tne system afforded the means of
meeting the famines arising from occasional cad harvests. Anand
Kaul tells us that King Vaipaditya (A.D. 4i,4“ 521) issued an
edict that the villagers should themselves come at the end of
the year and should deliver the tenth part of their produce
into their respective vaults and hence the number of the revenue
collecting staff was reduced.Sometimes even salaries were dis
bursed in Kind,
Ghoshal while discussing the term Kara as a source of
revenue takes it as a general tax levied periodically.^'

Ihe

other interpretations offered by modern writers, viz., 'taxes
paid in money', 'taxes or subsidies paid by vassal Kings and
others', 'taxes levied upon fruit trees' —

he taKes as lacking

authentication.
1. Hajat. VIII. 65.
2. Lawrence. Valley, p.40 3*
3. Anand Kaul, J.R.A.S.B. Vol. IK. p.200.
4. U.K.Ghoshal. H indu Revenue System, p. 36.
5. the first two interpretations are offered by Skamashastry
and the third by Gaut. The Arthasastra, moreover, Knows of the
use of kara in, the sense of a tax in general.

I I t)

In the Ra.iatarahginI the term kara occurs in the sense of
tribute, and taxes or subsidies paid by vassal kings. ( King
Kalasa (1063-89) bestowed upon Jinduraja the chief command of the
1
army and forced Rajapuri and other regions to pay tribute (kara) .
During Harsafs reign Kandarpa, the lord of the Gate, took tribute
(kara) from the king of Rajapuri*

Thus the term Kara here falls

in with Shamashastry*s interpretation as 1tax or subsidies paid by
vassal kings and others* .

After defeating Mallarjuna who was

installed as king at Lohara, dayasiiha made him pay the tribute

Ckara) .5
Another important fiscal term is sulka (toll or customs).
This is mentioned in the Amarakosa^ and in several epigraphic
sources.

In the Ra.iatarahgini and in the Samayamatrka of

Ksemendra we find the mention oi'fchis source of revenue.

That

this formed a lucrative source of income for the treasury is
evident from the fact that Sussala, when he attacked Srinagara
during the reign of King Harsa, "defeated the Commandant Manikya
of the Watch Station (Dranga where tolls were collected) of
Surapura and obtained ample means which enabled him to display
wonderful affluence during the whole of his enterprise".^

During

the reign of King Jayasiraha Mallakosjha, the paraara Chief of Lohara,
1-

Ba.iat. VII, 265-67.

3.

Ba.ia t . VII, 991.
Rah a t . VIII, 1970.

ft•

Amara. 8, 28, p .181.

5*

Rajat. VII, 1352-55.

became so powerful that he imprisoned the officials, collected
the customs at the Watch-Station (Dranga) and had his own name
stamped in red lead on the wares as if he were the king,^

This

passage is of interest because it shows that the articles on which
customs had been paid were marked in red lead with the king's seal.
In Ksemendra's Samayamatrka we find the heroine Kahlcali crossing
the customs posts (£ulkasthana) and avoiding the customs duties by

rendering the customs officer C flaulkika) unconscious by means of
2
some wild narcotic flowers or herbs.
As regards the charges on
•SUve,
ferries we do not^any specific reference to show whether they were ,
paid to the State or were charged by the private owners of boats.
During the reign o^King Uccala., we find reference to the fictitious,
account of a fraudulent merchant who wished to appropriate to
himself a large sum deposited with him by another man.

In the

course of this statement is mentioned an item relating to the pay
ment of six hundred (dlnaras) taken away by the depositor for
tolls in crossing the ferry.

'A

King Jayasimiaa placed the wood-supplies C darunhmakar&h) ,
"**
“"7the revenue from which benefited the royal treasury, at the free
disposal of the citizens, and thereby got the whole city built
anew.

Thus the income from the forest wealth must have forme cl at

that time, as it does even at present, a considerable revenue for
M A & l * VIII, 2010, ex. Arthasastra. II, 21.
Bam. M a t . II, 102.
3.

Ra.iat. VIII, 136.

3ai. ;-t, : : v U 2 /

the State treasury."**

Though it is not stated anywhere in our

sources, the right to catching fish must have been controlled by
the government, who must-have charged some revenue from those to
whom it was leased.

2

Fines on those sentenced in the Courts normally formed
another source of the royal income in Hindu India.

We have few

specific references to these in Kashmir, but we are told that King
Jayasimha did not take money-from minor criminals whom he punished,
for fear of being defiled by its touch, but made them exculpate
themselves by performing some'pious work.
/

The property and wealth of persons dying without heirs
seem to have escheated to the state, as in other parts of India.
Thus King Kalasa recovered the riches accumulated by the pamara
Jayyaka after the latter's death .^
Btate ownership of mines is suggested by the story of the
copper mine founflby King Jayaplcla in Madavarajya.
*
^
/
Medhatithi tells us that saffron, silk and wool were state
monopoly.

They must, therefore, have been a lucrative source of

income to the State.
y
Kalhana also refers to taxes on auspicious occasions.
1.
2.

3.
5.

Ra.iat. VIII, 2390.

’

ex. Lawrence. Valley, p..157.
The average amount realised by
the State for the years 1&93-95 was Rs.2,000.
Government
controlled fisheries at Accabal rear the best variety of trout
in the Valley.
Raj a t . VIII, 65,<h533&,

4. cf. Brhas. Bar a da III, I6?bl&*
^
7

Medhatithis on M a n u . VIII, 399.
fto-Kt, v »i.

3DZ

Forced labour { rudnabJiarodihi known as Visti in the rest
1
oi India) formed an important indirect source 01 revenue to the
state. King Samkaravarman tor the lirst time introduced this
system of forced labour, which Kalhana aptly calls the harDinger
of misery to the villagers. An interesting sidelight is t h r o w n ^
upon the method oi its exaction by the statement that the tyrant
lined the villagers railing to carry loads tor one year, at the
value oi the load calculated according to the highest prices in
the regions concerned;and that he lined in the same way ail the
villagers without any fault of theirs. Kalhana states forced La

2
labour to be oi thirteen Kinds.

,

Reference to this burden is lound later on; when in the
reign of Harsa a certain temple was plundered, the members oi
the Purohita corporation requested him to exempt them from
forced laoour ( rudhibixarodhi) ? Making the brahmanas carry loads
seems strange^ 'though we may be led to believe it in view oi the

fact that king Harsa plundered the temples and defiled the images,
The forced carriage oi load and its thirteen kinds as introduced
by iSamkaravarman would suggest that it was not always necessarily
the actual carriage oi loads but may be commuted by some pay
ment in cash or kind. Harsa might have imposed it even on brah
manas who it is said on the plunder of their temples requested
Artnasastra. II, 35
2 * Ba.iat . V . 1/2-74. cl. Arthasastra I I , 7 ,15; X ,4*
3 * Ra.jat. V I 1 , 1088. supra pp %

}*

the king £57 exempt them from this burden. The system continued
with its oppression during the reign 0$ king Jayasi&ha also.

1

It must have continued during the Afghan and the Mughal rule
in all its rigours, ror as late as the nineteenth century,
Lawrence recorded his opinion that nothing had done more to
ruin Kashmir than the corrupt and cruel manipulation of the
2
corvee.
The state revenue may not have sufficed to allow the kings
to undertake expeditions and wage wars.We find that one oi king
Kalasa1s officers named Jayananda, wishing to collect foot
soldiers, raised eagerly loans from rich people even if they
were disreputable.

This reminds one of the billeting of soldiers

upon private houses and imposition of forced loans and benevolen
ces during the rule of Tudors and Stuarts in England. Sukranl-ti,
however, definitely states that, when the king is engaged in
maintaining troops for destroying his enemy, he may increase the
rate of fines and tolls and may seize the wealth of rich people
after giving them an allowance for subsistence, but he must
4
return the same with interest after he has overcome his danger.
Ra.iat, VIII. 2513.
2, Lawrence. Valley, p. 411
3* Rajat. VII, 367, cf, ftantiparVan CXIX,23-24.
since the ksatriya is the destroyer as well as the pref*
server of the people, he should take away wealth from them when
he is engaged in the task of protection.
4* Sukra. ch. IV, Section 2, IB if.

The word vyava.ha.ra is used in several senses in the
stfbras and smrtis.^
One of its meanings is ’transactioh* or
2
'5
'dealing1*
It also means ’dispute1 or ’law-suit’.
Kautilya
uses the word vyavahara in the sense of an agreement,^
sense is the legal capacity to enter into transaction.

A third
A

6

fourth, hut a rare, sense is ’the means of deciding a matter’.

In legal literature the word vyavahara has generally the
meaning of ’law-suit’, ’dispute in a court’ or ’legal procedure’.^
The word vivada which means ’dispute’ is often.used as a synonym
^or vyavahara in the sense of law-suit or legal procedure or both.

But lawyers tend to confine vivada to the substantive legal issue.’
being litigated, reserving vyavahara for procedural issues.
In the Ra ja tarah g ini the term vyavahara is used in the
sense of legal administration and also, in particular,

contrac

tual rights, and the word vivada repeatedly occurs in the sense
1.

P,V, Kane.

Hist, of Ph. Sh.- Ill, p. 245.

3.

Udyogaparva 30, 37. flp PH. Su. II, 7,16,17:
I, 6, 20, 11, 16,
Santiparv a . 69, 28. Kulluka on ivlanu VIII. I, Vasis, 16,3.
Sukra IV, 5.5
Yaj II, 1: Karada 1 , 1 .

4.

ArthafiSstra I I , 1, pp147-8.

5•

Oaut. X, 48. raksed raja balanam dhananyapraptavyavaharanam,

6.

Oaut. XI. 19. tasya vyavaharo vedo dharma^astrEnyahgani.

7‘

Hist, of D h , Sh. Vol. Ill, p.246.

_ 1

Karada I. 5. vivada
meaning ’law-suit’.

Z*l
of a law-suit.

■■

1

The term vyavaharap ada means theoretical topic or
subject matter of litigation or dispute. . Prom very ancient
times eighteen vyavaharapadas have been enumerated - classifying
most of the possible disputes into eighteen convenient heads*

2

The Kashmir kings, no doubt, followed the ancient Indian smrti
tradition, but we do not find any reference to the term
vy avaha rap a da in the fRa jatara.hgini , ,in Ksemendra’s hokapraka^a ,
or any other source,

There is a verse in the Rsijatarafcgini

stating that king Jaiauka, by establishing eighteen offices
(karmasthanas) in accordance with traditional usage, created a
condition of things as it was under Yudhisthira.

Having the

general agreement between R!jatarahgini and lanusmrti in view '
Troyer has taken this mention of eighteen 'karmasthanas as
implying eighteen vyavaharapadas or the eighteen subjects of
dispute or litigation.^

There is, no doubt,a general agreement

between the Rajatarahginl and the Manusmrti, but as rightly
pointed out by Jolly"*these eighteen offices (karmasthanas)
evidently correspond to the eighteen tlr.thas or state offices
mentioned in the M ahabharata^, and not the eighteen vyavaharapadas
as erroneously stated by Troyer.
^ * Ra.jat VIII, 123, .129-30, 158,
Stein translatesvivada
as
’the court’ while actually ’law-suit’would be/theappropriate
translation.
2.
5•
4.

P.V, Kane,

Hist, of Ph. Sh. Vol. Ill, p.248.

J. I > 120 .
Troyer. Raj at tr. Vol. II, p£484-504.

5. J . Jolly. Weber Festgabe, p .84.
6. Ibid vide M. Bh. II V. 38.

In Hindu India the Xd5Ji§ king1s court of justice was
1
2
variously called dharmasthana' , dharmasana

3
or.dharmadhikarana .

Katyayana says that the place where the decision of the truth of
the plaint is reached by the consideration of the rules of the
sacred laws is called dharmadhikarapa (the hall of justice).^’
Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti employ the word dharmasana.

In the

Hajatarahgini Kalhana uses the words sabha and dharmasana for the
king’s court of justice.^

Prom the words.dharmadhikaranadivira,

asthanadivira and a dhi kar ana dv i ja s used by Ksemendra, we;, assume
that the courts of justice were also known as dharmadhikaran a ,
7
adhikarana and asthan a .
Reference to the king’s court of justice shows that in
ancient India justice was primarily dispensed by the king.
was an original court as well as an appellate tribunal.^

He
Smrtis

and digests generally assume that the king cannot always dispense
justice by himself alone, but must do so with the help and
guidance of others - that is, he should be assisted by learned
VOL.

brahmanas and ministers proficient in statecraft.
Sahkhalikhita .
2. Harada. I 34.

Qioted in the M i s t , o f Ph. Sh. Kane. Vol. Ill
p.243.
Mamx VIII. 23-

3. &ukra . IV 5. 46.
Katyayana.

Katyana adds

V_. Clntamani , p. 413 ( Sabha & K arapa)
Bukra IV 5. 44.

5* Shakunta l a . V.^fl'Hara. 1.
6. Rajat VI, 28, 60.
7-

K .. M a l a . verses 112 ff.

8.

P.V. Kane. Hist, of Ph. Sh. Vol. Ill, p.268.
Sukra IV, 3. 8.
AnusSsana 6. 38, ch. 70*

Manu VIII, 128

n??
that a king who examines disputes in the presence of the judge,
the ministers, the learned brahmanas, the purohita and the
sabhyas (courtiers) attains heaven.

1

The kings of Kashmir acted

in keeping with these injunctions of the Smrti texts.

They

dispensed justice openly in the courts in the presence of the
judges (stheyas) and Sahhyas.

Kalhana, while writing about the

reflections of Matrgupta on king. Vikramaditya's court, says:
"In the court of this king there is no confidant (apta)

whose

merits are falsely renowned, no minister who loves quarrels, no
3
judge who would decide cases wrongly or untruthfully",
We have several cases in the Rat jatarafxgint where the
king personally heard the app'eals of the plaintiffs.

King

Uccala was able to remove the doubt in a law-suit between a
merchant and a litigant which had eluded the comprehension of
1*

Katyayana. 55-56.

quoted in V. mat. p.278, YE j . II. 2.

2*

Sukra. tr. Sarkar, p.55. note.
Ipta is a technical term in Hindu philosophy denoting the
persons who by their spiritual strength as well as gifts of
intellect have attained a position in which they can directly
visualize the highest truths of the universe^ who are in fact
rsis, capable of ’seeing' even in spite of spatial or temporal
obstruction.
Their knowledge may thus be regarded as
'revealed'. . It does not come through observation or inference^
as that of ordinary men.
Iptavakya means the words of those
who may be trusted as infallible authorities because of their
character and attainments,

5*

Raj at III, 139.

M ithyakhyltaguno napto namatyah kalahapjLyab
asatyasl m dhajr stheyo vsi naethanesya mahipateh

Stein wrongly translates this as:
"In the council of this
king there is no confidant of false merits, no minister who
loves quarrels, breaks his promises'or robs."
The term g the yet;
is often used by Kalhana for ’a judge1.
In V. 203 and Y I I , 681, 1389, Ipta is again used in the sense
of a confidant.

the judges.

•1
The case ran as follows;-

A certain man deposited a lakh of money ( dlnnars) in the
house of a merchant, who acted as his hanker.

From time to time

/

he/took from the latter sums of money to use for his expenditure.
When twenty or thirty years had passed he asked the merchant for
the amount that remained after deducting what he had drawn from
time to time.

The wicked merchant, who was intent upon

embezzling the deposit (nyasa) ~, deceitfully delayed it under
various pretexts.

When all his pretexts were exhausted he

showed a long list of articles noted in the account book which
had been bought by the litigant on credit, and had thus turned his
account from credit (sreyas) into debit (asreyas), and so he
demanded the capital along with interest.

The depositor sued

the merchant in the court, but could not get the better of him,
nor could the judges help him out of his difficulty.

Ultimately

the matter went before the king, who decided in favour of the
plaintiff, basing his decision on the evidence of the existence
of the coins of his own time in the deposit while it had been
handed to the merchant during King Kalasa1s time, from which it
followed that the merchant had been using the deposited

2.
3.

Bid®-! VIII, 123-158. quoted in Kane. Hist, of ph. Sh. Vol. III.
• p .457-8.
A verse quoted by Ksirasvamin on Arnara defines Nyasa as an
open deposit,
U a r . p.9. note 1.
Nyasa ( cqmmon deposit)
cf. Maim, VIII. 181.

amount for his personal needs.

therefore, if the plaintiff had

to pay to the merchant interest on what he had taken from the
latter, the merchant

also was bound to pay interest on the

deposited lakh as if

he had taken it on loan.

In view of the

evidence the king's decision was exactly in keeping with the
smrtis.
Referring to
clearly indicate two

this deposit Stein writes;

"The law books

different kinds of deposits, open or closed

(e.g. Manus,mrti VIII, 185).

The case shows that the deposit was

a closed one and that the merchant who acted as a banker was not
supposed to use the money for his personal transactions.

The

king's decision is based on the evidence furnished by the new
coins, which showed that the merchant treated the deposit as an
open one.

Having used the amount deposited for trade purposes,

the merchant was bound to pay interest for it just as if he had
taken the money on loan.

In the same way the depositor was

obliged to pay interest on the advances he had drawn from the
1
merchant.11
The term used by Kalhana for deposit is uyasa which,
p
according to the Smrtis, means an open deposit.
According to
one authority Nyasa is the Sanskrit equivalent for bailment,
Bailment is a technical term of the common law of England and
1.

Stein.

Rajat tr. VIII, 123 note.

2*

Raj at VIII, 126;

Kara da p. 9 note n

'1 ■

means, in the words of Justice Storey, a delivery of a thing in
trust for some special object or purpose and upon a contract
expressed or implied to conform to the object or purpose of the
trust.^
It is specifically stated by Narada that in whatever
manner a man may have delivered any of his effects to another,
in the sa.me manner shall that, article be restored to him,
2
Delivery and receipt ought to be equal.
Manu corroborates this
when he says.,:

"In whatever manner a person shall deposit any

thing in the hands of another, in the same manner ought the same
thing to be received back (by the owner);
so must be) the redelivery.

as the delivery (was,

Yajnavalkya prescribes:

"The

article deposited mudt be returned in the same condition in which
it was handed o v e r . T h u s

the Smrti law holds that all types

of deposits, whether sealed or open, should be returned on demand
in the same condition as deposited.

The bailment is gratuitous

and it does not give^the bailee any right to make use of the
article bailed.

Thus it is also stated that if the bailee

derives profit from a deposit, by using it without the consent
of the depositor, he shall be punished likewise, and shall
1.

Mat i/lal;fias . The H indu Law of Bailment, p. 69.
Narada 'n, 3.

3.

Manu VIII, 180.

4.

Yaj II, 65.

5.

Mati Lai Das.
cf. Visnu 5

Hindu Law of Bailment, p.115.
169-7-0.

z n

restore the profit, together with interest, to the depositor.1
Mann, says:

"He who does not restore his deposit to the depositor

2
at request may he tried hy the judge".
The verse quoted hy Stein

- Manu VIII, 185 - mentions

two types of deposits, hut it does not lay down any rules re
garding the return of the deposits in general.

It only tells

that the- open or sealed’deposit should not he returned to a new
relative,
The original hasis for the king1s decision as it appears
from the merit of the case, was not that the sealed deposit had
been treated, as an open one hy the merchant hut that the merchant
who acted as the hanker was not authorized to use it without the
X^ermission of the depositor.

The merchant with whom the money

was deposited was guilty of having used it without consent, of
having delayed the return of the deposit, which according to law,
he should have done on demand, and lastly of showing falsely that
purchases had been made from time/to time on credit hy the
depositor and his family.
The deposit..is stated to have contained 100,000 dinnaras
from which the depositor took some money from time to time;
suggests that the amount was known to the bailee.

this

The king

appears to have decided the case according to the letter of the
1.

tiara da II, 8.

2*

Manu . VIII. 181-8.
cf. tiara da II, 15;
Jolly. Pecht und Sitte. pp.102 ff.

5.

Supra. p .

Brhas XII. 9.

letter of the law as in the Smrti literature quoted above.
•

In

J-

this case the merchant does not appear to have been a regular
banker like those of modern times, otherwise there would not
have been any insistence on the return o^the identical coins
deposited.

The last important point to consider in this case

is that if the question had been only of sealed and open deposit,
the 'Case would have been simple enough and should not have
eluded the comprehension of the judges.

Moreover, there is no

allusion to seals having been examined by the judges.

The

contents and quality of the deposit was openly known.
King Uccala's personal view about justice was that "in a
law-suit a merciful order is appropriates in the case of a
person who has been under a mistaken notion.

But
p
to be used against him who had employed fraud",
King Harsa is said to have installed

severity

great bells

ought

in all

the four directions of the palace gate (siMiadvara), to be
informed by their sound of those who had come with the desire
of making representations;

and, when once he had heard of their

plaints, "he fulfilled their desires (as quickly) as the cloud in
*

/
^
the rainy season (fulfils) that o^the cataka bird"."’

Thus,

though we do not meet with any’accounts of specific legal cases
during king Harsa’s time, it is clear that he took special
1.

The case gives an interesting reference to the prevalence of
the system of credit in matters of ordinary daily purchases
which exist* even at present in many parts of India.
Rajat. VIII, 158.

3-

cf. Manu VIII, 189-92; Bar. V. 6;
Brhas. XII, 10-13.
• VII.
^ c f . South Ind. Ins. II. p. 311 note 3.
The Hells were K
jrnfr ovduced as a result of South Indian contacts
,

interest in the administration of justice and the redress of the
grievances of the people,at least in the earlier part of his
reign.
The earlier king Yasaskara (A.B. 939-948), heard the
case of a certain brahmana even after he had finished, with the
1
business for the day and was in his dining hall.
His justice
was so much appreciated that he became a model for the line of
succeeding kings and he was looked on in much the same way as
Solomon by the Jews and Christians,

During his time a fraudulent

purchaser by means of a heavy bribe of one thousand dlnnaras
induced the official scribe (adhikaranalekhaka) to include a well
in the sale of a house (kup as ah it sun) , while actualljr the owner
had sold it excluding the well (kup a ra b itail) .
house lodged a plaint against the purchaser.

The seller of the
When the case was

brought before the judges they decided it in favour of the defen
dant.

Ultimately the plaintiff appealed to the king.

While all

the councillors ( sabhyas) were thoroughly convinced of the
correctness of the previous judgment, the king realised that
fraud had taken place.

On reading the deed of sale, without

letting the court know, he called on the defendant’s accountant
to produce the account book of the year in which the deed had been
executed and, there finding ten hundred dinnaras as the fee paid
to the official recorder, he knew for certain that the merchant
7*

BlUiii* 71, 25-41.

also mentioned in the Hist, of Dh. Sh.
Vol., Ill, p' 49 4.
In India^ as contrasted with England, it was usual to grant
a plot of land either with or without its amenities such as
wells, trees., rocks and buried treasure, etc.

23c
had got him to write sa for a ra in the phrase huparahitarn in
the deed.

Confirming the truth from the official recorder, the

king granted the house to the person who had originally sold it
together with the property of the man to whom it had been sold
and who had tried to defraud by tampering with the sale deed,

1

The secret manner and the pretence adopted by the king while
calling the merchant’s accountant was apparently to ensure that
no trick (phala) may be played by the defendant.
Another case recorded during the reign of this king is
the decision of a dispute between a man whose money purse had
fallen into a well and a stranger who took it out, as-to the
remuneration payable to the latter.

The story only emphasizes

the distinction between the letter and spirit of the law*^
A very interesting case is found during the reign of
king Candraplda of the Karkota dynasty.
husband died while sleeping.

A brShmana woman's

She suspected that he had been

killed by witchcraft by another brahmana who was jealous of his
learning.

The case was a doubtful one and the king was in great

difficulty over its decision.

So he told the lady:

we judges do to a man-whose guilt has not been shown,

"What shall
Wot even

Deprivation of all property and exile are recognized
penalties in Hindu law.
Yaj 1, 339. P.V, Kane III
c;f • Ya j . 11, 19:
Raj a t . VI, -42-69.

Kara da 1, 29-31. A Ki n g ’s discretion*^
personal intelligence.

another person can receive punishment if his guilt is not
established, still less a brahmana who is exempt from capital
1
punishment although guilty."
But on the lady's insistence on
redress the Icing had recourse to seeking divine judgement (divya),
and finding the footprints of brahmahatya behind the brahmana^s
footprints, he was punished accordingly.
mention the form of the punishment.

2

Kalhana does not

Ihe nature of the ordeal to

which the culprit submitted is not clearly explained by Kalhana
and is considered below.
A court of justice was (according to Brhaspati) of four
kinds - one established in a fixed place (pratisthita), such as
in a town, not fixed in one place but moving from place to place
as on a circuit (apratisthit a ) , the court of a judge appointed by
the king, who is authorized to use the hoyal seal (mudrita) and
the court in which the king himself presides (sasita or sastrita
according to Sarasvativilasa and Prasaramadhvlya) .
In hokapraka^a, a compendium of legal documents of Kashmir
ascribed to Ksemendra Vyasadasaof the eleventh century we find
the verses: ffatita cajbrat istha ca mudrita Sasita tat ha.,
caturvidha sabha p rokta sabhya^6aiva caturvidah
pratisthita pure grame calatvadapratisthita,
mudrita atyarthasamyukta, rajayulcta tu Sasita.^
1*

Raj at . IV, 82-105.

cf. Visnu V, 2~*i. Visnu prescribes that
for murdering another Brahmana the figure
of a headless corpse be impressed on his
forehead.

2.

Ibid.

3*
4.

Sarasvati Vilasa. p.58, Pras. M&dh. Ill, p.24. Vide Kane.
Lokaprakala . p.58.
* Vol. Ill, p.277.

Allowing for errors in the text,, the four kinds of the
courts mentioned here exactly accord with those of Brhasp&ti.

1

From the manner in which Ksemendra mentions all these
names of/the courts along with the post of Rajasthaniya and the
Ra.iamaha11ama.
.off ices often occurring in the Rajatarahgini , we
are induced to believe thattaueh divisions of courts were well
known in the time of Ksemendra,

The fact that we find no

mention of/the term Raj as than ly a in the later chronicles suggests
that the portion of the hokapraka^a dealing with justice is the
genuine work of Ksemendra and not a later interpolation as are
many parts of the text.
t

M a n u , Ya jhavalkya , Katyayana and i5ukra all suggest that
when owing to pressure of other weighty business the king cannot
attend to the work of administering justice, he should appoint a
learned brahmana together with three sabhyas to decide the disp
putes of the people.
The chief judge was preferably to be a
'3
learned brahmana.
He is referred to as a Rajasthaniya in the
Rajatarahgini,^

Ala&kara, who held this post in the reign of

king Jayasimha, is. once mentioned as Bahyarajasthanadhikarabhak.^
As already stated the king1s courts were usually held in the royal
Brhas noted by Apararka p.600, also' see Stein Rajat. tr. VII
601 note,
2.

Kane. Hi st, of Dh^JSh.Vol. Ill, p.271.
Manu VIII, 9-10.
Ya jn II, 3; “gukra iV, 5, 12; K a t . 63.

3.

Ma n u . VIII 9, IIjn. II, 3.

4.

Ra ja t . VIII, 181, 573, 1046, 1982, 2624.

5.

Rajat. VIII, .2557.

•

^
—

;■

palace and justice was dealt with in its outer part (b&hyali),
hence the term Blthyarajasthanadhikarabhak for Rajasthaniya.
This officer was apparently normally a brEhmana, and we find
reference to asthanadvi ja and asthanabrahmanas in the Rajatarahgini as the councillors in the royal court of justice.
Sabhya s , as already stated, constituted an important element of
the court*

On the distinction between sabyhas and brahmanas

Kane writes*.

’’The distinction is that sabhyas were appointed

by the king as judges, while brahmanas were persons who were wellversed in the dharmasastra, who could attend the Court, though not
appointed (aniyukta) , and whose opinions on difficult points of
law were respectfully received by the judges.”
The chief justice, the sabhyas, and/fche learned brahmanas
were probably elderly people, as great emphasis is laid^on this
by N&rada and the Udyogaparva.

Kalhana declares that;

not a real sabha where there are no elderly men" .^

11That is

The court in

which the chief justice presided, was the mudrita court, or the
court in which the chief judge was authorized to use the royal
seal.^

With the advent of the Lohara dynasty (1001-1149), the

Rajasthana office appears to have come into great prominence.
The term is first used with reference to the time of king Kalasa
(1063-89).

As for the officers known as Rajasthaniyamantrinah

Rajat. VII, 85-86, 1505 mentions Rsthaniya.
2.

P.V. Kane.

Hist, of Ph. Sh. Vol. Ill, p.274.

3.

Rajat. VII, 601, Kara da III, 18', udyogaparva 35, 58.
H j a t . VIII, 756.
i—

5-

S i L M - VII, 1501, VIII, 3132.

Rajagrhyas, Stein suggests that they may have been subordinate
judicial officers.

1

I) ivy a is defined as that which decides a matter ( in disp
pute) not determined by human means of proof,
or that which
decides what cannot be or is not to be decided by human means of
proof;

the general rule, as stated by YEjnavalkya, Narada,

Brhaspati, Eatyayana and Pitamaha, is that ordeals are to be
resorted to only if no human evidence (such as witnesses, docu
ments, possession) or circumstantial evidence is available.4
It is stated in Vyavahara Cintamani that ordeal may be adminis
tered in major trials only, not elsewhere.
Ya jnavalkya, Visnu and Harada and Vyavahara,cintEmapi
mention five different kinds of ordeal - by balance, fire, water,
poison and holy water (kosa)

Manu mentions only two - plunging

into water and holding fire - while 3ankhalikh.ita mentions ordeal
by balance, poison, water and holding a red hot iron.!?

Divya or

divine judgement is mentioned first in the Rajatarangini in
connection with a judicial case during the reign of king Candrapida of the Karkota dynasty.

6

On a doubtful criminal case where

death was caused by sorcery, the king had recourse to 1divine
1.

Stein.

2*

Vyavah a rarna yukha,

3•

Rajat. tr. VII, 601 note.

■ P •57 4 .
H i - II, 22; NS-rada II 29, IV 239;
• V . Cintamani. p .32.

5-

111- II, 95; Visnu IX, XIV;
Vyavaharacintamani 536-585.

6-

Rajat. IV, 82-105.

Eat. 217.

Narada IV, 252;

Manu VIII, 114.

judgement1.

But the ordeal mentioned is peculiar and is not

found in any of the Snfrti texts.

Referring to the disputes of

ascetics and sorcerers Brhaspati says:

11The king should cause

the disputes of ascetics and of persons versed in sorcery and
witchcraft to he settled by persons familiar with the three
Vedas only and not (decide them) himself for fear of rousing
their resentment” .
In the present case the king was in great doubt as to
the right decision in a case where death was suspected to have
been caused by the secret.means of sorcery.

On the persistent

demand of the widow of the dead man the king himself performed
a fast (prayopavesa) at the feet of the image of Visp.u Tribhuvanasvamin.

Being pleased with king Candrapida1s virtues Visnu

told him to throw rice flour in the courtyard of the temple,
make the brahmana circumambulate the shrine three times and, if
there were seen behind his footprints the footprints of
brahmahatya, then he was the murderev.
on during the night time.

The rite was to be carried

Eventually the guilt of the brahmana

sorcerer was proved and he was punished accordingly.

This type

of ordeal is not found elsewhere.
We cannot say with certainty whether this was a device
used by the king to intimidate the sorcerer, or by the fear of

Rajat. IV, 82-105.
Brhaspati eulogises ordeals saying that "witnesses may disagree
out of affection, anger or greed; when an ordeal is adminis
tered properly, no disagreement is possible anywhere11.
Brhas VIII, 14.
239, 252.
Brhas VIII, 4, 5 } 6.

divine justice to prevent him from using sorcery to obtain a
favourable result, as might have been thought to happen if a
normal ordeal had been employed, but it is clear from this case
that ordeal was one of the means of deciding doubtful criminal
cases where there was no other evidence available.'*'

This case

suggests that in criminal cases where there were no witnesses
and no evidence of any other kind, no room even for ordeal
(Dlvya) , it was the king who had to decide as best as he could..
.Another very common method of ordeal was-that of sa,cred
2
libation - kosapan a .

The ordeal of sacred libation is

performed by swallowing three mouthfuls of consecrated water in
which an idol has been bathed.

The defendant is declared

innocent if no misfortune (such as an illness, or fire, or-the
death of a relative or a heavy visitation by the king) befalls
him within a certain period after the trial.

haf'ada states

that the ordeal by sacred libation has been laid down by learned
men for all seasons indiscriminately.

Drinking holy water

(kosapana) was employed not only as an ordeal for proving
innocence but it was resorted to also for assuring another of
one’s friendship and allegiance.^'

The oath by sacred libation

in Kashmir had its own peculiarities, and often involved other
1.

S. Varadachariar.

The Hindu Judicial Syste m , pp.238-39.

2.

Rajat. V, 326;

5-

pracLaVI, 7; VisnuXIV, 1-5; Yajn I I , 112-13;
also quoted
in Vyavahara Cintamani p. 327 by Dr. Ludro Rochear Gent 1S50.

4*

Baja/t* VIII, 2222, 2237.

Y I , 211;

VII, 8, 492;

VIII, 280, 2091, 2222,
3006, 3095.

elements in addition to the mere drinking of holy water.

King

CakravarmapL (A.D. 935), after losing his throne, came to the
house of the Samara Samgrama at Sridhakka*when the king sought
help for recovering his throne, the Banmra made the king promise
to treat all the _pamaras with kindness after he had regained his
throne.

Thereupon the king and pamara each placed a foot on a

sheepskin sprinkled with blood, and mutually took an oath by
sacred libation (kosa) sword in hand.*

This is an oath-taking

ceremony of a type sometimes known as an Embodied Oath.

“The

largest class of oaths in the early and middle cultures, con
tinuing also into the higher, is that in which the swearer swears
by or on some object, powerful, dangerous, or sacred, or some
o
person or animal with like qualities.11
In H.W. India a coc.k is killed and, as the blood is
poured on the ground, the oath is taken over it.

The Khonds

swear on a tiger skin, praying for death from a tiger if they lie,
upon a lizard skin, whose scaliness they pray may^their lot if

forsworn, or upon an ant-hill ’that they may be reduced to powder1*
Another reference to oath by sacred libation, while the
feet of the uarties were placed on a blood-sprinkled sheep-skin,
is found in the reign of king Jayasimha (1128-49).^
1.

Riiat. V, 326.

2.

Hastings. ' Ency. Bel. & Ethics Vol. IX, p.430.

3.

T.C. Crooke II, 287; III, 313, 444.
E n c . of R e l . & Ethic s .

4-

VIII, 3006.

In order to ,

Qioted in I-Iasting’s

dispel the fears and distrust of Bhoja, the son of Salhana and
the rival claimant to the throne of Jayasimha, the KhaSakas
(Khavas) took this oath.

In all other references to the

Kosapana ceremony, it takes place before the image of a deity in
1
a shrine.
In the two references quoted above, which introduce
the blood sprinkled skin, one of the parties in the first place
is a pamara and in the second a group of Khavas.

It appears

from this that the ceremony must have been peculiar to the tribal
people of the hills and that the particular customs of the
various people were respected.

While referring to the texts

2
*
quoted by Jolly , wherein the kosa ordeal or oath is referred to
both as a means of exculpation and as a procedure calculated to
create confidence with reference to a subsequent transaction,
Stein takes Kalhanafs references to ko^aplina as illustrations of
the second use of the word - to create confidence with reference
to subsequent transactions.
Stein is broadly correct in this, but from the facts
that, as noted by Stein in Manuscript A3, a kosa is glossed as
divya and that in a verse wherein Kalhana describes the oath by
sacred libation taken by the servants of queen Stlryamatl after
the death of king Ananta, the rite is described as a div y a , it
is clear that Kosapana must also have been sometimes used as a
1.

Raiat. VIII, 2222.

2.

J . Jolly, Festga b e , 146.
Bajat.

326 note.

These cases suggest that
due regard was given to the
usages ( caritra) of the
parties concerned.

means of exculpation.
In Kalhana’s description of the unusual ordeal enforced
by Candrapida we are told that the wife of the dead brahmana
requested the king to use some very efficient ordeal against
the brahmajaa culprit because, owing to his knowledge of sorcery,
i
the administration of any ordinary ordeal would be useless.
Among these other ordeals sacred libation (ko&apana) must
surely have been included because of its very common occurrence
t

throughout the E a 3atarahgin i .
Thus the choice of the ordeal depended on the
circumstances and also the nature of the suit;

and the

personal character of the accused was particularly taken into
consideration.

C H A P T E R V.
F E U D A L I

S M

Feudalism is too wide a term to come within the bounds of
any specific definition.

As Dr, Helen Cam has remarked, the

constitutional historian has tended to find the essence of feuda
lism in the fact that ,fland holding is the source of political
power", while to the lawyer its essence has been that "status is
determined by tenure",

and to the economic historian "the cultiva-

tion of land by the exercise of rights over persons".
to Prof, P;. Struve,

i

According

"Feudalism is a regime based on the legal

recognition of the connection compulsory for both parties, between
the v a s s a l ’s service and the suzerain's grants to him.

At the

basis of this regime lies a contractjp,! but indissoluble bond
between service and land-grant, between personal obligation and

2

real r i g h t " .

Prof. M.H. Pokrovsky, a Soviet Marxist historian,

regarded

feudalism inter alia as a system of self-sufficient "natural
economy", by contrast with a moneyed "exchange economy", - as "an
rA
economy that has consumption as- its object".
According to Coulborn "Feudalism is primarily a method of
government, not an economic or a social system, though it
H istory Vol. XXV, 1940-1, p.216.
2,

P. Struve.

3*

B rief History of R u s sia. Vol. I, p*289. *

hy M« Dobb, p . 35*)

Cambridge Economic History of E u r o p e , Vol. I, p . 427

‘
l lil
obviously modifies and is modified by the social and economic
environment.

It is a method of government in which the essential

relation is not that between ruler and subject, nor state and
citizen, but between lord and vassal.

This means that the per

formance of political functions depends on personal agreements
between a limited number of individuals, and that political
authority is treated as a private possession.

Since personal

contacts are so important in feudal government, it tends to be
most effective at the local level where such contacts are easy
and frequent.

Since political power is personal rather than

institutional, there is relatively little separation of functions;
the military leader is usually an administrator and the administrator is usually a judge".
The sytem of government as it existed in Kashmir during
the period under review or earlier cannot fit in exactly with any
of the definitions given above.
There was the king, and there were his ministers, a n d
his council.

The king formulated policies and his ministers

carried them out, and there were a number of appointed officials
(ka.vasthas and niyogis) carrying on administration at a local
level.

Thus the basis of authority was not feudal,

though

ministers generally had very little separation of functions.
Military leaders usually also served as administrators such as
judges;
1.

though their power was not personal but was vested in

R. Coulborn.

Feudalism in History, pp. 4-5.

them by the monarch, who might withdraw it at will.
Moreover,

it is said that "the men who discharge political

functions in a feudal society are not necessarily aristocrats
when they first begin to gain power, but - unless the experience
is an abortive one - they soon are recognised as an aristocracy.
There are usually marked distinctions within the aristocracy;
even in the simplest feudal society there are leaders and followers
and in a highly developed feudal society,

such as that of Western

Europe, many more gradations may be found.
sionally in practice,
of ability;

actually,

In theory, and occa

the feudal aristocracy can be an aristocracy
in all feudal societies there has b e e n

a

strong, almost irresistible tendency towards heredity of function";
In Kashmi r we find that the offices were bestowed ozn
able persons whatever caste they might belong to and whatever
standard of life they might maintain.

During

the period

under

review there is no evidence of a feudal hierarchy as such.
the contrary, as already noted, there was ho marked tendency
wards heredity of functions,

On
to

though something like the hereditary

principle is found when members of the same family are put to
various offices.

2

family concerned.

This can also be due to the ability of the
One example

of the father*s office devolving

upo n the sonuiis noted with gratitude by Kalhana, when he says:
How should we praise that kindness of the king who puts in Ithe

1.

R. Coulborn.

Feudalism in H i s t o r y , p. 5*

2.

Ra n a t . VIII, 183.

place of tlie dead minister his boy son1’
In tne Sri-Kanthacar ita Alamhara is called “the best oi
9

the s a mantas'1*7 - a word which often seems to mean a Ueudal
vassal. Time and again we iina reference to Samantas, 'especialty
as respectable members of society and as feudal vassals ox tne
state. While we find also Samantas as tributary princes who
might have originally been independent neighbours and not
feudal land.lords *
Again it is said, "No static definition can be entirely
satisfactory, for feudalism, lixe any other political system,
constantly develops.To the static definition, therefore, may
be added one in dynamic terms. In those terms feudalism can
be described as a series of responses to certain hind of cha
llenge. A challenge which affected a good many societies was
that of the decay or weakening of a highly organised political
system - an empire or a relatively large kingdom. The spasms
of disintegration of such a system can sometimes produce by
way of response a series of moves toward reconstruction which
lead in a feudal direction. In such cases feudalism usually has
some tinge of legal sophistication, some relics of or tendencies
toward centralisation".^ Here again we find that the case of
Kashmir is peculiarly different. As a hill state, it is an iso
lated region "where there is not the excuse of foreign invasions
decay ox
l.RIiat.VIII, 2473.
2 Srihantha XXV, verses 40-41.
3. R .Coulborn. Op. G it. p .7

1

empire, new religions and so^ on"

to account for social change.

Looking at all these definitions we agree with Maine who
observed that the term Feudalism "has the defect of calling
attention to one set only of its characteristic incidents."
»

ti

2
t<

fhe conception of ffeudali sm1 , according to Sprott,is
extremely confused.

Common to all uses of the word is the impli

cation of an agricultural society in which there are large estates
cultivated by persons in varying degrees of servitude, and with
various obligations.

Such a state of affairs may develop out of

a tribal system as it emerges, for one cause or another, from a
relatively egalitarian regime into a different stratification in
which some members of clans become dominant over other members of
their tribe,

or of other tribes which they have conquered.

on the other hand,

It maj

come about with the collapse of a social struc

ture, when men retire from the political and urban life,

to live

1' ■Zi '

on their estates.v
"Usually, however", Siprott adds,
implies more than this.
condition of services,

It implies (1)

"the word 'feudalism*
the holding of land on

either administrative or military, and (2) a

personal relation of loyalty between vassal and lord,
these may be stressed at the expense of the other,

Eitherr

or both may be

3a
e quaily i mpo rta nt" ,^

1.

D.D. Kosambi, p . 260.

Annals of the Bh» Or. Res. I n s t . 1956.
Vol.~XXXVI parts III a n T T V .

2.

Maine,

quoted by M. Dobb, p . 55 (ref. not given)

5.

W.J.H.

Sprott.

3a.

Ibid.

S o c i o l o g y , p . 63.

of

According to Liversedge, in primitive societies ’'we shall
\
find the distinction between feudal and tribal system mainly in
the degree to which a political system is superimposed upon
i
ordinary tribal practice” .
In Buganda there was a supreme monarch, the Kabaka, and
under him three classes exercising local authority:”(a} The Bakungu or chiefs appointed by the K abaka to
govern the administrative areas into which the country was divided
(b) The Batangole or particular individuals to whom land
was allotted by the Kabaka in return for services rendered; and
( c) The Bataka or heads of the indigene class who
p
exercised their authority by immemorial right” .
The remainder of the people were Bakopi or peasants

who

appear to have held their land by prescription*
Here all the motifs intertwine : bureaucracy, fief, and
tribal custom.

**5

The state of agricultural society described above bears a
curious resemblance to the conditions existing in Kashmir during
the period under review.
1.

Liversedge.

2,

Meek.

3-

Ibid.

Note:

After surveying all the details of

Land Tenure in the Colonies (Cambridge 1945)» p. IS

Land. Law & Custom in the Colonies, p.132.

In Buganda a newcomer could obtain land by applying to the
local chief.
Anyone short of land might obtain a temporary
loan from a friend for growing seasonal crops.
No payment
was expected but custom prescribed some gift at the harvest.
The lender of the land could resume it when he pleased.

conditions as they appear from the R£ jataraftgig.1 we find the
existence firstly of a bureaucracy,

secondly of feudatories

(Saman tas) or fief- hol der s, who provided a main part of the king*s
armies whenever he had to fight against foreign invasions,
adjoining chiefs or even against the pamaras in the land; and
thirdly of the pamaras, petty chiefs in the villages,

often

indigenous, who might have risen from lower ranks of society, as
appears from one reference in the Chronicle.

These roughly

correspond to the Ba k u n g u . the Batangole and Bataka of Buganda.
After describing the system in Buganda Sprott sums up:
"Thus we can envisage a political system of authority superimposed
on tribal c u s t o m s , among which must be noted the traditional and
regulated presentations due from the tribesmen to the chief, and
on a state of affairs in which there are already estate holders in
possession,

on land tilled by people who are more or less tied to

the soil and often with dependents who (e.g. the Roman colonus)
owe them service.

The more the monarch can administer by means

of a bureaucracy, and a paid army, the more *ab solute1 his power
is;

the more he has to decentralise administration,

grant fiefs

and benefices in return for services, and confirm land-ownership
on the same terms, the more he approximates to *feudalism*
political sense, and beyond feudalism,

in the

if the power of the monarch

is weak, and his administrative organisation immature,

lies that

threat of anarchy which besets the policy of the feudal king".
1.

Sprott.

So c i o l o g y , p . 64 .

In,Kashmir we find the political system of authpolty
being imposed on tribal people, though not on tribal custom;

we

do not get any evidence to show traditional presentations to the
overlord, though there must have existed something of the sort.
We have chiefs or Pamarasrin Kashmir, who hold estates , and tiller
who are more or less tied to the soil.

There is also the tendenc

on the part of the monarch to centralize the administration by
means of bureaucracy, and a paid army, -though there are Samantas
or feudal chiefs and pamaras or territorial landowners, whose
turbulence and struggle for power ultimately compel the monarchs
to incorporate them into the regular state order, though we do not
find "the complete victory of feudalism" arising out of the growing
power of the pamaras as one authority has suggested."**
power of the pamaras was never complete.

In fact th<

Even King Uccala (1101-

11), who had gained the throne with their help and had given them
the position of feudatories, later carried on enormous compaign of
p
repression and tried to curb their power.
We cannot have any complete picture of the medieval Kashmii
state unless we have the following features of the system in view:i.

The monarch ensuring some patrimony for himself

the crown lands in medieval England, called Khepi in Kashmir,
ii. (a) Feudal Chiefs or Samantas.
( b) Feudatories or tributary princes known as samantas
Or hrpah .

^

B

1,

D.D. Kosambi,

2♦

Infra p ,

/

^
L oc. C i t . pp. 254-60.

cvvxo,

s tx*yva,n.tv.s

),

iii*
iv.

The pamaras*
The peasants.

Often in the RajataranginI is mentioned K h e rlkarya as a
high state office.

1

According to Wilson K hed or Kher means

ploughing or tillage and K h e d k or Khepa, a small and chiefly agri
cultural village, while in Bundelkhand it is the land immediately

p
adjacent to a village.

Stein has, on the basis of a verse in

‘^ le R ajatarahginl and the later Chronicle of $rlvara,

identified

Khepi with the name of a district (v igaya) now known by the double
name of Khur-Narvav,

comprising the fertile valleys descending

from the Gulabgarh and Muhi passes of Pir Panjsal to the Vessau
(ancient V i s o k a ) river rising near the Konsar Naga (Krama Saras)
lake in the Pir Pan£sal range.^

As Kheri was the name of a

district and K h e r ikarya a special charge and an important one too,
we believe that Stein was

quite correct in suggesting that it was

a royal allodial domain,

the management of which must have been

in the charge of an official of ministerial rank.

It is curious

to find the charge of a district Kheri mentioned along with great
offices like that of P a dagra (Chief Revenue Officer)
( Warden o^the Marches) , and Ra.iasthanxya.

Ra.iat. VIII,
2.

Wilson.

Dvaradhipati

There were other

960, 1009, llltt* 1482, 1624.

8rlvara III, 190;
IV, 492.

Glossary oflndian t e r m s , p . 284.

3.

Stein. Rajat.

tr. Vol. I, Book I, 335 note;

4.

Stein. Ra.iat.

tr. I, 5, note;

5.

Stein. R a j a t .

tr. Vol. I, 335, note.

Vol. II, p . 415.

Vol.

II, p*470*

districts also but we do not find any special officer invested
with their charge.

Some such administrative, arrangements must

have existed with regard to each district (v i s a y a ) , but none was
perhaps considered so conspicuously important as this one.

This

could not be due to the strategic importance of the district,
because we have already seen that the frontiers were in charge of
the Warden of the Marches (Dvarapati) T h u s

the royal allodial

domain must have been managed by a great official appointed by the
king, like the royal demesne or Crown lands of Medieval England*
It is strange, however, that the reference to this office
occurs for the first time only in the reign of King Sussala (11212b) of the second Lohara dynasty, when the charge of K h eri is
given to one Malla;

the other important office mentioned at the

p

same time is that of the commander-in-chief (Rampana) .

We

cannot clearly account for this term appearing so late.

It may

be that Kheris existed in earlier reigns,
Kalhana did not mention them.

but for some reason

On the other hand the circumstances

under which the kings of the second Lohara dynasty ruled and the
strength that the landed aristocracy - the pamaras - were acquiring,
may have induced the kings to seek security in their control of the
crown land, and hence to appoint a special high minister in this
office .

P*

§upra, pj? m£,-<>o
Ra.iat. VIII, 1482, 1624.

This fertile tract of land must have made a copious
addition to tne king's personal income and produced much grain
for the royal granaries;

we are told thtd King Uccala (1101-11)

sold his own grain stores at cheaper prices through care for the
people in times of famine, and thus relieved them of their dis
tress.1
The word Samanta,
various meanings

2

according to Monier Williams,

- ’being on all sides',

neighbour, a vassal,

bordering, limiting, a

feudatory prince, the chief of a district

(paying tribute to the lord p a r a mount), a minister,
general, a captain,

has

a champion.

a leader, a

Kalhapa also uses the term

Samanta loosely, and we are therefore not right in accepting
anyone whom he refers to by this title as a feudal chief.
In one source, Srlkanfthacarita , the minister Ala&kara is
%
praised as the best of the Samantas.
We do not know whether by
calling him such Marikha means to say that he was the best of the
ministers or the best of the feudal chiefs.

Ksemendra,

in his

Lokaprakasa^ . gives lists or synonyms of the names of the four
great classes of society - among which Samanta occurs as one of
the epithets of the brahmapas.

J. Bloch in his French translation

*
13
of the Lokaprakasa translates Samanta as 'Ch a n t r e ' or hymn-singer,

1.

R a j a t . VIII,

61.

2.

Monier Williams, p.1205.

3*

S rikaptha canto XXV,

4•

L o k a p r a k a s a , p ,1.

5.

J. Bloch.

40-41.

Le L okaprakasa, p.l.

but we cannot believe that the word had this meaning in our time.
It is possible that the inclusion offSamanta among regular
brahmana names is the result of the re-working of the text in the
l?th century.

faking the word Samanta as one of the epithets of

the brahmanias, we would be led to think that whenever the Kings of
Kashmir are stated to be attended by the Samantas in the court,
always meant the brahma^as or the brahmana ministers;
other hand our evidence gives

it

but on the

quite a different impression.

King

Jayapada is found attended by vassals { Samantas) when he received
the brahmapas to whom he gave audience when the latter approached
him in order to complain against the ruthless confiscation of
a graharas.1
It is ;just possible that Mahkha in his £ rlkaft'frhacarita „
uses the term Samanta for his brother AlaMtara in the sense of
brahmana and not as feudal chief,

We do n o t ,h owever, find any

such use of the term in the R a .latarahgi p i .

Ordinarily Italha$a

uses the term loosely for the feudal chiefs as well as for the
adjoining princes who helped in times of war and paid tribute.
He uses it for the P amaras also,
.

whole of his work.
1.

p

but only twice throughout the

-5

’
Ra.iat. IV, 643.

cf. E.I. p,67f.

In the landgrants of Hansavardhana the terms samanta mahara.ia
and mahasamanta appear as the titles of big imperial officers,
cf. Ep. Ind. p ,6 7f ; IV, p. 20b. X
,
In the inscriptions dated in the Kalacurrycedi era, from A.D.
597 onwards ran as and Samantas took the place of Uprikas and
■lumaramatyas. XLJLJL* ,~p.394, verse 5.
2.

gljat, V, 34, 220-24,

vn,
3-

355, 448, 451-52;

fn-hs, 91 .

Ra.iat. VIII, 7;

V, 395.

VI,

90-91, 132;

We first meet this word in the Ra.iatara&ginl when
Matrgupta (1st half of the 6th century) , who is nominated as the
ruler of Kashmir, arrives at the frontiers and is received by the
ministers attended by all their vassals (Samantas)

i

This evidence

suggests that ministers also had their retinues and subordinate
chiefs.

Kalhana does not here use the word SEmanta for ministers.
When King Cakravarman of the Varman dynasty became king

for the third time (936-37), he is referred to as surrounded with

p
affection by feudal chiefs (Samantas) , ministers and Ekaftgas.
When this king granted an audience to the Domba singer called
Rahga, the door-keepers seated'in proper order the ministers and
the chiefs (Samantas)

who had come.^

King Unmattavanti*s (937-39)
entrusted to the chiefs (Samantas),
Tantrins.^

child son Suravarman was also
councillors, Ekafrgas and

Consequently when Kamalavardhana, the commander-in

chief who was struggling to get the throne for himself, learnt
about Survarman's being nominated as the king, he too reached in
haste the vicinity of the city of 3rlnagara, accompanied by feudal

. 5

chiefs (3amantaih) .

As he entered the city together with his

troops he was stopped by E k a n g a s . Ta n t r i n s , S a m a n t a s , (feudal chiefs)
and horsemen.

When King Yasaskara of the Utpala dynasty (939— 46)

1.

Ra.iat. Ill, 232.

2.

Ra.iat. V, 341-47.

5-

Ra.iat. V, 355.

4.

Ra.iat. V, 446.

5.

Ra.iat. V. 451.

consecrated Varnata as king,

the consecration (A bhiseKa) was

performed by the king, ministers and feudal chiefs I Samantas) .■**
At P a r vagupta1s accession ©49-50), we find princes,
chiefs t Samantas) , ministers,

Bkafigas,

officials and Tantrins mentioned

together.2

.

When King Samg^aaraja of the 1st Lohara dynasty sent
forces to help the Sahi king frilocanapala against Maraud of Ghazni
the army was attended by many Raiaputras, chief; counci l l o r s ,
feudal chiefs ( Samantasj)and others capable of making the earth
shake.

When Tunga, the commander-in-chief under Baftgramaraja,

became too arrogant and was hated by the people, the king had him
murdered.

Kalhana mentions him as having his own troops,

also describes one Bhujahga,

but

the son of a br&hmapa feudal chief

I Samanta) , as fighting for him against the king.^
In all the above references the term Samanta is used in
the sense of a feudal chief
are mentioned separately

and not of

by such term as

a minister, for ministers
amatya, m a n t r i n ,

or

saciva in each case.
Thus we find that the obligations of the Samantas included
military service,

and attendance on the person of the king, and

they evidently formed a regular part of the state order together

I.

Ra.iat. VI, 90-91.
Ra.jat. VI, 132.

3.

Rajat. VII,

47-46.

4.

Ra.iat. VII, 91.

with the ministers,

Ekaiigas t etc.

This is clear from the fact

that we find them with the king in his court, attending both
social gatherings and state activities, and not being called on
only at the time of internal strife or foreign expeditions.
The kings of Kashmir were also followed on their expedi
tions by the adjoining princes who were subordinate to them and
paid tribute (lcara) .

These are usually termed nr^a,

n a t h a , m a h i p a l a , bhupati and also even Saman t a .

ra j a , nara-

Thus king

Jayaplda was followed on his expeditions for the conquest of the
world ( digvijaya) by feudatory chiefs
evidently had their own armies

2

{ nyp a i h )

and princes, who

, while Mummuni and other chiefs

(Wlummunipramukhah n r pah) roamed with fierce cap.dalas outside his
army and formedk guard at night.^

i

King Sahlcaravarman also revived the tradition of “conquest
of the w o r l d ” ( digvijaya) and his army too was sw?elled from place
to place by the troops of feudatory chiefs (naranathanam prtnabhiji
as a large river by the streams which join it.^

We have, however

another reference wherein, while narrating the expeditions of the
same king, Kalhapa tells us that while returning from one of his
expeditions against Daradas,

this king was killed and the fact was

kept concealed by his ministers who so arranged his dead body that,
by means of hidden cords,

1.

Rajat.

IV,

404.

2.

Rajaf. IV, 14.

3.

R a j a t . IV,

4*

Ra j a t . V, 140.

516.

it was made to accept the homage of the

samantas who came to submit to him.’*'

Since this is said to have

taken p lace,outside:the bounds of Kashmir, the Samantas here re-'
ferred to must. be.local chiefs, recently conquered and not regular
feudal v a s s a l s .
:
■ ...

The term, is usually, 'however, used in fhis latter sense in

ancient Indian records.
Arthasastra of Kautilya

As is evident from its use:in the
and the inscriptions of Asoka in the

Maurya period t h i s :term meantviftdependehi neighbours.

In the post

Maurya l aw -booKsy/ihpwevier.* it began to be^ised in the sense of a
feudal lord,, as has;;been; sho;wn iby B*N. Dutta,

Prom Gupta times

onwards, h o w e v e r ,vthe jyo r d Samiant a was regularly used in the sense
of a feudatory 'chief o r l o r d .

'i

, In the R a j ^ a r a h g i n l . as we have

shown above, the word Samanta was used not.only for the feudal
barons but, also for tributary, kings,

-

.

^

C.A*w?:
Ra.iat, V. 220-24.
2.

A r t hasastra, 1, 6;

3.

B #i!'i• Dutta.

R.E* 11, 1.5. •

* Hindu haw ox Inh eritance, p* £7,

\

Just as the church as a land-holding institution was an
inseparable part of the economic, social, and political structure
of feudal Europe, so the brahmanas in India, including Kashmir,
held lands as grants given to them by the king;

these brahmanas

held the strings of the educati«iri&l system and dictated the philo1
sophy of life.
Often; in the Rajataranginl we find agrahara as a regular
term used by ICalhana for designating a village or piece of land,
the revenue o^Which was assigned to an individual, corporation
p
(Parisad) or religious institution.
These religious landgrants
slowly helped towards the development of feudal order, and we have
a reference in the Rajatarahgip.1 where Kalhap-a makes mention of a
brahmapa feudal lord (Samanta ) .^

Possibly these brahmapas, like

the chiefs, held lands on service tenure, because

we find brahmapas

as military leaders in times of war or internaxdisturbances
during the period under review,^

Whether these villages were

cultivated by the brahmapas themselves or were cultivated by
peasants, who had the land from them, is nowhere indicated by
Kalharia.

We have also one reference to agrahara being granted to

non-brahmana grantee.
1.

Marion Gibbs.

Feudal order,

2.
3.

Stein. Ra.iat. tr. I,
Rajat, VII, 91.

4.

Rajat. VIII, 3018,

3-

Rajat. V, 397.

Introd.

a 7, note;

j

p.9.
'<

The term pamara is one ox frequent occurrence in the
Ha.iatarahgini and the people to whom it relates play a very signi
ficant part in the history of Kashmir, especially during the times
of the first and the second Lohara dynasties.

1

The whole of the history of Medieval Kashmir is full of
the struggle of the monarchy against

this

section of

society, which not only endangered the very existence of the
ruling dynasty, but also became a terror to the rest of the population.

The pamaras appear to have been rather like the Bataka

or heads of the indigene class of Buganda, who exercised their
authority by immemorial right.

At first they do not appear to

have been very strong, but later, under weak rulers, we find them
very powerful and they emerge into a position of great importance
by the time of the Lohara dynasties.

The whole of the strife

during the times of the Lohara dynasties may be interpreted as an
attempt on the part of the kings to superimpose a system of politi
cal authority on tribal custom and of the pamaras trying to assert
their authority and attain offices of state, especially when they
had made themselves economically secure.
A

question here of great importance and interest is how

far the pamara was a 11bojar" - feudal landowner or baron.

The

service of both the Samantas and the pamaras was based on land
tenure.

The Samantas and the pamaras or Lavanyas,

1.

bee Appendix .;?/. .

2.

Supra. p.

3*

CIV Hutchison & Vogel.

though parts of

H istory of the Bun .jab Hill States.
V o l . "I , p.iy1.

the general feudal order, are mentioned as two separate entities
in the Ra.iatarahgip i .^
favourably

2

and hatred.

Kalhana generally mentions the Samantas

while, as regards the pfimaras, he is full of scorn
In view or the anarchic conditions when the pamaras

were constantly encouraging claimants to the throne or rising in
revolt themselves, it was natural for Kalhapa to havefcherished
bitter feelings against these local lords.

fhe struggle does no*

appear to have been waged between the monarchy and the feudal
organisation as a whole, but between the kings and the pamaras,
for the Samantas are regularly found to be fighting on the side'o:
kings against the pamaras.

‘
3

Kalhapa surprisingly gives no

• instance of a rebel Samanta.
only

In the earlier books of the Ra.jatarahgini the p&maras are,
mentioned as Samant a s .^ which shows that occasionally a pamara
loyal to the king might be incorporated into the regular feudal
order established under his leadership.

On the other hand, we

5
have many references^ where Samantas and pamaras are mentioned as
separate classes.

In a certain verse Kalhana specifically uses

the word pamarakula, npamara tribe11, to differentiate one part of
the army from the regular Kashmir soldiers from various feudatory
1.

Ra.iat. cf. VIII,. 10?2-107b, 909-910.

2.
3.

R a j a t . V, 405,

CiLW. ftY1v7.

4.

Ra.iat. V, 395.

406;

VIII, 7,

5._Rajj^. V, 446, 447, V. 451, 454;

VIII, 107b.

families*

1

If the pamaras had formed a part of the regular

feudal organisation there would have been no necessity of
mentioning them separately.

I

Moreover, they would have been

liable to all the obligations and eligible for all the privileges
of the Samantas.
In the above quoted reference Kalhana even seems to dis
tinguish between Samaras and Kashmirians, as though he scornfully
rejects their rights to be looked on as authentic members of the
p
community.
Gould it be due to their descent from a tribal
section of Kashmir society?
As regards the conditions under which their landed pro
perty, the basis of their influence was acquired and held, Stein
suggested that "a kind of service-tenure, the grant of land in
return for military or other services, may have been the original
*5

foundation of the system1’*

He made this suggestion on comparing

the conditions prevailing in other parts of India and in the
absence of any exact data, he|took it as a mere conjecture.^
In an earlier instance King Cakravarman (935), after losing
the throne, came to the house of the

pamara Saftgrama and asked for

1. Rajat* VIII, 107b.
2 * Ra.iat. VIII, .d87; VIII, 107b,
Kalhana mentions a coalition of Kashmirian, Khasa and Mleccha
forces sent by Bhiksacara against king Sussala at Lohara by way
of Rajapuri,
The distinction is made in the same way -as
Kalhapa does in the above quoted verse between pamaras and
Kashmirians.
3.

Stein.

4.

Ibid.

Rajat. tr. Vol. II, p.307.

his help to get it back.

1

The pamara made him promise to look

back upon all of his class at all times in kindness.

Thereafter

they entered into a solemn compact by placing their feet on a
sheepskin sprinkled with blood, and mutually took an oath by
sacred libation, sw.ord in hand.

2

It was only after this agree

ment had been madejthat king Cakravarman was able to collect a
numberless host of pamaras to help him.

From this particular

case it appears that if there had been any definite system of
land-tenure based on relations offmutual protection and military
service between the king and the pamara, there should not have
been any necessity of the two parties entering into such an agree
ment at this time*

lor is the king anywhere described as re

minding the pamaras oftheir sworn duty towards him.

After having

regained the throne with their help we find him again forgetting
his promise and persecuting them*

The factyfchat king Cakravarman

was no longer the ruling sovereign at the time strengthens our
point that Sa&grama was free to enter into agreement with anyone,
whether he was on the throne or not, for if this were not so, his
allegiance would have been transferred to the new king the moment
Cakravarman was dethroned.
We do not find even a single reference in the whole of the
chronicle to throw light on the relations between the p&maras and
their numerous troops.
Ba.iat. V, 306.
2.

Rajat. V, 326.

3.

Ra.iat. V, 405*

But Saihgrama's condition to the king

Cakravarman, "if you promise to look upon us all at all times in
kindness, I march before you with troops on the morrow'1, shows
that some sort of service-tenure must have existed between the
pamaras and their followers, who would march at their lord's
command*

The pamara troops apparently did not have any direct

relations witn the King, ana it was oxiiy axter trie agreement that
they followed their chief to help him.
There is no mention of any quarrel between the pamara
leaders and their followers or any rising of the latter.

Whether

they could not raise their heads for fear of oppression of the
leaders or they were kindly treated by them, we cannot say with
precision.

Kalhapa's silence in this respect suggests that the

relations between the powerful pamaras and their followers, who
may have been the actual tillers of the soil, must have been quite
good.

In one reference it is stated that King Salhana (1111-12)

persuaded Gargacandra, the all powerful Lavanya minister of his
time, to give his daughter to him in marriage,

but Gargacandra's

followers did not wish that he should ally himself with a king who
was like a mere ghost
In making a comparison of the features of the Rajput
society with those of the Middle Ages in Europe, as drawn by Kalian

1,

Ra.jat. VIII, 441*

1

Tod wrote ;

11The leading features of government amongst the

semi-barbarous hordes or civilised independent tribes must have a
considerable resemblance to each other.

In the same stages of

society, the wants of men must everywhere be similar,

and will

produce analogies which are observed to regulate Tartar hordes or
German tribes, Caledonian clans, the Rajput kula (race) or Jaraja
Bhayyad (brotherhood)".

To this we may add the Damara kula.

This system of Samantas and pamaras compares with the two
classes of Rajput landholders in Mewar*

One is the Girasia

Thakkur or lord, the other, the Bhumia*

The Girasig

chieftain is

he who holds Giras by grant (Patta) of the prince, for which he
performs service with specified quotas at home and abroad, renewabl
at every lapse when all the ceremonies of resumption, the fine of
relief and the investiture take place.

The Bhumia does not ru-

new his grant, but holds it on prescriptive possession.

He

succeeds without any fine, but pays a small annual quit-rent, and
can be called upon for local service in the district which he
inhabits for a certain period of time.

As for the Samantas or

feudal lords of the Rajatarahginl, we believe that they must have
1.

Tod,

Annals and Anti quit ies of Rajasthan. Vol. I, p.154*

Knowing that Bhumia tenures "appeared in the parts of Mewar
settled since remotest antiquity where they were defended from
oppression by the rocks and wilds in which they obtained a
footing;
as in Jiumbhalmer, the wilds of Chappan or plains of
landalgartx, long under the kings, whery their agricultural
pursuits maintained them" we are reminded of king Lalit&ditya's
injunction to his ministers regarding treatment towards people
in the hills.
(Tod.
Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan. Vol. I, 166, 196.)

held lands 01 the kings, but regarding the stipulation of speci
fied quotas at home and abroad, renewals on lapse involving the
ceremonies of resumption, the fine of relief, and the investiture
we have no evidence whatsoever in the Rajataraiigipi or any of the
other sources concerned with the period*
That the pamaras of the Ra.jataranginI may be compared
with the Bhumia of Toa's Annals oRajasthan,
story of a pamara Lakkanacandra

is evident from the

, who held the castle of Dughaghat,

(modern Dudakhut pass) which guarded the old route to the Darada
country.

He had been executed by order of king Ananta (1028-63).

Subsequently his widow had offered the hill fort to king Kala&a
(1063~b9) with a view to better assuring the safety of the
neighbouring tract from inroads of the Daradas.
refused the offer.

King ICalasa

The stronghold then fell into the power of

the Darada king, from whom Harsa (1089-1101) subsequently vainly
endeavoured to recover it with the assistance of the neighbouring
pamaras,

2

Prom this Stein has drawn the conclusion that "strong

holds as well as land had practicably become hereditary possession;
in the families of these^t'eudal lords, whenever the central author
ity in the land was unable or unwilling to assert the right of
"X

resumption.

But why did king Kalasa refuse the offer?

If he

did on account of his weakness and inability to hold the fort, why
did not king Ananta take it, when he had sufficient strength to
!•

Ra.lat. VII, 1171-T4.

2.

Ra.lat. VII, 1177 ff.

3.

Stein.

Ra.iat. tr. Vol.. II, p.306.

accomplish the execution of the pamara who held it?
If he had held the fort of the king by any form of feudal
tenure it would have ultimately lapsed to the king after the
execution of the pamara and, again, if the king had any feudal
rights over it, Kalasa would have been obliged to accept the
offer of the pamara1s wife as a matter of right and duty rather
than of favour.

That the offer came from the pamara's wife after

the reign of king Ananta, shows that she succeeded to her husband*s
possessions as a matter of right and, if any royal sanction was
needed, she might have.it.

80 we cannot agree with Stein's con

clusion that the pamaras* holdings were becoming hereditary by the
weakening of the central authority;

it would rather seem that

they were hereditary by long standing tradition at all times.
In the earlier period we do not find the pamaras to have
formed a part of the regular royal army.

Qieen Didda’s1

commander-in-chief is seen destroying the hosts of the pamaras.
We do not find them in the army sent under Tuftga to help gahi
Trilocanapala against lahmmd of„£fcazni.^
of civil strife d o
o t h e r

f a c t i o n ,

w e

u s u a l l y

d*

Bajat, VI, 354.

2.

Ra.iat. VII, 46-47*
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The main concern of the pamaras in the civil wars between
King Harsa and the rival claimants, the brothers Uccala and
Sussala, was the amount o:0?ower and influence that they themselves
could wdeld.

Harsa, Uccala,

might have heen on the throne,
their own position was secure;

Sussala or Bhiksacara, whosoever
did not matter to them so long as
much less could they tolerate the

attempts of any of these rulers to bring them down.

King Harsa1s attempt to curb the pamaras by making them
work on water-wheels and do forced labour had disastrous results.

l

Joining hands with rival claimants, the brothers Uccala and
Sussala, they rose against the king.

2

After the revolt which

drove Har^a from the throne it was they who carried away the ladiei
of his seraglio and ultimately murdered him in the hut in which he
■5

was hiding; ^

and it was with forces supplied by this section

of the Kashmir population that the rival claimants to the throne
brought about the fall of the First Lohara dynasty.
Naturally the kings of the Second Lohara dynasty had
learnt a lesson and hence they attempted to deal with this turbu-^
lent aristocracy in a manner different from that^hich had been
used by Harsa, With the advent of the Second Lohara dynasty we note
a marked development in the pamaras* position in the State,
find them in high posts^, firstly because they had helped king
1.

Ra.iat. VII, 357.

2.

Rajat. VII, 1576.

3.

Rajat. VII, 1709.

4.

Rajat. VIII, 627.

We

Uccala get the throne ana secondly because they had become so
strong that it became difficult for the kings to neglect them.
In this period they are occasionally mentioned as feudatories
(Samantas) and as ministers.

Their recognition by the Icings

and incorporation into the state order reminds us of Goulborn1s
words already cited that "men who discharge political functions
in a feudal society are not necessarily aristocrats when they
first begin to gain power, but - unless the experience is an
abortive one - they soon are recognised as an aristocracy.
m

Even
p
the simplest feudal society there are leaders and followers".

Thus we find the pamaras also soon being recognised as an aristo
cracy.

This recognition was, however, enforced by the circum

stances of the history of medieval Kashmir.
Kalhapa much die
's
d a m s their rise to power,
but, as a shrewd politician, he is
prepared to accept them.
In this connection we have also to bear in mind that
their rise to power and their recognition by the kings did not
settle matters.

They still lent support to the rival claimants

to the throne from their own selfish motives, while on the other
hand the kings accepted their support because they had no choice
but to curb or conciliate them.

Thus the period of the Second

Lohara dynasty presents a constant struggle between the great
pamara leaders striving to assert their importance by putting
1*

Ra.iat. VIII, 7.
Ob* cit.

3*

Ra.iat. VIII, 7.

P*

puppet rulers on the throne, ancfthe kings trying to cope with them
by means of cunning and shrewd diplomacy - by fostering mutual
jealousies among them, and even by entering into matrimonial

alliances with the most powerful of them.

1

Kaihana tells us that honest Uccala from kindheartedness
allowed robbers ( dasyu) to rise to high posts,

in remembrance of

p
their past services. *

Kin g Ucc ala is also said to have given

them high posts in order to create mutual jealousies among them
and to make them instrumental in breaking the power of the rest of
their class.

One of them named Janakacandra wished to obtain

high position in the State and planned to put Bhik^acara (King
H a r s a 1s grandson)

on the throne ancjhimself to be the real ruler. ^

Thus Uccala decided to put Janakacandra into the high post of the
Lord of the 'Gate1 (Dvarapati)
pamaras against him.

hoping thereby to turn other

N o w we find the pamaras divided into two

hostile camps fighting a series of engagements which ultimately
led to the murder of Janakacandra.^

Thus Uccala got rid of the

more powerful o#them by diplomacy, and also secured his own posi
tion by forcing those in K r a m r a j y a (modern Katm?az.) to dismiss
their mounted and other troops, while he impaled some of them.

12*

2Si&±. VIII, 458-59, 1444;
VIII, 459, 1607; VIII, 2955, 67b.
Ra.iat. VIII, 7, clearly
mentioned as
Samantas.

5.

Ra.iat. VIII, 16-19.

4.

Rajat . VIII, 24.

5.

Rajat. VIII, 59-42.

cf.Vijayanagar

"A forgotten Empire".

Sewell^

During the short reign of Balhana, the half-brother of
Sussala (1111-12) , one pamara Gargacandra obtained predominance.***
He did not hesitatq/bo destroy the pamaras of Hilasva and Halaha
(Kashmir districts)
poisoned food.

2

by throwing them into the Vitasta and by

But when king Salhana persuaded Garga to give

his daughter in marriage to him, Gargacandra*s followers did not
approve of his allying himself with a king^irho was like a ghost.^
King Sussala (1112-20) had to struggle against the rising
power and ambition of Gargacandra.

In the beginning, however,

the king allied with Garga, not because he trusted him but because
he needed his support.

This struggle lasted from 1112-1118 -

practically the whole of the reign of Sussala, until Gargacandra
alongtfrith his sons Kalyanacandra, Catuska and Videha was executed/
The king tried to punish Gargacandra*s followers also.
Other pamaras who figure prominently in this reign are
Vijaya, the brother-in-law of Gargacandra, and the former*s
relatives named Brhattika and Buksmatikka.

The p&maras of

Devasarasa were beaten by the king and they also rose in revolt.
Su&smatikka, who escaped...death, later became the cause of future
6
7
rebellions .
Prthvihara, a pamara from Samala , who had been

1.

Ra.iat. VIII, 370.

2.
4.

Ra.iat. VIII, 425-SfS.
Rabat. VIII, 440-41.
Ra.iat. VIII, 615-16,

5.
6

Ra.iat. VIII, 522-525.
Ra.iat. VIII, 525-29.

7.

Raiat. VIII. 605.

3.

,

given the charge of guarding the routes*1’, became disaffected and,
together with eighteen pamaras of 3amangasa, formed a league
2
against the Icing.
In 1120 there was a strong rising of the
pamaras in which Prthvihara was victorious,

3

Mallakostha, another

pamara of great strength, whom the king had raised to a high posi
tion against Gargacandra, also rose in rebellion and joined
Bhiksaiara, the rival claimant to the throne.4

The pamaras of

Lahara, together with Bhiksacara and the pamaras of Madavarajya,
besieged Srinagara and occupied the bank of Mahasarit.^

Ulti

mately in 1120, king Sussala had to leave Srlnagara and retire to
Lohara.b

Mallakogjha then became the/6hief instructor of Bhiksa

cara in all affairs^, but the jealousy between prthvihara and
o
Mallkostha made his court full of dissensions,
Bhiksacara1s
marriage with a lady from Prthvihara*s family enraged Mallakostha.
Tired of Bhiksacara* s reign Mallakosiiha and others sent
messengers to king Sussala^ to make fresh efforts towards its
11
reconquest while Bhiksacara
marched forth with .Prthvihara;
ultimately left Kashmir and proceeded to the village of Pusyana12
nada.
*
It was the rivalry between these two pamara leaders,
Mallakostha*1'^ and Prthvihara'1'^, which led to the split in the

1

Ra.iat. VIII, 712.

4*

Ra.iat

l

b.

RS.iat. vlll. 076.

9.

Ra.iat. VIII, «7ts

4

3.

■— i.pm iM ii’rwinwin

o
r-f

2.

Rajat. VIII, 627.
Ra.iat. VIII, 650-61.

•

5.
6.

VIII, Col. 725.
11.
BILls! <■ v u i , 723, 733, 753. 12.
Ra.iat. VIII, bl7
13.

7.

Rajal- VIII, b49.

.

14.

Ra.iat. VIII, o97Ra.iat. VIII, 933,536,93b,956.
Ra.iat. VIII, 959.
Ra.iat. VIII. o97, 944.
Rajat. VIII, 930, 933, 936,
93b> 95^, 1013.

q

pamara hordes and the recall of Sussala from Lohara - Mallakostha
being on the side of king Sussala, while Ppthvlhara fought in
support of Bhiksacara.
Short restoration of the First Lohara dynasty under
Bhiksacara witnessed internecine of fettds owing to the jealousies
of the pamaras, Prthvihara and Mallakostha.^*
/

King Sussala, on his restoration in 112^, won over all the
/

/

pamaras to his side and appointed Ma'lla, son of Vatja, to the
charge of Kheri and Harsamitra, another pamara, to the command of
the army (Kampana).

But once Sussala regained his position

Malkkostha was exiled from the country by the angry king.^

$he

king had later to fight against the combined strength of Prthvi
hara, Mallakos-fha and Bhiksacara*^'
towards Mallakosjha shows

The attitude of King Sussala

that there was no love’ lost

two; Sussals had regained his throne with the help

between the

ofMallakostha

but when it suited his purpose he unscrupulously exiled him, and
raised in his place the eldest surviving son of Garga, named
Pancacandra, who, though yet a boy under the guardianship of his
mother Chudda, was gradually joined by his father’s followers,^
and acquired some reputation.

In 1123, there was a fresh re

bellion of the pamaras who wholly devoted themselves to the work of
filial- VIII, ot*2 ££.

2.

Rajat. VIII, 360.

3.

Rajat. VIII, 1041.

4.
5.

Rajat* VIII, 105J.-53,
Rajat. VIII, 1121-22.

1124-23*

aii
burning, looting and fighting.

Ultimately the king broke;dp the

terrible pamaras by exceptional measures,

so mucn so that

Bhiksacara and the Lavanyas, having lost their strength, thought
of going abroad from fear of their powerful foe.

One of the

followers of the pamara Tikka, named Utpala, ultimately became
instrumental in the murder of king Sussala.
King Jayasimha started his reign by proclamation of
general amnesity.

Picturesquely Kalhana describes their entry

into the city, "when the pamaras distinguished by their power
proceeded to the city it appeared as if bridegroom processions
were taking place at a time when auspicious moments Ilagna)- are
easy to find".

When the people saw each one of themnore

splendid than the king, with his pack horses, parasols and steeds,
they magnified the rough valour which King&ussala had shown in his
firm resistance.^

Ksira and other pamaras from Madavarajya whose

hosts of soldiers were awe-inspiring, were also brought over to
•
5
the king's side.

jayasimha took those who were fit into his

salaried service, thus increasing the number of those who belonged
to the inner court.
At this juncture one would
the pamaras was complete, while
Ra.lat. VIII, 1157.
2*

Ra.iat. VIII, 12b7,

3*

Ra.iat. VIII, 1335.

4.

I bid. 153b.

5.

Rajat* VIII, 1539.

6*

Ra.lat. VIII, 1542.
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..

^ :belonged shows that by amassing wealth:ahd pov/erythey- had become :

y ,. .: local magnates in those, areas, and it' seems that only a few
. pamaiaJ'families flayed ..ayprominent ’
role; in the :struggl e.s during the

Slulat. V'I.II, 1.577-79 *

whole of the Second Lohara dynasty.

Gargacandra , who played

the king-maker during the reigns of Salhana and Jayasi&ha, was
p
from Lahara.
Later on Prthvihara of Samaia and Mallakosjha of
Lahara rose to importance.

Kalhana also mentions Abhinava^,

—
5
6 *
7
Vaga and Paja of Samala , Dhanva of Lahara , Sobha of Degrama ,
0
Q
Lakkanacandra of the Dughdaghata fort, Bimba of Nila^va , Los^aka
10
11
IP
of Selyapura
, Mahkha of Naunagara
, the pamaras of KhadHvI
and Ho'fiada*^, those of Kramara jya^, Ma^avarajya"^, VijayeSjiara^
and so on.
as U pavesanas

In the same way Kalhana refers to their strongholds
1 7

.

One such was that regarding which we have

already related above in connection with the p&mara Lakkanacandra,
who had been executed by the order of king Ananta.
According to Pod the Rajput MMartia'l System” , and
"traditional theory of government" bore striking analogies "to the
ancient feudal system of Europe", with reference to a period when
the latter was yet imperfect.

He concluded that the Rajput system

was so strikingly analogous to the European as to be truly feudal.lb
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VIII, 1413, 1477.
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3115.
Rajat. VII, 1240,
VIII, 40.

12.
Rajat. VIII, 159.
Rajat. VII, 1022; VIII, 591,
1517, 2749.
Ra ja t . V, 51; VIII, 3b.
Rajat. VII, 263-66.
Rajat. VII, 1172-73.
Rajat. VII, 1630-31; VIII,
424, 3115, 2776
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Rajat.

15.
16.

Rajat.

17.
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1092, cf. 1254.
Stein. Rajat. tr. VIII
1070, note.
la. Annals of Rajasthan { Pod), Vol. 1, p*154.

Critics oi/l'od have raised the question whether in RSjasthan the,
.basic relationship was actually, that of lord, andVvassal and have
asserted; rather that I t was that of.tribal chieftaih’.an.d. his
blood kin.

'

They- base this,; on the very documents furnished by Tod

iri 'the appendix td ;his ;:feudal system;-'In/RSjasth^h.1

.v ^

The editor of the best edition of .Tod’s Annals, William
Croolce

himself ;an outstanding authority on tribal organisation in

Mortherh;India, while /criticizing Tod* s analysis, of the jsystem in g
Rajasthan and his comparison of -E&jput '.phenomena^ with those of
medieval feudalism in Western Europe*' wrote:

.;

"While it is possible

to trace, as Tod has done, certain, analogies' between the tribal
institutions of the Rajputs and the social organisation of

;

Medieval Europe - analogies of feudal incidents connected with

;

Reliefs , Pines upon, alienation, Escheats, Aids/ Wardship and

^

Mayriage - these analogies', when more closely examined, are found:, .;,
to be in the main superficial"

His own suggestion was to seek^t;

comparison with the social;, organisation of more or less kindred
tribes on the Indian border!and V.iPathans, Afghans or Baloch; , of/ixi.
a., more, primitive 'state

those of the Kahtffe, Gonds , Mundas or

Oraons of the; central highland of India..2
: "

''1

t v

i

Alfred Lyall in his analysis,of Rajputana saw the Rajput

clans as a political .and :military .oyer I ay upon the cultivating;: .
I.

.W,, Croo.ke.
1
.2. '
■ Ibid.

Infrod, to .Tod1s Annals of Rajasthan. Vofj I ,1
1 ./
. ./ p. XXXIX. '

classes, composed mainly 01 castes and. clans whom the Rajputs
subdued when they first took possession,

Such a society, Lyall

wrote, Rove a resemblance to feudal society which was at first
sight striking enough.

It misled Tod into missing "the radical

distinction between the two forms of society, tribal and feudal.
Although he clearly understands the connection of those whom he
calls 'vassals* with their Suzerain to oe the affinity of blood,
still he insists that the working system of Rajputana is feudal,1*1
But in truth, declared Lyaii, nowhere in Western Rajputana had
the system become entirely feudal, nowhere had "military tenure
entirely obliterated the original tenure of blood and birthright
of the clan".

"Land tenure in M j p u t & n h " , he wrote "had not

become the basis of the Rajput 'noblesse1; rather their pure
p
blood is the origin of their land tenure".
Regarding the Rajput system Prof, KosamLii believes that
their military hierarchy, with each man owing fealty to one ack
nowledged leader, goes back to their tribal and clan origin.^
Referring to Tod's sympathetic treatment of Rajput tradition, he
says:

"The error is in thinking that the military hierarchy etc.

Asiastic Studies, Vol.. I, p.243.
2*

I bid. p.245.

Quoted in Feudalism in History ed. R. Coulhorn
p.
The Princeton University Conference on Feudalism Bov. 1950,
accepted Mr. Corner's verdict on Tod's views as correct in
the main.
Essentially Mr.^&orner is for Crooke's opinion
that Idth Century Rajputana was tribal not feudal.
(R. Coulborn gft. Cit. p.218)

3.

D •D . Kosambi.

Introduction <fca the Study of History.

p .340•

1
sufficed to constitute feudalism'1.

Their complete political

inconsequence, he adds, is also due to the persistence of a
narrow tribal outlook.

Their home territory in comparatively

barren Rajasthan lay across the important trade-route to the
South,

The Rajputs, therefore, show us - in an undeveloped

stage - the superficial elements that go to make feudalism, but
not a supply of labour to cultivate extensive fields.
The verdicts of both Tod and Lyali are arbitrary in the
main when they describe the system as purely tribal or feudal.
Taking the words of Maine cited above that"the term feudalism has
the defect of calling attention to one set only ox its character-

2

.

istic. incidents", we believe that it would be more appropriate to
define the system in Rajaputana as elsewhere in ancient and
medieval India as quasi-feudal.
Marion Gibbs gives us three usages-1 offihe term feudalism,
each of which she thinks can be defended, if not equally well.
In the first place there is the long established technical
usage which arises from the legal meaning of the Latin term feudum,
usually translated into English as "fee";

this was the benefice or

endowment of land which a man of free status received from his lord
I.

Ibid, p.371 note,

2-

Supra, p. 5L41!.

3.

M, Gibbs,

Feudal order, p.2,

XI7

for his homage and service, usually military service.

Mo fee,

no feudalism, is the dogma of English Academic historians.
In the second place, the word feudal has heen applied to
the whole social order which developed after the German Conquests
in Europe, and so to all the principal features of English
society, including the relationship between manorial lords and
dependent unfree peasants, and the relationship between lords and
freeholders, whether they owned land in their own right or held
fees.
In the third place, feudalism is sometimes identified with
the economic system which prevailed in Europe before the rise of
Capitalism, in particular with serfdom.

Marxists, M. Gibbs adds,

have given more point to this usage, very common among economic
historians, by linking it to their conception of epochs of his
torical development, each characterised by the evolution of a
particular mode of production, which conditioned, as they suggest,
the general character of the corresponding social and political
process.
society.

Feudal society, they will remind us, was a class
X

Marion Gibbs believes that the Marxist conception of
feudalism as an epoch ox development in which the mode of produc
tion is fundamental, is a useful approach to the period following
the Germanic migrations of the fifth century, in so far as it leads
to matter offactaanalysis of the changing structure of society.
1.

I b i d , p .3 .

Feudalism, according to her, is to be regarded as a process of
social development involving the transformation of certain tribal
institutions and the destruction of others.
Pror. Kosambi defines History as the ‘presentation in
chronological order of successive developments in the means and
I
relations of production* .
Accordingly, he divides feudalism in
India into two distinct types - 1feudalism from above1 and
*feudalism from below*.

By ‘feudalism from above* he means 1la

state wherein an emperor or powerful king levied tribute from sub
ordinates who still ruled in their own right and did what they
liked within their own territories - as long as they paid the
paramount ruler.

These subordinate, rulers might even be tribal

chiefs and seem in general to have ruled the land by direct admin
istration, without the intermediary of a class which was in effect;
a land-owning stratum’1.

By ‘feudalism from below/* , is meant the

next stage where a class of landowners developed within the
village, between the state and the peasantry, gradually to widd
armed power over the local population.

This class was subject to

military service, hence claimed a direct relationship with the
state power, without the intervention of any other stratum"
Kosambi classifies these two types according to the stages of
historical development he/has in view.

He calls the first stage

that of older indigenous ‘feudalism from above* which had failed
to develop new techniques.
Ibid. p.275.

%

After the period of the ’feudalism
f

“

from above*, came the next stage of India’s historical development,
1feudalism from below*, which emerged in the later centuries of
Hindu period, and lasted throughout the period of Muslim dominatior
down to the coming of the British.

In India the new class of

petty land-holding barons grew in importance, as the merchant
class declined and the new class ox small chiefs still further
encouraged the settlement of fresh villages.

This new phase

began under the Hindu rulers, with the development of Rajput
feudalism, the growth of pamaras in Kashmir, and the frequent
granting of land to non-brahmana recepients who acquired a status
comparable to that of/the feudal baron.
As regards Kashmir, Kosambi has in view the system of
Bamantas and pamaras and one can easily be led to believe that in
the category of *feudalism from above*, fall the adjoining princes
and the feudatories ISamantas) of the kings of Kashmir who served
their respective paramount lords whenever the latter went on their
expeditions, and that 'feudalism from below* is actually represen
ted by the rise of pamaras who wield armed power and are seen
struggling for direct relationship with state power, and who
actually get a sort of recognition in the end;

but on minute ob

servation we find that the system does not neatly fit in with the
classification given by Kosambi.

We find the Samantas and the

pamaras existing side by side, and later we have the growth of a
further class, the Lavanyas, as a feudal aristocracy who are
mentioned with the pamaras, but this does not show that the
development was by stages and that the *feudalism from above* , the

ip

system of Samantas if we take it as such, was extinct before the
pamaras rose to power.
Let us consider Prof. Kosmabi’s analysis of the system as
it existed in Kashmir.
"Feudalism in India was so often a concomitant of Muslim
rule that underlying causes are completely forgotten under the
religious upheaval, or attributed to foreign domination.

Kabmir

being a valley isolated from serious foreign intervention till
long after feudalism had conquered, shows us that the change
cannot be imputed either to theology or to thejMohammedan conquest.
1
The natural course of events may be seen undisguised .
Kosambi is quite right in his surmise;

we have seen the

various elements of a feudal system existing in Kashmir since
early times.

We have the feudal chiefs (Samantas) , the landed

aristocracy (pamaras) , brahmana feudal chiefs ( brahmana Samantas)
and, in one instance, a non-brahmana holder of agrahHra grant!'
Kosambi attributes this development towards feudalism to
"the need to import trade goods, especially salt and metals,
difficult transport, lowering of grain prices with great increase
in village settlements due to extensive water works", which meant
"concentration of wealth in a few hands for each small group of
villages".
1.

"In India", he adds, "there arose a class of armed

D . D . Kosambi,

O rigins of Feudalism in Ka^mir, p .2.
Beprinted from *The SardhasatSbdi Commemoration1
volume l b O 4-1954*

c-uora.

barons who expropriated the surplus for trade;

in Ka^mir, the

man who had the surplus acquired more wealth by trade, took to
arms, turned into a pamara.

The caste system was never strong

enough in Kasmir to prevent such direct change of class whenever
economic advantage permitted.

For that matter it could not pre

vent this in India, but/a formal change of caste had to be effected,
which took far more time, and was not possible for individuals
1
without great difficulty".
We must bear in mind that though the pamaras in the
Bft.iatarahgini formed a class by themselves, we have quite a pecu
liar social system in Medieval Kashmir.

The Kram names are little

morejthan nicknames which were given to specific groups o$fceople on
the basis of certain special characteristics, and though they are
now connected with the caste system, this was not the case in
earlier times.

When Kalhana speaks of a householder becoming

rich and attaining the position of a pamara, we believe him to
mean that this appellation was used for these people as a,.nickname
to show their status, and not that it implied a change of caste.
Next question is how dia other people acquire the status
of pamaras.

There is a verse in the Ra.jatarangini which runs as

follows:Tanayo Nayanakhyasya kalyah Selyapuraukasafr kutumbina
jayyakakhyak kramaddamaratamagat.
Jayyaka, who was the clever son of a householder at
1.

D.D. Kosambi.

L o c. cit. p.2.

Seyapur, called Dayana,

had gradually attained the position

of a pamara."*'
What Kalhapa apparently means to imply in the above verse
is that the acquisition of wealth is necessary to attain the posi
tion of a pamara.

The people who held the position of p&maras

must evidently have been quite rich and here we meet th^case of a
householder who had become as rich as a pamara would ordinarily
be.

The points we take up in the above reference are:i,
ii.
iii.
iv.

The term pamara signifies a status,
That people who held that status were

very rich,

Jayyaka acquired that status by acquisition otimoney.
The means for amassing this money were the produce of

his land and the selling of victuals in various lands.
The verse does not necessarily imply that Jayyaka really
became a pamara or changed his class ana joined that of the
pamaras.

Moreover, it does not necessarily mean

that the wealthy

pamaras had cornered the trade of Kashmir - especially

the saffron.

We maintain this in view of several references in Ksemendra!s
works to the existence of rich merchants, especially those trading
3 ■
in saffron , but he nowhere mention^that these merchants were
pamaras.

In the Samayamatrka Ksemendra admittedly mentions a rich

Ra.iat. VII, 494.
2.

Rajat. VII, 495*.

Sthalotpattiksa digdesavikrltanno vafti.iyaya
sambhrtarthah Sanairluhtdho dhanesajardhi-~

tariTJdJ&LQ •
rz.•
J

Samayamatrka II. ft

~

“

pamara named Samarasimha - showing that they existed as a rich
class of society in medieval Kashmir but Samarasimha is nowhere
mentioned as a merchant.

While this author talks much of social

evils such as the rapaciousness of the officers (Kayasthas) and
writers (Diviras) who defraud and carry away the riches of the
country, to the loss of both the king and the public, it is
curious that he does not refer to p&maras as such.
Further it is stated that "the agrah&ra grants made to
brahmins did not prevent the rise oxjfprivate (feudal) ownership of
land, but rather served in the trading environment, as model of
the later .iagir, whereas land in India proper continued to belong
to the state till a later period" .

Though we have evidence of

the existence of private property in land in Kashmir, we have a
reference in the gamayamatrka of Ksemendra to the effect that,a
certain widow, when her husband died, attained the right to his
property by the king1s Decree.

Though the succession was heredi

tary and the right of women to the property of their dead husbands
was recognised, she had to seek royal sanction before inheriting
her husband's estate.
As we have seen, according to Kosambi "the pamaras formed
the equivalent ox feudal barons far more than the Samantas - who
1■

Ibid ii, 21 f.

2,

D JX Kosambi.

3-

Samftmat. If, il^l if.

Loc. cit. p. 2.

were barons created by the court as counterpoise to the pamaras,
as perhaps were the titulary T h a k k a r s " H e

further states;

"There is no possibility of/hiese people being a separate caste, or
tribal chiefs surviving from ancient times, or army captains
settled on land to become local counts.

The name has no tribal

meaning like that of the KhaSas, does not survive as a kram to-day,
though (Stein 11, p.306) many of them in the eastern Madavarajya
portion of the valley were recruited from the L&vanya group
17, 1229)".2
We have elsewhere dealt with the tribal significance of
the term pamara.

Kosambi is definitely not correct when he says

that the name does not survive as a kram to-day.

The kram D&r

exists up to the present day as one oftheleading

krarns in

Kashmir and, out of the main krams,the dar

family have probably

been the most influential, though proverbs suggest that their in
fluence has not been beneficial.

One of these proverbs runs;

"par na bai.yad guzasht be zangir - the dars liice doors should be
locked up.2*

In the Census Report of ld91, the pars were included

among the brahmana castes of Kashmir, who by change of religion had
adopted agriculture.

As such their number was stated to be 6b,949

- the largest among the whole group.

The term br&hmapa seems to

1.

i).D. Kosambi.

h o c, cit. jjjf

2.

jStedz.*

l

3.

See inxra p-;

4.

Lawrence.

5.

Census of India. Vol. XXVIII, 1891, p.125.
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The Valley of Kashm i r , p.ldb, note 3;

p.304, note 2.

There are, however, pars among the Kashmiri brahmanas.

be based, on the popular belief that prior to their conversion to
Islam, most of the population of the valley were brahmanas.

As

regards castes, the pars form a sub^caste of the Vains, the ori
ginal Muhammedans of Srinagara city, considered also the purest
ana of the best descent.

The vains in turn are one of the castes

of the Sheikhs - the convert class of Kashmir Muhammadans, as dis1
tinguished from the Sayads, the Mughals and the Pathans.
The Census Report of 1921 states;

"In both the Rltarangipl

and the hilaporana (sic) we find the names of several sects,
namely Maiechhas (sic), Hishadas, pamaras (sic), Tantris and
Nyayaks, who constantly gave trouble not only to the rulers of the
country but also to the Brahmanas.

They pursued agriculture,

military service and other professions.

The sub-castes of Tantri,

Uyayak and par (abbreviation of pamara) survive among the agricultural population even to this day".

Though we cannot take these

groups as sects, we believe with the authors of the Report that
the pamaras survive among the agricultural population to-day under
the appellation of pa r .

If there should be any doubt as to the

relationship o^the modern par and the medieval pamara,
draw attention to the later Chronicle of Srivara.

we may

Here we fina

reference to a minister whose name ends in para - Phlryya£ara.
The name of the same person occurs as Phiryya^amara

in an

earlier

Census of India.1«91, Vol. XXVIII, p.140.
2*

Census of India.1921. Vol. XXII.

5*

Sriffara.

Kashmir

Jaina. Ra.iat. Book II, verse '72.

part I, p.154.

1

verse.

Moreover, in the above quoted reference to the kram par,

we have a clear evidence of their significant and strong position
which was not liked by the rest of the public - reminiscent of
their position in the past.

2

As regards Kashmiri,' Muslims, the Census Report of 1931
states:"The most important sub-castes from the statistical point
of view are|fche Bat, the Bar, the Ganai, the Khan, the Lon, the
Malik, the Mir, the Pare, the Rather, Shah, Sheikh and Wain.
They are mostly found in the Kashmir province and Udhampur district of the Jammu Province.11^
Out of the above list, we ar^concerned here with the Pars
and the Lons - present day survivals of the ancient parnara and
Lavanya.

Having dealt with the pamaras, we now takeu,p the term

Lavanya, which first occurs as late as in the Vllth book of the
Ra.jataranginX and is used indiscriminately with pamaras^.
were these Lavanyas?

Why are they referred to so late?

questions that strike one forcibly*.

Who
These are

We have elsewhere dealt with

the term Lavanya as meaning *an agriculturist* , from the root'iju,
*to cut1 , and the rise to power of this class as agriculturists.

I•

Ibid.

Book III, verses 2b, 69.

2.

Supra

3*

Census of India, 1931. Vol. XXIV.

4.

Ra.iat. VII, 1228-29, 1236-37.

5•

Infra, p .

^Appendix,

Jamma and Kashmir State.
Part 1, Report, p.316.

The term pamara was later applied to all those agriculturists who
became powerful and abnoxious.
As pointed out by Stein, the hram
l
or tribal name Lon survives to this day as a name for those
people who were known as Lavanya in Medieval Kashmir.

In the

Census Report of 1691, the Lons are mentioned&s a sub-division of
the Rajput agriculturist class of Muhammedans in Kashmir.

They

are also catalogued as one of the castes which are found generally
m

several provinces.

2

On the basis of his examination of the

Rajatarangini Stein had also confirmed that/the Lons "were never
confined to particular divisions, but spread over the whole
valley'1.

It is very interesting to note that the Lons of the

present day and not the pars are,6onsidered as a sub-division of
the Rajput class,

Stein ha^also noted that many of the pamaras

in the eastern Madavarajya portion of the valley were recruited
from the Lavanya group .^

This suggests that the Lavanyas, though
term
often pamaras, belonged to a distinct stock:, whereas the/pamaras
in general had no ethnic significance.
Here we repeat Lalitaditya's testament to his successors;"Those who wish to be powerful in this land must always
guard against internal dissensions ... those who dwell there in
the ^mountains)

difficult of access, should be punished, even if

they give no offence;

because sheltered by their fastnesses, they

1.

stein, Raj a t . vol. II, p. 430.

Vide

2•

Census of India, 1691. Vol. XXVIII.

3.

fcStein. Rajat. tr. VOL. II, p.430.

4.

Ibid , p.306.

V, 246 note;

vll, 1171
note,

The Kashmir Hta te, p .127 .

are difficult to break up if they (once; accumulated wealth.
Every care should be taken that there should, not be left with the
villagers more food supply than required for one^ear's consumption,
nor more oxen than wanted for (the tillage of) their fields.
Because, if they should keep more wealth, they would become in a
single year very formidable pamaras and strong enough to neglect
the commands ofthe king.

When once the villagers obtain clothes,

women, woollen blankets, food, ornaments, horses, houses, such as
are n t

for the town;

when the kings in their madness neglect the

strong places which ought to be guarded;
want of discrimination;
a single,district;

when their servants show

when the upkeep of troops is raised from

when the officials are closely drawn together

by bonds of intermarriage;

when the kings look into their own

affairs as if they were clerks (Kayastha) - then a change for the
1
worse in the subjects1 fortune may be known for certain.11
About this testament of State Policy recorded by kalhana
Stein wrote:

11Prom the reference made here, we can see clearly

that Kalhana, in making Lalitaditya set forth these principles of
p
kashmir policy, is thinking in reality of his own times11,
Kalhapa is no doubt putting the king’s speech in his own words,
but it appears that there must have existed some running tradition
03/some other record of this sort about this great king, ''

The

statement, however, gives us a clear picture of the whole process

2.

Stein.

Rajat. IV, 345-52, note.

of the development of the power of the pamaras.

They are

hinted at as hilly,ypeople sheltered by their fastnesses.

Their

strength lies in their wealth and in their strong position from
the military point of view.

Kalhapa also shows the imminent

danger of the rise of the agricultural class who become pamaras
by the surplus revenue of their lands and accumulated wealth.
As regards the contents of this testament, Stein is correct in
stating that "Kalhana makes Lalitaditya, before his disappearance
from the scene, foretell in a kind of political testament the
events of the immediately succeeding reigns11
Professor Kosambi claims that saffron 11enabled KA^mlr to
import salt, some metal, cloth and other goods.

It made also for

an accumulation of wealth which sometimes led to external military
adventures on the part of ambitious Ka&mlrian kings or foreign
attempts at invasion.

Whenever the state was strong enough,

2
saffron remained a state monopoly".

It is true that this

commodity was very light and must have brought much wealth to
kashmir, but it is surely going too far to say that it was with
the wealth accumulated through saffron alone that kings were able
to lead external military adventures.

If this were so, we should

have had some mention of saffron and its importance to the finances
of the State in Lalitaditya1s testament on State Policy.

He

refers to the agricultural villagers and the surplus of their
1.

Stein.

Ra.jat. Vol. I, p.93.

2,

D.D. Kosambi,

An Introduction for the Study of Indian History.
P.1&97.

fields in general.
Saffron is not referred to at all as such,
if
Moreover,/it was the basis of the whole trade and military power
of the Kashmir kings, it should not have been difficult for them
to control the growth of this commodity and to guard closely the
saffron cultivation area.

We have definite evidence in the

Ra.iataranginl and in an Indian source to the fact that the use of
saffron in Kashmir was a kingly prerogative.

1

Kosambi has again stated "without the crocus or some equi
valent commodity, the internal history of Ka&mlr would have been
far less turbulent, as may be seen by comparison with the small
neighbouring Himalayan valley Camba, which shows relatively
uneventful continuity of succession in the same dynasty, with
people still worshipping images dedicated about 700 A.D. in
temples standing over a thousand years.

It is known that saffron

does not grow, elsewhere in the Indian sub-continent, but its role
in the means and relations of production for Kasmlr has escaped
our historians".

2

To draw? a comparison between Camba (Camp a) and the Kashmir
kingdom is going too far, because in the first instance, though
richest in epigraphical remains, the hill state of Camba is not
of so great an antiquity and historical importance as Kashmir,
Kangra (Trigarta) ana Kulu (Ku’
luta) .
The state itself is said to
r
5
have been founded about 550, and the first mention we find of this
1.

Ra^at. VI, '120;

Stein, note;

2.

D.D. Kosambi.

3.

Hutchison & AT.P. Vogel.

VIII, 1897.

t*vYutfty

L oc ._cit. p.3.
H i story of the Punjab Hill States.
Vol. I, p.13.

kingdom is in the reign of King Ananta (102d-63)> who invaded it
between 10 50-60.

Moreover, the Camba inscriptions and Va&savalis,

though unique in India for their comprehensiveness, are different
in nature from the Ranatarahgini of Kalhana.

The oldest tradi

tions in the hills refer to a time when petty chiefs, bearing the
title of Rana or Thakur, exercised authority, either as independent
rulers or under the suzerainty of paramount power.

About these

Western Himalayan States Hutchison and Vogel write:

"In con

sidering the political organisation of thrills, at that early

■

period, we must dismiss from our minds all ideas of fully-organised
principalities, and think of an order of things that was patri
archal rather than monarchical, and very akin to the clan system
of the highlands of Scotland, down to the eighteenth century".
In Chamba state alone there must have been more than 100 petty
chiefs m

ancient times, known as Ranas or Rajanakas,

p

Moreover,

Chamba did not enjoy a geographical position which would lead to
the development of a large state, as was the/base with Kashmir.
As for the Kashmir monopoly of saffron, we must point to
the case of Kashtwar (.ancient Kaisthavatja) a valley lying in the
South-east of Kashmir, forming a part of Udhampur district of the
Jammu Province, of the Jammu and Kashmir State, where saffron of
very good quality is cultivated,

Kalhana also mentions it as a

separate hill state, in the time of King Kala^a.^
1.

Hutchison & Vogel.

2.

Ibid. p.13.

3•

Personal Knowledge,

4*

Ran a t . VIII, 390.

This little

Op.cit. Vol.. I, p. 12.

Stein.

Ra.iat. vIII, 590, note.

State never rose to a position ofpraportance, despite its production
of saffron.
In order to understand the whole struggle between the
kings and the pamaras, we have to go bacx to dynasties which pre
ceded the Loharas.

The Karkotas were renowned lor tneir conquests

and glory but they were followed by weak and imbecile rulers of
the Utpala dynasty &53-~939.

The next dynasty of Vfradeva ruled

only for ten years from 939 to 949 and was followed by that of
Abhinava, a divira.

It was with the marriage of^Didda - who was

the daughter of Simharaja of Lohara - with Ksemagupta, the last
king of this dynasty, that the relationship of Kashmir with
Lohara started.

When her son and all the grandsons died, Didda

brought her nephew Samgramaraja from Lohara and nominated him as
her successor.

It was in the reign o^Ananta, the second king of

the Lohara dynasty of Kashmir, that we have a reference to the
coming to Kashmir of Ksitiraja, the cousin of King Ananta, when
the former was troubled by the evil behaviour of his son BhuvanaoA.ooftA'
raja, and Ananta sent his second^son Utlcarea, though he was a
small child, to rule over Lohara under the guardianship of fanvaftgaraja, who was his cousin from Jassaraja, another cousin of his
father.

On this arrangement Kalhapa remarks;

“Up to that(time)

the members of the royal family had enjoyed all possessions in
common, and their relationship was not stained by treachery” .^
Rajat. VII, 262.

When tirea of the evil conduct of king Kalasa, King Ananta
and his wife Suryam&ti went to stay in Vijayesvara, the princes
who were the sons of Tanvangaraja, G-ufiga and other relatives,
followed Ananta;

one of these princes named Thakkana of Jasaraja*s
1
family was present at the time of Ananta*s suicide*
Suryavarmacanara and other pamaras also went to Vijayesvara along with

Rajaputras, horsemen, soldiers and took up their quarters near the
old king Ananta.

2

During the reign of this king when the queen

Suryamati hela the affairs in her own hands and was troubled by
the insolence of some of the pamaras, she made Jinduraja, an
arrogant man, her minister and had Sobha, the pamara of Degrama,
executed.

3

Thus we find that though the earlier kings had

occasional troubles from individual pamaras, there was never an
organised rising of them all together until the time of king Harsa.
This naturally brought Kashmir face to face with a rival
dynasty.

The Lohara kings of the first dynasty belonged to the

branch of Udayaraja.

Sa&gramaraja, the/first king of this dynasty,

and Vigraharaja of Lohai'a were both his sons and with this arrange
ment "when the actual line and strength of Lohara got united with
that of Kashmir, under the guardianship of Tanvanga of Kantiraja*s
family, another brother of Didda, the struggle was natural.
1.

Ra jat . VII, 354, 447.
Rajat. VII, 360.

5*

Ha.jat. VII, 266.

Stein.

Raj a t . tr. 266, note.

Degrama is the modern hamlet of Deg&rna situated about one and
a half miles to the west of Supiyan.

2 ^

With this background the struggle between the pamaras and
kings of the Lohara dynasty commenced.

During the reign of king

Ananta (1026— 63) when Suryamati was troubled by the insolence of
the pamaras, she made Jinduraja, an arrogant man, her minister and
had the pamara of Degrama executed.
The reign of Kalasa, the next king (10 63-69)

is marked by

the weakness and licentiousness of the king and the evil influence
of the four arrogant princes (Rajaputras) from the Saihir- family Bijja, Pitharaja, Paja and another.
During the reign o±/fchis king the pEmaras are mentioned as
causing troubles and being temporarily crushed by successive
commanders-in-chief*

Their power became stronger during the

reign of king Har§a (1069-1101) and during this reign we have the
first mention of Lavanyas, who take sides with the rival claimants
to the throne.

Even earlier, whenever there was some struggle

for the throne, we find the pamaras in importance.^*

So it was

the rivalry between the two houses of the Loharas, the one on the
throne and the other that of Malla, whose descendents later
became kings, of the Second Lohara dynasty, which gave to the
pamaras an opportunity of fighting the ruling dynasty.

The

history of Kashmir and the position of the pamaras therein might
rvo'r
have had a different course altogether if there had^been a rival
dynasty, whose members were strong and resolute enough to cause
the_dnmfall of the first.
1.

Kalhana now starts using the terms Lavanya and pamara indis
criminately.
We should remember that he was writing for his
own time and hence did not feel any necessity to explain his
reason.

Another very interesting surmise made by Kosambi is that
“the conflict between king and p£mara, feudal baron and central
power,.led ultimately to a Kasmirian Hindu king plundering temple
property and melting down the images for profit without change of
religion or theological excuses, simply to maintain the army and a
costly state apparatus.

Because this could not continue for ever,

we have the ultimate victory of feudalism, and weakening of the
Central Power.1,1
Before proceeding to analyse what Kosambi has said about
the temple looting and confiscation of property, we have to take
into account some of the most important remarks made by Kalhapa,
which indicate definite landmarks in the history of Medieval
Kashmir.

For instance, he records the beginning of a new epoch

when he refers to the advice given by the K&yastha officials to
king Jayaplda (8th century) to give up schemes of foreign conquest
and to acquire wealth from his own country.

2

Let us here point

out incidentally that none of the wars fought by the Karkota kings
(600-835) were waged for the accumulation of wealth to be used in
the struggle against feudal barons.

Iiosambi has himself stated

that even under Jayapida (8th century) , measures had been taken for
the expropriation of wealth.

At this stage we have no mention of

any definite struggle between the pamaras and the Central government
1.

i),D. Kosambi.

hoc, cit. p. 2.

2. Ra.jat. IV, 631-3, 638-9.
3. -D.JD. Kosambi.

hoc, cit. p. 12.

jSamkaravarman1s (db3“902) fiscal necessities lectio this king's
confiscation ox agrahara grants ana even of the property of temples
ana orainary householders,

Sarakaravarman*s confiscations show

the king’s ultimate ownership of the lana.

It is suggestea that

the resumption of villages against compensatory assignment
2
tPratikara; shows recognition ox property rights in lana.

The

confiscation ox ianas ana looting of the temple property was not a
laudable action on the part of tne King and, as we have seen, even
while plundering the temples he appointed special officers under
the pretext of exercising supervision.
He reduced the weights in the scales by one-third, ana
still made out that he gave more to the temple corporation (par sal1)
than the due annual allowance.^'

Thus as a Hindu king, he kept an

outward show of maintaining the religious orders though he
actually plundered them in all possible ways*
the brahmanas ana templepurohitas

The oppression ox

must necessarily have

ceded by that of theotheragricultural

been pre

classes, andKalhana

records that by levying contributions for the monthly pay of the
Skandakas and village clerks (grhmakayastha) , and by various other
imposts, he drove the villagers into poverty.

It seems evident

that in resuming land granted to temples, the king gave some
1*
2.

r a « PP* S.o&~07*
13.D* Kosambi. hoc, cit. p. 12.

5*

Rajat. V , 169,

4.

Ra.jat. V, 171.

5.

Rajat. V. 175.

token compensation in order not to antagonize public opinion
further, and as a sop to the brahmanic clergy. The sin oi canIiseating land granted to religious bodies was thought to oe so
great that Saihkaravarman may well nave hesitated to do without
some token compensation. Thus this gives no real evidence 01
lull property rights in land.
The logical culmination ox the conxiscatory

scheme came

under Harsa who fought, but ultimatrly lost, a war ol extermi1
nation against the pamaras.
In order to understand the real
basis ol the struggle we have tib pear in mind the picture ol the
whole society at that time and understand cle&cly every aspect ool this unique reign in the history ol medieval Kashmir. Harsa1s
rule marka the culmination ox tne magnificence oi the court with
tne introduction oi Southern fashions but we have here also to
take into account tne economic resources oi the country which
could not cope with such xar-ietchea schemes. Another very im
portant iactor which we nave to consider is the total wxxect ox
his policy on the various sections of the society oi' hms time.
Here we recall Kalhana’s resume at the very out set oi this king
reign, where the author is all praises for this king’s majesty
2
and magnificence but still has to record his failures. Moreover,
here we donot only look to the impressions and views ol a mere
1. supra.p.
2, sunra. pp

poet historian but to a survey oi the whole situation as must
have oeen made for him by the Lord of the 'Gate', the illustri
ous lord Campaka— Kalhana? s father.
As for Harsa* s magnificence and favours, we have to ask
who were those people on whom they were bestowed. Kalhana says;
11In the King's palace, councillors, chamberlains and other
*

.

attendants, moved about adorned with golden chains and bracelets.
No body in his court was seen without brilliant dresses, without
golden ornaments, with a small following, or without a resolute
1
bearing". Harsa is also said to have profusely provided the
br&manas with gifts of black antelopes, skins and cows with
2
calves.
Now in all the auove references we see that the magnificence
was limited to the court and favourites who did not constitute a
large section of the society and next to the gifts and immuni
ties to the ministers, there came those to brahmanas and other
pious foundations. Nothing is said' to have been done for the
masses ol? the pamaras. In the meanwhile there arose troubles
with the adjoining hill state of Rajapurl. The magnificence of ,
the court also led to mutual jealosies, court intrigues and even
to plans to kill the king. Disaffection at the court, need for
money to keep up its magnificence, foreign expeditions and the
advice of evil councillors were quite sufficient reasons for
Hajat. Y I I . o8l-o3*
2. Rajat. YII, JJrjr

turning the king's head. Thus he started his evil deeas. The
first great confiscation started with the wealtii of tne temples.
As already noted this nad oeen practised in Kashmir Defore Harsa
time.

1

Hot satisfied with tne wealth confiscated from the temples

he endeavoured to secure more py oppressing the householders.
Bext Harsa1s magnificence turned to licenciousness and utter
immorality followed by a natural calamity—

a famine in 1099.

Economic crisis ensued, followed oy tne persecution of tne
Bamaras,
ftnile the courtiers had been encouraged to partaxe of the
magnificence of the court, Harsa started Killing the pamaras, and
in Madavarajya (modern Mar^lz) did not even leave .a orahmapa
alive if he wore his hair dressed high and was of prominent
appearance. It was after tne extermination 01 the DSmaras m
Madavarajya that those of Kramarajya (Kamraz), desperate over
the imminent danger to their very existence, rose in rebellion.
It was under such circumstances that Uccala and oussala laid
plans to ‘seize the throne of Kashmir(1100) which were implemented.
by the ready help of the oppressed pamaras at home and by R&japuri
&
and Kalinjara abroad.
We conclude that it was not the conflict oetween king and
Bamara which led to Harsa1s plunder of temple property and the
melting down of the images for profit, but the magnificence of ■

the court, the introduction of the new expensive fashions, the
use of gold and silvex1 j.or new coins in addition to all the
necessary state expense which ultimately brought the^ptruggle
between the King and the Bamaras. Moreover, the pamaras were
oppressed and Killed at a time of famine. They had not shared the
magnificence of the court and yet they had to bear the brunt oi
Harsa1s extravagance. We get an idea of this wnen Kalhapa states
that even during the time ox nis father Harsa sometimes could
not even afford hid daily meals, so much was the extent of his
gifts.
Here we take into consideration the introduction of the
fSaivite Advait philosophy and the existing lantric faith of the
masses leading to their belief in witchcrart(abhicara) and the
connected Tanatric rites and ceremonies. Though'Ine advent o^bhe
Kashmir iSaivism did not mark the|commg of a new religion, it was
really too deep to be understood by the ignorant masses who
felt themselves a part of the mysterious phtural phenomenon
around them. Belief in witches and elves is characteristic o|.
mountain regions every where. May we add that both Ksemendra and
Kalhana are full of contempt and satire lor the lantric gurus.
Thus we are prepared to accept Prof. Kosambi1s broad out
line of the development of feudalism in Kashmir but we disagree
with some of his analyses especially that w m c n claims that the
mode oi production was the sole cause of the development ol the
power of the pamaras in Kashmie.

There is no phase in Kashmir kistory when purely one type
of feudalism or the other can ye said to have existed, We find
the Samantas, tne brahamapa feudatories, and the Damaras existing
1
together in Kashmir since early days. As we havw stated above ,
the first mention ol the word Samanta occurs at the time ox
Matrgupta’s arrival in Kashmir to rule over this Kingdom as the
Jr-vivvV)

nominee of the King of K-an auj. The first reference to the pamaras
is found in the reign of King lalitaditya Muktaplda.^The S&manta^
were there already and the reierence to the hill people whom
Lalit&itya

feared shows that they existed long before this King,

Kalhapa is

, however, thinking of M e

of his pwn

time out the reierence gives us a clue to the genesis

great power ox the pamaras

ox the whole system. We have seen that the earlier books ox the
Rajataranginx are confused and that authentie records start from
the time'ox Karkotas
with whom the Kashmirian tradition connec*
ted every thing of importance, as in the case ok the plantation
of aafiron^ The iact actually is that we cansasfc safely take
things attributed tho Lalitaditya, to have existed long before
him,
We should also remember that the scholars of the loth
century, looking at certain peculiar institutions v/hich had
survived to their own day from the period when these institutions
1 * supra , p

X 4 7 ~lt? ■

2* supra, p. 15^11
5• sup ra, p .

7

had originated and flourished, invented the term 'feudalism’
to sum up a long^series oi loosely related facts,
Moreover, in his study of feudalism in Prance, Germany,
the Kingdom oi Burgundy-Arles, Italy —

which had grown out of

the ruins of the FranKish monarchy, Ganshofi has pointed out that
in the Forman Kingdom or Sicily into which these were finally
absorbed., the feudal institutions imported from France had to oe
imposed on a social and political system of extreme complexity,
A central government of unhsual strength succeeded, in formulating
a remaricaoly coherent system of feudal relationships, in which
the rights and prerogatives of the lord and in particular those
of the heard of the state, were strongly emphasized,"Such a deve
lopment” , he wrote, "cannot dg regarded as in any way characteristic of Western feudalism as a whole” .

In Kashmir also we have

monarchy with its widely spread bureaucracy and tne attempts of
the rulers from time to time to put it in order.

1. R , GoulDorn o p .cit. p .1.
2. Ganshoff.

Feudalism, pp. bb"*dO.

CHa?tE-R. V(.

SOCIETY
In India it is usual to conceive of society as divided
into four sections - Brahmanas, Ksatriya s , Taisyas and

£udras .

The Rajatarangini also refers to the kings as the producers
of the happiness of the castes (Varna)*

It is evident

that the four divisions of society in accordance with the
/
injunctions of the Hindu Sastras were maintained theoretically,
though there does not appear to have existed any strict
adherence to this fourfold classification in practice.

Hor

is there any reference to the old spirit of caste segregation.
We find much mention of the brahmana class in the
.
2
RajataranginX.
The kings are referred to as ksatriyas,
while we get a few references to Vaisyas and ^udras.^

The

lowest order is that of cand&las.
•

i

On the caste system in Kashmir Dr. Ray has stated that,
"though the conception of the population as consisting of
four traditional castes was not altogether unknown, there was
no such caste as Ksatriya, Vai^ya and Sudra in early
Kasmlra (sic).

In other parts of India there were various

intermediary castes between the brahmanas on the one hand and
the lower castes on the other.

Curiously enough, so far as

we can ascertain, such intermediate castes did never exist
!.
2.
3.

Rajat. II - 13;
III - 85;
R aj a t . VII - 661-63.
I b i d . - 207(vai^ya)

IV - 111.

1
in the valley.”

As we have already referred to the

existence of the Vai&yas and Sudra castes as mentioned by
Kalhana, and as the kings of the Lohara dynasties are said
to have belonged to the Ksatriya caste, we believe that, though
the foiirfold class division is not much referred to by
Kalhana, this is not due to any other reason then the very
nature of the narrative,for Kalhana was not writing as a
theorist that he should pause to explain every aspect of a
social order which was thoroughly well known to his readers,
and Kalhana1s reference to them clearly established that
there was definite recognition of the four orders, together with
classes below the Madras such as the Oandalas and the
4

*

Bombas, who were the lowest in the social order.

In

addition to the fourfold division, Kalhana also once refers
to the sixty-four intermediary castes when he tells us that
during the reign of king Jayasimha (1128-49) one of this
kingfs pious ministers, Rilhana, excited astonishment by
treating the sixty-four castes to excellent food at a
sacrificial feast.
Manu eulogises the Brahmana Varna as the supreme
creation of the God. ^

Kalhana and Ksemendra hold the

Brahmanas in great esteem, especially those who practise
1. Pa r ly History and Culture of Kashmir, p. 86.
. fujiv'CL. P,3(»3.
3. Ra ;iat, VIII. 2407.
In this reference Kalhana employs the
term v&g&st to imply a caste as distinct from the four great
classes.
This is a very unusual use of the term. Ksemendra
also in his Lokapraka^a u&es the term varna for sixty-four
castes. Lokapraka^a p. 1. of.
^
>1,-31.

4.

j

a u s t e r i t i e s through w h i c h they gain the power of r e v e r s i n g
the fortunes of even the great rulers.

('I')
1

Such is their power that once the royal fortune is
lost through disrespect
returns.

2

shown to the b r a h manas it n e v e r

K a t h a n a tells us that w h e n the l e g e ndary kin g

D a m o d a r a II did not give the haughty J>rahmanas food before he
had taken the b a t h of £raddha they turned h i m into a snake
by their curses.

He refers to them as Gods on earth (b h u d e v a ) ,

po s s e s sed of the spiritual power by w h i c h they could bring
the forces of nature under their control.

On the other hand,

by showing kindness and giving gifts to a brahmana, king
L a l i t a d i t y a M u k t a p i ^ a acquired the power of producin g
streams of w a t e r at his mere w i s h in the desert tracts.^*

In

order to secure royal dignity for his future births, Y a & a s k a r a
b e s towed the royal insignia u p o n a brahmana.
ICalhana mentions

some

who, k n o w i n g full w ell

that

spells

5

of the Kas h m i r kings,

however,

the brahmanas t h r o u g h their

caused the power of the G-ods to be present, me t e d

out p u nishment
Taraprda.

6

to them nevertheless.

One such k ing was

K i n g Jayapida confiscated their &g;raharas and

op pressed t h e m so that

m any

of them emigrated and not less tha n

122,

V,114-15.

3.

K a n a t , 1 - 160, IV
R a j a t . I. 161-65.
viu, 3.3,3$.

4.

ffanat. IV. 228-35.

5.
6*

R a j a t . VI. 85.
R a j a t . IV, 122.

one h undred brahmanas died daily from his oppression.^
In ifche beginning even K ing Yas a s k a r a (A.D.

939-48)

though

the throne had b een bestowed on h i m by the brahmanas,

did not

all o w them to approach h i m for fear of their becoming arrogant.

2

K a l h a n a sets forth lofty ideals for the brahmanas to
follow.
lands

The K a s h m i r kings are frequently men t i o n e d as grant i n g

—

(a g r a h a r a s ) to the brahmanas.

*5

But the evil K i n g

M i h i r a k u l a is said to have granted such agraharas to
brahmanas f r o m Gandhara who resembled h i m in their habits
and were the lowest of the tvfiee born.^

K a l h a n a does not

approve of those brahmanas who accepted agraharas and other
gifts f r o m h e r e t i c a l or w i c k e d kings like C a k r a v a r m a n and
5
U n m a t t avant i .
I n accordance w i t h the doctrine of M a nus asaxti the
brahmanas are prohibited the use of garlic.

The legendary King,

G o p a d i t y a is said to have removed those who ate garlic to
B h u k s l r a v a t i k a , (Modern Buch'var)

and transferred the

brahmanas who had brok en their rules of conduct to Khas^ita
(somewhere i n the immediate vicinity of Srfnagara but not
p r e c i s e ly identified)

6

.

Our h i s t o r i a n does not censure the

k i n g for doing this because the brahmanas are worthy of
1. R a j a t , IY. 631-33, 6 3 8 - 5 6 .
2. R a j a t . VI. 3-4.
3* R a j a t , 1-87, 96, 200, 341;
II - 132;
III - 481;
IY - 673,
698-99, Y - 23-24, 120;
VI - 89*
4•
^ ~ 306, 312-16. Of. Y a j n .1 - 140, w h i c h provides
that a brahmana should not accept a gift fr o m a king
who is parsimpnious or greedy and acts against the
dictates of ‘Sastra.
5* R a j a t . Y - 403, 442.
Of. Manu, X, 76.

6. R aja t . I - 342-43. Of. Manu Y - 5.

respect only if they act according to the standards of
conduct expected of them.

Brahmanas versed in the Yedic

1
lore p e r f o r m their purifications with earth a n d water.
Thou g h all the Kashmiri brahmanas at present consider
themselves as Kasmirikas,

we have several references in

the R a j a t a r & & g i n x to the immigrations of brahmanas f r o m

tT'

Kanyakubja

■*

(Kanauj),

Gandhara and Gauda

(modern Bengal).

The K a s h m i r i a n poet Bilhana, who was made vidyapatfi by
Oalu k y a K i n g Y i k r a m a d i t y a YI T r i b h u v anamalla of Kalyana,
tells us in his Y i k r a m a h k a devacarita
,

that he belonged to

„

4

a pious and learned M a dhyadesi brahmana family.
poet A b h i n a n d a

(10th century)

wrote Kadambarikathasara,
Banab h atta's prose romance,

The

son of Jay a n t a Bhatta, who

a metrical

summary of

traces his a n c e s t r y from

/
fSakbisvamin,

a m i n i s t e r u n der Lalitaditya, who was originally

an inhabitant of the Gauda country but later m i g r a t e d f r o m
his native province and settled in Kashmir.^
1.
2.
.
6 ".

R a j a t . VI C f . Biihler
Vikramanka.
Ray. r.'H.'ff.

69.
3M
— R e p o r t , p. 19.
XVIII verse 6 .
Sept. 1955.
XXXI lo. 3. p. 243.

6 , 3 0 7 ,34i-43,

The Kashmiri brahmanas consider themselves to be a
b r a n c h of the Sarasvatas.

Bilhana also refers to the

brahmanas of Kas h m i r as belonging to the Sarasvata branch.
The b r a hmana elite who were well versed in the
*

1

1sastras

stood at the h ead of the society both i n the spheres of
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n as ministers and as the h i g h l y learned class.
K a l h a n a 1s father was a great minister.
of the

Mankha,

the author

*ISrxkapthacari t a , belonged to a family of ministers

and poets.

His brother Alamkara was the superintendent of the

Great Treasury (Brhadgan.ja)
3
/
(R a j a s t h a n x y a ) .

judge

Srhgara,

(B r h a t t a n t r a p a t i )^

and later became the Chief-Justice
1

another b r other of his was a

M a n k h a is m e n t i o n e d by Kal h a n a

as h o l d i n g the post of m i n i s t e r of w a r and peace
5
ika).

(Sandhivigrah-

There are also references to brahmana councillors

6

(Asthanadvija, Asthanabhatta, Adhikaranadvi ja ).
We find the term pargad used throughout the
Rajataranginl

to designate the corporations formed by the

p urohitas of individual temples and holy places
T h e i r m embers are called Parisadya,

(T x r t h a s ) .

7

also P a r s a d a .

Kalhana

1. V i k r a m a A k a . XVIII verse 6.
2. Ra.iat. VIII —
2423.
2* I M d - 2557, 2618, 2671, Stein. Ra.iat. Tr. Vol. II, VIII
/
- 2671. Rote.
4. ’S r l kantha
III ^ XVIII - 61.
50, 62.
Ra.iat. VIII 2423. Cf.
5. R a j a t . VIII. 3354.
Svfk^Tk*. *vui
6 * Ra.iat. VII - 85-86}
VIII - 1620.
'■
'
7. Rg.iat. 1 - 8 7 ;
V - 171.

clearly distinguishes these from other brahmanas w h e n
he describes the brahmana assembly w h i c h met for dis c u s s i o n
r e g a r d i n g the disposal of the throne w h e n the U t p a l a dynasty
came to an end

(middle of 10th c e n t u r y ) .

(presumably brahmana councillors)
discussion,

W h i l e the brahmanas

passed five or six days in

there assembled an immense host of purohitas of

sacred shrines

(P a r i g a d y a s ) w i t h their drums,

other m u s i c a l instruments arranged in litters,
g li t t e ring flags,

ensigns and umbrellas

cymbals and
raising

T hey appeared on

the scene in order by a solemn fast to force the bra h m a n a
a s s e m b ly to come to a decision regarding the future king.
The Parigadyas often seem to have adopted this procedure and
thus to have played an important part in political affairs.
O n T u h g a fs appointment as Prime M i n i s t e r by Didda,

2

the former

m i n i s t e r s met in council and brought to K a s h m i r Prince
Vigraharaja,

the son of Didda*s brother, who on his arrival

i nd u c e d the brahmanas hol d i n g the chief agraharas to enter
u p o n a fast

(p r a y o p a v e s a ) and cause disturbance in the

kingdom.
A n o t h e r such instance occurred during the reig n of
K i n g S amgra m a r a j a w h e n brahmana councillors and the purohitas
-*-• R a j a t . V —
461-66. S t ein Tr. vol. I B o o k V, 461-66.
Kote. S t ein is wrong in translating the word Y u gy a here
as "carrying seats on load animals".
It is everywhere else
translated by h i m as a 'li t t e r 1 . Of. VI 264, VII 713.
2. R a j a t . VII,

993-95;

VIII 709->900.

of sacred shrines started a solemn fast
Parihasapura,

(pi,a y o p v e s a ) at

in order to hring about the fall of Punga,

the m i n i s t e r who had been the cause of the death of a brahmana.
K a l h a n a tells us that it was difficult for the k i n g to allay
this revolt w h i c h was caused by the common resolve of the
brahmanas and the ministers, as w h e n fire and storm combine.
The brahmanas were ready even to dethrone the king.

1

Phis

also shows that the ministers used the P arisadyas to attain
their s e l f i s h ends.
W h e n the h o s t i l i t y between Anan t a and his son K a l a s a
was growing,

the brahmanas held a solemn fast against both

f a ther and son in order to put a stop to t h eir hostility, w h i c h
was causing ruin to the country;
m

arranging a reconciliation.

thus they u ltimate l y succeeded

2

Dur i n g the reign of King Suffsala (1112-20),
brahmanas of R a j a n v a t i k a ,

the

for fear of losing the produce of

t heir agrahara lands through the plunder and atrocities committTed by the p a m a r a rebels,

approached the k i n g against his

minis t ers who were showing indifference in fighting the
D a m a r a s and were thus perpetuating u n c e r t a i n conditions.

3

A n a s sembly of the purohitas was held during the r e i g n
of K i n g Bhiksacara,

(1120-21)

when,

tired of the opp r e s s i o n

of the pamaras who held h i g h p o s ition during this k i n g ’s
reign,

the brahmanas h olding agraharas also rose in revolt.

1. R a j a t . YII
13-15.
2. Ibid.
400 ff.
3. R a j a t . YIII
768-775.

The purohitas along w i t h the citizens demanded the r e s t o r a t i o n
of king S u rsala and even prepared to fight;

when

B h i k s a c a r a started his fight against Sussala, his preparations
fri g h t ened these purohitas, who left their solemn fast and
fled with the divine images under their arms*

1

Ano t h e r such

fast occurred w h e n the brahmanas of M a d a v a r a j y a (modern Maraz)
re s i s t ed Sujji who was commander-in-chief during Jayasimha's
reign*

2
Here K a l h a n a shows that ordinary hrahmanas h ol d i n g

agrahara
villages and those of the P u r o h i t a corporations
/'
(P a r i N a d y a s ) were distinct fro m the h i g h l y educated Br a h m a n a
*

class to w h i c h he him s e l f belonged.

He criticises the

rise to power of the humbler Brahmanas during k i n g Sussala*s
(1112-20)

r e ign when he says:

ffBy the m a n y f o l d mistakes

w h i c h arose during the endeavour to conciliate them the
country fell into complete confusion,
4
e x c e s s i v e .*1

and plunder became

These wretches, who had never seen the king*s

a s s e m b ly and who k n e w nothing of affairs, use d h a r s h language
towards the kin g

(Sussala) w h e n he tried to appease them.

W o r s e t han the Lav a n y a r e b e l l i o n was this r e b e l l i o n for the
king,

just as a disease of the throat pains more than one

1. Rajat. VIII. 900-40.
2. Ibid, 2076.
3- Ra.1at. VII —
12, 177;
VIII - 898-900.
Here K a l h a n a
d istinguishes b e t w e e n the brahmanas h o l d i n g agraharas and
those of the purohita corporation. The latter are at present
k n o w n as B a c h b a t t a s .
4. R a j a t * VIII —
774*

3<JL
of the f o o t . 1*^
Q?he growth of the power of these hrahmanas and their
in d u c i ng the k i n g to do as they desired by these means,
i nvites K a l h a n a 1s contempt and abuse.

R e f e r r i n g to the

brahmanas who rose in revolt during the reign of Samgramaraja,

K a l h a n a calls them 1w i c k e d - m i n d e d 1 and

1impure*.

In no single reference to assemblies of this kind
do we find K a l h a n a re f r a i n i n g from co n d e m n a t i o n of such
i n t e r ference on the part of the brahmanas h o l d i n g agraharas
and the Purohitas of sacred places in the affairs of state,
w i t h w h i c h they were not at all conversant.

I'hough at some

places we find them exerting a good influence —

as in the

ease of the h o s t i l i t y b etween king A n a n t a and his son

O
Kala&a.
Thus though the Ranatarahgini describes the b r a h m a n a
donees of agrahara lands,
relig i ous rites;

engaged in the performance

of

they a lso played a n important role in

the p o litical vicissitudes in Kashmir.

W h a t e v e r the general

effect of their interference in the affairs of state m a y have
b e e n they did try to influence politics and sometimes to
get redress of their grievances by o r g a n i z i n g strikes
and holding assemblies in times of political upheavals.
K o s a m b i has stated that ftthe brahmins

(sic) were not

speci ally influential in politics as a priest h o o d except for
1. Ibid. 775-76;
VIII 706.
2 * R a j a t . VII. 400

ff.

a brief period under the b r ahmin Icing Y a s ^ a r a
On occasion,

(A.h.

939-948).

even their fasting to death was looked u p o n

w i t h contempt, without moving the k i n g fs heart in the least
( 4 * 6 3 1 -39)n •

In this connection we must bear in min d the

d i s t i n c t i o n we have already pointed out b e t w e e n the brahmanas
w e l l versed in dharmasastras who acted as ministers and
councillors and the h u mbler brahmanas who lived by their
p r i e s t l y functions.

Y a 6 a skara had been made king by the

b r a h m a n a a s s embly w h i c h sat to decide on the succession,
but

still he did not allow them to a p proach h i m lest they

should become arrogant f r o m pride at h a v i n g bestowed the
throne on him.
due respect.

He was otherwise prepared to give the m their
We have already referred to the assembly

of p u r ohita corporations w h i c h was active as late as the
r e i g n of king Bhiksacara;

w h e n they g rew tired of the rule

of this king they ^celd a m eeting to bring back

Sussala.

W h a t we want to point out i n this connec t i o n is that they
were not g r anted any special privileges
Yasaskara,

even under kin g

but yet they did not cease to make further

attempts to influence politics;

K a l h a n a rep e a t e d l y expresses

his d i sapproval of their interference in political affairs
1. D . H . K o s a m b i .

Origins of F e u d a l i s m in K a ^ m i r , p.

5*

w h e n they were not properly versed in them.
Kal h a n a disapproves of K ing Samgramaraja*s giving
of his daughter in m a r riage to the superintendent of the
Diddamatha,

w h e n he says,

"How great is the difference

b e t w e e n a princess fit for a king who is bent u p o n the conquest
of the world and a brahmana of a small m i n d whose hands are

t
wet w i t h the w a t e r of presents."
There is evidence in the R a j a t a r a n g i n i , to show that
■-e brahmanas i n K a s h m i r were not m e r e l y concerned w i t h
religious,

l i terary and administrative duties,

but that some

of them on occasions even took to the m i l i t a r y profession.
Thus we have b r a h m a n a feudal chiefs

(s a m a n t a s ) and also
%

-

brave b r a hmana soldiers who took active part in battles.

This appears quite normal in v iew of the fact that brahmanas
i n K a s h mir eat m eat even today as they did in Kalhana * s
time.

S t r a ngely enough however,

though his own fath e r was

*lord of the Gate*, we find Kalhana, while r e c a p i t u l a t i n g
the conditions at YasaJkara*s accession,

d i sparaging

those brahmanas who are not devoted to their studies and
carry arms.

&

Here we consider Manu*s verses that "twice

b o r n m e n may take up arms w h e n they are h i ndered i n the
fulf i l m ent of their duties;

OJ

vTIiTa .

“ <AJ

w h e n d e s t r u c t i o n threatens the

Yfi

0 2 ^ 3 6 3 '^°'
;
v u 3,
Lawrence.
Yal l e v no.
The brahmanas of Kashmir, commonly k n o w n as Pandits, are
divided into three classes;
the a s t r o l o g e r class (Jotish),
the priest class ( G u m or Bachabat) and the w o r k i n g class
( K a r k u n ) . The priest class do not i n termarry w i t h either
of the other classes, partly because they are rega r d e d as
divine, and partly because the laity abhor their practice
of a ccepting the apparel of deceased Hindus.
The J o t i s h

- continued -

twice “‘born castes (varna) in evil times, in their own
defence in a strife for the fees of officiating priests,
and in order to protect women and brahmanas;

he who under

such circumstances kills in the cause of right, commits no
1
sin11.
Medhatithi takes the first part of the above two
verses to mean that the twice-born classes may take up arms
on all occasions.

He rejects the contrary interpretation

which would, by taking the two verses together, limit their
scope to the specific occasions mentioned by Manu.

If we

take Kalhanafs above quoted remark into consideration we get
definite evidence of the development of the idea that
brahmanas might take up arms when they were hindered in
their duties towards Medhatithi1s free interpretation of
it, that brahmanas might take up arms on all the occasions.
If we take the actual history of Kashmir into account we can
believe that in the time of king Ya&askara (939-48), when
Kalhana records general peace and maintenance of law and
order, there was no necessity for the Brahmana varna to take
up arms.

Though in the earlier books they occur occasionally

Pootnote continued
and the Karkun Pandits intermarry.
The Jotish Pandits are
learned in the Sastras and expound them to the Hindus, and
they draw up the Calendars.
The Priest class perform
religious rites and ceremonies.
The vast majority of the
Pandits belong to the Karkun (writer) .class,'who regard the
pen as their natural destiny.
These*eco¥i*espond to the learned
brahmanas, ^priests (Parisadyas) and the ,-Kayas thas of the
R^jatarangAlna and other Kashmir sources.
I. Manu. V I I I . 348-49.

3i£
foie references to brahmana

feudal chiefs and soldiers

become common in the seventh and eighth books of the
Bajatarangipi, which deal with the times nearest to Kalhana's
own and for which he had regular records and eye-witness
evidence*

The turbulent times of Lohara days must have

led to this development.

In theory Kalhana seems to have

believed and wished that the brahmanas should follow their
traditional profession of devotion to studies.

In this

context we clearly understand Kalhana1s remark which is
otherwise contradictory to the actual history of his own
time and that immediately preceding, and to the very
profession of his father and his associates.
As regards immunities and privileges prescribed for
brahmanas, the Matsya Purana lays down for a brahmana guilty
of serious offences banishment and branding with distinctive
1
signs instead of the death penalty.
In the Ba.jatarangipi
it is stated that when a brahmana widow complained to king
CandrapIda against another brahmana whom she suspected of
having caused the death of her husband by witchcraft, the
king told the brahmana M y

that he could not punish anybody

without his guilt having been established, still less a
brahmana, who is exempted from capital punishment although
Matsya. ccxvii. 163f.

he may be guilty.

1

—
Later on, at the brahmana lady's

threat of death by starvation, the king sought divine
judgement, and the guilt of the brahmana became evident:
but even then the judges inflicted a lighter punishment,
since a brahmana could not be put to death.

Kalhana

has not made it clear what punishment was meted out to
him.

Inia later reference we find that king Yasaskara

(959-4-8), who exercized close control over the castes and
conditions of life of his subjects, on discovering that
at Cakramelaka a brahmana ascetic Ca|(rabhanu had departed
from proper conduct, punished him by having the mark of
a dog's foot branded on his forehead.

Borne such

punishment must also have been inflicted on the brahmana
sorcerer, who, being instigated, by king Candraplda's
younger brother Taraplda, is said to have used his knowledge
of witchcraft (abhicara) in slowly killing king
- 5
Candrapxda.

Kalhana is all praise for the dying king

for not having punished this brahmana sorcerer any
further, knowing that the crime was instigated by someone
4
else.
1 Sa.jat. IV. 88-1055
2 Ra.jat. VI. 108-112.
3 Ra.lat IV. 112.

4- Raj a t . 114.

cf M a n u VIII 124-125.

SV pr*- fp-43°-3|.

According to orthodox theory hrahmanas were also
exempt from all the taxes.

1

/
The Santi parva makes it

clear, however, that if they forsook their true vocation
and followed any other occupation such as trade, government
service, agriculture cattle-rearing and the like, they
were to he taxed like others and were even to render the
*

usual corvee.

2

In Kashmir hrahmanas appear to have heen

exempted in theory from taxation during the period under
review.

We find Jonaraja expressing his regrets at a

later king who imposed taxes even on hrahmanas.

As

we shall see helow we have reference to many such kings
in the earlier period also.

during the reign of king

Harsa (1089-01), the priests of the purohita corporation,
whose temples were rohhed hy the king, approached him
to grant them in compensation exemption from the forced
carriage of loads (rudhihharodhi).
1■■ ** - —

"

Kalhana does not
%

further state whether they were exempted during the reigns
of the kings succeeding ^ahkaravarman and was reimposed
hy king Harsa of the first Lohara dynasty, or whether it
had continued ever since its first introduction hy
1 Agni.Puraiia CCXII. 15-18, 30-52.
2 Santiparvan. LXXVX.
5
3

f-: c./ 5b»t.tr .yoi, xtr p* i& *

6am.karavarntaiio

On the whole, it would seem that if in

criminal cases capital punishment was never inflicted on
a brahmana, the same principle may have ordinarily been
applied in all other spkres of life and conduct.

If they

were not wholly exempt from taxation, it appears that
under the more orthodox kings they paid at a lower rate.
The candalas were presumably the lowest order of
society.

The Artha^astra prescribes that heretics and

candalas shall live outside the city beyond the burial
ground,

Hsiian-Tsang saw these unfortunate people actually

forced to live outside the town and included among them
butchers, fishermen, public performers, executioners and
scavengers.

2

The candalas are the most important

representatives of the lowest castes known as Antyas,
3
Antya.jah or Antya,jatis in commentaries and digests.
The distinctive feature of the status of the candalas
according to the Smrti laws was that they were placed under
a rigorous ban of untouchability.

Hot only is their touch

included in a list of acts requiring purification of the
body, but according to the extreme views quoted or followed
"ky Swfci authors such penances are prescribed for their
approach within a certain distance, for the sight of of
^ Artha&astra. 11, 3? 59.
2. H . Tsang. tr. Beal. 1. o. 74-.
3. Ma n u . VIII. 279. cf, Apararka on I a f
jn. Ill, 292;
Medhatithi on Manu V, 12; x. 51.

•yi*
*
■1
conversing with them, for witnessing their shows,
for crossing their shadows, and for touching them in the
second, •third, or fourth degrees.

1

In the Rajatarangini

we find the terms cand^^a s ? dombas and svapakas.

Some times

these are apparently used synonymously,
The candalas are referred to as untouchables.

We have

seen that the candala woman who found Suyya (who later became
the great minister

under Avantivarman (855/6-883) did not

consider it proper

to bring him up, thinking that she would

thus ruin both his spiritual and material prospects with her
/
2
touch, and therefore gave her up to a Sudra nurse,
Kalhana
records that king Cakravarman (936-37) received the pomba
singer Rahga with his daughters Hamsf and Nagalata, and
later took these two girls in his seraglio.

HamsI was even

3
(mahadevp„These

raised to the status of chief queen
/

Svapakas or Dombas were ordinarily not allowed to enter the
temples of the gods, but, being related to the king, they
were permitted to do so,

Kalhana much resents such a

concession and says “surely the Gods of fierce might did
/
not dwell in this land, otherwise how could a Svapaka
woman have entered their temples” ,

Kalhana also records

that only the proud pamaras among the chiefs did not follow
1. AparRafoion Ya,jn III. 292;

s.o.

11. 304--8.*'

Smrty&rthas&ra, 76-78, Prayascitta Prakarana, III, 19
2. JRegss&. ^74-7?.
3. Ra,1at. V. 38?
.
. „
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the ^vapaki queen when she went to visit the temple of
* 1
Visnu Ranasvaniin to celebrate the festival of Tiladvadasi.

The Pornba singer Rahga was also granted the village of Helu
as an agrahara.

It is stated that when the recorder of

official documents (pattopadhyaya) at the Record office
(akgapatala)

did not execute the document relating to the

grant (danapattaka)

he was addressed with abuses by Rahga,

and, thus frightened, he wrote the document.

2

Such grants

however do not seem to have been repeated.
So strong is Kalhana's belief in the impurity of
these Dombas that, about king Yasaskara (939-948), he says
that it was through the intercourse with those who had taken
the Dombas* food remnants that impurity fell upon the king,
just as the evil of leprosy spreads through the touch of a
leper.

When there was a great fire during the reign of

Abhimanyu (958-972) Kalhana declares t h a t ,it purified the
land by burning the great buildings which had been defiled
by the contact of the kings who had been touched by the
5
Dombas and candalas,
/
The Svapakas (literally dog-cookers) are in the above
quoted references referred to synonymously with the dombas.

lo Ra.iato VI. 84.
This festival is explained below.
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The modern Dumbas, the descendants of the old Dombas,
are still the low caste watchmen and menials as they appear
in the Rajatarangi.nl. Stein has pointed out that "they have
r e t a i n e d

i n

t h e i r

a p p e a r a n c e

a

d i s t i n c t i v e

t y p e

of

t h e i r

o w n

which points to tne relationship with the gypsy tribes of
India and Europe".^ Referring to their occupations as hunters
and fishermen, buffons,
w o r k i n g

a s

s i n g e r s

a n d

quacks, etc., and to their daughters
d a n c e r s ,

S t e i n

w r o t e :

" T h e i r

o c c u p a t i o n s

thus closely resembled those of the gipsies whose name R o m ,
2
is undoubtedly derived from Sanskrit Domba".
W e

h a v e

a l r e a d y

d e a l t

w i t h

t h e

q u e s t i o n

of

k | y a s t h a s _ a n d

diviras and have shown that these terms did not signify castes
in medieval Kashmir out meant to signify certain professions.
fie have not been able to ascertain to which caste the

Damaras belonged. This much is sure that they were not brahmanas.
$

We have reference to Ibhahmana fasts owing to the pppression of
t h e

D a m a r a s .

P e r h a p s

b e i n g

t h e

i n d i g e n e

c l a s s

t h e y

c o u l d

n o t

be incorporated within the framework of the haughty nobility.
In the second Rajatarahgini they are mentioned as Dombas.
Lawrence was also told that the Damaras were the descendants of
«

Sudras. Whether this epithet was used merely out of scorn or
not, this much can be said that they belonged to an inferiorclass. In a certain passage Kalhaiia praises the wife of the
1. Stein R a ja t . tr. Vol.I I .p .430.
2* Ibid. note 3. see. p.w.
3.

R a j a t . V I I ^

4.

L a w r e n c e .

1 2 2 9 , 6 5 8 .

V a l l e y . p . 306,

3 3.3

Damara Kosthaka who became a Satl when her husband was mortally
wounded and he attributes this exceptional conduct to the lacxy1s
noble descent from a family of Rajputs'!: This reference suggests
that the Damaras were not ksatriyas or Rajputs as the Lavanyas
at present known as Rons claim to be. As Satl was a common
practice at that time and was much esteemed by all the brahmanas
and the ksatriyas especially, it appears that Damara women, not
belonging to the higher strata of society in matters of caste,
did not immolate themselves. Moreover, the blood-sprinkling
rite, as we have seen above in the case of king Cakravarman
and the Damara taking pledge together was peculiar to the
2
Damaras and the Khasas, and was not followed by the 'brahmanas.
duch customs we have stated already^are found among the Khonds
m

5
other parts of India;

1. Qp . cit. { infra. p .33T)
2 . supi a .p .

POSITION

OP

WOMEN

Regarding the position of women in Kashmir, we have a
reference in the Rajatarahgini to a verse in the
where it is stated that when the legendary
King Damodara's pregnant widow Yasovati was installed on
the throne by the Brahmanas, the councillors grumbled at
the coronation of a woman.

Then Krsna of Y a d u !s race

appeased them by saying that the land of Kashmir is Parvati
and its king, as a portion of ^iva, is to be respected by
all those who desire prosperity.

Here we find that a queen,

in the same way as a king, is considered to be a portion
of Siva —

the all Transcendant Being.

Thereafter' the

people started looking upon Yasovati as the mother of her
subjects and as a Goddess, while previously women were
1
considered to be objects of enjoyment only.
Nevertheless, Kalhana elsewhere emphasises the duty
of absolute obedience and devotion of wives to their husbands
We also find, references in the Kathasaritsagara

enjoining

women of good families to worship their husbands with
chaste and resolute behaviour and take them as the highest
deity.

liven death is better for a woman ‘
of good family,

5 Nilamata.
Ro-j&t. I, 70-73•
E&nat. II, 48;
I, 322.
3= K.S.S. vol. I. p» 164.

when her husband, is away, than to meet the eyes of people
who lust after her beauty*

1

Faithfulness to a single man is the greatest virtue of
women*
part.

2

Kalhana strongly condemns immoral conduct on their

Referring to King Durlabhavardhana1s wife, who is

said to have had illicit relations with the King's minister
Khahkha, Kalhana speaks of a woman as an object of sense
like the other objects of senses (Indrayartha) —

Sabda,

Sparsa, R u p a , Rasa and Gandha, Stpi (woman) being the sixth.^
A woman had to devote all her efforts to proving herself a
devoted wife to her husband and to trying to please him.4
Thus it appears that the woman's duty was to remain confined
to her home and to fulfil all her manifold domestic duties.
This, hov/ever, does not imply her total subjection.
As regards the role of women in politics, the history
of Kashmir is full of instances where women managed the
affairs of the state as successfully as some of the kings did.
The right of women to rule the realm was recognised in Kashmir
from early times.

We have already referred to the case of

Gonanda's queen, whose right to rule was defended by Krsna
fZ

himself.
1. Ibid. pp. 35-36.
2. Ra.iat. V 8; K.S.S. vol. I. p. 36.
3. RSjaV. Ill
3151
VI
76-77, 316-317.
4. Ibid. II 48;
III 496.
5*—
- supra P.35.1!-

3X6

After the death of i6amkaravarman, queen Sugandha
(902-4) actively governed the country as regent and later,
when the k i n g ’s lineage died out, she is said to have assumed
the reins of government (904-6) at the request of her
subjects."*■

Before she became a full-fledged sovereign

in her own right we find Didda's name on the coins along
with that of Ksemagupta.

She dominated the historical

scene of Kashmir for more than half a century (950-1003),
first as queen consort, then as regent, and finally as
ruler in her own righto

With the help of her minister

Tunga she broke the power of the great landowning Damaras
and even of the brahmanas.

Eventually she founded a new

line of rulers of Kashmir by nominating her nephew
Samgramadeva as her successor.^
During the rule of the Loharas we find that queen
Suryamatt controlled the affairs of the state during the
reign of her husband king Ananta, much of whose success in
government was due to this vigorous queen.

She wanted the

government to be in stronger hands and it was on her advice
and insistence that the king abdicated in favour of his son
Kalasa.^

King Uccala gave a rare privilege to his

favourite queen Jayamati by allowing her to occupy one half
1. R a t
jat, V. 243.
2. Raj at. VI. t n f f ;
3. Ra.jat, VII. t<56

c-M-5- PU-te W. It,

of his throne. It is not, however, very clear whether this
was a privelege enjoyed by all the queens of Kashmir or was
first introduced by this King and Kalhana specifically refers
to it because of the queen's low descent.

1

During the rule of tne Loharas we do not find any women
ministers and. councillors, though in an earlier time we have
a queen acting as the chier Chamberlain.

2

There is a retLerence during the reign of King Harsa
showing that ministers were required to obey tne written
orders sent by the queen.

Heglect of one such order of Harsa'

queen oy the Commander-in-chief was considered as an offence,

SATI.
Remarriage of widow was generally not countenanced and
in tact the death of a woman's husband meant social ruin.
Her position in society became miserable. If she was dissua
ded by her family at the last moment she could escape social
censure; otherwise it was prefLeraole to face the flames and
end the life in honour. On

the position oi widow in con

temporary India Alberuni remarks 11 If a wife loses her

L * Ra.jat. VIII. 02.
2, Ra.jat, ♦ IV*
3. tajat. VII. 120b.

husband by death, she cannot marry another man.
has only to choose between two things —

She

either to remain

a widow as long as she lives or to burn herself-,

and the

latter eventuality is considered the preferable, because
as a widow she is ill-treated as long as she lives.

As

regards the wives of the kings, they are in the habit of
burning themselves, whether they wish it or not, by which
they desire to prevent any of them by chance committing
something unworthy of the illustrious husband.

They make

an -exception only for women of advanced years and for those
who have children;

for the son is the responsible

protector of his mother” .

Thus all our evidence agrees on

the point that it was the degraded and miserable plight
of woman in Hindu society which encouraged this practice
widely in India.

It is also evident from t h e •Raj at arangini

that those ladies who did not immolate themselves on the death
of their husbands led a very simple and austere life.
Mallarjuna's mother wore no ornaments on account of her
2
widowhood*
The custom of the sacrifice of the widow at the funeral
pyre of her husband was widely known in ancient times.
Discussing the general prevalence of this custom among
Vo^- It*
2. R aj a t . VIII* 1969.

32.9
the primitive warlike tribes, Altekar is of* the opinion
that fighting races are very jealous of their women
and often prefer to kill them, rather than take the risk
of their going astray after their husbands'

deaths*

There was also the general belief that the warrior would
require in his next life all those things which were near
and dear to him in this existence*
The custom started to become popular in Ksatriya circles
from A.I), 400c* and from i,D, 700, fiery advocates began
to come forward in increasing numbers to extol the custom of
°L

saifu ^

There does not appear to be any instance of force

being exercised to compel unwilling widows to mount the
funeral pyre*

The Padmapurana^ though it highly extols

the custom, expressly prohibits it for the brahmana
women.

Later on, the brahmana community, with its self-

denying code of life, began to feel that it should not
allow itself to be outdistanced by the Ksatriyas.

The

custom, therefore, began to be followed by a few brahmana
families soon after 1000 A.D.

Most scholars believe that

the practice of satl was mainly a medieval development and
1. A.S.Altekar. Position of Women in Hindu Civilization, p* 11^37
2. Ibid. p. 143
~
~ — — —
* —
5* pa.dma p urapa, Harita, V i p q u , xxv. quoted by A.S.Altekar.

was not very popular in Northern India before A.D.1000 C.
In Kashmir also we find that the custom of sat I*, though
it existed from very early times, was not strictly followed
1
before the advent of the Lohara dynasty.
That Queen Didda became the guardian of her son
Abhimanyu after the death of her husband Ksemagupta (950-58)
shows that she did not immolate herself along with her
husband,

Kalhana tells us that on Ksemagupta*s death,

Queen Didda showed her desire to become a satf, but, while
the other queens were ready to immolate themselves, Didda
felt regret in front of the funeral pyre, and was prevented
from seeking death by the persistent remonstrances of
2
Naravahana, her minister.
Earlier among the ladies of King Yasaskara's seraglio,
only the single queen Trailokyadevi immolated herself.
Later Kalhana records the case of another lady who was
requested by the next King Paravagupta (949-50) for her
favours.

She deluded him by telling him to complete a

certain Visnu temple before she would agree to his request.
The King proudly fulfilled his promise while the lady
1. R ajat. III. 12$.

;

A.3.Altekar. Position of Women in Hindu
Civilization, p.

2. Rajat. VI. 195* ff
3. Ibid. 107.

150.

sacrificed her life in the flames of the sacrificial
fire.'*'

Nan da the wife of king Gopalavarman, did not
2
burn herself with him.
On the death of King Samkaravarman (883-902) three
queens, Surendravati and two others, followed the king into
death, while Sugandha, who had even accompanied him on
his expedition to the Northern region (ufctarapatha) did
not commit sati,

in order to act as the guardian of her son

Gopalavarman, whom King Samkaravarman had while dying
entrusted to her protection,

since the boy had no other
~z

relatives and was still a child.
Kalhana, however, does not admire those queens who did
not immolate themselves with their husbands.

Referring to

the ascendency of Naravahana, Didda*s minister, he
contemptuously uses the word 1widow*

_ 4
(R a h d a ) for Queen Didda.

He tells us that the widowed Queen Sugandha became desolate
through sensual enjoyments and fell in love with the
5
minister named Prabhakaradeva.
King Harsa in his hatred of the family of Malla killed
Vyadamangala, and the latter*s wife and mother set their house
on fire and burned t h e m s e l v e s . ^
1.Rajat 138 ff.
2 .R ajat , V„ 245-4-6.
3.Ra j a t , V. 220-6.
4.RS,jat, VI. 260.
■ w m w i nTBnmn —

5.Ibid,

i •

195,276.

6.Ha,jat. VII. 1467-68

When this king, in his last

desperate struggle against Uccala and Sussala, killed
their father Malla, the latter*s consort Eumudalekha and
her sister Vallabha, immolated themselves in a fire kindled
1
m their house*
Asamati and Sahaja, Malta's daughters'-in
law, v/ho were the wives of Salhana and Ralha, also burned
themselves to death*

2

Six female attendants of the ladies

of Malta's household died on the same pyre*

And the mother

of the future kings Uccala and Sussala, burned herself in her
house together with her nurse Candri, who felt unable to see
the water which was to be offered at the funeral libation of
her whom she had brought up as a child with her own milk*
Thus we find that the practice of sati was very much
honoured and universally practised by the ladies of the Malla.'
branch of the Lohara family*

The wide prevalence of this

custom was naturally a family tradition.

The Loharas as

Khasa ksatriyas of the solar stock seem to have been very
proud of their women for preserving the family honour, and
sati was practised even by attendants and nurses*
Though there was so much ill feeling on account of their
son, Kala^a's conduct, between King Ananta and his wife
Suryamati, and though the king committed suicide on being
afflicted by her words, we find that Suryamatr was burnt to
1*
2.
54*

Raf
jat. 1486*
Ibid* 1487
Ibid* 1490-92*
Ibid*

death on her husband1s funeral pyre*

An interesting

feature of this event as described by Kalhana is her oath
by sacred libation, which she took in order to avoid the
slanderous rumours which had growp up with regard to the
1
position of the minister Haladhara as her confidante.
During the time of the Lohara dynasty, the custom of sati
seems to have taken deep root in the Ruling families of
Kashmir, so that not only regularly married wives but even
concubines used to practise it*
were followed m

King Kala&a and Utkarsa

death both by their wives and concubines*

2

In the time of Harsa, 17 queens including his daughter-inlaw immolated themselves in apprehension of the king's
death, when he and his son Bhoja were in the field
fighting against the rival claimants and the rebellious
Damaras **
The history of Kashmir during the second Lohara
dynasty teems with the cases of sati in the royal families*
On King Uccala's death queens Jayamati and Bijjala
immolated themselves with him*

4-

We have no evidence of the exercise of physical force
to induce the women to burn themselves, but there exists
a situation of helplessness on the part of the widow,
Hat
j a t * VII. 4-61 ff*
2. Ibid* 724-28, 855-62.
3- EliiL* 1579.,cf. VII. 956, 1579. Vasantalekha was
from the .Sahi family*
^ hi. w r - a t

where social pressure was such that she dared not openly
declare her unwillingness, but could only try to influence
one of the ministers to dissuade her.

Presumably, if the

minister’s arguments were forcible enough, it wasjfelt that
honour was satisfied and that the widow might keep her
life without too serious a stain on her character;);.
The few cases of completely voluntary self-Waiiolation
fill Kalhana with wondering admiration, not unmixed with
cynicism.

King Uccala had been treacherously murdered by

conspirators, just as he was on his way to the apartments
of BijjaPa, his favourite queen.

Kalhana further

describe^ the efforts made by Bijjala to throw herself
_

first on the pyre in front of the chief queen, Jayamati.
On this pathetic and memorable event Kalhana writes,
"Nobody can understand these women of inscrutable minds,
who, though given to unfaithfulness and killing their
husbands, yet step with ease into the fire."

2

Though there is strong opposition to the custom in
3
Banabhatta1s Kadambarf, and though it was strongly
condemned by the South Indians in the twelfth century,
we find a different note in the Rajatarahbinl/
1* Rajat. VIII. 367.
2. Ibid. 363-71.
3° Kadambarl. Purvardha. p. 308.

1

On King Sussala*s murder four of his queens came forth
to follow him into death.

As they could"not he carried to

the burning ground owing to sudden hard frost, they were
1
burnt in haste near Skanoabhavana Vihara.
Kalhana has recorded the cases of two Kashmir queens
bribing their ministers in order to induce them to come to
the cremation grounds and dissuade them from their
apparently voluntary resolutions to accompany their
departed husbands.

Queen Didda was saved thus by her
OK i

minister Naravahana.^

oikj6_Y KjtX-VvPt

} Uv*- lYl'miSteA.

J

* Uccala?s queen /book the queen*s

word as a formality (prakriya-vaco) and prepared her funeral
pyre.

The queen had to be burnt in pursuance of her so

called voluntary resolve.

Thestcases show that the practice

of becoming a sati was in some cases rather a matter of
convention than of actual feeling on the part of the ladies.
Regarding the practice of sati among the brahmana
i. Rsdjat. VIII 1440-144-4.
2 o R a j a t . VI.

195 ff.

5- Rajat VIII.
363-68. Compare Abul-Fazl AivAk. II
pp. 191-192.
Abul-Fazl divides the satis into a
number of categoi'ies.
Those who are compelled by
relatives to burn themselves, those who deliberately and
with a cheerful countenance accepted the ordeal owing to
their devotion for their dead husbands, those who,
surrendered themselves out of regard for public opinion,
those who were swayed by consideration of family
traditions and customs, and finally those who were
actually dragged-into the fire against their will.

class we find that during the reign of king Candraplda,
a brahmapa v^idow complained to the king against another
brahmana whom she suspected of having caused the death of her
husband by witchcraft,

She had not burnt herself because she

was waiting until she could seek vengeance against the
culprit.
lA*

Thus we find that the practice of satf was
r n f f u j i a ii- i iiuum

prevalent among the brahmanas in Kashmir from very early
days,^
There is also a reference in the R ajg,1ataranginT to
the mother's becoming a satI after the death of her only son.
She had not perhaps committed it at the death of her husband
p-ertecps because her child was then very small.

2

The feeling of devotion sometimes led the servants to
3
burn themselves at the death of their masters.
As well as members of the ruling family, Kalhana tells
us

among ministerial and other families.

Thus in

/

the reign of Anante*^ Bimba the daughter of a Sahi Chief
and the daughter-in-law of the minister Tuaga, who was a
Kha^a from Parnotsa, entered the fire as a sat I on the death
of her husband, ■K-and^rpa-Sliiiha'j'
/

IWinn m ■ n m w iiiMiMin iiai

At the same time we are

told that Ksema, another wife of the same Kandarpasimba, had
1.Supra P.
2.Hajat. VII. 1380.
3.Ibid. 1447.
4.E'5.,iat. VII. 103.
_

Hj'Xl IIBllLI IBH I I

had meetings with Kaga, Tuxiga's brother, even after her
husband’s death,

1

Kalhana also tells us that the unhappy

Mahkhana, the wife of Tuhga, after the death of her husband
left the country and took up residence at RajapurT.

She is

said to have taken with her the two sons, Vicitrasimha and
Matrsimha, whom Mamma, a concubine, had borne to
2
Kandarpasimha, as well as Mamma herself.
It is noteworthy that here the only case of selfimmolation is that of the lady of the £ah.i Stock;

Tuhga*s

wife and his other daughters-in-law apparently did not
even consider doing so,
Kalhana appreciates the conduct of the Camara widow,
who, belonging to a Rajput family, did not follow the
custom of other Damara women who refused to immolate
themselves with their husbands, but became a satif
On the other hand he condemns the conduct of those who
just hurned themselves for the sake of following the
prevalent custom,

Kalhana*s conception of a satf is a

matter of the heart, wherein the husband and wife live
in complete conjugal harmony during their lifetimes and
the latter burns herself on her separation from the former.

4.

Sad a t , VII 103,
2, Ibid. 102.
3, Raj at, VIII 2334-. 599*
0
a , , T
% / '<
4, RS.jat VII 1412.
v A p * '• \
cf, the Sikh CfurH Amar D a s ’s remark "They are not Satis
who burn themselves with the dead. The true Sati is she who
dieth from the shock of separation from her husband. They
also ought to be considered satis who abide in chastity and
contentment, who serve, and when rising, ever remember the
lord."
frsU gyq.-wlUA PP “HA. £•<>•

Thus when the devoted wife of King Tunyjina immolated
herself on the pyre, Kalhana compares the flames of the pyre
on which the Queen hecame a sati with the fibres of thd stalks
of the Water-Lily, which are used as a cooling application.
He also records that the place where that lady followed
her husband in death was known in his day to the people as
Vakpustatavi, apparently after the name of the lady.
■u n ilrrna-rlw iT^m ^nTrm f^gp— W im iW iti

“

*

The Damara women did not ordinarily practise this custom.
The wife of Damara Kosthaka, who did follow it, is said to
have done so because she belonged to a Rajput family.
It is clear that though she had been married into a Damara
family she had the liberty to decide about it herself without
any interference from her people.

Kalhana much praises

this act of hers because, it was purely voluntary, for if
she had wanted she could have avoided it since it was not
enjoined by the social custom of the Damaras,.^
In the Samayamatrka the heroine Kankali marries the Damara
Samarasimha but plans to have him killed in a quarrel with
one of his relatives;

on the success of her plan., far from

becoming a sati, she lives with her father-in-law as his
wife.

2

~
In the Mahanirvanatantra it is stated that a woman
...i ,

-

--------------------------— ------*

is the embodiment of supreme Goddess and that if a person
1 Ra.jat. VIII 253^-59
2. Sam.Mat. II

burned her with her husband, he would be condemned to
eternal hell.

Thus according to the t&ntric view a woman

should not immolate herself.

In Kasmir the rarity of sati

among the Damaras was perhaps due to their following the
tantric religion rather than the idealistic monism adhered
to by the brahmanic section of Kashmir society.
The class of prostitutes, known from early times in
India, formed a distinct social unit in Kashmir.
Damodaragunta

in his Kuttan1matam and Ksemendra in the

Samayamatrka,

the

and the Kalavilasa

exhaustively deal with this class and all the snares and
tricks of the trade of the courtesans for entrapping
innocent young men and getting rid of unwanted patrons.
In the Samayamatpka

Ksemendra describes in detail the

various occupations adopted by the heroine Kahkali, to
seduce m e r c h a n t s sons, temple priests (prasadanala),
'.Damaras, horsemen, scribes (diviras) , and the keepers of
the royal prisons.

She becomes a Buddhist nun to gain her

ends, a nurse in the house of a minister, the wife of a
shepherd, and a seller of flowers and garlands for the gods
she sells wine at the time of the Taksaka festival and
then becomes the wife of a load carrier;

1 , 'ffjj&sbpa

1*1

2. B a m .M a t . II passim

^ <

and ultimately

she crosses the Kashmir boundary by applying some
soporific wild flower to the keeper at the watch station
(drahga).

The narrative describes the various arts in which

she is adept, so that she can pretend to adopt any occupation
which she needs in connection with her trade.
In the

chapter of the Samayamatrka

and in the

Kalavilasa Ksemendra gives a detailed list of all the
sixty-four arts which are prescribed by the authorities on
/
1
the science of erotics (kamasastra)
Damodaragupta in
the Kutt animat am

gives details of the life of a courtesan
p
and expects very high qualifications from her.
This text

also relates a story which shows that the connection of a
brahmanA.with a courtesan (ganika) was regarded as a
disgraceful act.

Ksemendra relates stories about

the feigned love of these ladies, who make a show even of
dying at the funeral pyres of their lovers, while in
4reality they never act upon such feelings of affectkon.
Kalhana also, in the Rajatarangipf, mentions the courtesans,
who are naturally inclined towards extracting money from
their lovers rather than being bothered about their good
1* B a m .M a t . 7.V. ; Kalavilasa IV. 5-11 •
2,5. Kuttaal. verses 106 ff;
256 ff,
&&l&vil&sa-« IVa 19, X. 2J. Desfeadesa III.

P^ssi^

'iHl

qualities. He condemns tneir wealth and tells us tnat during
tne rule of weal: and imbecile Kings, tne realm iell a prey
to prostitution and immorality.

1

Kalhana gives us many instan

ces of Kashmir Kings who tooK such women into tneir seraglios,
and even sometimes made them their cniex queens. Thus King
tJccala’s chiei queen (Patlacievl)

,^Jayamati, a woman of un»

known otigin, had been adopted by a female dancer named
Karnasravati. She was Uccala6$ mistress and later oecame the
concuoine of tne governor ananda. When the latter died she
came pack to Uccala and was xinally raised to the status ox
chief queen. ^
Among the classes of people who visit the prostitutes
Ksemendra mentions saffron merchants, cooks, ilower sellers,
the temple care-takers

( p'f^d^clapala ), the Damaras, the

cavaliers, the writers (divira) , the sons of officer's and!
thffise of the ministers.
An important companion of the prostitute was the Kuttani"
1.Ra.jat. IV. 461,661; V 294.
2. Patja devl or Pattamahisi

is called from Patta or

golden

oound round the heaa ox tne queen who participated in the o ,
ceremony of the coronation of the king. The Gahadvala queen
Krihvldesrxx
^

PrthvxversiKa was so ca,lled. In our reference
Jayamati could not have participated
J.R.A.d, lo96.p.760.
in coronation; though tne term may
C.V.Vaidya. Vol .111. p .46cH
H
have oeen used generally
Raj a t . VII. 14d0-b2.
] for the chief queen.

S-ee*

* p. /

*A|3L
or procuress, who taught her the tricks of the trade and
helped her in entrapping young men.

In the Santayanatrka

Ksemendra talks very contemptuously about this class of woman
and uses abusive language for them."**

Nevertheless, he admits

the indispensibility of th^procuress in the house of a
courtesan when he makes Kalavati tell us of her miserable
condition at the death of the old bawd (matrka) who was
killed by the ministrations of a quack physician.

2

The parasite (vi^a)was another regular member oT this
class of Kashmir society.
scorn.

All our authors mention him with

3

Whatever the regrets that high class brahamana society
may have had at the existence of these people, it is very
clear from our sources that they were regular features of
'the life of Kashmir in Mediaeval times.

Ksemendra lays them

all bare before us and justifies his humorous and satirical
pornography by explaining that he has written it for the
amusement of the right-minded and for the guidance of youth,
who fall easily into the snares of the courtesans and waste
the wealth of the country.

Through his satire he also

brings to light the degraded life of the Buddhist nuns and
the class of tantric gurus who use4religion as a covering
1. Sam.Mat. IV. 1-8, 40-45
Ibid. li.o Samaya. 27 ff®
5°

Ibido

T)e.$1OcxUe.

, \f, p

\'tr>-

IV.

for sin, spen^fc the nights with the prostitutes and
during the day posel before the world as high spiritual
authorities,
The custom of

dedicating maidens for service in temples

can be traced back to ancient times. Reference to this class
of women is found in Medhatithi as well as in inscriptions
all over India."*"

Abu Zaid also speaks of courtesans

attached to Indian Temples.

2

On the causes of prostitution

in the India of his day AlberunI wrote f,The Hindus are not
very severe in punishing whoredom.

The fault, however, in

this lies with the kings, not with the nation".

But for this,

no Brahman or priest would suffer in their idol temples
the women who sing, dance, and play.

The kings make them

an attraction for their cities, a bait for pleasure for their
subjects, for no other but financial reasons. By the revenues
which they derive from the business both as fines and taxes,
they want to recover the expenses which their treasury has to
spend on the army."^
Crooke, writing about this custom, thinks that the
connection of courtesans with temples began about the 9th
Zj.
or 10th century A.D,
T .V. Sheshagiri Iyer believes that
their connection with religious institutions must have been
1.
2,
3.
4,

Ep.Ind. XXII. 122 f; DVII. 8.f.$
S.I.I.
11. No, 66,
H.I. (S.D.) vol. 11. quoted in the Age ofImperial
Kananj.
p73797“
Alberunf. Ind i a , vol. II. p. 157*
W.Crooke. Ency.Rel. & Ethics, vol. x. p. 407®

,

\m

earlier.

V

In Kashmir we find references to dancing

girls (foartaki) attached to the temples from very early
times,

2

Kalhana tells us that king Durlal>;3haka

Pratapaditya II fell deeply in love with a merchant's
wife, and when his life was at stake, the merchant offered
to part with her.
was unjust.

The king did not accept the offer, as it

The merchant then offered to put her in the

temple as a dancer, so that the king could enjoy her as a
dancing girl attached to the temple.

Reference to dancing

girls belonging to temples occurs again during the time of
King Lalitaditya.

The custom is said to have been hereditary,

and Kalhana tells us through the girls themselves that it
was handed down to them by tradition
did not know the reason.

- they themselves

King Jayaplda of the Rarkota

dynasty is said to have attended such dancing in the Gauda
country and brought one of the dancers as his wife along
with a princess from that place.

So accomplished was this

lady that she could from the King's ways understand that he
was either a disguised king or a rajaputra born in a great
family.
The story of King Durlabhaka shows that these temple
dancers could be taken as secondary wives.'
(1089) had a concubine named Sahaja.
1.
2.
3.
4.

King Utkar^a

She nad^oeen a dancing

T.V.Shesagiri Iyer. Q.J.M.S. vol. XIII. April. 1923. P.
Rajat. IV. 421-2
Rajat. IV, 36.
Rajat. IV. 42lv22.

girl attached to a temple#

He had seen her on the dancing

stage and had taken her into the royal seraglio. Kalhana
highly praises the noble conduct of this lady, who, on the
k i n g fs death by suicide, entered the pyre after smearing
thickly over her limbs the blood of her lover.

1

This

instance shows the high sense of attachment and devotion
to her lord on the part of Sahaja, who had been, as a
courtesan, favoured also by Harsadeva.

He now wanted her to

remain alive, but she refused.
The most striking feature of a Hindu family was and
still is its joint nature.

The family in the Hindu Society

might include any number of members.

All these, members of

the joint family lived in a common abode and shared the
property of the family in common.

2

Brhaspati speaks of

the Hindu family as one the members of which share a common
’
Z

kitchen (Ekapakenavas^am)^

The system of joint families

existed in Kashmir in the past as it exists up to the present
day.

In the Rajat arangini^ we have evidence of the

prevalence of this system not only among the masses but even
in the royal families.

King Ananta, even when he had

crowned his son Kala^a (1063-89), later, on his minister
Haladhara's advice, resumed Jiis power, Kalasa remaining king
1.
2.
3.
4*

Rariat^YII 855-860.
Of. Hara.da. XIII, 38 . Jolly. Hindu haw and Customs p. 168.
Brhaspati . XXV.6.
Rajat. VII. 243-50, 262.

merely in name, taking even his meals regularly in the
presence of his parents.

Pull of jealousy and embittered in

her mind over her son’s power, Queen Suryamati would not
permit that her daughter-in-law should make in their dress,
ornaments or in anything else that display which befitted
them as the K i n g ’s young wives.

She made these queens

constantly do the work of slave girls until they did not
refuse even to smear the house floor with cow-dung.

Kalhana

relates another interesting story in this connection.
King Kalasa had fallen into licentious habits and was once
beaten badly by the Candala watchmen when he was trying to
get into the house of the minister Jinduraja in order to
have illicit relations with the latter1s daughter-in-law.

The

next day when the retired King Ananta met his son Kelasab
the ruling king, the former slapped him in the face in the
—

presence of Bijja a Rajaputra.

1

The Kathasaritsagara is also full of stories about
the joint family system and the status of the daughter-inlaw therein.
Even as late as the 14th century we have the case of
Lalla, the prophetess, who was a married woman of respectable
family living at Pandr©than (ancient Puranadhi§th£na) near
1. Rajat. VII. 307-322.

a

&rinagara, and was cruelly treated by her mother-in-law,
who nearly starved her to death.

1

Thus the women in a

joint family were under the general control of the oldest
married woman in it, usually the mother-in-law.

Generally

in a joint family the sons, daughters and daughters-in-law had
all to "bow down before the orders and decisions of their
elders•

1. Sir Carnac Temple. The Word of Lalla, the Prophetess
Intro, p. 7.
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E D U C A T I O N

The land of Kashmir has been known from ancient times for
its learning.

At the very outset of the Ra.jatarahgin l , Kalhana

praises the “learning, lofty houses, saffron, icy water and grapes
such as even in heaven are difficult to find.”

Kashmir is con

sidered the very abode of the goddess of learning, Sarasvati.
The Ra;jatarahgini and the other Kashmirian sources give ample evi
dence of the scholarly education not only of the brahmanas who
attained high proficiency in all the branches of literature, but
also of men of other castes, so much so that even a foreign obser
ver - Alberuni - (A.D. 1030) noted that Kashmir was the centre of
Hindu learning in his time.

Alberuni also praises the skill of

the Kashmiri scholars in taking in hand'any difficult task, even
such as that ox committing the veaas to writing.

Earlier Hsiian

Tsang noted that the people of Kashmir loved learning and were well
3
instructed.
Kalhana again refers to the spiritiial excellence of
his priceless country through Matrgupta, when he describes hov/ the
latter was sent to rule over Kashmir by Vikramaditya of Ujjaini.^
Rilhap.a also in the Vikramahkaaevacarita praises his motherland
(Kashmir) for its holiness, for the sanctity and learning of its
!•
2*

ssiai*
42.
Alberuni. Vol. I. p.173.

3.

Hsiian Tsang. tr. d. Beal Vol. I, p,14B.

4.

Ra.iat. Ill, 223.

brahmanas andjfor the beauty and learning of its women.'1'
There is much evidence in the Ra3atarafiginl to show that
thdRashmir kings patronised learning.

King Jayapida brought from

abroad competent expositors to restore the study 01 Mahabhasya of
Patanjali;

he himself was instructed in grammatical science by

Ksirasvamin, and gained distinction with the wise.

la

This learned

man, who flourished in Jayapida's court, was the author of the wellknown commentary on the Amarakosa and several smaller grammatical
treatises.

Jayapida patronized several other famous scholars;

Bhatta Udbatta was his chief pandit t sabhapati) , Damodaragupta, the
author of the Kuttanimatam was his chief councillor (DhuryaDhlsaciva) , Manoratha, Sahkhadanta, Cataka, and Bandhimat ?/ere his
poets, and Vamana and others his ministers.

King A^antivarman of

Kashmir (b55/b-bb3) appointed a certain well-known teacher to ex
pound grammar in a Vaisnava temple founded by himself.

King

Yasaskara founded a hospice (matha) for the residence of students
from India (aryadesa)who came to Kashmir for education, and to the
superintendent ofthis matha he presented the royal insignia with
umbrellas and chowries, with the exception of mint dies and the
royal seraglio.^
Qieen buryamati bestowed one hundred and eight €graharas on
1*

Vikramaiika. XVIII, verses 1-8 .

la. Eajat. IV, 4bb~94.
2.

Ibid.. 495-97.

3.

Ibid. 2b-29

4.

Rajat■ VI, b?-bb.

1

King Harsa ^10o9-1101) was possessed ox ex

ceptional skill, knowing all languages, a good poet in ail tongues,
ana, as a depository oi ail learning, famous even in other eountrie

£G ro

learnea brahmanas.

He adorned, men oi learning with jewels ana bestowed on them the
privilege oi using litters, horses, parasols, etc,

%

bilhana, who

had left Kashmir in the reign of King Kalasa, haa been made by
Parmadi, the lord oi Karnata, his chiei pandit ^vidyapati), whose
parasol was borne aloft before the king.

We are told by Kalhana

that even in the distant Decean he heard -that King Harsa was like a
kinsman to true poets, and|thought that even so great a splendour
as he was then enjoying was a deception.^
songs which were much appreciated.

Harsa also composed

The Tibetan tradition attri

butes a Sanskrit poem entitled jsta-Maha Caitya-Vandana-Stotra to
King Harsa.^
The kings in Kashmir were required to be learned and wellversed in the {Sanskrit language.

Kalhana redicules King Safikara-

varman (y&2-902) who did not know Sanskrit and used vulgar speech
I apabh rransaj fit lor the drunkards,^
Though we have no definite evidence about the training of
1-

Rajat. VII, lo4.

2.

Rajat. VII, 610.

3.

Hiiat. VII, 934.

4.

S M a t * VII, 933-37.

3.

Raiai- VII, 942.

6.
7.

I.H. Q. 1941, PP.223 ff.
Raj a t . V, 206.

the princes we get an impression from the Ra;iataranginl that they
were trainea in all the sastras and;iastras, that i s , they had to
be well-versed in the arts of war ana the arts of peace.
son Abhimanyu (958-72)

Didda's

is said to be learned, cherished by the

learned and versed in both sastras and sastras.1

Prince Harsa1s

learning shows that there musybave been/arrangements for the
education of the princes.

2

^

The Amarakosa defines matha as an abode for scholars and
others.

Mat has were used also as sort of feeding houses foythe

poor and the infirm and rest houses for pilgrims as well as impor
tant educational centres.

The mat has were attached to temples, and

played an important part in the cultrual life of Kashmir.

They

controlled temple affairs and provided lodgings and food for
devotees, and above all, were centres of educational activity ana
moral and spiritual instruction.

We have elsewhere referred to

King Avantivarman's appointment of a well-known teacher to expound
grammar in a Vaisnava temple,^'
Buddhist Viharas were also centres of learning and culture
in ancient India.

We have no evidence to show whether the

Buadhist monasteries of Kashmir continued as centres of general
learning during this period.
1

.

R«jaI" -V|.

2*

Ra.jat. VII, 610.

5.

A mara.

4.

Supra . p. 3 4 ?.

V.

But the regular establishment ox

V iharas by the Kashmir kings and even the renovation of some of
them during the Second Lohara dynasty shows that they remained as
centres of Buddhist learning, though their work could not have been
primarily secular.
Viharas and mathas were not the only centres of education
ana learning in Kashmir.

Suyya, who had been found by a candala

woman and-had been brought up by a Sudra, nurse, grew into an
intelligent youth and, having learnt his letters (aksaras)

became

a teacher of small boys in the house of a certain householder.
Referring to thehncestory of King Yasaskara (939-4o) Kalhana tells
us that the king's grandfather Kamadeva, who lived in the village
of Pisackapura, having acquired the knowledge of letters (aksaras),
p
became a boys1 teacher m the house of Meruvardhana.
The above
references show that private individuals contributed a great deal
towards education by arranging small classes of students in their
houses.

Evidently these teachers were professionals, whose

employment and payment must have been arranged by the householders
themselves.

It is not, however, clear whether the payment was

arranged by the parents or guardians jointly out of the common funds
collected at a certain fixed rate, or whether the householder in
whose house the classes were arranged, being in a position to incur
the whole expense, himself undertook to bear it on behalf of all
bUA eVLcUwCe VI

o

V.

p>bi

hi"

flJL

the children, ^who received their education in these family schools
also included those who did not belong to the house and who must
i*

Hafat. v, 74-7b.

2*

Rajat. V, 469-75.

surely have been gathered, from the neighbourhood.

Another inter

esting reference in this connection is when Kalhana speaks of
Phalguna, the prime minister of Abhimanyu of Yasaskara1s family
A.D. 95^-72;

when here we are told that, after his dismissal, he

proceeded to Parnotsa, the ministers rejoiced as boys when left by
their teacher.^
One is reminded of similar pictures of the classrooms and
students in modern schools.

The reference may also suggest the

use of corporal punishment in disciplining the boys.
starting education appears to have been small.

The age for

Girls are nowhere

mentioned as attending such schools.
There is evidence in the Rajataranginx showing that initial
training in learning the letters and calligraphy was done on black
coloured wooden slates whicn is even at present prevalent in
Indian schools.^
The cases of 3uyya and Yasaskara also make it clear to us
that in Kashmir in medieval times in the case of education as ox
kingship and the offices of State, the field was not limited to
specific castes.

Anybody who could prove himself competent enough

could rise to any position.
The Manu Gmrti provides that the three twice-born castes
Ivarnasj discharging tneir prescribed duties should study (the Veda)
but among them the brahmanas alone should teach it, not the other
1.
2*

VI, 209.
Rh^at. VII, 9

0

also see VI, 209:

IV, 494.
Gifts and
charitable institutions.

two.

1

It appears that the study of Vedas and its teaching may

have been limited to the brahmanas while there was no restriction
for anyone to study and teach secular subjects *
Ksemendra tells us that he studied rhetoric under Abhinavagupta, the author of Vidyavivrti;

"Gaftjaka and Somapada {a believer

in the Bhagavata faith) were also his teachers.

Suryakanta1s

suggestion that Ksemendra may have had other teachers as well, with
whom he may have studied different branches of literature

2

who were

specialists in them, appears to be quite possible, because Ksemen
dra shows himself to have seen concerned with the stages ox
learning where the pupils were in the making as poets and not as
students in the early stages.

The general schools arranged by the

householders must have been concerned with teaching the students
ordinary reading and writing while great scholars like Ksemendra* s
teachers and Ksemendra himself must have been concerned with
learning in its higher forms.

Whether they had special organised

schools for this level or took individual students under their
guidance is not clear from our sources, nor is it stated anywhere
whether the scholars were paid by their pupils or imparted educa
tion for the sake of the dissemmination of learning for its own
sake.

As the kings also patronised learning in Kashmir our

scholars may have possibly depended on the grant of agrahara lands
%

and their produce.^
M anu I - ob;
2.
3,

X - 1; 75-76.

Suryakanta. Ksemendra Studies, p ,11.
S ka.pYtu p. 45*6.

Ksemendra, Bilhana, Kalhana, Mahkha and Abhinavagupta, to
cite a lew examples, do not in any way appear to be connected with
Viharas and mathas.
The various fields of learning in which the writers of our
period attained proficiency bear testimony to a very high standard
prescribed for the students at that time in Kashmir.

King Lali-

taditya showed great interest in patronising scholars even from
outside Kashmir.

The greatest achievement in the field of

Saivite learning and philosophy was made by the two families whom
this king brought from Kanyakubja (Kanauj) and settled in Kashmir
with a grant of (Agrahara lands.'
Though the tenth and eleventh centuries brought forth a
large body of literature in the field of Saivite religion and
philosophy, that was not the only sphere in which the Kashmirians
attained great heights.

Bide by side with the highest literature

on the abstJmce Saivite philosophy, we have the development of
language and literature in grammar, poetics, history (itihasa) and
rhetoric.

The chief of Bilhana1s family, Muktakalasa, was learned

in the four vedas.

One of his ancestors, Jyesthakalasa, composed

an exposition of the Mahaibfhasya.

Bilhapa, though he became

^Vikramaditya VI Tribhuvanamalla (1076-112'/) , received his early
education in Kashmir and obtained proficiency in the Vedas with
their Ahgas, grammar and poetics,
1*

Infra. , Appendix Illj\45‘3 ,

Bilhana's example shows that, proficient in learning, the
Kashmirian brahmanas often went out in the rest of India in quest
01 tame and fortune.

In this connection we refer to a verse in

the Kuttanimatam where it is specifically stated that those who do
not learn the dress, manners and speech of other lands are like
bulls without horns.^
Among the greatest luminaries of the age was Ksemendra who
tried to write in every branch of language and literature, con\

forming to his own ideals of the branches of learning a scholar was
supposed to know of, and touching all the varied fields and aspects
of the society of his day.

His works also show that the great

teachers of those days did not believe only in textbook theories,
but tried to encourage originality by putting before their pupils
compositions of their own, and comparing them with those of the
earlier writers of their own land as well as those of the rest of
India.

Ksemendra has thus criticised and praised the skill of a

number of earlier writers.

Thejvast list of authors that he mentions

and criticises in his Aucityavicaracarca. Kavikahthabharana and

2

Suvrttatilaka,

shows the wide reading which he had done with a

critical mind.
Ksemendra has given the summaries of the Epics, works on all
the aspects of society with bitter satire on its evils, and also fins
pieces like Samayamatrka and Kalavilasa revealing his thorough
Kuttani.
2.

5<lc

verse 212. cf. Medhatithi on Manu. IK, 76.
Ke.x I* p M *e

mastery of the science of erotics.
jl • ? ^
The authors quoted in the Au c ityavicaracarca are;Amar^ka, Anandavaradhana, Karpatika, Kalidasa, Kumaradada, Gafrgaka,
Gaudakumbhakara, Cakra, Candraka1, Candaka, Dipika, Dharmakirti,
Parimal, Bhattanarayapa, Bhattaprabhakara, Bhattejiura j a ,
Bhavabhuti, M a g h a , Matrgupta, lalavakuvalaya, Malavarudra,
Muktaplda, Yasovarmadeva, Rajasekhara, Latta, Lattana, Varahamihira,
Vyasa, Syamala, Srimattutpalraja, Sriharsa.
Authors quoted in the Kavikantnabharana;Amaraka, Aryabhatta, Indrabhanu, Utpalarajdeva, Cakrapala, Candraka,
Bhattadamodaragfipta, Bhattanarayana, Bhattabana, Bhattabhallata,
Bhattamayura, Bhatt^muktikalasa, Bhattavacasapati, Bha$taSri&ivasvarni, Bhattodayasimha, Rajasekhara, Laksmanaditya, Vidyananda,
Vidyananda, Vyasa and Sriharsa.
Authors quoted in the Buvrttatilaka:Abhinanda, Induraja, Tjtpalaraja, Kalasaka, Kalidasa, Gandinaka,
Cakra, Tuhjira, Dipaka, Barayanabhatta, Parimala, Bana, Bhartrraentha, Bhartrhari, Bnavabhuti, Bharavi, Muktakana, Ya^ovarman,
Ratnakara, Rajauekhara, Rissu, Latadinclira, Vallata, Vagabhatta,
Viradeva, Vyasa, Syamala, Bahil, Harsa.
Bote: The above list has been prepared out of the index of verses
quoted in the above works of Ksemendra, prepared by Dr. Suryakanta
in his* Ksemendra studies.1

After paying homage to the gods Siva and Visnu, and then
to Vyasa, Ksemendra tells usthat he has composed for his intelll1
gent students Suvrttatilaka, (“the forehead mark ox fine metres"]
/

of charming letters, a decoration for the lace 01 the uodaess ox
iiearning, ana a decorative mark 01 uright pigment on her forehead*
This is an original work on metres, which illustrates each point
OVw
that Kgemenara makes with quotations with his other works, or from
those of Vyasa.

After giving the definitions and illustrations of

popular metres, h^takes up the exposition of their merits and de
merits with illustrations from various authors.

The same method is

adopted by him in his ’discourse on p r o p r i e t y ’ (Aucityavicaracarca) .
K avikaftfrhabharafta. Ksemenura instructs his pupils in the art
of writing poetry.

About the a u t h o r ’s own skill Suryakanta writes

"a study of Kssemenura’s works reveals that they were written in
accordance with the doctrines propounded in his Kavikaft$habharan a ;
for instance, his didactic poems,

the Samayamatrka,

the K a l a v i l a s a ,

the D a r p a d a l a n a , the Sevyasevakonadega. and the Carucar.vaPataka,
illustrate his Lokacarapari.inana (Kavi I I . 6) , ’familiarity with the
ways of the world* , and U pade&avi&e^akti (Kavi, 11.16) , i.e. special
didactic skill - Epitomes of the epics and the N yp£vali bear testi
mony to the fact that he was pursuing the principle of itihasanusarapam (Kav. I I . 6) i.e.

’accordance with history*.

Suvrt t a . Ch. I, verse 4.

2.

Suryakanta. K s emendra S t u d i e s , p .2 .

In his

Da&avataracarita he illustrates his samyain sarvasurastutau (Kavi
11.19), i .e. "impartiality in the praise of all deities’) and so on.
Kalharia, the author of the Rljataraftgin l , also shows
marked originality in his work.

Kashmir had no doubt a tradition

of historical writing even before Kalhapa’s time, but such a work
as his, does not seem to have existed before, nor do we find the
later chronicles in any way coming up to the same standard.1

We

find evidence of his belief in original composition when he says;
"Poets and kings of these modern times augment their own work by
plundering the poems or the property of others".

I*

Infra.

Appendix Ilf p .4-$“9

2.

Ra.iat. V, 160.

2>k°

Pood and Drinks.
The staple food of the people of Kashmir in medieval times,
as it is now, was rice (dhanya, sali, tandula, vrihi, kalama).
Plain "boiled rice formed the principal food of the people*
There is

mention of rice flour also in the Raiatarangini and
IPUPPIIrff

u
pII i*i *aP

in the iMarmamala* Cakes of rice are referred to in the Hilamatapurana. °
Barley (yava) formed another item of food* It is mentionin the Ka.1 atarangini and Hi 1 amatapur ana that "bread and cake (e.pupa
and pistaka) were made from barley.^
Kashmir produces enough beans and pulses to meet the need]
of its inhabitants and though they are not considered the principal!
food in the valley at present, they must have constituted then, '
as now, an important item of food. Damodaragupta mentions kulattha
cana, and masura ^ The Rajatarang ini also mentions lentils (masura
/
/ 6
"
The Hi 1 amat a also refers to mas a and masura* Among cheap variety
.„

of pulses was mudga (phase olus mungo), now known in Kashmir as
7
|t is said that king Utkarsa served this to his father’s
1. Rajat• 1* 246 (dhanya)s II. 18; III. 24? IY 295; Y. 71, 116-17
VII. 496 (vrih i ) ; Sam Mat* II 78 (tandula) ; H.Mala.
III .5; Hilarnata 748-49; Desopadesa Y I I I .36; Kut.tanT.
2285 Lokaprakaja p. 65 JV Bloch* tr. Hotes p . IY * (kalama
2 -Ra.iat.YIII 140 HJtflla. Ill 3.
3. Hllamata*
4. Ra^ a t T T . 233-39, IV. 228, YII* 111. Hllamata 449-503, 696-97.
5 . Kuttani 228.
6 . Hllamata* 422.
7. Ra.iat. III. 256, YI. 187; YII. 758.

wives because of his avariciousness. It is also mentioned by-Rsemei
» J£A
‘J
Ksemendra in his Harmaanala as one of the cheap items of food.
Kalhana also mentions porridge (saktu). Karambhaka, rice
and pulses mixed together (now known as Khiccri) was served on
P
certain religious days and was ^isongiven to the brahmaxms^ Parpata
made of pulses appears to be the modern papar, which, though eaten
in Kashmir even at present, is not made there, but is imported
3
from India.
Sesamum (tila) was also eaten, especially on certain
days such as Tzladvadasi, which is named after the grain held in
honour on that day.4
Though there is not much mention

of vegetables in our

sources, we believe that Kadhmir must have produced abundant vege
table in the past as in the present. The Raj at arang ini mentions a
wild vegetable of bitter taste known as Utpalasaka ( now called
upalhakh), which was placed bybthe temple priests of Bhutesvara on
the base of the god’s image as aft offering, since they were too im
poverished to offer more, owing to the overbearing behavior of the
Damara Dhanva of Lahara, who had taken away all the villages belonging to the shrine. Saka (green vegetable) is also mentioned by
Ksemendra in the Desonadesa a,nd the Samayarnatr ka . The lotus stalks
.
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W t e l a . I# 124,127.
Ra.ia t . I* 205; Pandit Raj at . tr. III. 256 note; Hflamata, 484-91
Hllamata. 529
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^
ESJOTTTTII 426, V. 395 for T iladvadasi see l&fra p. 3 in
V. 48-52.
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Meat has bee n a common item o f food of Kashmir brahmanas
since very early t i m e s *

The meat of rams (m e s a ) and perhaps

also of the goats (cjiagaj is mentioned in our source
meat of birds was also e a t e n ; t h a t
seems to have b e e n forbidden*

The

of the pigeons however

Kalhana while narrating the

story of a famine in Kashmir during the time of the legendary
King Tunjina tells us that the pious g.ueen? distressed by the
Buffering of the subjects? prayed to gods a n d there fell on
each house daily a flight of dead pigeons*

Pie explains this

fact by saying that they were not real pigeons but some other
substance which this lady of saintly character produced in order
to keep the people a l i v e * (3)
of the fowls.

There is no mention of the meat

As it is a forbidden food for the pandits at
«

ft

present we believe that it was not eaten b y the brahmanas in
the past,

S o C a Ray is wro n g in saying that it was an item of

Kashmir cuisine in Mediaeval K a s h m i r * K a s h m i r i
also do not eat eggs*

brahmanas
ft

E ven taking any sort of poultry into

the kitchen is prohibited in the orthodox f a m i l i e s •

Alberuni

also mentions that eggs of all kinds are forbidden among articles
of food in N orth-Western I n d i a ! 5)
interesting to note that Tibetans

U)

— 1

m iin i ni nr

Sam. M a t . II. 74;

(2) Ra.jat. II 5 0 - 5 2 j
^3) Ra.jat. n .
(4) H.C. Ray.
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as well as Ladakhls do

n iw in w n g iri ' T n n mnoniri in in i wiin n ..........................................................
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this connection it is

H. M a l a . II. 124;
N. M a l a . II

, n m\ m i iiimnM^iiiinumi m mm innmi)niHHiiHiii ■■ i i i i I m i i ^ i w i u i * ni m m n r iim

III. 8 .

124.

52.

Of. Padma Purana P.I.
I . H . G . 1949.
P. 134.

(5) Of. AlTaeruni India Vol. II. P. 151 .

not
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33-

permit the eating of fowl.

Eating of "beef of all kinds was

strictly forbidden by the Kashmiris, as cows were respected
and given as gifts to pious brahmanas ®s

K a l h a ^ mentions with

contempt those who ate c o w ’s meat in the land of the Mlecchas,^1 ^
As the bullock was held in great reverence there must have been
a similar ban on t&e eating its meat.

K i n g Harga is said to

have eaten the meat of domesticated pigs (g r a m y asu kar a)*

It is

not clear whether this formed a common item of Kashmiri food at
that time or whether his love of pork was ,a further example of
the various perverted actions of the king,

Kalhana, however,

mentions it as an example of the extraordinary behaviour of the
king, who was otherwise favourably inclined towards the Turuska
soldiers of his army and constantly supported them*(2 )

These

were presumably Muslims and must have l ooked on the k i n g ’s love
of p or k with abhorrence®
pork®

The Kashmiris at present do not eat

E r i e d meat was a luxury enjoyed b y the higher strata of

society ®(3)
The eating of meat is strictly prohi bit ed in the
N llamatapurana for five days for those who are engaged in the
consecration of Vis nu images in the bright half of the month of
Kartika (oka da si to purnima - 11th to the full moon d a y ) * ^ )
**KM*w.ki2t.iiiiiBrir ifi" 'in n n w iM i

Htmaa. ■

ii hm ‘mmi nmi mimh-t-

r^tSirr3,*oiaJn*s»ne®aua*tiai*

i , ■!.. —' I.

t i

^

^-^-^-rfr^fr-rrr m "Ti, ii i i ii-rTnVn-jTTWii^n rrn

789 j

(2) Ha,jat. VII.

1149 ff.

(3) Radat. VII.

1510; ' VIII. 1866-67;
/4I1.6 -I47*

if mM

ir-rn-m t-Tq.y - . i j j

76.

(1) Rarjat. VII.

( h ) Nilamata,

VIII,

n in in n T BumFnim%i —n » n im nn in iin

VIII. 2251.

On the other hand meat is prescribed for celebrating the dark
eighth of the month of Magha (Maghakrspastami);

it is enjoined

that the sraddha on that day should be performed with meat
It would appear from these references that the habits of
the Hindu Kashmiris in respect of meat eating were much the
same in the 11th a n d 12th centuries as they are to-day? when
beef? pork and chicken are avoided? but there is little or no
objection to the consumption of mutton? goat's meat or fish®
Fish forms an important item of the food of all classes of
people in Kashmir at present especially of the boatmen who
depend for a considerable part of their food on fish and of
those who dwell near the streams and the lakes®

There are .

numerous references in all our medieval literary sources to
fried fish and fish soup (matsyayuga and matsyasupa) as health
giving f o o d s *(^)

it must have constituted an Important item

of food of all the classes in medieval times;

and from

different kinds of fish being available in their seasons through™
out the entire course of the river Jhelum (Vitasta) between

(1) Nllarnata *

469 •

(2) Raj at ® VII® 522; Stein Rajat* VII® note;r
26? 49? 71; Desopadesa® III® ,52®
wttiyo
>ariifirniiL
r.ia
q
>

n^m »rm —n
.*i.m■
.«v i,i,L.t-ua

HJJK1

Sam® Mat® II

Islamabad (Anantanaga) and Baramula (Varahamula),(^) we
believe that it must have formed a great proportion of the
food of the poorer classes in Kashmir®
Among the fruits Hsttan Tsang mentions pears (Li)? wild
plums (Nai), peaches (Tfau), apricots (Hang or Mui) and grapes
(Po-tau) as the principal fruits of the

v

a

l

l

e

y

.

Palevata

mentioned by Kalhana, is believed by Stein to be the apply on
the testimony of the Kashmiri pandits.

Apples grow ao plenti

fully in Kashmir at present that it would be surprising if they
were not known in 1,ohara times? especially as many of the other
fruits of Kashmir had already become acclimatized®

Pear

(tanka) and apricots are also mentioned by SSrlvarat,^)

The

(l) Lawrence®

The Valley of Kashmir, pp. 157-58•
Vigne noted only six varieties of fish?
by farthebest
being Himalayan trout? while Lawrence had noted eleven
different varieties known as Cha.rri gad? (gad is Kashmiri
name for fish) Sattar gad, Krout^gad? Pikut or Fekrl gad,
Chash gad, Harrf gad, Ramah gad, Unyour, Tet gad? Dras,
and Ait gad.
A small fish called G-urun is found in
streams and morasses.
( for details see Lawrence pp. 157 ff.)
.

— - «

»
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a
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Si-yu"ki. tr. S#Beal. Vol. I. p. 88®
"’
"Mulberry (Tul)? bitter cherry (alucha), plum (Sr)? apple
(taunt), pear (tang), vine (dachT? “"walnut (Dun)?
pomegranate (Dan) and berries of various kinds are indigen
ous and are found in all parts of the valley.
O f o Lawrence Valley, p. 7 3 °
The cherry caTled x;he gilas ? a corruption of cerasus? is
said to have been introduced from Europe via Arabia, Iran
and Afghanistan.
Sufi Kashxr. Vol. II. p. 6 5 1 •
(3) &rxvara.
1. 196.

Rajataranglpl also mentions kapittha fruit in connection
wi th the various stories related regarding the great king
Lalitaditya Muktapida.

A certain verse from which it is

clear that Kalhana meant to refer to a fruit which grows in
Kashmir only for a short time at the commencement of the summer
an d is rare in India, led Stein to conclude that the reference
is to the cherries, which are obtainable in Kashmir only in
the beginning of the summer.

As Kashmir grows various

varieties of cherries at present, which are exported to
rest of India by air owing to their perishable nature, we
believe Stein to be <iuite correct in taking kapittha as a
r-mrfrriiTU'<i>ai ittii-'mi; ii.ii 1~irr»n

cherry rather than the elephant apple as mentioned in the
dictionaries of economic p r o d u c t s . ^

The best and the most

cherished fruit of the valley was the grap e,/ 2 )
proudly refers to it*

Bilhana in his Vikramarikadevacarita

praises the vines of his homeland.
it in the H a r m a m a l a .

Kalhana

The

Ksemendra also mentions

juice of grapes and sugar cane

was u s e d as drink.
Wine drinking (m a d y a p a n a ) was very common in mediaeval
(iiKlir IT1I irr i T i r ~ n r n . r S ^ ~ l - r r ^ n »"-~"- * "11.i»«Mio»i»» .w ^nrfTTnii.Wiiniliimi
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(3.) R a j a t . VI.
356;
Stein. R a j a t . tr. VI. 356- noteo
“ aGan-Tsang also mentions' xTTT S, Beal. Vol. I, p. 88.
H a j a t . IV. 219, 2 3 7 I
Stein. Rajat. tr. IV. 219- note.
(3) Rajat. 1 . k 2 ;
IV. 192;
i+98; VIII. 2386;
N.mala. 1. 12i+;
" V i k r a m a n k a . XVIII, 72 m
(Ji) Raj a t . 1 1 . 6 0 , III. 362, IV. 502, VIII. I863. Of. S i - y u - k l .
t r T ”s. Beal. Vol. I. p. 89.
The Lokapirakasa mentions an instrument for extracting
sugar cane juice.

Kashmir.

The N i 1amatapurana has a special prescription for

wine drinking (navamadyapa n a ) on the day when the first snow
m ~ i inwifc mpphin i w m n n mi funni^'iTin m m i m i —

falls

(1 ) —

v

presumably drinking the new wine from the last

summer's grapes.

King Lalitaditya drank so heavily that once

in a fit of Intoxication he ordered the town of Pravarapura to
be burnt down*

(2)

Kin g Ksemagupta (950-958) also indulged in

excessive d r i n k i n g * ^ )

Among the kings of the Lohara dynasty,

we do not find much reference to wine drinking on the part of
king Ananta (1026-63) a n d Jayasimha (1028-49), but Harga,
Kalasa an d Utkarsa drank heavily*

The brahma^a elite do not

seem to have approved of it a n d both Ksemendra and Kalhapa
deprecate excessive wine drinking, while on the other hand
soldiers, 33amaras,

the class of prostitutes, bawds and parasites

freely enjoyed drinking*

Those who followed the gakta religion

also drank wine, because it forms one of the five makaras
enjoined by the Tantric ritual*

In some of the families of

brahmanas at present in Kashmir the worship on the Sivaratri
festival is carried on with wine*

The followers of Buddhist and

Vaigpava sects perhaps did not take wine,

since these two sects

developed strong and more puritanical views on sxich matters than
the £>aivites a n d the Tantricists.

(1) Nilamata * verses 465
(2) Rajat/ IV. 3 H «
(3) Rajat* VI* 1 5 0 •
(4) R ajat* v* 358.
(5) Rajat* VIII * 1866-6?-

For five makaras see $u$ra. p»tjii

Dress and Ornaments.
We get some information about the dress worn by the people
or Kashmir from reierences in Kalhana's work as we&l as in those
or Ksemendra. The dress worn by the male population was a lower
garment t ardhahsuica) , an upper garment (an gar altsa) and turban
( sirahsatal. The usual garment rexerreci. to in tne Ra3ataraiigirxl.
is the long cloak (,prav ara) , which diven at present forms the
pricipal type of dress worn oy all the classes in Kashmir, and
by both men ana women.^
The

dress of tne female population as it is seen in the

terra cotta tiles from

Hasrvan appears to have also consisted of

2
tight fitting trousers; while tne ima^e of goddess Laksmi is
seen wearing garments very much like the modern saeee. In Kashmi
the woman of tne Pandit class wear either long cloaks or tne
saree.
The

material used

in the malting ox the cloaKs must nave

been the thick woolens for Kalhana rexers to the Parisadyas, tne
brahmanas of tne Purohita corporations as carrying thick woolen
garments .( sthul ah am ba 1a/vah inah) .^
The Kings are also said to nave donated gifts of antelope
3
skins to the brahmanas.
Tnough Ksemendra rexers to silk dress also it is not stated
whether tney were made ox the silk yarn and material prepared in
Kashmir itself or whether they were impr&ed from out side.
J_i

__________ ___ .______________ _________________________________________________

!• Hajat. 1. 207-20*. III. 16§; y-r-4h1. Desopadesa,.
14,30
m . 433; M.Mala. I.f2.
2. glate. V
(3) Plate.
Ill .
(4) Mj_at_r V. 4bl
3. Rajat. VII. 953, VIII. 2409.
(6) ti.jmt. VI. 10
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Both males and females in Kashmir wore ornaments®

The

ornaments of men were usually ear-rings, necklaces, "bracelets
(1 ^
and finger rings*'
Thus a saffron merchant*s son is
described by Ksemendra as wearing an ear ornament
(karnabharanakancanam) and small gold finger rings
(lieroava1& k a l i f e a ) i^ ^

King Jayaplda wore finger rings and

had bracelets with his name engraved on them, one of which fell
into the mouth of a lion that he is said to have killed in
Gauda®^)

Men also wore ornamental ear rings known as kundala,
ra
arrn-igriltrirH
ai1rtiw
rr'-frrrt

like those of the ladies, and gold chains (srnkhala) <,
1
1
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rm
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King Harsa of the Lohara dynasty (1089-1101) introduced
elegant fashions of dress and ornaments from South India*

It

is said that before his time nobody in the land of Kashmir
except the king was allowed to war .a head-dress and ear
ornaments®

His courtiers are described as appearing in his

presence with waving palm leaves and adorned with big fore-head
marks of sandal ointment«^

qh

Ksemendra*s evidence we know

that men in Kashmir before king Harsa* s time also woi*e ornaments
and from Kalhana*s statement we understand that it was only in
the presence of the kings that ornaments were forbidden*

(1) Ra^at* III, 21(19 IV. 3U9-52; II. 876-78* ff.
(2) Sam. Mat. II. 10-11; VII. 13 t£.
(3) Ra.jat. IV. kho, k5&.
{k) Sam. Mat. LL. 51.
Ra.jat . IV. 720; V. 373.
(5) Rajat. VII. 921. f£„

*37 SL
Tne ornaments worn by women were cnains or necklaces (hara,
1
srnkhala, sutika, malika) , wristlets (kahkana), armlets ykeyuraj ,
2

bracelets ypatiharya) , ear-rings ( valayayugalam, tadiyugalam,
tadiaala, karniKa, karnaknndala ; \ girdles y kancl , mekhala) itnd
5
anklets !
Tne women of ordinary means wore ornaments or snells and
silver { v i drumamalika, tadiyu gamara,jtam ) , while women oi poor
classes nad even eartnen ear-rings ! In the time of king Harsa
(1009-11* l) his ladies twined golden strings in the ends oi tneir
locks, m

their hair-oraids tney naa golaen tilaka-leal ornaments

and on their lore-neaas pendants, w m c n made tneir xore-head
marks unsteady.
Various ungeunts tor decorating ana perfuming the wouy were
9
10
saffron(kumkuma) , campnor yivarpura) and sandalwood paste {candana
Tne use or s a n r o n as an ungeunt xs repeatedly referred to as a
royal privelege^" Collyrium was useu ror tne decoration or tne e
eyes, m e

ladies ox king harsa1s seraglio made the line of collyTO
rium yanjana) join the corners of the eyes to the ears,
13.
Women1s feet were coloured with red lac (yavakaharinau caranau).
13
T h e y also made fore-head marks Ctamalapatra) . In the earlier books

of the R,a,ja tar ahg ini there is only one reference to the decoration
of the hair of the ladies with flowers; Harsa, however, is stated
to have introduced Daksinatya xashions and tne coiffure during
lp .
his reign is said as decorated with long garlands of ilowers.
1.8am.Mat* I I .31,/G ,73,VIII,34; Rajat. V. 23/,33b-9; M.M a l a . 1.144.
2. Rajat, V, 359. ( 3) SamJ|at. II.Y0; III.32b ,IV . (20 ;V.35b ,373
4.3am.Mat, 1.14; III.3/; Vi, 6. (5) Ra.jat. 1.20b~9,2^7;(b) $Am,Mat If 70
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In the very first cook or the Rajataranginl Kalhana mentions
saffron (icumkuma) and grapes among “the things that even in the
heaven are difficult to find but are common there” .^ 1'he only
area where saffron is grown at present is Pampur (ancient Padmapura). PragnaDhaJta and Suka also mention the village of pampur
as the only locality where saffron was grown in their time,
this account is corroborated by that of A^u-1—Pazl who tells us
that in the time of Akbar, there were 10’vOOO or 12,000 blghas
of lau^ gjyered with saxfron, which 11afford prospect that would
enchant those wno were most difficult to please".

Lawrence

noted 4 ,32 / acres of saixron land within a distance of fifteen
miles from £>rinagara, near Pampur.^ The Kashmirian poet Bilha$a
has also praised his birth place Khonamusa, the modern village
of Kmmamuh,

situated about three miles to the north-west of

Pampur, for its saffron cultivation.
oaffron fields remain under cultivation for ten to fourteen
years, during which period the number of corms originally sown
is almost doubled. Alter the field has borne saffron for about
ten years, tne land remains fallow or is put under other crop,
o
such as wneat or parley, for a period of about ten years; the
siil above Pampur is strong and excellent crops of wneat and . r
barley grow there , 1
1. R a .jat. 1. 42.
2. Suxa IVth Rajat. 9 W i t
3. Lawrence Valley. p. 343.
4. Ain-i-Akbari Vol. l,p.357 ff
b. Vikramarika. XVIII. 70-72.

6*

of
Papers on Indian

stated Development, ch.Ill
P * 50
7 , Lawrence Valley 0 .3 ^ 1

it is peculiar that saffron is grown only around Pampur,
though it was noted by Lawrence that there ae^nonspecial property
in the Pampur soil which does not exist elsewhere m

Kashmir*

Many people attested in his time that saffron had oeen grown in
other places. We havw, however, no record at present of saffron
being grown at any other place except Pampur.'*'

Stein also poin2
ted out that its cultivation was confined to this area only.
We have already referred to Bilha^ia’s pride in the saffron culti■3

vation of his village.
How its cultivation first started we cannot tell. Tne
legend is that it was first given out or gratitude to a physician
resident at Padmapura, by a Naga or water deity, in the time of
king Lalitaditya. In fact, however, we have earlier references
to it in Indian sources, where it is mentioned as Ka&miraja.
Chinese sources show it being imported from its habitat Kashmir
into china during the third century A,D.^

Commenting on Manu's

verse about the royal monopolies, Medhatithi mentions saffron
in Kashmir as a royal monopoly.

L. Lawrence, valley. 343.
2. Stein
5

Ra.jat. Vol. II. p. 30b.

supra, p. 3 ’7 2>

4. J.D.Kosambi .

£bc.cit. p. 3.

vide

B. Laufer.oino Iranica.
(Chicago. 1919) pp. 309-23*

5. medhatithi on Manu, VIII. 399'.
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C orrveyances.
In the very first book or the R a ;jat a rang ini , Kalhana
refers to the coming and going oi ooats in theeriver Vitasta.

1

After his rupture with his son Kalasa, king Ananta proceeded

2
oy boat to Vijayakeetra oy way of the river Vitasta. King Kalasa
proceeded to die at Martanda temple by tne water route,

5

Thus

the river Vitasta (Jhelum) formed a great high ?/ay for movement
within the valley.
Kipgs,

queens and ministers and the courtiers used litters

(karnirath a ,yugya) , for movement from one place to another.
These litters were carried oy men. Ve have dwelt in detail on
the question of the litters elsewhere.^

Much of the travelling

was done on foot. Alberuni also refers to the pedestrian habits
of the Kashmiris; thus he writes; "The inhabitants of Kashmir
are pedestrians, they have no riding animals nor elephants. The
noble among them ride in palankins called K a t t , carried on the
shoulders oi men".
Kashmir,

Such palanquins are seen on the hills of

being engaged by those who cannot either walk on loot

or ride the ponies.
The elephant, though occasionally mentioned in the Rajatarahginl, was apparently very rare ana seems to have been used
b
by the kings only. As noted above even Alberuni pointed this out
1- Rajat. I. 201-202. i’he river Vitasta (Jhelum) is navigable
.
.
without a single lock from Baramula to
11 • 24/.
Iihanabala,the port ox islamabad(Anantiiag)
2. Rajat.VII. 714.
a distance of 10 2 miles.
4. E M a t .V .3 3 ; VIII. 3 4 0 , 1 3 / 2 ,2 2 9 o ,23Ctf ,2 6 3 b ,2 6 / 3 ,3 1 bo; g a m M a t .
3 , A1berunl. £ndia. V o i . 1. p .20 6
Vi 2b.
6 Ibid.
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In the following pages an attempt has been made to
reconstruct the history and fundamentals of the religious
ideas and practices prevalent in Kashmir under the Lohara
kings. No such reconstruction is possible until we have a
clear picture of the faiths of Kashmir as they existed be
fore the advent of this dynasty* Religious ideas and prac
tices do not change rapidly in India; moreover the change,,
when it does take place, does not so drastically alter the
face of the existing faith that it is transformed beyond
recognition* Here we agree with Eliot who wrote; "Though it
would be easy to fill an encyclopaedia with the accounts of
Indian beliefs and practices, yet there is often great simi
larity under the superficial differences; the main lines of
thought are less numerous than they seem to be at first
sight and they tend to converge"*

1

In Kashmir as in the rest of India, those ideas which
existed during the earlier period continue during this period
also,, but wi^h a marked development in Saivism, which domi
nated the field, while Buddhism and Yaisnavism, though not
3L* Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, Yol, II* p. 135.
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ousted from the land and though tolerated by the kings and
the. public, appear to have lost their importance, A notable
feature of the religious life, as in the other parts of India
is the spirit of toleration; and this spirit led to a cathoi
licity which overrode narrow sectarion views.

The most important and influential scripture of
Kashmir Hinduism was and still is the Nilamatapurahna. , beHIHIn m m w i i i^iiiiw

I „ |—

• mem

•

2
lieved to date from the sixth or seventh century A.D. By the
time of which we write the Nxlamatapurana was thought to be
a text of great antiquity. The rites it prescribed are said
to have been proclaimed by Hila, the king of the Kashmir Nagas
and the protector of the land in the remote past,^and it was
virtually looked on as the Bible of Kashmir. Thus when a re
ligious point arises after the coronation of Ya^ovati, the
third ruler of the Gonanda line of Kashmir, even the god Krspa
is depicted as quoting the authority of N11amatapurana in
support of the view that Kashmir is Parvati and its king a
4
portion of 3iva,
Similarly when the religion of the land
is said to have suffered at the hands of the Buddhists under
the leadership of the great teacher Hagapuna, the worst sin
1.cf. The Age of Imperial Kanau.i. p. 256.
2. G.Buhler. Report, p. 40-41.
3. Ibid.
4. Ra.jat .1. 71-72

of these heretics is said to hav&Ubeen their bringing to an
end the performance of the rites proclaimed in the Nllamatapurana.1
ii

m u wu<

wen

Further when Candradeva, a descendant of Ka&yapa, pro
pitiated Nila, the lord of the Kashmir Kagas, who, being angary
at the suspension of the customary oblations because of Buddh
ist influence, had sent down a destructive snowfall, the
religion that was revealed to him anew was no other than that
of the Ki1amatapurana♦ In fact this seems to be a garbled
recollection that the purana was actually composed on the
decline of Buddhism and that its author was actually a teacher
of this period called Candradeva,, The various rites of Kashmir
saivism, supposed to have been revealed by Kila, occupy
about two-thirds of the Purana.

2

Kashmir has from times immemorial been a land of holy
sites. Kalhana says: 11There is not a space as large as a s^samu
3
sesamura without a tirtha" * Alberuni tells us that in his time
Kashmir held the same pos it jfpsu among holy places as Banaras,
Kuruksefra etc.^
1. Ra.iat. 1. 178.
2. Ra.jat. 1. 183.
3. Ra.iat. 1.38.
4. Alberuni. India. Vol.l. p.206; Vol. II. p. 148.

The people in ancient Kashmir were much given to the
worship of the Nagas or tutelary deities of springs and lakes*
The N ilamatapurana provides a long list of Kashmir Nagas and
i
puts their number at thousands* Popular tradition looks upon
Kashmir as the favourite residence of these deities, from the
time when Kasyapa, the father of the Nagas, drained the lake
of Sati (Satxsaras) , and the Nagas came to Kashmir for a rep
fuge from Garuda. Hshan Tsang refers to these Nagas as 1dragon&
because they are represented in theform of serpents living,
like the Chinese dragons, in the water of the springs which
they are supposed to protect.
The N ilamat apurana also contains verses describing the
txrthas’ connected with the worship of both Siva and Yisnu.
In a verse already quoted we find that even the God Kpsna
is stated to have said that the land of Kashmir is Parvatx
and its king a portion of 3iva.^

Thus Krsna

was thought

by the Saivas to have himself been a follower of Saivism.
Similar statements may be found in othei* Saivite texts, and
interpolations in the Epics and Puranas show that the medi
eval daivites often tried to adopt Vaispava tradition to their
own purpose* 5
1, Nil amat a

verses

*

2, Ibid. verse 55*
3, Si-Yu-Ki. Vol. II* p.148. Also see* Crooke. Folk Tales of
<p.
Kashmir, p*
5. K.C.Pandey. Abhinavagupta, p.55.

About the ancient religion of Kashmir Wilson says•”The
religion of Kashmir has been Hindu from a very remote date*
Originally no doubt it was the Ophite or the snake worship,
but this is a part of the Hindu ritual, and the Hagas are
included in the orthodox pantheon. The adoration of Siva was
soon ingrafted upon this, even if the two rites were not orin
ginally ident if ied" .

^Snakes and snake deities figure quite important in the
worship and traditionary history of Kashmir, The extent and
permanence of the superstition we may learn from Abul-Fazl,
who observes that in seven hundred places there are carved
figures of snakes which they worship"*
Thus the religious history of Kashmir may be summarized
in the words wfitten by Wilson nearly a century and half ago,
which still hold good in most particulars despite later re
search ;—
"If any conclusion may be drawn from such imperfect
premises, it might be supposed that the inhabitants of Cashmir (sic) originally followed an idolatrous system of their
own, tb.;which, they superadded a few ill defined Gods and
1,H*H*Wilson , An Essay on the Hindu H istory of Cashmir.
As. Res XV.p.83.

and ceremonies, borrowed from the Brahmans of the plains;
that whilst they were yet open to conversion, an attempt
was made from the other side, or from Tartary, to introduce
Buddhaism (sic) amongst them, which was combated and finally
frustrated by Southern assistance: The national faith of
Cashmir (sic) has eversince continued Hindu, and the almost
exclusive form of adoration has been that addressed to Siva
and his Sacti ^sic)n .

MATERIAL MANIFESTATIONS OH RELIQIOUS FERVOUR

The religious beliefs and the activities of the Kashmir
kings led them to erect many religious foundations such as
temples, v iharas and mathas. With a few exceptions all of
them tried to do something or the other for the sake of re
ligious merit. The advent of the Lohara dynasty was also the
period of the growth and development of Kashmir Saivism and
of great literary activity both in its Tantric and philoso
phical aspects.
Earlier kings, in the period for which we have a reliable
record, from Lalitaditya Muktaplda onwards (c 699-736. A.D.)
I. H.H.Wilson. E ssay on the Hindu History of Cashmir*
As. Res. Vol. XV. p84.

built large viharas and mathas and endowed agraharas for
their maintenance. King Lalitaditya built at Huskapura (modern
Ushkar) a splendid shrine of Visnu called Muktasvamin, and a
large vihara with a stupa. He also built a lofty temple of
stone for Siva Jyestharudra and made $rants of agrahara village^
•/

He built the wonderful Martanda temple and is credited with
the erection

Parihasapura (modern Paraspor)

of several Vispu

images with the titles, P arihisake^ava, Muktake^ava , Mahavar&ha
and G-ovardhanadhara (modern Gurdurudar), He built the B&javihar|
with a large quadrangle (catuhjjlla) , a large caitya, and a
colossal image of the Buddha, Kalhana tells us that he built
all these structures with practically equal cost on each. Even
his wives and ministers consecrated hundreds of images of
*• 2
visnu and Siva, Thus though the predominant faith under Lalita

ditya was Vaispavism, the worship of £iva , Martanda and Buddha
went on side by side with perfect toleration and mutual vene
ration at this tima,
As already noted, the tenth and eleventh centuries were
ramrked by a spirit of religious hot ivdty*a ‘
Phi s was also the
time when a distinguished line of literary men expounded the
special Kashmir form of $aivita philosophy called Trika,
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reference to donations to Visnu and the foundation of temples
devoted to him become rare* No king of this period is reported
to have endowed a Buddhist vihara — - though Buddhist dona

tions were resumed under the second Lohara dynasty. Lalitaditya5’
patronage of the Sun-god was not repeated. Until the coming
of Islam Siva ruled supreme in Kashmir; other gods were far
beneath him in importance.

King Parvagupta (949— 50), though he had accumulated
riches through evil ways, yet founded a shrine of Siva, A lady
of king Yasaskara*s seraglio (939-48) constructed a temple of
Visnu YaSaskarasvamin,'1’ During the reign of king Ksemagupta
(950-58) the Jayendravihara was burnt and he built on its site
p
the temple called Ksemagaurllvara. This gives a clear indica
tion of the way in which Buddhism was supplanted gradually by
Saivism in the valley of Kashmir,

Queen Didda also founded two !
3
temples of Visnu and a vihara and a matha for foreign brahmanas

King Ananta’s queen,Buryamatl (1028-63) founded many
/

Siva temples and a matha provided with an agrahara, banaliftgas,
trisulas and other sacred emblems? King Kalaila (1063-89) built

1. Ra.iat. VI. 137-41.
2. Ra.iat. VI. 171-73.
3. Ra.iat. V(D. 304.
4. Ra.iat. VII, 180-85.

s«.«. • PU.t^.vii.
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giva temples at Vijayaksetra and Iripure£varaAat a place
unspecified* We ahall deal with king KalaSa and king Har^a
later.
King Uccala of the second Lohara-'dynasty (1101-11)
bestowed thousands of cows, horses^ gold*,atnd other gifts on
the brahmanas and put up the illustrious image of Visnu known

2
as ParihasakeSava which king Har^a had carried off. His bro
ther and successor king Sussala is also credited with the
building of three high temples in his own name and in the
names of his mother-in-law and wife, and with the renovation
of Didda vihara which had been burnt down by a sudden conflag3
ration. With the coming to the throne of king Jayasifnha and
the consequent establishment of good government, religious
activity seems to have received a further stimulus^. Among this
kingTs religious foundations those in favour of Buddhism stand
prominent; to his patronage are attributed the vihara of Ratna-4 another vihara in honour of his deceased wife Sussala, 5
devi7

6

the building afresh of the Cahkunavihara founded by his uncle,
7
of the Sullavihara founded by his uncle, Kalhana tells us
that the shrine of Siva Rilhape^vara which he erected at
Pravarapura excited wonder and became pre-eminent among pious
1* Rajat. VII. 524-27.

2. Rajat. VIII. 76-79.

g. Rajat. VIII. 560.

4. Rajat, VIII. 2402.

5. Rajat, VIII, 2410.

6, Rajat. VIII. 2415-17.

7* Rajat. VIII. 3316-18,

foundations.

1

He completed the three temples of his father

and made ^permanent endowment to the matha of king Uccala.
3
He also consecrated the image of Visnu Govaradhanadhara; This
religious activity on the part pf the king was followed by his
ministers and their families. Bhutta, the younger brother of
Jalla, the Sa&dhivigrahika of the ruler of Darvabhisarat estab
lished lihgas of Balake^vara and Bhutte^vara, and founded a
town called Bhuttapura (modern Batapor in Machipur Pargana)
with great houses, viharas and matha,s. Maftkhana, the brother
of Alamkara, the minister of foreign affairs (SaMhivigrah&ka)
distinguished himself by erecting a shrine of Srlkantha (Siva)

6

together with a matha. Rilhana, another minister, made gifts
7
to Siva temples and placed a golden parasol on a Visnu temple.
Ginta, the wife of Udaya, the commander-in-chief, adorned the
8
bank of Vitasta by constructing a vihara with fine buildings.

1 »Rajat, VIII. 2409.
2. Rl.iat. VIII. 3316-18.
3* R a .lat, V H l .
4. Darvabhisara—

2438.
territory between Vitastl and C&ndrabhgg^T

Stein Rajat. tr» I. 180. note.
5. Hajat* VIII. 2430-32.
6. Rajat» VIII. 3354.
7. Rajat. VIII. 3368-70,
8 * Rajat. VIII. 3352-53.

‘

Despite this general tendency towards religious toleration
and desire lor religious merit leading to the estaolishment of so
many lofty temples, viharas and mathas, there were, during the
first Lohara dynasty and even earlier, kings whose avariciousness
led to severe spoliation of the temples and even desecration of the
images of gods.
(8b3-903)

vve have already discussed King Samkaravarman’s

excessive habits of avarice which led him to plunder

sixty-four temples through special officers and to resume the
villages belonging to the temples against a compensatory assign1
ment ^pratikara) .
King Kalasa (1063-^9) » by a sudden change for the
worse in his conduct, destroyed first the copper image of Burya,
called Tamrasvamin, and also seized the brass images from the
Buddhist viharas.

2

Later he regretted this conduct of his, and,

believing that the god Burya was angerea by the destruction of the
images ox Tamrasvamin, he proceeded to take refuge at the temple of
MartanjLa to propitiate the Sun-god in order to save his life.
Though he was a worshipper of Siva, he offered a gold image of the
Bun-goa before the feet of Martan$La.

King Harsa ox the first Lohara dynasty, though reputed for
his lavish gifts and elegant tastes, had how own peculiar ways.
12.

Supra.
Ba.iat. VII, 695-96.

3.

Ra.iat. VII, 709-715.

He is remembered for the spoliation of temples and the breaking of
the images of the gods, which he performed so thoroughly that only
two divine images of Kashmir were spared by him, the illustrious
Ramasvamin in Srinagara and the main image of the great Martanda
temple.

Two Buddha statues were saved through the interference

of Kalhana1s uncle Kanaka and the sramana Kusalasri,^

Kalhana,

however, tells us that, at the time of his death, King Harsa
o
uttered the words, H0l

MahesSvara" , showing his faith in Saivism.

The work of temple looting was carried out so thoroughly that
Harsa appointed a special officer named Udayaraga as superintendent
for the destruction of the gods (Devotpatananayaka) .
Hot being content with the mere confiscation of the images
Harsa got them deliberately defiled by the naked mendicants
(Hagnata) who were employed by the king as his agents in looting
the temples.

''Evidently this deliberate pollution", opines Prof.

A.L. Bashm, "was impelled by some motive other than the mere
relief of financial stringency;

and it may surely be inferred

that the king’s whole policy was in part inspired by a bias to
wards heresy".^
Kalhana uses the epithet ’Turuska' for this king, which
led Stein to interpret his iconoclasm as evidence of his leanings
1*
2*

Ba.ia t . VII, 1091-96.
R(\U( h V H ,

4.

A.L. Bashro^.

Harsa of Kashmir and the Iconoclast Ascetics.
Reprint from the BSQAS. Vol. XII, parts 3, 4.
1948. p*6db.

towards Islam*"5*
mitra writes:

Referring to Harsa’s iconoclatic orgies, R.C.

"Being a Turuska by birth, he was a mleccha by

faith and the saeriligious action of Harsa and his grandfather (sic)
^
o
Kalasa may thus be easy of explanation"*
Though Harsa*s iconoclasm has led the scholars to believe that he had leanings towards
Islam we do not quite understand as to what made Mitra believe that
Harisa was a Turuska by birth*

If it were so the^hole of the First

Lohara dynasty might be claimed to have cherished the Mohammedan
faith.
Allusions to Turuskas became more frequent now than before.
We are told that Harsa had a hundred Turuska chiefs under his pay.
On his siege of Rajapuri, when Harsa was quite successful,

it is

the rumour of^an attack from the Turuskas which led Harsa to abandon
the enterprise and flee back to his kingdom.

The reference

alludes to the rising power of the Turks under Shahabuddin
Mohammad Ghori who had conquered northern India by Harsa’s time.
Ho conversions to Islam are recorded by our sources as
having taken place at this stage of the history of Kashmir, and
Kalhana gives us repeated records of the establishment of religious
foundations by th^Kashmir kings even after the fall of this dynasty?
There is no doubt that King Harsa1s father Kalasa also followed evil
ways.

Pour Rajaputras from the Sahi family were his favourites

1.

Stein.

Ra.iat. tr. Vol. I, p.353 note.

2.

R.C. Mitra.

3.

Supra pp..

Decline of .Buddhism in India.p . 3.5.
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and. he fell under the control of the tantric guru named Pramadakantha.

Kalhana gives all the details of this king's licentious

ness and the evil that he practised in th^company ox these base
associates.

Our author, though full of remorse at his oehaviour,

makes no mention of this king's leanings towards Islam but clearly
attributes it to his association with the tantric guru, who even
acted as a procurer.

Along with all these practices are
P
mentioned Kalasa's pious foundations anctthis consecration of
images of gods.

It is also stated that near his end King Kalasa

felt great repentance for having caused the destruction of the
image of Tamrasvamin, and died at the holy abode of god Surya
though he was the worshipper of Siva.

We should, however,

bear

in mind all the influences that worked on Kalasa before we start
analysing the attitude, of King Harsa.

Prof. Kosambi attributes

this tendency on the part of Harsa to "the need for money to pay
the army (then engaged in the struggle with pamaras and pretenders)
and for metal (which in Kashmir was always in short supply for
lack of efficient prospectors) as the only reasons.
cal necessity was discovered, adduced or needed.

Mo theologi
Harsa did employ

Turuska mercenaries, but showedas 'great contempt for Islam as for
his, own religion, by his eating p o r k " A s

for the need for money

we have already seen that even in the time of King Jayaplda there
1*
2.

Ra.iat. VII, 273 ff.
Rajat, VII, 524-32.

3.

Ra.iat. VII, 722.

4.

h.D. Kosambi.

Introd. to the Btu dy of Indian Histor y . p .337.
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was financial difficulty.

The officials (Kayastha) besought the

king to avoid the hardships of universal conquests and to collect
instead riches from his own land;

thus he started to oppress his

subjects, and in his persistent greed he went so far that for three
years he took the whole harvest, including the cultivator's share,
and even confiscated the agraharas of the brahmanas.*1*

King

Sankaravarman's oppressive financial exactions have been referred
to.

2

Thus long before the time of the Loharas the avariciousness

of tne rulers had led them to disregard the privileges of the
brahmanas

and misappropriate the wealth of the temples.

This

tendency surged up again under King Kalasa and reached an extreme
limit under Harsa.

The avarice and the licentious habits of the

previous kings led them to oppress the subjects, but there was no
breaking or any sort of defilement of the images of the gods.

The

need for money was surely even more urgent under Harsa, who was so
extravagant and who introduced elegant fashions and maintained a
lavish court.

All this entailed a huge expense and compelled the

king to find out some device to meet this need.

As rightly

pointed out by Kosambi, the need for money was made even more
pressing by the fact that the king had also to cope with the rising
power of the pamaras who were accumulating riches and were usurping
more ana more power.

Ultimately they became so turbulent that

this unfortunate king losjhiis throne, his son and his very life.
1.

Sup r a , p.

2*

Sup r a . p.

Kalhana specifically tells usfthat the money thus secured was used
for the efficient running of the various departments of the army.
But there was no necessity of causing ordure and urine to be
poured on the gods and to cover them with spittle instead of
flowers.

Harsa1s bias towards heresy is proved by his sacri-

ligious activities and the deliberate defilement of the images of
all the gods indiscriminately.

'3 5 3L
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B U D D H I S M

Buddhism did not have the privilege of hying the exclusive
state religion, but we have enough evidence to show that the
successive rulers of Kashmir, their ministers, and their queens,
extended their patronage to Buddhism and established Buddhist
foundations, even though some of them were Saiva or Vispava by
faith.
The Rajatarafigini tells us that king A&oka ruled over
Kashmir, embraced the Buddhist religion, covered Suskaletra and
Ou
1
v Yitastjtra with numerous StUpas, and built caityas and viharas.
Buddhism may have entered Kashmir even earlier, for one legendary
king Surendra is said to have founded in the neighbourhood of the
Darada country a town called Soraka and built a vihara called
Uarendrabhavana and another vihara called Sorasa in Kashmir.
The traditions preserved in Buddhist texts regarding the
introduction of Buddhism in Kashmir find corroboration in the
Nllamatapuran a .

In this text Buddha is made an incarnation of

Vispu and in connection with this belief mention is made in the

\

1

purapa of the celebration of the birthday of Buddha as an incarna
tion of Vispu on the 15th day of the bright half of Vai&akha
1.

Rajat. 1, 101.
The Blue Annals of Tibet also mention A^oka and. his propagation
of the Buddhist faith in Kashmir.
J .A .S .B . Ib4&. pp. 23-25.

2.

Raj at. I, 93-94.

3.

Bilamata.

Verses 684-689.
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(April-lay) .

On that day it is said that Buddha1s statue is to

be bathed with water containing herbs, jewels and scents and
worshipped with the recitation of the sentences employed by the
Sakyas,

The place of worship is to be coated with honey.

The

temple and the stupa are to have pictures painted in them.

The

Sakyas (the Buddhist ascetics) are also to be worshipped and pre
sented with cows, monastic robes ( clvara) , food and books.^
u
Though the Chinese Buddhist scholar Hsuan Tsang does not
give us a very favourable picture of the state of Buddhism in
2
Kashmir in the 7th century, thefact that the then ruling king of
Kashmir came to Kapisa to pay his respects to the Buddhist monk
shows his regard for the Buddhist faith.
In the middle of the 8th century, Ou k'ong found 300
ti
monasteries instead of 100 of Hsuan tsang1s days, and though
Vaispavism was the religion followed by Lalitaditya Muktapl$a,
we have record of the foundation of a number of viharas during his
reign.

His minister Cafikuna took the image of Buddha which

Lalitaditya had brought from Magadha and installed it at Srinagara.
The reference to the magic powers of this minister appears to be a
sympton of the prevalence of Tantric Buddhism in this time.
I bid.

This description is exactly like that given in the
Krtyaftatnakara (pp.139-60), quoted in Kane's History of
Dharma Shastra Vol. II, p.722.
The ceremonies for the
worship of the Buddha are similar though the day
mentioned for/this worship is 7th day from the full moon
of Baisakh (April-lay).

2.

Beal.

Life of H.T.

5-

Eilat. Ill, 353.

pp. 69, 191.

To the reign of Avantivarman (655/6-&B3)

belonged

Sivasvamin the author of the Kapphina bhudaya.'*'
Sivasvamin1s
“
k
work was inspired by Buddhist teachings,
Following the version
of the Avadanasataka in writing this poem, he has introduced many
changes.;..

One of these is that th^Buddha appears on the scene as

a result of the prayers of King Prasenajit of Kosala, who is unable
to w d thatand the advance of the enemy.

The Buddha changes the

mind of Prasenajit's enemy, King Kapphina, with a miracle.

He

preaches the Lawr to him, but when requested by King Kapphina to
initiate him into the order, he refuses to do so, but admonishes
him to practise selflessness in the discharge of his duties as the
ruler of his kingdom.

2

Prom the deviation of this legend from the version in the
Avadanasataka, Gaurisankar, the editor of this work, has pointed
out that the influence of the Hindu ideal of life as found in the
laws of Manu, anc^the doctrine of 'Non-attachment1 in the pursuit
of one's duties, find full adherence in iSivasvamin,

The Buddhist

ideal of monkhood is replaced by that of the householder who seeks
salvation by doing his duties in a spirit of self-renunciation.^
We f 1 u 1 1

v r t •* ,;.r

-i

cuss t a i s

“
-1*

Raj a t . V, 1-126.

2.

Sivasvamm.

3.

I bid t p.XXIV - XXV.

no” n t

Kapphipabhyuda.ya.

: i * ■„ *

Ch. XVIII, 141-151;
Ch. XX, 1-42.
Ch. XIX, 1-45.

Iling Ksemagupta (950-68)

is said to have burnt down the

famous- Jayendra Vihara and utilized the brass of the image of
Buddha in the temple of Siva that he erected,^

Dr. Sunil Ray and

R.C. Mitra look upon the burning of the vihara with suspicion, and
we believe with the latter that "this fury was perhaps provoked by
political factors rather than by motives of religious persecution.
This vihara had sheltered the rebel pamara Saihgrama and also King
Partha (906— 21) when the latter was dethroned owing to ministerial
intrigues.

During the reign of Nandigupta (972-73)

queen Didda

built Vaisnava temples as well as Buddhist viharas and consecrated
an image of Boddhisattva Padmapani.^
Some scholars hold that from the middle of the ninth
century till the advent of the eleventh, Buddhism fell on evil days
and all kings were anti-Buddhist.

It is stated by K.C. Pandey, an

authority on Abhinavagupta, that the visit of Safnkaracarya, the
great Saivite philosopher, took place some time in the second
decade of the ninth century, after Samkara had given his final
blow to Buddhism in the rest of India,^

Be thinks that/this visit

purged the local faith oii^/its Buddhist elements, strengthened the
position of the new Tantric creed which was brought by the two
immigrant families and had already begun to be accepted by the
Rajat. V, 171.
2. J .B.R.S, June 1955, p.178.
3* Rajat. v/,

428.

4.

171-73.

5.

Rjyat. VI,

K.C. Pandey.

R.C. Mitra,

Abhinavagup t a , p.90.

Decline of Buddhism
~ ~
in India

populace, and aroused their curiosity to know more about it,
Wilson has stated that the attempt to introduce Buddhism in
Kashmir was combatted and finally frustrated by Southern assistance,
He also seems to refer here to the visit of Safakara.

1

Though the

growth of Saivism is connected with the reign of Avantivarman (mid,
9th century) and though during the reign of/this king, Kalharia does
not record much religious activity on the part of Buddhism, we do
not find any instances of religious persecution of any sort.
Moreover, it was during this time that Sivasvamin wrote Kapphina
bhudaya basea on a Buddhist theme, though the poem extols the
brahmanieal ideal of a householder rather than that of monkhood of
the Buddhists.

We have alreaay referred to the reverence shown

by the Kashmir kings as well as their queens and ministers and the
'Z

public towards the teachings of Buddha*

V/ilson wrote when

indology was in its infancy and much research in this field has
been made since his days.
the gamkaradigvijaya.^

Pandey followed the older authors and
flis remarks are far-fetched;

for, not to

speak of Horth, even in the South 1,Buddhism did not crumble down
to ruin at the touch of Saihkara in the early 9th century A.D. nor
was its extinction complete in the 12th*1.

Mitra rightly believes

that the name of Samkara was devised by later zealots as a

!*
2*

P*
Supra, p,
~

3*

Supra, p.

4*

K.C. Pandey.

9*

R.C, Mitra.

? p

Tr ‘

Abhinavagupta. p.90. vide Bahkaradigvi.iaya
cEV x V I T p p T 54-eO.
Decline of Buddhism in India, p .10 3.

plausible human agency with whom to associate the tradition of a
heresy-hunt, simply because these authors fashioned the new philo
sophy in vindication of orthodoxy which seemed to have knocked, the
bottom out of the Buddhist defence,1

He adds;

"Though he

( Sa&kara) fortified Hinduism against the assault of the heretical
sects by enrolling missionaries in its defence and organising them
into corporate monastic schools ,

the legend of his having

preached and led a bloody crusade against the Buddhists cannot be
sustained*' .

There is a small poem Da^avatara Stotra assigned to

Sarrikara, wherein he describes Buddha in worshipful terms as a yogi,
seated in padmasan a , in deep meditation, and thereby recognizes
the divine character of Buddha.

Also Suresvara, the disciple of

Saflakara, quotes the Buddhist logician Dharmakirti and calls him
respectfully a iSakya PuiTgava or the eminoit Bauddha.^
King Kalasa (10&3-&9) seized
Buddhist Viharas.

the brass images from the

But in his case we note that the treatment to

wards other sects was equally bad,^

When describing the destruc

tion of gods and the spoliation of the wealth of the temples by
King Harsa, Kalhapa is particular to name the Buddha Btatues - one
at Parihasapura and the other Srinagara - which were preserved,
together with the images of Hindu gods which shared that
1.

Ibid. pp. I2d-30.

2.

I bid.

3*

I bid. quotes M emoirs of A.S.fc. Yol, XXVI, p.5.

4.

Ra.iat. Y I I , 6b6.

distinction.’*'

It is also of singular interest that Tibetan

tradition attributes a Sanscrit poem entitled A^ta Maha Sthtaa Oaitya Vandanam Stave { G-nas Chen Po Brgyad Kyi la Phyag tshai baTi
p
bstod Pa) to King Harsa.
Another work named Suprabhata
Prabhata- Stotra is also attributed to his authorship in the
Tangyur.
Mitra believes that the atrocity of Harga had no peculiar
anti-Buddhist bias;

while temples were systematically plundered

by an officer specially appointed for the purpose, and the cherish
ed idols were demolished and made to roll on night soil, no such
revolting desecration is recorded of Buddhist idols and relics.

5

But though we know that Harsa spared the two principle images of
Bhuddist at the interference of Kanaka and Sramapa Kusala Sri, we
cannot say clearly that he had special regard for Buddhism.

The

spoliation of the temples and images is a manifestation of his
perverted mind rather than of special hatred oijfany particular re
ligious sect, for among the divine images spared by him are also
mentioned those of Ranasvamin and Martanda along with two Buddhist
4
images.
It is curious that the authors of Vol. V. of the H istory
Ra.iat. vI I , 1097 ff.
2*

I.H » Q. 1941, pp. 225 if. quoted by Rfl Mitra, Decline of
Buddhism in India, p .25.
It is clear the Harsa of Kashmir is referred to and not
Har^avardhana of Kanauj.

3.

The chronology of the Ra.iata rang in i , especially for Lohara
period has been correctly fixed and is proved by corroborative
evidence.
See Stein. Ra.iat. tr. VIII, 35 note,
R.C. Mitra. Op. cit. p„23.

4*

Op. cit. "~,c... v

Vi)3
ana Culture ox the Indian People, have praised Harsa for his
leanings towards Buddhism and have denied any charges ox the desei
oration of the Buddhist images or looting of the viharas.
There
is no doubt that the Chinese and Tibetan sources give us evidence
p
about the Buddhist writings of Harsa,
Kalhana also testifies to
the literary ability ox this icing and praises his unique skill in
composition of all sorts.

We have no chronological records to

show in which years these works were written.
his attitude later.

He may have changed

When he started the work of spoliation he

spared the images of two Hindu gods and two Buddhist, thus it is
clear that he had equally turned against all the sects.

We

believe that a 1/a certain period in his life, he came under certain
sinister influences and started looting the temples and defiling
the images of the gods of all the established sects without any
discrimination.
, Buddhist foundations are also recorded to the credit of the
*5
Qieen of king Uccala of the second Lohara dynasty.
His Brother
and successor king Sussala is credited with the renovation of
Diddayihara which had been burnt down by a sudden conflagration.^'
We have already referred to the prominence of the religious founda
tions of King Jayasimha in favour of Buddhism."*
1.

Ra.iat. VII,

2.

Vol. V . TheStruggle for .Empire . p ,4 2.

3*

109i-97.

Rajat. VIII, 5&0.

4.

Hajat. VIII,

5*

Supra. p.

This was followed

by M s

ministers and their wives.

1

In a recently published text

booh it is stated that Jayasimha (,1128-1155) lacked catholicity of
heart and broke up images and burnt down the vihara at Arigaon
near Srlnagara, though it was afterwards rebuilt.

"fortunately",

adds the author, "only a few bigots of the type of Jayasifaha sat
on the throne of Kashmir".

There is no evidence whatsoever re

garding the breaking of the images of gods by JayasiMia;

he is,

on the other hand, credited with a number of new establishments as
well as with the renovation of the old ones.
his bigotry in the ffl/iatarahgin i ;

There is no trace of

the statement we have quoted is

based on a stone inscription found at Arigaon, written in oarada
characters and dated Laukika samvat 73, or November 1197.'"
insciption begins

with an invocation to Avalokitesvara.

The
The ob

ject of the inscription is to record the reconstruction by a Vaidya
named Ulhapa, of a Vihara built of burnt bricks, to replace a
wooden structure which had been burnt down by King Siftha.

Konov/

identifies Siinha with Jayasi&ha, (1128-55), in whose reign Hajligrama w/as burnt down by Sujji.

Stein identified Badigrama with

the modern Arigaon where the inscription was found.

The burning

of the vihara does not apparently

imply any sort of deliberate per

secution of the Buddhists by King

Jayasimha, who, on the other hand,

is stated by Kalhana to have established Buddhist viharas himself,
1*
2•

Ra.iat. VIII, 2430-32, 3368-70, 3343-44, 3352-55.
The Struggle for Empire. p ,420.

5*

».Aiora .
K P . Ind, Vol. IX, p.300.

5*.

Stein. Ra.iat. tr. VIII, lla4,

2234, 2574, 2402,2410-17, 3316-la

tf t>l
The burning probably took place during the troubles arising out
of the intrigues against Sujji.

Konow further identifies the

Vaidya Ulhana with Ulhapa, the son of Sahad^va, who is referred to
by Kalhana as a supporter of Sujji.

This inscription clearly

shows that Buddhism was still alive in Kashmir in the end of the
12th century, but gives no evidence of its persecution.
As regards Kalhap.a!s general tendency towards religious
toleration and equal reverence for the various religious sects,
Stein writes;

"it is curious to note side by side with close

attachment to Saivism on the part of both Kalhana and his father
the manifestly friendly attitude which Kalhap.a displays towards
Buddhism throughout the whole of the chronicle.

A long series of

kings from A§oka downwards receives his unstinted praise for the
Viharas and Stupas they founded for the benefit of the Buddhist
creed.

Similar foundations by private individuals are recorded

with the same attention.

Others like Meghavahana are praised for

having in accordance with Jinafs teachings prohibited the slaughter
of animals.'1

It is not only in the earlier period that we find

references to the Buddhist faith.

Kalhapa makes numerous re

ferences to the images of Buddha claiming special interest.
Wj,fl
aiuu a m u *
«***.*
We have already referred to the preservation of^Hindu ods which
shared, that distinction.

"5

1.

Ep. Ind. Vol.. IX, p. 300.

2.

Stein. Ra.iat. tr. Vol. I," p.a. vide Ra.iat. Ill, 4-7, 27 ff.
295ff;
V. 64, 119.
Supra. pf 39 7 -<93

3•

vide Ra.iat. VIII, 2066, 2092, 2097.

Referring to the interference of the Buddhist gramana
Ku&alarI, in order to save the Buddha statue, Stein writes:

"In

view of this company it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that
Kanaka too was personally connected in some way with Buddhist
1
worship".
Kalhana does not hesitate to refer repeatedly to the
Bodhisattvas or to th^feuddha himself as the comforters of all
beings, the embodiments of perfect charity and nobility of feeling..
They are, to him, beings of absolute goodness who do not feel
anger even against the sinner but in patience render him kindness.
As late as the reign of King Jayasi&ha, when Buddhism was declining
in India, we find mention of belief in Buddhism in Kashmir,

Tired

of the terrible exactions of Citraratha, the revenue minister, the
subjects decided to kill him, saying "the destruction of one wicked
person is called lawful when all are helped by it.
(Buddha) slew a great
it

Even the Jina

snake which killed living beings".^ Though

is not possible to trace the Buddhist legend here alluded

to, it

is enough to tell us of the reverence with which Buddha and his
life were held by the people of Kashmir even as late as Kalhana1s
own time.

Thus Kalhana also shows us his thorough familiarity

with special points of Buddhist traditions and terminology,
Ksemendra, as well as his Hindu writings, composed the
Bodhisattvavadana Kalpalata, a collection of Jataka stories.
1.

Stein, Rajat. t r ,Vol. I, p.7*

2.Ibid- P-3. vide Rajat
3. Rajat. VIII, 2334.

I, 134;

III,

2tf;

VIII, 2374.

Plis

V3
son Somendra, in the introduction to this work, tells us that his
father composed it at the request of a brahmapa Sajjanananda and
his friend l'lakka,

K^emendra undertook the work but left it after

waiting three avadanas, as the work seemed too lengthy;

but being

instructed by the fathagata himself in a dream, Ksemendra composed
107 tales (pallavas) .
texts, also helped him.

VXryabhadra, an authority on Buddhist
The lOdth tale was added by his son

Somendra, who also provided an introduction.

The worx illustrates

six perfections of the Boddhisattva - charity, moral character,
patience, diligence, contemplation and wisdom,

Somendra in his

introduction to the tale of Jlmutavahana, his additional pallav a ,
says:

"Those well-known viharas, gorgeous with the array of

pictures pleasing to the eye, have passed away in the course of
time.

But the vih§ra of moral merit, excellent and delightful,

erected by my father, in which the Avadanas, with weighty meanings
underlying them, are carried out, as it were, and painted with
variegated colours by the pencil of the goddess of learning, will
not perish even at the end of time, not even by the ravages of fire
or of water",^
It appears that there was not much Buddhist building acti
vity in this period and the viharas of old had decayed by the
passage oi/time and the ravages of fire and flood.

But the words

1.

Bodhisattvavadanakalpalata of Kgemendra. Ed, Sarat candra Das
and Pt. Hari Mohan vidya Phushana. vol. I, Calcutta, lodo.

2.

Ibid. Introd. Somendra, verses 5, 6, 10-16.

3*

I bid. Prefatory note pp. V, VI.

echo the great reverence with which Buddhism was held oy Somendra
and the country of Kashmir.
Buddhist features.*'

The Kathasaritsagara is also lull ox

That Sakya^rl, a pandit of Kashmir, presented

‘khe Bodhisattvava&anahalpalata to the Kun- dgah- rgyal Ivitshan, the
Lama ox Tibet in j.202, shows the regard with which Buddhism was
&}

held in Kashmir as late as the beginning of the 13th century* ^

B.C. Mitra, who has made a detailed survey of the decline
of Buddhism in India, believes that Buddhism was in a prosperous
condition in Kashmir in the 11th century.

He does not agree with

Foucher who thought that "Buddhism at this time was singularly
%
enfeebled".
We do not believe with Mitra, however, that Buddhism
was in a really flourishing condition and that there was no laxity.
We find definite signs of^Laxity, and evidence of magic and
exorcisms, the arid pedantry and mystic cobwebs of the Tantric
imagination.

1.
J&>.

B.C. Mitra.

^
iZyAji p' ,l43Dec. of Bud. p*135, also see J.A. Ib92, p.167.
ffd. c i t .

. f Y\f
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.-Dindutriiconavasukonaaasarayugmam invasranagaaaia
sanyutasoaasaram / vritiatrayam ca aharanlsaa tna
t ray am ca brlcakrametaduditaiii paraaevatayali //

brl Yantra
DESCRIPTION FROiVl THE CENTRE OUTWARDS
i. Rea Central Point— oarv^lnanaamaya
3.

''Vnite Central Triangle— oarvasiaanipraan
Eignt Rea Triangles— barvaroganara.
l^n Blue Triangles— barvaraicsakara.

).

len ^ea Triangles— *~>arvartna^3anaka

to. fourteen Blue Triangles— barvasauunSgyaaayaka.
(.

iight-petallea Reel L o t u s — oarvasaihksoaana.
•

*

^ . ^ i x t e e n - o e t a l l e a Rea lolut.—
arvJU'aoaripuraka.
^ _ Yellow ourrouaa— Trailokyan.onana.

The Tantras, inculcating the worship of the Mother Goddess
in her various forms, constitute a considerable body of litera
ture.'1'

The Tantric literature essentially represents a very

important part of Indian spiritual lore, so far as its practical
aspect is concerned.

2

Tanyate vistaryate nnanam anena iti

tan tram, according to this derivation of the word "Tantra" from
/
t
the rootytari 'to spread* , it is defined as the Sastra by which
knowledge ( jnana)

is spread - the end of the practical methods

which these Sastras employ is to spread Vedantic Jnana.
is essentially the same;

The end

the means to that end vary according to

knowledge, capacity and temperament.
The word 'Tantra* by itself simply means a 'treatise* ana
not necessarily a religious scripture.

In its latter meaning it

may mean the scripture of several divisions of worshippers who vary
in doctrine ana practice.

Thus there are Tantras of Saivas,

Vaisnavas, and iSaktas and of the various sub-divisions of these. ^
It is a cultural discipline in a wide sense, and when used in a
more limited sense, it is spiritual knowledge of a technical
1.

R.l}. Bhandarkar.

V «S .M .R .S . p.144.

2.

Haridas Bhattacharyya.

3.

Woodroffe.

4.

Ibid.

The Cultural Heritage of India.
Vol. IV, p.211.

iShakti and Bhakta. p. 142.

nature
The Tantras form the fourth section of the Hindu scriptures
in order of inspiration and authority, the other three being
Sruti, &m;rti and Puranas.

They are also known as the fifth Veda

by those who regard them as authoritative and observe the ritual
2
which they enjoin.
Kulluka Bhatta commenting on Manu says that
/
"6
Sruti is twofold - Vedic and Tantric.
Some regard them as a
&ruti or Igama. Revelation1 , as opposed to a Smrti or Migama,
’tradition1 .

It is thus classed with Vedas.

The religious attitude in the Tantras is fundamentally the
same as in the Vedic ritual.

The Tantric sadhana also concerns

the attainment of ascendancy over the forces of nature by the
esoteric ritual involving the yogic practice, its aim being the
union of the two principles, the Siva ana the Sakti!*
The Tantras, which succeed are in part dependent on the
Puranas, are also in part unrelated to the latter and are of
considerable antiquity.

In their present form they are usually
c

ascribed to 6th or '7th century.

Tantric usages and practical

formulae were current and were practised in a much earlier age,
for they belong to a type of/thought that varies little among
1.

Haridas Bhattacharyya.

0pA cit. p.211.

Incy. R e l . & E t h . Vol. XII, p.192-93;
Wooaroffe. Introduction
to Tantra Shastra. p..40; Wilson.
Essay, p.216 note.
3.

Kulluka Bhatta. Comm. on M a n u .

4.

H. Bhattacharyya.

3.

I bid. p.213.

Ch. II, verse 1.

Op. cit. p.211.

primitive peoples in the course of centuries,1

But though their

practices are undoubtedly very ancient, nearly all authorities
p
ascribe the growth of tantric literature to a later period.
It
was only from about the 5th or 6th century A.D. that tantrisra as
a special religious or philosophical school gradually arose.

The

worship of the Mothers and references to the pakinis attending
them may be traced bach to the Gangadhar ir|cription ox the 5th
3
century A.D,
and images of the mothers are referred, to in the
Brhatsamhita.^
r~
"W- '
.... .......
According to Bhattacharyya the Tantras of the Igama type
were prevalent during the first five or six centuries of the
Christian era, from the Kusana period down to the end of/the Q-^upta
period.^
The religion of the Igamas (Siva Tantras) apparently deve
loped through two channels, one exoteric and the other e&oteric.
The former was pure Saivism with greater emphasis on the devotional
aspect of the worship of Siva-PasupSLti, with a view to attaining
salvation.

The latter was continued as ^aktism, with greater

emphasis on the various Sakti cults, not so much to attain salvation
as to gain ascendency over the forces of nature, and to carry on
experiments with them in order to gain a detailed knowledge of their
1-

Bnc. Rel. £ Ethics. Vol. Ill, p.193.

2.

Bhandarkar. R.G.

V .i3.M .K .S . p.

3.
H I , P.74.
4. .Brhatsamhita. fW.' II. cA- 1U V<rSa 5*6,
5.

Haridas Bhattacharyya.

Op. cit. p.216.

working.

Salvation was too small a goal loathe latter.

’
.The

later literature of pure iaivism ceases to be called. Tantra.
Tantra proper became more Saktic in character.

The character of

Tantra became definitely established by the tenth century.
According to the geographical classification of the Tantras
\

i

given in the Sammoha Tantra, they are divided into four classes,
viz. Kerala, liasmira, GanxLa and Vilasa - the Kasmira class prevailing in all countries from IVIadra to bepala.

X>

According to tantric philosophy, Anandabhairava or Mahabhairava, which is the name given by Tantricists to Siva, is the
soul of, or is composed of, the nine groups
of which the world is made up;

time in its

of substances (Vyuha)
various forms

{ kalavyuha) existing things or substances (kulavyuha) names

(namavyuha) , perception ( .inanavyuha) , ana the five faculties of
consciousness, heart, will, intelligence and mind (cittavyuha) .
Mahabhairava is the soul of the Goddess, ana she in tarn is the
soul of,or composea of, the nine groups.
stitute one entity.

_ Both*, therefore, con

when there is Samyarasa, or community of joy

or intense love between them, creation follows.

The female ele

ment, or lViahabhairavi, however, is predominant in the process of
creation, and the male element, or Mahabhairava, in the work of
destruction.

%

This sect, therefore, looks upon every woman as an

incarnation of the Universal Mother, to whom proper respect should
be paid.

bhandarkar.
v ,S ,M .R •S . p. 145.
"fide baundaryalahari with
Laksmidhara1s Gomm. (.Mysore Edition). V - 34.
In the Upanishads the padma symbolised generative force and
hence could be used for the female organ.

The term Guru stands tor the religious preceptor who gives
diksa or sectarian initiation to his disciples.

The Mother

Goddess is propitiated and eventually attained by assuming the vow
(diksa) of devoted worship of her.

The first step to salvation

consists in fully concentrating the mind on the Devi as sitting on
the lap of Siva in the M ahapadmavana.~ as possessed ofa body which
is pure joy and as the original cause of all, identical with one's
1-r
own self.
The second stage is Cakrapu.ia, or worship by means of the
mystic circles, which is the bahyayaga, or material worship;
the third consists in studying and knowing the doctrine.
second is the proper 'iSakta ceremonial1.

and

The

This consists in the

worship of a diagram of the female organ drawn in the centre of
another consisting of a representation of nine such organs, the
whole of which forms the Srlcakra.^

The Matricakras or tne

'circles of the Mothers', represent the sensual form in which she
is the object of worship with the school of Saktas, who are so
called because they are worshippers of Sakti.^

This system we

find referred to in the mention of Matricakras ana Devicakras in
1,

la.

t N h S'o h e 7

\f. x u t i

Bhandarkar.

/

h

i

V .B „M »R .3 . p.146.

2.

Ibid.

3*

Saundar.valaha r i . V , p .41. Comm.

4.

Bhandarkar.

V .3 ,M.R.B . p.144.

Kashmir.

1

To the worship ox Devi, the Goddess, who is the joyously
creative energy of nature, belong the five true things (Fancatattya) through which mankind enjoys gladly, preserves its life,
and procreates;

intoxicating drink (Madira) which is a great

medicine to man, a breaker ox sorrows and a source of pleasure;
meat (mamsa) of the animals in the villages, in the air or in the
forests, which is nutritious and strengthens the force of body
and mind;
potency;

fish (matsya) which is tasty and augments procreative
o
roasted corn (mudra) which is easily obtained, grows in

the earth and is the root of life in the three worlds;

and

fifthly physical union (maithua/n) with Sakti - the source of the
bliss of all living beings and the deepest cause of creation and
the root of the eternal world.

This Tantric Pancatattva ritual

was interpreted and adopted by the sensual people in their own
interest.

Hence Monier Williams describes the faith of the

Saktas, or the worshippers of the feminine deities, as a mixture of
sanguinary sacrifices and orgies with wine and. women. ^
1.

Raj a t . I, p.122, 333, 333, 34o.

2.

Woodroffe.

Introd. to Tantrasatra. p.112.

In ordinary parlance Mudra means ritual gestures or positions
of the body in worship and meditation with artificial aids
(Ha't
thayoga) but as one ox the five elements it is parched
cereal, and defined as “Bhr^tadapadilcam y a dyad cav yanlyam
P racaksate sa mudra kathita devl sarvasam naganandini11.
(loginl Tantra. "Ch. VI).
cf. Ha.iat I.'367:
II, 119. K.S.S.
where parched grain is used at welcomes.
Paddy rice, wheat
and. gram are generally Mu d r a . (Introduction to Tantrasastra
Woodroffe. p.116).
3.

Woodroffe.

Dhakti and Shakta. p.120. tr. of Winternitz* article

4.

M . Williams.

Brahmanism and Hinduism. p .loO f f .

Barth admits that the cult of the Mother is based on a
deep meaning and that the Tantras are also full of theosophical
and moral reflections and ascetic theories, but is not thereby
prevented from saying that the Sakta is‘'nearly always a hypocrite
and a superstitious debauchee, even though many amongst the
authors of the Tantras may have really believed that they were
performing a sacred work".

1

The worship of the 'Mothers' which is identical with that
of the Saktis, plays an important part in the Tantra ritual which
has flourished in Kashmir from ancient times.

Mystical diagrams

are prepared and worshipped to this day in Kashmir according to
the rules of the Tantrasastra, both in private houses and temples.
Of supposed natural Cakras (&vabhavika) of the king, the Sricakra
on the Sarikaparvata in iSrlnagara and the Jvalamukhicakra on the
rocky hills above Uyen (Skt, Ovana) in the Vihi Pargana receive
special reverence.

2

In the Ra.jatarangini it is said that IsanadevI, the queen
of the legendary King Jalauka, established circles sacred to the
Mothers (Matrcakra), which were distinguished by their spiritual
power, at the 'gates' of Kashmir and other places.

Kashmir tra

dition represents King Jalauka as the son and successor of Asoka.
A son of Asoka by this name cannot be traced in any of the
1.

Barth.

Religions'ox India, pp. 205 ff.

2.

titein.

Ra.iat. t r . I, 122 note.

available sources, but the location oi' the agrahara founded oy
him at Varabala (the present BaravalJ and of the circles attributed
to his queen Isandevi can be identified/'*'

The date of this icing,

whether or not he was the son of Asoka, was evidently very early,
and hence the existence of this cult too can be taken as very early
compared with the later dates assigned to the Tantric system in its
final form.
King Baka ox lViihirakula1s lineage is said to have once met
a sorceress named Bhatta, who, having assumed the appearance of a
lovely woman, approached the king one evening and lured him to
accept her invitation to view the wonders of her sacrificial
feast.

When he came the next morning along with his hundred sons

and grandsons, she made of him a sacrificial offering to the
'’circle of the Goddess" , (Devicakra) .

Kalhana tells us that even

in his time there was seen on a rock the double impression of her
knees, showing where, on attaining supernatural power as a result
of this human sacrifice, she had risen to the sky, and the story
was kept alive in the Mat has of Kheri

the present Khur)

by the

image of god Batakapalesa, by the circle of Mothers, and by that
rock.

2

The story suggests that Tantric practices were known in

Kashmir at^,n early date ana tnat they were practised in their
fierc/est forms.

Though the tale of King Baka becoming a victim

Ra.iat. I, 122.
2.

Ra.iat. I, 330-33.

in this way may be a mere folk legend, it certainly points to the
probability that some of the earlier kings took part in the
Tantric rites .
Moreover, this is an example of the worship of the Goddess
in her most terrible form, which is associated with the schools of

Kapalikas and Kalamukhas, and in which animals and human beings are
sacrificed.1

Another king of Mihirakula's race Marendraditya I,

had a guru named Ugra, who was the recipient of divine favours and
constructed the shrine of Siva Ugresa and a "circle of the

Mothers".

2

The son of Meghavahana, the first prince of the res

tored Gonanda dynasty, was Sresthisena, whom people called
Pravarasena I, and Tuhjina II;

he is said to have constructed the

shrine of Pravarasvara together with "a circle of the Mothers"
(Matrcakra) .

The worship of the circle of the Mothers (Matrca

ter a) along with the construction of Bhairava temples continued cur
ing th^'time of King Avantivarman (A.D. o55/56-bb3) , when idealistic
monism became more popular.^
The 3ammo ha Tantra mentions/three classes of Tantras
according to the nature of their Sadhanas;
1.

c f . Bhandarkar.

2•

R a.iat. 1 , 346 .

3.

Ra.iat. Ill, 99;

4-

Raiat. V, 66.

5.

P.O. Bagchi.

divya , kaula and Varna.

V.3.M.H.3. p .144.
K .S.S. Vol. IV, p.225.

cf. Crooke.

P opular Religion and folklore of
n orthern India. Vol. I. pp.144-46.
Studies in the Tantras. p *96 f f .

In Esemendra's works we find mention of Kaula school,^*
In the eleventh century, the Kaula schools were quite developed, '
/
comprising a number of sects.
Eula stands for Sakti, and so the
v

" 1

Kaula schools were Saktic in character.

2

A very grim picture ox how this subtle philosophy and its
ritual could be misused, is presented by Kalhana, though with great
regrets, in his account of King Kalasa (,10 63-^9) .

His guru was a

a tantricist, Pramadakantha, the son of a brahmana named Amarakantha.

Kalhana praises the father while he deplores the evils or

the son.

fe have here an evidence of the existence of the sober

worship of the god Siva the auspicious, and of the Tantric cere
monial in its most hideous form, side by side.

Kalhana relates

that this teacher (guru) , who was evilly disposed by nature to
wicked practices, made King Kalasa ignore the distinction between
women who are approachable

and those who are n o t . This guru

himself said to have lived

in incest with his own

is

daughter.

Next, Kalhana mentions another sw/indler, nicknamed the 'cat-merchant*
from the fact that he kept

a pet cat, whoacquired reputation

as a

Tantric guru and made even

honourable and learnedmen (Bhattapada) y...

w/ho knew how to behave fearlessly at the great tantric rites
(Mahasamaya) , bend, their knees in fear.^

This guru also posed as

'■L•

H. MalaII.Verses 100-116.

2.
3.

H. Bhattacharyya, fde^CH-ltur^l,Heritage of India. Vol.
Ra.iat. VII, 277~7s.

4.

Ra.iat. VII, 279-o4.

Por Mahasamaya Ra.iat. VII, 523.

a Tantric rite

IV, p.223
- see

a physician.

Thus the tantric ceremonies (Mahasamaya) associated

with the worship of Sakti tended to become a ruse for debauchery,
and Iialasa,1s licentiousness induced him to follow the basest
possiole forms of the religious practice, degenerating into
obscenity.

Hence one would be inclined to agree with Barth’s

saying, that na Sakta of the left hand is almost always a hypocrite
and a superstitious debauchee” .1

Such sinister developments seem

to have created a feeling of disgust in Kalhana1s mind too, though
not so much at the Tantric school as such as at its false gurus.
He mentions with reverence those kings andqueens who established
Matrcakras and Sricakra s .
Ksemendra also, while describing the life of a clerk
(Nivogi) in his B armamala, tells us that he was formerly a Buddhist,
later became a Vaisnava, but for the welfare of his wife he had
recourse to Kaulacara, ana instituted a Yaga for the restoration of
her health.

In this ceremony, the important figure is the guru,

who is the spiritual teacher not only of the Kayastha and his
widowed sister but also of the prostitute who resorts to him to
get amulets, etc. for the preservation of her body, of the old
trader who every now ana then consults him for various purposes,
of the country surgeon of a very low position, ana lastly ox a
third rate eye-specialist,
1.

Barth.

2.

Ra.iat. II, 222, 346;

3.

Op. eft.

Bupra. p.t{{)L
III, 99.

* M alalSC, verses 100-llb;

Bam. M a t . VI, 25.

In the same context appear to be associated, the base
superstitions and the practices of witchcraft ia bhicara) by which
so many x m g s ana heirs-apparent are stated to have been killed.

1

Abhicara dark or magical practices performed with a view to injure
or destroy others.

Even Marco Polo in the late 13th century

noticed the acquaintance of the Kashmirians with the devilries of
p
witchcraft and enchantment.
Thus in Kashmir of the period under review we fina the
subtlest philosophy combined with the grossest possible, absurd and
repulsive superstitions.
On the magic practices frequently referred to in the
Tantric literature of later time Bhattacharyya1s view "that in many
cases they are derived from the religious practices ox a primitive
society assimilated into the Yedic society;

but, logically speaking

they also represent a phase of the Yedic ritual, not practised for
higher spiritual purposes, but for certain lower ends in which a
group of people had always some interest" fits in very well with
the prevalence of magic practises of the Tantricists in Kashmir;
especially when we remember that the brahmanical society was
brought to settle among the primitive Kashmir population.

1.
2.

Raj at. IV, t*8, 112, 114, 124, 6a6; V, 239:
VI, 100-112, 121.
Yule. Marco P o l o . Yol. I, pp. 172, 173 note;
II, 41.
K'
Q.C-k<Vtyy «•*
ell «
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Commenting on the date of the appearance of Saivism in
Kashmir, J.C. Chatterjlo writes;

"In Kashmir itself - where even

the most orthodox followers of the Shivagama (sic) admit that the
Trika-Shasana (sic) first appeared (or, as they put it, reappeared)
about the beginning of the ninth Christian century - Shivagama (sic)
is regarded as of high antiquity, indeed of eternal existence like
the Vedas".^
The growth of Kashmir Saivism is thus connected with the
reign of King Avantivarman (middle 9th century) who is much praised
by Kalhana for his peaceful government and patronage of learning.
The introduction or origin of the Kashmir Saivite philosophy as
such did not/6ome as a revolt against the existing religious
thoughts and practices, but as a natural accompaniment of the
growth of learning, leading to the development of Siva-satra
literature*

We have clearly shown above that the various reli

gious sects of 1Saivism, Buddhism and Vaisnavism flourished to
gether quite amicably in Kashmir*

Even the Kashmir kings do not

appear to have been very rigid as regards their religious beliefs
and outward forms of worship.

This is illustrated by the fact

that King Avantivarman (a55/6-tf&3) cut of regard for his able
minister Sura, though a Vaisnava at heart, outwardly worshipped
1.

J .£ * Cha 11 er ji> .
Pandey.

Kashmir Saivism. p *3;;

Abhinayagupta *

Bhandarkar.

Qiotes TJV. Ah* 35 MS.

V .S *M.R« S .
p. 76.
(\.

3iva, and this secret he revealed only at the time of his death ,^
Kashmir Saivisrn has two branches - the Spanda&astra and the ^
m l>— IW II I

P ratyabhi.jhasastra.

.Mill*

I H IIIMIIlliluWH

The authorship of the basic text of the first

school is attributed to Vasugupta and his pupil Kallata.
principal works of the system are the Sivasutras

The two

and the Spanda-

karikas or Spandasutras, which consist of fifty-one verses only.
The Sivasutras form, from thejTrika (Kashmir Saivite) point of view,
the most important part of the I gamasastra.

Their authorship is

attributed to Siva himself, while they are said to have been revealed to the sage Vasugupta.

The Spandasastra lays down the

main principles of the system in greater detail and in a more
amplified

form than the Sivasutras, hardly, however, entering into

philosophical reasoning in their support.^'

The Spandasastra is

attributed by Ksemaraja to Vasugupta himself,
bably composed by the latter’s pupil, Kallata.
lived in the reign of King Avantivarman

but it was more pro
Bhatta Kallata
> the founder

of the Utpala dynasty of Kashmir*

His commentary called Spandait
sarvasva on his teacher1s Spandakarikas was discovered by Buhler
during his search for Sanskrit manuscripts in Kashmir.
Rajat. V, 124.
2.

J.C. Chatterjee.

Kashmir Shaivism. Vol. II, i.

3.

Ibid. p.15.

4.

Ibid.

5.

Ra.iat. V , 66 *

6.

Btthler - R eport. p.7&.ff*

c

Vasugupta and Somananda are regarded as the human founders
of the Trika or Advaita Saivism which is peculiar to Kashmir.

Of

these two, while Vasugupta gave out the doctrines merely as revelations and articles of faith, Somananda, who was probably a pupil of
Vasugupta, laid the foundation of the philosophical side of the
school.

$e know something about Vasugupta from his pupils, who

tell us that he lived in the charming valley oij/Sadardhavana, the
modern Harvan stream, behind the Shalimar garden near Srinagara.1
The work of Somananda was carried on in greater detail by Utpala
and Abhinavagupta.
A great part in the growth of this philosophy was played by

the two great families which provided Somananda and Abhinavagupta the chief exponents of the Pratyabhijna philosophy.^
Somananda tells us about his lineage that once Srikantha
(Siva) , while roaming over Mount KailaSa, was touched with pity for
suffering humanity which was immersed in spiritual darkness caused
by the disappearance of Saivagamas.

He therefore instructed the

sage Durvasas to revive the Saivite teaching.

The sage according-

ly divided all the jSaivagamas into three classes according as tney
taught monism, dualism or monism-cum-dual ism, and impa,rted their
doctrines to his mind-born sons - Tryambaka, Amaraaka, and
Srinatha respectively.

Bomananda represents himself as the

nineteenth descendant of Tryambaka, the founder of the Advaita
Siva dutra Vimarsini. Vol. I of Kashmir series.
2.

Pandey.

A bhinavagupta. p .73.

Tantric school.

Somananda1s fourth ancestor named Sa&gamaditya,

came in the course of his wanderings to Kashmir and settled there.^
The names of the three descendants betwean Hailgaraaditya and
Somananda in the order ox succession are varsaditya, Arunaditya
and Ananda.

2

The other family which, about two centuries later, in the
second half of the tenth and first quarter of the eleventh century,
was to produce the great Saiva philosopher Abhinavagupta, migrated
from Kanyakubja to Kashmir.

The earliest ancestor of Abhinava

gupta was Atrigupta, who lived in Antarvedl, the region between the
Ganges and the Yamuna rivers, in the reign of King Yasovarman of
Kanauj (early tsth century) .

He was well-known for his profi

ciency in ail branches of learning and in the Saiva S&stra in
particular.

Kin^Lalitaaitya (c 731-36) was so much impressed with

his scholarship that he brought him to Kashmir and settled the
family in a spacious house on the bank of the river Vitasta (Jhelum)
with a large grant of land for their maintenance.

His father,

HarasiMiagu.pta , alias Gukhalaka, was an avowed devotee of Siva and
proficient in all Sastras.^
The usual form of Saiva worship to which the brahmanic
section of Kashmir society adhered during the period under review
1.

Pandey.

Abhinavagup t a .

2. Somananda.
3*

Siva

Drsti.

vide T.A. Ah. 33. MS.

eci. 3?t.Madhusudan Kaul. Ch. VII,
verses 107-120.

P ara. T. V, 280;Tantraloka
Ah. 37 M b .
Pandey.
Abhinavagupta. Appendix A, p.337.

4. Ibid.

^ ' ?' ^ 7.

was this Idealistic Monism of the Advaita Saiva school as expressed
in the worship of Ardhanarisvara. representing the god Siva in his
union with Parvatl.

The introductory verses prefixed to each

book of the Rajatarahgin i , contain prayers addressed to Siva in
this form.

. Kalhana also mentions his father Gampaka's visits to

the tirthas of Handiksetra, all of which are sacred to Siva.'*'
Kalyana, whom we have identified with Kalhana, was the teacher of
Jayaratha, the commentator of the Tantraloka of Abhinavagupta, the
p
great Kashmirian Saivite philosopher.
The Saiva system of Kashmir, known as the Trikasasana in
I

llll*

-

the. ancient philosophical literature of India, upholds as its name
indicates, the existence of three ultimate principles - Siva, the
Supreme Being, Sak t i , a personal entity of the nature of perfect
egoity, and Anu, the individual soul under the bondage of impurities
of limitations.

Of these three the exponents of the Trika school

have brought into greater prominence the idea of Sakti.
Siva is
the
the Supreme Entity.
He is/all-doing, all-knowing, serene lord
all-pervading, indivisible and infinite.

In Him remains His Sakti,

or nature, in a sort of reflex relation of Self Identity.

Then

as he/comes to possess the tendency of projecting Himself, His Sakti
i2.

Siiai- v i i , 954*, v i i i , 2564-65.
See infra. Appendix I, p.

3.

Mai inly i.iayflttara Tgilxitra I, verses 17^18. tatre^ah sarvakrcchantah sarvajnah sarvakrt prabhuh sakaloniskalonantah
saktir^yasya tadvidha.
3 «.s. S'dkU .

evolves from Him in the form of Divine Creative Will.
M a l i n i vi.jayo t t a r a , s p e a k s

o f

b o t h

S i v a

a n d

S a k t i

as

1

The

b e y o n d

the

2
Turya or the fourth state - Turyatita.
In his Paramarthasara Abhinavagupta says:

“Creation,

maintenance and dissolution, waking (jjlgrat), dreaming (svapna)
and dreamless sleep (susupti) , appear in Him in the Fourth Abode;
but He reveals Himself under their covering1’.
"The above conditions are present as phenomena in the
consciousness of the Lord in the ’Fourth’ stage, (i.e., the waking
state is the ’Universe* , because of differentiation;

dreaming

sleep is ’Illumination', because of the greatness of the light,
the state of dreamless slumber is that of ’Understanding’ , for it
is compact of knowledge;

above these is the”Fourth”^ - the statfce

of Sadasiva), in which He is pure Bliss, the state of Infinite
egoity, from which the phenomena of the three lower states of
consciousness derive their character.

Their presence does not

suppress litis real nature, for He reveals Himself everywhere as
higher than they, as the universal subject of perception, under all
conditions infinite in essence” .
1.

3rd Adhikara, verse 5 - ya sa saktirjagaddhatuh kathita
samavayini icchatvam tasya sa devi sisrksoh pratipadyate.

2.

I b i d .
2 n d A a h i k a r a , v e r s e
t u r y a t l t e v a r n a n e .

3.

Barnett.

4.

Ib i d .

3.

Barnett’s Explanation of verse 34 of|J.R.A&

P . Sara.

29.

Ed. & tr.

S a k t i

sambiiu

p a r i jheyaftt'

J .R.A.S . 1910. p.730. verse 34-33
p. Safer'
1910, p.730.

“Looked at from that point of view,” writes Das, “sakti is
not at all an entity different from the Parama Siva and does not
stand in any (external) relation to him.”'*'
"Sakti,11 says Jayaratha, the commentator of Abhinavagupta,
"is tin; very saktimat Himself,

But her difference from Him is

held only by a sort of transference of epithet by reason of the
difference in Her evoiutes."

"Almost all the definitions of

Sakti given by iSaiva writers try to explain the world of phenomena both mental and material, not from a static point of view as a mass
of lifeless inert matter but from a dynamic viewpoint as a vast
storehouse of/bne eneangy manifesting itself as partly potential and
partly active."^

"Looked at from this new point of view of the

Kashmere (sic) Saivites the whole external world of cognisables or
matter interpreted as having its origin from £akti as a particular
mode of conscious reflection of objectivity (Idantaparamarsa) comes
to be imbued with life force, and apparelled in the garb of truth
and reality (not Maya or illusfion) and appears in a perfectly
gxorious light to the devotee (sadhaka)".^

The idea does not

appear to be altogether new when we remember the verse from Ifflamatapuran a , repeated in the Ra.jatarahgin l , where Kpsna says;
1. Das.
iSakti, p. 63.
^
2. Jayaratha’s Viveka. verse 106.
3. Das.

£akti. p.66.

4* Das.

Sakti. p.6Y.

S>c*s- S h k fc\:

• p.

"Kashmir

1

\

land. :ts Parvatl;

j,

know that its king is a portion oi' Diva".

*i

The whole lana of Kashmir is the Sakti of the god Siva or the
externaliza tion of the conscious Siva as the object of His own
self-enjoyment.

Here is a clear evidence of the idea of Sakti

tParvati) being applied to the whole of the world of the philisophy
of life ox the people of Kashmir.

Thus the idea was widespread

but was expounded clearly in philosophical form by the later
writers like Kallata, Somananda and Abhinavagupta.

They clearly

showed that the whole world has its roots deeply implanted in the
bupreme Being Siva an^is therefore naturally a reality.

Consistent

with this principle, the Kashmiri Saivitea did not accept Maya as
an independent entity.

Abhinavagupta defined it as nothing but

"His power of absolute freeaom in the manifestation of manifold
appearances - an external manifestation of the Supreme free will
p
(&vatantrya) of the Lord $iva".
The aim of these philosophers in
asserting the reality of the phenomenal world as a manifestation of
the Divine, was to harmonise the full-bodied principle Sakti with
the conception oifSuprerne Reality - the god Siva - so that the
philosophy might not be interpreted in terms ox dualistic dvaita
principles.^
I n &±va Drsti Somananda discusses ana puts forth oriefly
his views as the first known exponent o'Jfthe Idealistic Monism of
d*

-Nilamat a . verse 237.

2.

Das.

5-

Siva Drsti (Introduction).

Sakti. p. 142-43.

Ra.iat. I, 72.
Cf. Abhinavagupta T.A, Vol. VI.
9th Ahnika. verses 149-50.
Pt. Madhusudan Kaul.

;

the Saiva school ox the Indian philosophy*

The title of the

work is significant enough to express clearly that he wants to
bring home to his readers the realization of the whole universe as
the manifestation of onejabsolute Reality called Siva, the AllBlissful .
The aim of this system of Idealistic Monism, like that of
Vedanta, is to help the individual in self realization;

and the

means also by which this end is to be achieved is the same as that
of Vedanta - removing the veil of ignorance.

But the two systems

differ in their conceptions of self realization because their ideas
of the apparent (abhasa, i.e. the universe) are different.

While

Vedanta hoias that universe is unreal, the Realistic Monism of the
Kashmiris maintains it to be real, because it is a manifestation of
the ultimate.

Therefore while according to the former all that we

know disappears at the time of self-realization, according to the
latter thejobjective universe stands even when the self is realized,
i
but is known in its true perspective.
This kind of realization is
spoken of as Recognition (P ratyabhijna)

- and hence the name

Pratyabhijna was usea for the philosophy of Kashmir.

With all its

purity and subtlity Kashmir Saivism is very rightly considered more
humane and rational than some other Saiva schools such as those of
p
the K apalikas and K alamukhas.
1.

Pandey.

Abhinavagupta. p.I '(2-73.

2.

Bhandarkar.

V .3,M .R «3. p .129.

VAISNAVISM

Visnu. is a Yedic deity. There are but tew hymns addressed
to him in the B.g Veda, but his personality is by no means un
important. The long strides which he takes and the three steps
by which he measures fee universe, sire always described with an
1
enthusiastic spirit
In the Mllamatapurana, the earliest extant religious book
of the Kashmiris nearly 500 verges are devoted to the descrip-

2
tion of Yisnu tirthas. Though £iva was the supreme deity and'
Visnu less important, the latter god was nevertheless widely
worshipped, as is shown by the space devoted to his shrines in
this text.
Pandey believes Krsna himself to have been taken by the
iSaivas as a follower of the Trika, on the oasis of the fact that
in the Harivamsa Furana we are told that Krsna was taught the
sixty-four monistic Saivagamas by sage Durvasav

Though the

Puranas are quite late, the Kashmiri NIlamatapurana which we
have referred to above'is an earliest extant
extant work about Kashmir iaiths and the|refex’ence wherein Krsna
himself declares tnat the land of Kashmir is Parvati ana its
4
ruler the God diva’s part, seems to refer to quite early times,
1. B*G,Bhandarkar, V.3.M.R.S. p.55.
h llama,t a . Id bp-16 4o.
5. Pandey. Abhinavagunta. p.55.
4. Supra. p.100,
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Tne Dasavataracarira of Ksemendra is devoted to the descrip
tion of the ten incarnations (Avafaras) of Visnu —

Matsya (fish;

Kurma ,( tortoise) , Varaha ( uoar) , Harasimha (man-Loin) , V&mana
(dwarf), Parsurama, Srirama, ^rlkrsna, Buddha and Karkya.

The

most interesting is that referring tp Buddha as an incarnation
of Visnu.
« •

In the writings of Aohinavagupta there are many quotations
from the Bhagavad^ita

and also references to Krsna as Guru. The

Bhagavadgitarthasamgraha of Abhinavagupta gives a summary of the
subject matter of the Bhagavadgita and claims to explain its hidd

2
en and true import.
We have already related tne reverence shown by the Kashmir
Kings to dun-gsod. the worship of Surya in Kashmir is associated
with the famous Martanda temple, said to have been built by king
5
ILalitadityaf This temple has three headed image — a symbol of the
Sun as Brahma, or the creator in the morning, The V i snu or the
preserver at noon and diva or the destroyer at evening. The four
arms are typical of Visnu Surya worship.^' This maxes it clear
that the worship of the Sun was closely related to that of Visnu,
and the two gods may well have been often thought of as one,We
have already related the story about Visnu being considered in
Kashmier as the very Sakti of God diva. Hare we find what we
stated at the outset that there is always great similarity under
the superficial differences; and this also accounts for the har
monious existence of the various cults side by dide.
1.Ksemendra. h asavataragaritaT~K.£7 26.
—
2. Abhinavagupta. I, A . 1. 162. in trad, verse b.
3,4iajat.iv. ll>7 f1. (4) J. a .G .6 fflfr. 2 6b. plate XVI.
b. J?upra. p. 12G.

— ■ —
fhtvi-c-y.

CHAPTER VIII
Conclusion
We now briefly survey and summarise the story we have depic
ted above.
Our period, as we nave seen, marked the advent of a new
dynasty on tne throne of Kashmir. We have to bear in mind tnat
we are not dealing with an empire in the heart of India but an
isolated hill kingdom, protected by its mountain ramparts and
yet exercising a considerable influence on the adjoining hill
states.
Tne advent of the Loharas brought KhaSa rulers of the
£a&ar line of ksatriyas to tne tnrone of Kashmir and also led

H

to the unification of the hill kingdom of Lohara with that of
1
Kashmir. The Age of tne Loharas does not mark the extensive
conquests of the Iiarkotas, but it snows that the kingdom of
Kashmir was to oe reckoned supreme among all tne adjoining hill
2
states, ^he ties with some of them were strengthened by matri
monial alliances. The kingdom of Rajapuri lying to tne south-west
of Kashmir, though a constant source of trouble during the rule
of tne Lohara dynasties as a safe refuge for disaffected or e-x-H
exiled ministers and rival claimants to the throne, was later
brought into close ties of a matrimonial alliance by Jayasiniha,
1. supra.pp *3$"33 y £*6.

2. supra pp
3. supra pp *7,

the last great Hindu ruler 01 Kashmir.
The most important political event in the beginning of the
11th century— the time of the advent of the Loharas in Kashmir—
was the series of invasions ox India led by Mahmud of Ghazni.
Though the Kashmirian forces sent to help the Sahi king Trilocanapala were not successful, Mahmud* s subsequent attempt to invade.
the valley ware foiled by the great mountain barrier.

1

The first great event during our period in the political
history of Kashmir is the Darbar of kill rajas held under the
r

suzerainty or king Kalasa in 1087/88.

2

Moreover, as larte as the

middle or the 12th century, in the reign o £ #king Jayasiitha, the
kingdom of Kashmir held quite a powerful position and the neigh
bouring kingdoms sought its help and alliance. In the^rest of
India alsf it held a respectable position as is shown by the
presense of the envoys ox the kings ox Kanauj and Koftkana in
Mahkha*s sabha held' in the time of Jayasimha.^
Political affairs nearer home were characterized by the
attempts of the various rival claimants to tne throne. Ananta’s
cousin Kfitil?aja had bestowed the kingdom ol Lohara on Utkarsa
the younger son ox Kalasa, thus uniting the two kingdoms under
kings of the same family.'
thus

The Loharas liad other lateral branches

Malla,s sons uccala and Sussala aspired to the throne and

1. supra /pp.
2. supra, pp

58 'ff

3. supra, p. 95"-

in alliance with the landed aristocracy, the pamaras and the me?/
ly rising agricultural class known as Lavany a s , also termed
Damaras, brought about the downfall of the first 1 ohara dynasty.
Things might have had a different course if Harsa had
ruled differently. His extravagant expense on the fashions of
the court, leading to the spoliation of the temples, and his
ruthless persecution of the hamaras, resulted in the alienation
of the feelings of all his subjects, including even the brahmanas )
i

The bureaucracy instead of organising the machinery of
government, robbed the public of all their wealth through ex
cessive revenue exactions and taxation. Kgemendra has recorded
that king Ananta tried to curb the power of the kayasthas;
Kalhana records king Uccala's reroms in this sphere but the
avaricious kings used them for robbing the public; infact,
however, the officials looted tne p€0$le's wealth and even the
kings did not' get an adequate revenue from their extortionate
%'

schemes.

Kingship in Kashmir was an hereditary monarchy with the
succession governed by the principle of primogeniture. The king
was advised by a body of councillors but he was not bound to
act on their advice.
1 . supra.pp,

W

ff*

2 . supra, pp, (63 $f*
supra

ot the king's high ministers but the

li 3 1

and councillors but the brahmanas, especially those of the
Purohita corporations ^parisadyas), are seen opposing the king.
Though their influence was not always beneficial they caused
considerable trouble if they were not listened to and we find th
the kings even bribing them to obtain their support. Sometimes,
we find them exercising considerable influence in consecrating
J.
the kings of their own choice.
The kingsAtp in Kashmir, as shown in the earlier indigenous
records like the N ilamatapurana is not stated to be merely
divinely ordained, but the Divinity Himself personified in the
form of Iiis Sakti. The land itself is considered Parvati —
thus bringing the land, people and the ruler into one organic
while. The theory of kingship in Kashmir enjoined upon the king
the duty of protecting his subjects and maintaining the triad
of Pharm a , Art h a , and Kama -7-7 virtue, wealth and pleasure. The
good kings aspired to come to these tenets, while those who
did not^receive Kalhana1s reproach. These theories of kingship
compare very well with those of the Indian Bpic and Smrti,
while in actual practice we find a very interesting working of
the Arthasastra doctrines on state policy under the rulers of
the second Lohara dynasty, who receive Kalhana*s full support.
It was the Machiavellian diplomacy of the rulers of this dynasty i
1 . supra pp,
2 . supra.p

p | 04~ M-

3 . supra pi. loSr-M ) ^£-9 7^. 72 > ^

which enabled them to with the situation at their accession
and to maintain themselves on the throne of Kashmir so

} r'

long.

Constant sources of trouble were the pamaras. The advent
of the Loharas brings this section of Kashmir society into
prominence. Their strength lay in thair landed estates, but
they were in no way the feudal barons of the Medieval Europeon
type. They were an indigenous aristocracy grown steadily by the
acqisition of wealth. Though recognized later and incorporated
into the state order, they were originally not saman&as in the ^
real sense of the word. The Icings had crown lands like the medie-val kings of England; there were the Samantas, the feudatories
of these Icings; and also the landed aristocracy helped and
served by their peasant tenants, in no way directly in contact
with the king. Thus the various elements of feudalism in its
loose sense, the monarchy and the corrupt bureaucracy existed
side by side like those existing in Buganda.
In religion during our period we have seen that though
the brahmanical section of society was deeply versed in idealis
tic monism there existed Buddhist, Vais#:ava and Tantric sects
side by side with perfect toleration of each other. T'ne brahmanas
were generally tolerant, though our authors invariably mention
the Tantric gurus with contempt; evidently owing to some of I'fes*.
base practices of the followers of this sect. Buddhism though
\,

S u p y *.

v

Mot so strong as it was in early period, was held in great
esteem and had been incorporated into the feindu religion and
Buddha was considered as one of the Avataras of Vispu. In fact
f

we rind a marvellous religious harmony in Kashmir.
On superficial observation it would appear that there was
deterioration in the moral standards or society, but looking
to the existence or men line Ksemendra, the polymath; Kalha^a,
the great poet historian, Bomadeva, the poet laureate of the
court of Ananta, Mahkha, the author of the S rfkanthacarita
i

and the great Saivite philosopher and teacher Abhinavagupta
and others we believe that the /\ge of the Loharas was one of gase
great progress and literary activity of a social, historical
and philosophical nature, That Ksemendra sneers at the snares
of the courtesans, and also exposes the laxity that had entered
in the morals of the people of his day, does not necessarily
mean that it was an age of deterioration, Texts such as Ksemendr<*s
had existed long before, for we have Vatsyayayana's Kamasastra
in India and Damodaragupta’s KuttanTmatam. in Kashmir , Ksemendra
himself says that he brought the evils of society into tne lime
light and used his satire as a means of expressing his views
before the public in a humorous way and to advise the young
men of his age to desist from evil ways. Such evils exist in
I

Vl|.

•pp.

*377

eVe£y sbdiety at every age. Tnat we have literary records or the
then existing evils or society, shows that there were men who

-a

were quite concerned over such a state oi arrairs and tried to
remove them indirectly. ^
Having considered all the aspects or the social position
of women in Kashmir, we conclude that the women in general held
a respectable position, though it was in no way equal or superior
to that or men. There are instances to show that Kalhapa^Age
regarded wpmen as the most venerable members of society, but m e
their rield was mainly domestic. We have cases of queens who
rose to critical occasions and controlled the affairs or state
strongly and efficiently. Suryamati, the queen oi' Axianta,
managed affairs quite successiully. Didda and Sugandha are earlidi
examples of such queens. On the whole, however, where Such
queens rose to power, we rind regret and remorse in Kalhana’s
tone. Either he condemns them ror not having committed BatI
or he quotes scandals about their relations with their ministers.
To sum up we have seen that the rule ox the boharas lasted
ror about two centuries. Kalhana-s narrative ends in 1149-50
when JayasiAha was ruling. The\ i.l!
ateic chronicles tell us that
Jayasimha continued to rule until 1155 and was succeeded by his
son Earamanuka and the dynasty came to an end in liyi. This
I

jy

T
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sudden fall of this great dynasty, whose rulers were so brave,
astute and diplomatic leaves one speculating as to the reasons
for its end. If we recapitulate the history of the Loharas, we
find that their advent marks a new epoch. Though the rest of
India was sacked by Mahmud, Kashmir remained safe in its isola
tion behind the great mountain barriers, ine extortionate scheme
of the earlier kings and the rapacity of the minor civil servants'
had already depleted the resourses of the kingdom. The extravaga
gance of the rulers of the first Lohara dynasty added to the
trouble.
The advent of the second dynasty brought about the downfall
of the first but it had given importance to a new force in the
kingdom -—

the landed aristocracy. Their support became the bane

of these rulers. Tney managed somehow to keep the Bamaras under
control but the centrifugal tendencies were aggravated by the
existence of rival claimants, fnese circumstances needed able
rulers and the moment the strong hand of Jayasiffrha was taken
away the whole fabric appears to have crumbled in the hands:
of his weak and imbecile successors. Though Kashmir continud
under Hindu rulers for some two hundred years after this, her
later hidtory is one o$ continued anarchy and decline. The fall
of the Loharas marked the cfhSe. of;, awk a ge, and the end of
kashmir's greatness.

KPve-ndIx. l

,

KALHANA AND'HIS POSITION

In the assembly or poets mentioned by Marikka, } a fellow
countryman and contemporary of Kalhana, in his SrlKaiifhacarita,
one kavi Kalyana, is mentioned, and iViahkta describes him as
holding a distinguished position among the expert masters of
the kavya as a poet whose art of writing had become so
polished as to reflect Bilhana's muse as if in a mirror, and
"whom the illustrious Alakadatta thought capable of
accomplishing fully his chosen task".

This poet Kalyana has

been identified ’quite accurately by Stein with Kalhana on
phonological grounds and on the internal evidence of the
work itself.***Mankha belonged to a family of poets and ministers.
His brother Alamkara, in whose house this assembly was held,
was the superintendent of the great treasury^. brhadganja)
and hater

the chiei-justice ( bahyara jasthaxilya) ? Mahkha

speaks of

his brother Alamkara as holding the post or the

minister for war and peace ( sandliivigrahika) under Sussala
and Jayasimha.^

$r)Jvgara, another brother of his, was a

judge (.brhattantranati) . Kalhana also mentions Sriigara as

1. Steir^a.iat' tr Vol. 1.
2. Rajat. Viii. 2423.

Introd. p. 12. vide j^rlkantha. XXV
-’.Yb-bO.

5. Rajat. Viii. 255Y, 2613; Btein Raj at . tr. 2&71. note.
4. JJrlk^jjha. Ill, 62;

XXV. 61.

^ • Raj^j. 2423.: ^rikanth a . Ill. 50.

of the two poems, Srikapthacarita as suggested by Btthler in
1135-45 and the Ha;iatarahgini in 1148-30, we can believe both
because Alamkara might have held these posts in succession.
Mankha himself is mentioned by Kalhapa as holding the post of
minister lor war and peace (sandhivigrahika). Kalhana1s
praise in the assembly of such people as a great poet shows
that he held a respectable position not only in literary
circles as a great master of the kavya but also among the
high dignitaries or state.

Moreover, while talking of the

reign of his contemporary.- king 3'ayasimha, K§ilhapa quotes
worck spoken by the king himself.'1'

It would not have been

possible for him to mention the faults of the king in his
own words unless the quotation was substantially true and
was told to Kalhana by some very intimate source.
Kalhapa* s Position
Kalhana* s work does not give any evidence to show that
he himself held any office under the rulers of the new
dynasty.

There are two possible suggestions about his position

- that he was a court poet, or that', as suggested by Stein,

2

his family, disgusted with king Harss* s fate, voluntarily
decided not to take office at the court, and that consequently
he took, up an independent position of a poet and teacher in

1. Raj at. Viii. £ 9 3 3

the daivite philosophy.

The first appears difficult to

accept in view of the tact that he uses such strong language
While talking of Jayasimhathis contemporary king; which is
-quite contrary to the general tendency ol all court poets and
chroniclers in ancient India who extol their ruling kings so
highly*

To say that this frankness was peculiar to kashmir

would also be incorrect, Tor even JJilhana and Ksemendra, while
writing of their contemporary kings, speak very highly ox them.
Versed in the Dharmasastra and J&Itisastra and the Epic
lore and with all the requisite training in statecraft from
his lather, who was the Warden ol the Marches, Kalhana was
quite capable ol holding some high post in the state.

As

suggested by titein, “the dynastic revolution which had cost
king Harsa his throne and life, had a lasting exiect on the
fortunes ol Kalhana’s family... it is evident that Kalhana*s
lather, who in Harsa1s reign had occupied one ox the highest
posts ol old Kashmir administration, played no longer any
part in public life alter that monarch's death.

Whether this

retirement was entirely voluntary or otherwise we can no
longer ascertain.

That it was, however, connected in some

'way with the loyal attachment whi&h Campaka, according to
the chronicle, had proved to the last lor the ill-lated king,
seems likely enough.'1^

As for the third point the introductory verses prefixed
to each book of the Ra.jatarahgini, contain prayers addressed
to Siva in his form as Ardhanarlsvara, representing the god!
Siva in his union with his spouse Parvati.

Moreover, there

is a small work written by Kalhana known as the Ardana'fflsvara
Stotraf

This shows his Saivite leanings, and is in full

accord with his father Campaka's gifts and visits to the
tlrthas of handiksetra (mod. hand k ol. 13,000ft.}, all of
which are sacred to Siva.

Moreover, one Kalyana is known as

the teacher of Jayaratha, the commentator of the Tantralika
✓
2
of Abhinavagupta (995-1113), the great 3aivite philosopher.'
Jayaratha is stated to have flourished in the twelfth century
under king Rajaraja.

The name of this king cannot be

identified with any of the Kashmirian kings in those times,
but on the other hand in point of time and £>aivite beliefs
.this Kalyana appears to be none else than the author ox the
Rajatarafingini and if this argument be accepted, this further
*Z

strengthens Buhler1s identification of Kalyana with Kalhapa.
Kalhana thus seems to have chosen an independent position and
even in choosing his subject there does not appear to be any
expectation of reward, such as ordinarily was the case with
poets in India.

He was commissioned to write the history

of Kashmir by his patron Alakddatta, the minister for War and

1 . KaVyamala
2. Pandey.

h hihinavagupta

3. Bhhler.

Report p. 61.

p.

Peace (sandhivigrahika) , as it is known from jonaraja's e
1
commentary on the •
'jbrikapthacarita.
■

*

-

Nor does he seem to have

been in any doifavour at the court, tor it he could reach
these high court circles it should not have been ditricult
tor him to obtain a high post too, it he chose to do so.

to

say that it was Jayasimha's policy not to employ a supporter
of the first Lohara dynasty - kalhana*s father having been a
great minister unaer King Harsa - also sounds strange in view
oi the fact that Jayasimha started his reign by a declaration
ox general amnesty and tried to appease the-parnaras {the
landed aristocracy; whose turbulence had been the cause of
the downfall of the first Lohara dynasty.

Some of the

hamara leaders like Gargacandra were put into high ministerial
posts and had matrimonial alliances with some of thes^fey&g&.
there does not, therefore, appear to be any reason for the
king to negkect or disfavour a man of Kalhapa1s calibre.

1he

pardoning of Bhoja, the son of Salhana and a new pretender who
had obtained powerful allies in the Daradas, the Northern
neighbours of Kashmir, at a time when the pamaras were in
revolt, shows that Jayasimha was a diplomatic and astute
$
ruler

f- '^rllcantha. XXV. 7&-&0 .
2. Supra. p p W
-ff *

In the 5rikanthacarita it is stated that Srhgara, who
held the oixice of a judge, helped Bussala in his war against
Harsadeva, whom he ultimately dexeated.

1

This family was the

opponent 01 Kalhapa's father in the war against king Harsa.
Yet Kalhana speaks very highly 01 these brothers in the
Rajatarangina, though his praise is not one-sidea.

The way

in which Iviankha speaks ox Kalhana in his book shows that
there was no ill feeling between the two families.

Thus if

his merit was so highly recogniaea by those who might have
been his opponents there could not possibly be any difficulty
for him to get a high post nor coula there be any reason for
him to be in special disfavour with the ruling king.
hastly the Brlkanthacarita was written earlier than
Ha;jatarahginl. the last limit oi its date being 1144.
Its praise of Kalhana snows that he had an established
position, not that of one struggling for recognition.

1. ^rikantha. v. 4 Y .
2. Bfthler Report p.bl.

ftrpEioi*.. iiKALHAfiA1S IMPARTIALITY
In the very opening verse of the Rajatarangini Kalhana
promises to acquit himself impartially when he says; 11Ihat
noble-minded (poet) is alone worthy of praise whose word, like
that of a judge, keeps free from love or hatred in relating the
1
facts of the past.11
S.C. Ray rightly commends Kalhapa*s rare sense of
appreciation of the philosophy of history, a quality rare
among the writers of the past.

He adds:

"He does not use

the facts to illustrate his thesis, much less does he
manipulate them to fit a doctrine of his own;

his philosophy

waits upon the facts and does not govern them".
'Kalhapa does not hesitate to point out the errors and
weaknesses of all the kings - even of the king who was his
contemporary.

He praises the valour and victories of King

Lalitaditya but without any hesitation he mentions the fit
of drunkejiess in which he ordered his ministers to burn the
town of Parihasapura.

Hor does he hesitate in mentioning

all the evil ways of King Harsa, his father1s patron.^"
Uccala, Harsa*s successor, is praised for his energy, resolution,
his solicitude for the people’s welfare and piety, but equally

1. Rl.iat. 1. 7,
2. S.C. Ray. I.H. Q. Sept. 1955. p.233.
3. RA.iat IV. 310 ff.
4. Supra, pj^

strongly is he criticised 1'or his harshness ol speech and other
defects.1
Sussala, Jayasimha's lather, though praised for his good
qualities, is strongly condemned lor his cruel exactions,
and persecution ol the DSLmaras and Kayasthas.

Ralhapa openly

talks ol the kingfs character and does not hesitate to mention
the rumour that he was possessed ol a demon.

Kalhapa freely

bestows the highest praise on the valour and heroism ol the
pretender Bhiksacara.

3

In his account ol the contemporary

king Jayasimha, he finds it necessary to give him a certain
amount ol conventional praise, which however is interspersed
with references to the good and bad qualities ol his character.
Praise lor the contemporary king may be conventional; it
may be well deserved; or it may be mere sycophancy, to please
the king in order to obtain a high position in the state.
Critisism may be either due to disfavour or impartiality.
Kalhana does not write his long account ol Jayasimha purely
in his praise or by way ol criticism.

While starting the

narration ol the events ol the reign ol his contemporary king,
he takes us back to the claim made in the very beginning ol his

Ra.iat
2. Ra.iat

Viii. 16b 1 1 .
viii. 664, 6^6, 1145, 1460

5. Ibid. 1017, 1740, 1768, 17/6.

book when he says;"If we examine carefully the qualities such as they are
in reality of a king who is under our direct observation we
1
shall not fail as regards an impartial judgement."
But he

understands the toughness of his job. The following

are some of his remarks about Jayasi&ha:
"Bobody is indeed clever { enough) to penetrate the true
character of another such as he is in

reality) how (should;
o

he then penetrate^) that of such a king of supernatural power?"
"How should the mind of everybody find its way to a right
conclusion as regards the nature of his virtues and faults,
which is so wonderful?"
"Uneven indeed are the features also in his character
not perceiving the excellence of their (aggregate) results,
people have

concluded that there were faults."^

"On hearing of his transcendental virtues as observed by
direct perception, the people will feel convinced as regards
the deeds of former kings."'

I* Ra.iat. viii. 1!?!>1.
2. Ibid. 15b2.
5* Ibid. I!?b4.
4* Ibid. 15b5.
5* Ibid. 15b7.

Next Kalhana mentions tne king's cleverness, kmaness,
politeness, firmness, cool composure and c&lls him sun among
kings.
After mentioning his pious foundations, his regard for
gurus, scholars, brahmins, his care of the helpless, and his
restoration of old buildings he writes:

"Not withstanding that

he is of such character}yet,because he has once committed acts
of enmity against persons equal (in respectability)

to religious

students (brahmacarins) ^ e is said by dull persons to be
2
altogether an embodiment of cruelty".
Here we find Kalhana trying to defend the king's cruel
behaviour.
him;

It appears that some people had grievances against

rather than ignore this fact he tries to defend him on the

basis of the aggregate results of his rule.
Bhiksacara's rebellion is suppressed and Kalhapa bestows
praise on Jayasimha.

He praises this king's cool composure at

the news of Lohara rebellion.

Praise in such cases is but

natural and some sort of conventional gratitude would be due to
the king.

Further Kalhana mentions the suppression and later

resurgence of the rebellion.^

The suppression he attributes

to the king* s glory and the resurgence ‘to the error of judgement

1. Ba.iat. viii. 1714-1806.
2. Ibid. 2381.
3. cf. viii. 1555 above
4* Rl.iat. viii. 1714, 1900, 2915.

kH(>

on the part of ministers.
He puts some conventional praise into the mouth oi* a royal
messenger who goes to prince Bhoja.of Salhap.a's family, when he
is brought to the king and is reconciled. All this

appears very

natural in the context of the situation.^
The king’s expedition to 3ira£sila Castle is boldly
criticized.

He disapproves of the king’s conduct in connection

with intrigues against Sujji, his minister:

"What other king

would act firmly on his own judgement, if this (king) too is
p
made to dance like a child (pulled about) by rogues."
Though this weakness is said to be due to the wickedness
of others, an alternative reason is suggested;
"0r is it perhaps, that the dullness imparted in early
youth by an entourage chiefly composed of

fools does not pass

away even in mature age, just as the flaw

(does not pass

away)

from the precious stone".
"Even during Sussala's (Jayasiihha1s father's) contest,
for the crown there was not seen such distress as there arose
on all sides during that ol his own."1*-

1. Ra.iat. viii lb3b-39,
2. I b i d . 2032.
3. I b i d . 2033.

4.

2321,

296b-9.

Next the king's policy is criticized,
"It is nothing new that kings should commit wrongs
owing to their mind departing from the right way in their haste
l
to achieve their object."
"In truth the service o± kings is more dangerous thato the
raising of a demon (vetala) , the leap over a precipice, the
chewing of poison, or the fondling of a snake,"

2

On the whole Kalhapa boldly lays bare the weaknesses of the
king's policy.

Perhaps the praise that he bestows on Jayasiftha

in the beginnining is a sort of compensation for all that he
has to say, sometimes too boldly, in the body of his narrative
of Jayasiraha's reign.
On superficial examination one feels that the author is all
praise for the king, that he is trying to defend him at every
step, but after having seen the context of each occasion when
he praises or criticizes him, we are convinced that Kalhapa
comes up to the standards of impartiality that he promises at
the start.

While defending the king he gives his arguments in

support of each case, but he also lays bare before us some of
his imprudent acts and bad policy.

1 • Ha.iat. viii. 29 7,5~r
2. ibid, 2,l'g‘
7.

Moreover, praise is, in the case or king <jayasiftha, well
deserved.

From the study oi the history oi Kashmir both before

his accession and during his reign we know how turbulent were
times and how difficult it was to cope with the rebellions of
the Damara aristocracy and the rival claimants.

King Jayasi&ha's

long rule and his success in keeping these elements in control
(1128-49/55) shows that he was an able ruler.
In all the above instances we find that Kalhana is conscious
of the fact that he is writing for his contemporary king and that
too much praise of the ruling king would bring his claims of
impartiality in question.

From Mahkha’we hearn that after

completing a composition, it would ordinarily be put to
discussion before poets, dignitaries of state and important
persons from other states in India.

Kalhapa's Had ataraftginl

may also have been put to the same test.

We have seen that

Kalhana keeps the possibility of public criticism also in mind
while writing about this king; he gives explanations of his
praise and sometimes writes in guarded language while criticizing;
this leaves very little chance of his having suppressed the
facts, or of his having extolled the king undeservedly.
it is also important to note kalharia's praise of the king
in the last verse, and his wishes for the king1s longevity, but
along with this is a warning against future indulgence in evil.

He had examples of even good kings falling into malicious ways:
"Even the water, which is liquid by nature freezes and
turns in time hard as stone, while the stone may dissolve into
water.

Under that wonderful dominion of time which has

witnessed even in the beings of exceptional greatness, the
rapid change of unlimited might, whose nature can remain
unchanged on the road laid out by the power of fate?1'
That the Ra.iatarafigip.1 is the only Kashmiri historical
composition of merit and that earlier compositions are not to
be found anywhere, shows that Kalhana1s book was acceptable to
the king and public alike who preserved it down to the present
day.

1. Ra.i a t . VIII. 3403-06.

HISTORIOGRAPHY IB KASHMIR
In most of Hindu India we do not find historical
literature in the Western sense of the word, though it is
admitted that every ancient Indian court had its genealogists
or court poets,

we have historical kavyas (caritas) but they

have their limitations as sources of historical information in
their panegyrical character and abundance of obscure allusions.
Kashmir had from fairly early times a tradition of historical
writing, which, especially with Kalhana1s Ra.jatarahgini comes
nearest in character to the chronicles of medieval Europe and
l
Muhammedan Hast.
As a result of his searches for ancient Kashmirian coins
and their analysis, u. Cunningham critically controlled
KalhapLa's records and succeeded in fixing with fair accuracy
the dates for almost all the kings from the advent of the
p
Karkoja dynasty onwards. Hone of Kalhapa’s sources except iht
extant IMllama tap urapa has been found to enable us to check his
records, but the fact of the authenticity of his dates tends
to show that it was from the Karkota dynasty onwards that the
tradition of the writing of history started in Kashmir.
not seem to have started earlier because Kalhap.a did not

1. Stein. Ra.iat. tr. vol I.
2.

I ff. quoted by Stein.
y{a^aJr

V
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It does

q

S

t

possess authentic records for Mihirakula, the white Hupa ruler
whose date has been iixed on the basis of coins, inscriptions
and Chinese annals as the early 6th century ol the Christian
era.

1

According to &alha3ia*s system of chronology it comes to

704-634 B.C. - an absurd difference of 1200 years.
By the time of kalhana, however, the idea of writing
history seems to have been pretty well-developed.
ksemendra,' while discussing the qualities of poets in his
Kavikarrthabharafea^considers Itihasa also as one of their
requisite accomplishments.

2

By Itihasa he does not mean

anything other than history as such because he himself is
•*- 3

stated to have written a chronicle (Bppavail) , though no copy
of it has been found so far.
work as full of mistakes.

Kalhapa refers to Ksemendra1s

In the history of Kashmir translated

by Mullah Ahmad in the reign of King Zain-ul-Abidin it is
stated that Ksemendra*s work was replete with inaccuracies.
We do not know whether the author really compared the works
of Ksemendra and Kalhapa or just took Kalhana*s word and
repeated them in his work,

with Ksemendra*s varied tastes

and satirical proclivity of mind, his history, had it survived,

1. Fleet. Ind. Ant. XV. pp. 243 f.
2* Kav i . tr. Suryakanta. verses 6-7.
5* Ra.iat. I, 13.

Anand kaul. J .R .A .S .B . p. 200.

would have given us some very valuable material tor a comparative
study ol KalhapLa* s work.
Earlier than Ksemendra, Alberunl(1130) , while discussing
Indian eras, makes mention oi' the Kashmir Calendar and the dates
therein. This calendar, it appears, was nothing else but a
chronicle by some earlier writer. This clearly shows that copies
ol a Kashmir chronicle existed in other parts ol India as well
1
as in Kashmir itself. Regarding the lack ol attention ol Hindus
in relating the chronological succession ol their Kings AlberunI
states that the £>ahi rulers ol Kabul had a pedigree ol their
royal laraily written on silk, existing in Nagarakotta, which he co
p
could not see, though he very much wanted to.
These are probably the same records as Hsuhn Tsang refers to
as Ni-lo-pi-tu (nilapitam) and which contained official annals
and state papers. The colour "blue and yellow"

speaks of the

colour ol the silk on which the records were inscribed —

a

Chinese custom.^
Ine Yamsavalis of Nepal go back to 9th century and they
indicate the reigns and events occuring during a particular
reign.^
In Assam the Ahoms introduced the practice of writing
historical annals —
1. AlberunI.

India.

Buranjis. These dynastic records date from
Vol, II, p.3.

2. Ibid. pp. 10-11.
3. P.C. Bagchi. India and China.
4.
»

h

1 f\-

the time of king Sukapha in 122o-b6.
kalhapa* s dates approacn accuracy wnen ne reaches the
Karkota dynasty, during this time close contacts existed Detween
1
Kashmir and T !ang China. The Chinese had traditions ox maintain
ing historical records from very ancient times.
Archival records were prepared in China for each individual
to
court during the 10th and 6th centuries B.C. Scholars trace^the
"Spring and Autmn Annals" , the chronicle ol the state ol Lu from
Y22 to 4&L B.C., edited by Confucius, the first expression of the
idea that political morality should De upheld by the historian >
that it is a function and responsibility of his calling to
apportion praise and blame in due measure, not by extended
personal comment, out oy the manner and emphasis of his record.
Mo other ancient nation possessed records of its whole past so
voluminous, so continuous, or so accurate as those of China.

2

King Lalitaditya Muktaplgla of Kashmir had great love for
learning. We have already referred to his having induced Atrigupta
the ancestor of Abhinavagupta, to come and settle in Kashmir.
He had a minister from Tokhara ( Upper Oxus ) referred to with the
corrupt form of § Chinese name, Caftkuna. Names of the Kashmirian
kings of the Karkota dynasty are found in the Chinese Annals; it
therefore appears that historiography in Kashmir arose through
T?P"

foKAiycZu"

!

y~vTXT”

1. Stein. Rajat. Vol. I. p ”
. b/.
2. Gardner.Chinese Traditional Historiography pp. 10, 15, 105.
5. supra.pp

tj&o

“*

close 'contacts with the Chinese and received furthe^.encouragement
through the Icing1s love for learning. Chinese influence has been
recognized in the remains at Pandrethan and Parihasapura which
date from the reign of king Lalitaditya Muktaplda.

1

The existence

of the brother-to-brother succession to the throne practised by
the Karko^as again speaks of Chinese influence and we donot find
this repeated alter them.

2

In India also the practice ol writing histories was followed
mostly in outlying kingdoms, which were in close contact with
China for several centuries.
The Muslims had also a highly developed sense of historiogr^

graphy, out the period ior which Kalhana starts giving authentic :
records does not suggest that the Kashmirians could nave got it
from the Muslims. Kashmir, protected sy its mountain walls, re
mained for long unaffected oy the Muslim invasions. A century
earlier than Kalhapa's time, however, we find traces of Muhammada]
influence due to the defeat of the Sahis of Kabul at the hands of
Mahmud of Q-hazni, but historiography was already in kashmir long
before this time.
Kalhapa's chronicle was continued oy fonaraja, ;3rivara,
Prajnabhatta and Suka; none 01 these rises even to producing a
l.H.Goetz, The early W ooden Temples fof Chamba. p . 104.
2.Stein. Ra.iat. tr. vol. 1. Genealogical table pf

IHA-H'S-

faint reflection ol iialhanafs worx, tnougn sometimes tney maxe a '
very poor attempt at copying hito fhe total extent ox tne tnree
aistinct worxs does not amount to more tnau about pne-hall ol
ttxe text ol the Ba.jatarangipi ol Kalhapa . No doubt Hindu learning
suirered considerably during the period ox turmoil belore Akbar* s
conquest (excluding Zain-ul-i\oidln1s reign)

but even the Muhammad*:

historians were more interested in their own period than in the .e*
earlier past. Some account ol the Hindu period that their works
contain is translated Xrom the Ra.jatarahgin| —

mostly from the

legendary and anecdotal part,

fife find a very interesting similarity between the H eimsiag q
I

kringla of Snorri Sturlasson, the statesman, poet, scholar and
above all, the historian of the twelfth century Iceland, and the
B a ,jat a rah g in 1 of Kalhana, the poet historian of twelfth century
Kashmir. Kalhana*s shortcomings for the earlier part of his work
lay to a great extent in the type of material he was handling,
G5n the other hand for the H eimskringla there existed a tradition
of story tailing where the teller of the storyfwas, in most cases,
placed face to face with critical audiences. The chiefs themselves
and their children and relatives, would in most cases be numbered
among the crowd of interested listners, and would be certain,
if necessary, to interrupt and correct the reciter, whenever his $
v

1* Ihe He&mskringla ed. William Morris and Hirikr Magnusson.
Vol. iv, p. xvii.

'

delivery failed in veracity as to tacts or offended against fair*-*
ness. In fact the story teller was here at a school which enforce
upon him the principle of impartiality and the duty of carefully
collecting facts; for to' them must pe left the task of showing
which side to the story was in the right, which in the wrong, and
to what extent, in this

manner it came about, thatto

story fairly and truthfully was a

tell a

moral duty andthehighest

matter of honour, while telling a "leaning story" was regarded
as the meanest of actions, and more than once cost the perpetrato
his life, in theafeigtion existing Detween reciters and their
audiences lies hidden the cause of the faithfulness of the oral
1
saga tradition of Iceland".
The earlier Dooks of tne RH.iatarafigiftl are unreliable and
full of mythological stories. Stein has pointed put that to tne
Indian mind " the products of religious imagination and e p i c ‘
fiction... ratain a matter ox xact aspect even for the learned.
That spirit ox douot does not arise which alone can teach how to
separata tradition from historic truth, to distinguish between
the facts and the reflection they may have left in the popular
mind". This seems very true when we note that tne whole course
of events from Lalitaditya's time onward is o y

popular tradition

pfojected into £he past and attriputea to the judgement of the
1* The Heimskringla. ed

pit. vol. IV. p. xvii.

2. Stain Ra.iat. Vol. 1. pp. 27-2B

chivalrous hero whom the Kashmirians worshipped.
Here we cite some of the judgements

passed on the

Iieimskringla:
" The Heimskringla is in reality a chronicle or rather a series ox memoirs, ox kings and other personages, and of the even'

in which they have been engaged in Norway, Denmark Sweden and Eng
land, other countries, from those early ages in which mythology
and history are undistinguishably blended together, down to the
period nearly ol Snorro Sturlessonfs own birth, to H Y o . Snorro
begins with Odin and the half fabulous tales of the Yugling

\

dynasty, and, showing more judgement than many of the modern saga
scholars and antiquaries, pass rather rapidly over these as an
unavoidable introduction to authentic historical times and narrav
tives. From the middle of the yth century, from Halfdan the Black
who reigned from about the year 841 to about 8b3* down to Magnus

Erlingsson, who reigned from about ll£>2 to 1184, he gives a conti
nuous narrative of events and incidents in public and private
life, very descriptive and characteristic of the men and manners
ox those t i m e s - o f the deeds of bold and bloddy sea kings... and
of their home and fire side also; and he gives every now and then
very graphic delineations of the domestic manners, way of thinking
acting and living in those ages"
1. Laing. The Heimskringla

Vol. 1. pp. 1-2.

Curiously enough Kalha^a records first exact date on the
accession 01 king ftvantivarman in 855^56 and, from thence onward
the account that he presents before us , as iar as it has been
ascertained from the contemporary Indian sources and coins, has
been found to be correct, As in the Heimskringla , so in the
Ra.iatarahgin I , we find that the last two books are most graphic
and detailed.
Snorri 's "work stands unrivalled in the Middle ages. In
that class ox literary production—

tne lively representation ox

historiaal events by incidents, anecdotes, speeches, touches
true to nature, bringing out strongly the character and individ
uality ox ej,ch eminent actor in historical events —

it may be

doubted i x , ever since the . xddle ages, any, excepting Jnakespea&e
Slid ioir Walter Scott in their historical representations, have
surpassed Snorro Sturlesson 'I ^
Kalhana's greatness was recognised by the authors who
followed him. Jonaraja writes:

nL,et my work which is mingled

with that of Kalnana Pan^ita be accepted, for even the water
ox a reedy marsh is taken for drink when it has mingled with
p
the water ox a river11 *
1. Laing,

The H e imskringla

vol. III. p. 3^3.

2* Iona Ra,iat. ed. uurgeprasaa
. J*C*Dutt. R a ja t . tr. p.4.

Verse £6.

There is not much to compare between The British History
translated, by Geoffrey of Monmouth and the Rajatarahgipl tor in,
the Introduction to this book J,A.Giles says:"We donot insert
the British History in our series of early English records as
a work containing an authentic narrative, nor do we wish to
compare Geoffrey of Monmouth with Bede in point- of veracity”
While Geoffrey's work was to translate the book from one
language into another, Kalhana6s endeavour was to reconstruct
the past history on the basis of earlier records which had be
come fragmentary,
About his style Geoffrey says ; "If I had swelled the
pages with rhetorical flourishes, I must have tired my readers,
by employing their attention more upon my words than upon the
2
history” .
Similarly Kalhapa starts his work saying -."Though in view
of the length of the narrative diversity could not be secured
by means of amplification, still there may be found in it s o m e K
thing that will please the right minded".
Geoffrey1s account starts with the description of the
first inhabitants of Britain while Kalhana gives an account
of the land of Kashmir and its reclamation by Kasyapa. In the
1. J,A,Giles, The B ritish I-Iistory of G eoffrey €>f Monmouth.
Introd, p. xvii.
2. Ibid. ch.l, p.2.

kip

former the historian connects the events with Trojan war and the
latter connects Gonanda I, with the Mahabharata war.

The differ

ence in the narrative lies in the locale of the two themes,
iilxploits of Brktus resemble Babur’s early endeavours or Alexander',
campaigns.
In all the narrative of British Hitory we find mere relatiow
of events. The author does not passohis own judgement. The records are more in the nature of the description of a society in
the process of establishment. As for the genealogical summary
added at xxv Giles has pointed out many anachronisms.

1. J.A.Giles op. cit. Book 1. ch.2.p.2; ch. 3. p. 3.
2. Ibid. Book III.

APPENDIX IY,
The Khasas^
Sanscrit literature contains irequent references to a tribe
whose name is usually spelt Khasa, with variants such as Kha&a,
Khasa, and KhasIra.
Grierson nas statea that 11the mass of' Aryan speaxing popu
lation of the Himalayan tract in which Paharl is spoken belong^,
in the west to the Kanet, and in the east, to the Khas caste ...
Kanets themselves are closely connected with the Khavas and one

>

1
of their two sub-divisions pears that name.
There is a legend regarding a womwan named Khasa in the
Visnu Purana. Tne famous Kasyapa to whom is attributed the origin
of the country of Kashmir had numerous wives. Of these Krodhavasa
was the ancestress of the cannibal ^isitasis or Pisacas and Khasa
of the Yaksas and Raksas. These Yaksas were also cannibals and
p
so were the Raksasas.
In Buddhist literature the Yaksas correspond to the Pisacas
of Hindu legend. There is also a verse in the B.a t
jataraiiginl
which eqates Yaksa and Pisacas,^ The Mahabharata mentions Bahlika
( inhabitants of Balkh) ; amongst armed with swords and pikes wea?e

1. Grierson Linguistic Survey of India. Vol. IX. Parti IV. p.2.
2. Wilson.

V isnh_Pura^a. II. '74 ff

3. Rajat. I. 184
■
^■, 1
1
1

in II

c f . Kllamata. 383.

t|6^
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Daradas, fahganas, linasas, Lampakas (now Kafirs' of Hindukush) ,
and Pulindas.

1

The Manabharata also gives a long account of

tne various gifts presented py ludhisthira py the icings of the
earth, among these are the Ehasas... tne Paradas ( the people
beyond the Indus) , the Kulinaas and the fangar#ias.

In another

passage the Knasas are mentioned together with the Ka^mflifass
*
(Kashmiris), tne inhabitants of Urasa( the modern Punjab distric
of Hazara), the Pisacas, the kambojas ( a trioe ox tne Hindukush
the Daradas ( or Dards) and the Sakas, ( Scythians) as being
conquered by Krsna? In the IfariVamsa, the Iihasas are mentioned
as despicable people. Many references to them occur in the Visn
4
!
and Mark an day'a puranas. A remarkable passage in the Bhagavatapurana gives a list of a number ox out caste tripes, which are
said to have gained salvation oy adopting the religion of Krsna.
In this connection we know that the rulers of Lonara, who were
Khasas,
sect of the
' were also the adherents of the Visnuite
i i
6
Bhagavatas, Khasa is mentioned as one of the names of the coun
tries in tne north-eastern region in the Kurmavibhaga (tortdidise
section) of the Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira, along witn Abhisara, Darada, Darva, Damara, Kiras and Kasmlras.^
1. Grierson,
op) cit. Introd. p.3
2. M . B h . II. f i%-\ '([■ 1w , £ U tvj Ti>sL , - iS k ^ S
3. A. Cunningham. Survey p 131.
4* Harivamsa 784;
b. Bhagvata. II. iv, Id.
6 - H a.jat.
f*

VII. 23 4 *

Q P .cit. see infra, p.t^j

I* xx^

'r ' U

In his paper on " Mount Caucasus11 Captain Willord has made
an attempt to trace the Khasas Xrom Kashghar through Kashmir
1
and Kumaon to the Khassiya nilis in Assam. Without agreeing with
his arguments and conclusions L.D.Josni also pelieves in the

theory oX a very wide extension ox a Khasa race in the prehistor;

2
times on the northern oorders 01 India.

Tne antiquity ox the

Khasas in the Himalayan districts is accepted by Grierson who
believes that " the great mass oX the Aryan speaKing population
ox the lower Himalayas xrom Kashmir to Dai'jeeling is inhabited

3
oy trices descended xrom the ancient Kha&as ox the M ahabharata11.

SuKra also places them axter the pepple ox the Horthf’ The princi
pal ethnic group in the Himalayas seems to have oeen the Mongo
loid Knasas, whose settlements extended xrom eastern TurKistan
5
^Kasnghar) over Kashmir to IMepal and Assam ( Khasis ) ,
King Ananta’s son Kalasa had two sons Utxarsa and Harsa
Uticarsa was the second son oX Kalasa and when the latter's
cousin Ksitiraja, son ox Vxgraharaja Xrom Lohara came to Kashmir
disgusted with his own son, he made King Kalasa agree to spare
Utkarga to be crowned as the King ox Lohara.^ Later Utxarsa
was called to Kashmir and in a certain verse Kalnana calls
Utkarsa with contempt as a Khas a , whom people did not like
Decause oX his avariciousness and wanted to have Harsa as their
1.As^ Hes. Vol. VI. 1801. p. 433
2. L.D.Joshi. Khasa Family Law, p. lb.
3. Grierson, op.cit. p.8.
4 ’ ^hkra. ch. IV. Sec. V. verse 38,
3. Grierson, pp. cit.
b. Ha.iat . VII. 231-3/.

if ^

it is interesting to note tne use ox tne term KnaSa nere ior
UtKarsa Decause ootn Harsa and Ut&arsa were tne sons 01 Kalasa
who was as inucn a Knasa as any ox m s

sous. Perhaps it was owing

Ut&arsa having livect and. ruled, in Lohara xrom m s

cnilanood tnat

Kalha^a uses tne epitnet Knasa xor him, or pernaps it implieu
tnat tnose wno became tne rulers ox Kasnmxr were considerea as
muen Kashmirians as the mnauitants ox tne valley itselx.
We get rexerences in tne Hajatarahgini showing that the
people xrom Lohara, Par^otsa and all over tne area in tne southwest ox Kashmir, Eajapurl, Banasala etc. were Knasa, KLasahas,
or Khasanas.

APPENDIX V i
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The term Damara is one of common occurrence in the
RajataranginI, and the people to whom it relates play a
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very significant part in the history of Kashmir, especially
during the times of the first and the second Lohara dynasties®
lfThe word Damara" ? states Stein "in the sense in which
o

it is used in the Rajataranginliand the later Ohronicles has
not yet been traced outside Kashmir®"^)
The authors of the St® Petersburg Lexicon, with reference
to a possible etymology? suggested that the word might have
had originally a more general meaning? 11riotous” ? "rebel” „(2 )
"The true purport of the term” ? adds Stein? "was recognised
only in a brief supplementary note of that work which reproduces
a suggestion of Prof® H* Kern assigning to Damara the meaning
Bo jar? i*e® feudal landowner or baron®
There is no denying the fact that the Damaras were really
landowners? but we have doubts about the possible meaning
"riotous" or "rebel"? assigned to the word Damara in this
particular case.

Taking the word as etymologically connected

with the r o o t ^ a m "to sound as a drum" ? as suggested by the
« m w uiw in q m i i i i ' M iiiim p B ii n iii«

i ■ i

™

niu^ m it

(1) Rajat® VoT® II? p« 3Cdu
(2) P*We 111® p« 185? Ra j a t 0 Vole II? p o '30U.

Of. CMT® TXXIV.

22-10? Damarikatta is used for acts of violence®
(3) Ra jat ® Vol® II? p* 30hl
VII® p. 1 7 W .

of* St® Petersburg Lexicon

^j C (j>

St® Petersburg dictionary, we can say that it might have
originally "been given to one of the indigenous tribes because
of the boorishness and the riotous nature o f ’these hilly
people, and from that it may have been adopted to signify all
such people in the land®
The wor d Damara is found also in Jayaratha’s commentary
on A'bhinavagupta’a Tantraloka(1 ) where it is mentioned, as one

of the sixty^four tantras ("a class of works teaching magical
and mystical formulae).(2 )

jt is curious to note the same

word being applied to a ritualistic text and to a class of
people*
Varahamihira in his Bghat Samhita mentions Damara in the
list of the countries of the North Eastern region along with;-(3)
Meruka, Na^thara^ya, Pa^upala, Kira, Kasmlra, Abhisarada,
Tangana, Kuluta, Saicindha, Rastra, Brahmapura, Darva, Damara,
4

i m r n i ni»mrwwtiir:iin
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t»mfjcamE£iira»w>yr*

th& ~«- -v

Vanara;jya, Kirata, Gina, Kanninda, Bhalla, Palola, Jatasura,
Kanatha, Khasa, Ghosa, Kucika, Ekacarana, Anuvisva, Svarapabhumi,
Arnasuddhana, Nandavistha, Paurava? CTra-nivasana, Trinetra,
Punrjadri? Gandharva.
In this list we have names of beople like Pasupala
and
ti
***

**■
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Trinetra, which are epithets of the God Siva®

Damara, as

(l) Jayaratha's commentary on the Tantraloka I, U2-U3®
Jayaratha provides the list oT™sT3cty^four monistic Tantras
on the authority of the grlkanthl, a Saiva work.
(Quoted
by, pandey. Abhlnavagupta, p. 80.)
Monier W i l l i a m s * • p. U36.
(3) Brhatsamhita

c..
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Ch. XIV. Verses 2 9 - 3 0 •
fcs- »***— y
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already stated above? is the name of a tantra in £3aivite
Tantric religion and Damara is also the name of one of the
attendants of Siva*
In Kashmir we find many references to people named after
their epithets, such as Lavanya, U ) Balahara?(2 ) Tantrin,(3)
and the like.

We come across Darva?bhisara, - a clear

reference to Darva and Abhisara as a joint name, and it has
been identified by Stein with the lower hills "between Jhelum
and Ohinab.C^*)
Stein refers to Kara, appearing in the ethnographic list
of Varahamihirafs Brhat Samhita (XIV, 29), as the name of a
race located in the North-East along with Kasmiras, Abhisara
and Darads*(5)

jn the Ohamba copper-plate grant of A§ata, the

Kiras are named between the Durgaras, '(Dogras) and Trigantas(^)
ih i
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(1) Lavanya - a tribal group corresponding to Lunl lcram. *
See Stein la .jat tr. note, VIII, 2967; Rajat. VII, 1171,
1229, 1 2 3 0 7 T 2 3 1 , 1233, 1237, 1378, V I I T 7 72+7, 776, 910,
956, 1010, 1032, 1268, 2538, 3 W ? »
Also see Stein Rajat
Vol. II, p. 523.
(2) Rajat, VIII, 2695, 2768.
(3) Ra.iat. V, 2U8-50, 255, 2 6 0 , 265966 , 2 7 ^ 7 5 , 287, 289,
293-95, 302, 328, 331, 338-1)0, U21, i+31, VI, 132, VII,
1513, VIII, 292, 303, 375,
510, 597, 928.

ib)

Ra.jat. VIII, verse 1531. Stein Ra.iat

iFMiM wiiiw iii« r f i>rn"'i;i

(5) Stein Ra.iat. VIII. 2767.
(6 ) Ind. Ant. XVII. p. 9.

c a m n a ftA G e trs x -M i

note.

tr. 1.180. note

(f(angra).

Excluding of course the purely legendary

names, Stein recognizes the Abhisaras, Darades, Darvas,
Khasas, Kiras? and even the distant Kulutasand Kaunindas
or Kaulindras ,fas the names of tribes which undoubtedly
must be located in the immediate neighbourhood of Kashmir11«(^)
As we have such people inhabiting the North-Eastern division
of India according to Varahamihira1s classification, and as
some of them have been identified by Stein, we can take
.Damara as one of them*

Moreover, the Byhat Samhita was

written much earlier than the Rajatarahginl.
<
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It is, however,

curious that the Damara in this ethnographical list missed
Stein’s notice, though he mentions the Kiras a nd others, who
appear in the same verse, and takes them even as tribes*
Perhaps taking the word etymologically and being quite convinced
of its connection with "riot" or tfstrife" , rather than of its
being a tribal name, he did not .notice it*
As already mentioned we have other examples of the use of
tribal names in Kash m i r ^ ) to designate special sections of
the people*

In the Rajatarahginl we find the Tantrlns referred

to as a body of foot-soldiers;

these probably derived their

designation from their tribal name, and owed their close
organisation to ethnic affinities, but their original appell
ation was assimilated to the Sanskrit word u tantra” „

(1) Stein.

RajJat tr. Vol. II, p. 3&5> note.

(2) Supra,

p.

Kalhana, while describing King Lalitaditya1s injunctions
on state policy, specif icallyU) mentions the hill people
first, and then he speaks of not allowing the villagers to
have more food than is required for one year’s consumption,
otherwise they would become terrible Camaras*

It is perhaps

from this verse that Wilson concluded that the pamaras were a
fierce intractable tribe inhabiting the mountains to the
north of Kashmir*
Gould it possihly.be that the hill people referred to by
Lalitaditya are the original pamaras whose specific character
istics might have given their name to the turbulent section of
Kashmir society?
We have references in the Rajatarahginl wherein pamara
an^- Lavanya are indiscriminately used for separate groups of
people or for one and the same p e r s o n . K a l h a n a

gives us

no evidence to show what the term Lavanya.originally meant or
how it came to be applied*

As shown by Stein it is a tribal

name still surviving to this day in the Kram name L u n , borne
by a considerable section of the agricultural population of
XCashmir,(3)

"From the way in which", he adds, "Kalhana employs

the name in the passages referred to, and from various others
iti ~n~‘in rtf r f i p m f
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(1) Rajat. IV, 3b7-k&.
(2) Cf. Ra.iat. VIII, 1+8, 7U7, 780, 1032 & 1033, 1121+& 1127,
1992 & 1993, 2009 & 2012, 2337 & 2338.
(3) Stein Ra.iat.
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in which Lavanyas are mentioned* it must /be inferred that
the mass of Damaras was recruited from that tribal section*
11 nrim wiw m u im in m n v * 11g>

If this was the case the indifferent use of the ethnic and
class designations is easily accounted for."(l)
Basing his view on the geographical distribution of the
Damaras in the whole of the valley of Kashmir and the mention
of the epithet Lavanya for the first time in the reign of
Harsa9 b.P. Mazumdar suggests that the Damaras did not belong
to a particular t r i b e , H e

adds;

"Some Damaras have been

called Lavanyas and from this Wilson concluded that all of them
belonged to a tribe inhabiting the mountains to the n o r t h ( 3 )
of Kashmir"*

It was from the passage referring to King

Lalitaditya1s injunctions to his ministers that Wilspn concluded
the above and not from the fact of Damaras being termed as
(JjD
—
%
av'^L
Lavanyas*
As it is seen from the- Raiataranglpi ^as
-*m--

B.P. Ma§umdar

*

m ------

-

has himself stated, the term Lavanya occurs for
■mtnaitrntMmmm a v u a flw a hid

the first time in the reign of King Harsa;(5)
Lalitaditya’s time is much earlier.

while King

Prom Stein’s note(^)

(1) Ibid,
(2) B.P, Mazumdar.
I.H.Q.
1946. p. 194*
(3) Ibid, p, 194* Quotes Wilson’s Essay 011 the Hindu History
~of~Qashmir» pp. 51 - 70.
(4) Wilson, Essay,

pp, 51 - 70 ff,

Stein Vol. II. p. 304*

(5) S^p^agggr^.

Of* Rajat, VII. 1171«

(6) Stein, Rajat.

IV, 343* note.
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that Kalhana, in making Lalitaditya set forth the principles
of Kashmir policy, is thinking in reality of his own times,,
one may he led to believe with him that the reference to
Damaras at this early date is due to Kalhana*s imagination
working into earlier times.

We have, however, clear evidence

in the cases of the minister dura and King O a k r a v a r m a n ^ ) that
much earlier than Kalhana*s own time Damaras had become quite
powerful .and were a terror to the rest of the population.

As

shown by Stein himself, we find characteristic indications of
their growing influence during the period of comparative
consolidation which followed Yasaskara’s accession {'939-48)
and Queen Didda’s advent to power.(2 )

Both under Unmattavanti

(937“939) and Didda (980/1 - 1003) special mention is made of
the success of royal commanders-in-chief in coer*cive measures
against the Damaras.(3)
, .As regards their original home Mazumder suggests that "the
Lavanyas had come from the Lavana Parvata, which is contigous
(sic) to Kashmir.

Prthvlhara and his son Kosthesvara have

been referred to as Lavanyas and Damaras„

Trillaka as Damara

and a Lavanya, was a relative of Kosthesvara.

It is likely

that they or their ancestors had co m e ’originally from Lavana

(1) Rajat. v. 48. f f .,"405. ff*
(2) Stein Rajat. Vol. II, p. 305*
(3) Ibid. see Rajat. V. 447? VI. 354*

Parvata and settled in Kahhmir»"0-)

Mazumdar seems to

have misunderstood the word Kram, (originally meaning family
appellation) when he wrongly quotes Stein, saying "Stein
.thinks that the lavanyas were a tribal people inhabiting the
Kram named B u n " .
is;

As already quoted what Stein actually says

"Lavanya is a tribal name still surviving to this day in

the Kram name L u n , borne by a considerable section of the
agricultural population of Kashmir."
It is from this misunderstanding of the words Kram and
Lun that Mazumdar has suggested their original habitat as
Lavana Parvata.

We do not understand what specific area he

means to suggest ~

whether he is thinking of the Salt Range

of the Punjab hills or any other place, it is not clear*

Ytfe

have, however, Lavanotsa, said to be a town founded by prince
Baka of Mihirakula’s race(3) stein could not find the position
of Lavanotsa, though the place is several times mentioned by
Kalhana.

From a certain passage , ^

stein understands that

Srlnagara could be reached by a single forced march from
Lavapotsa and that Pa&mapura ‘
('modern Pampur), lay on the route*
He cites other references which suggest that Lavanotsa was
situated near one of the high roads leading to Srinagar a from

(1) B.P. Mazumdar.
(2) See Supra * p.

I.H.G.

1946.

,I

(3) Stein Ra jat. tr. I* 329* note.
(4) Ibid. Rajat. VII*

762* ff.

p* 195*

abroad.

This area is nowhere near the Punjab Salt Range.

PrthvThara whom Mazumdar refers to, is a pamara of $amala one of those districts (vigaya)(1 ) of the old Icramara^ya
which lies to the north of the river and the Volur lake and
Samala is very frequently mentioned in the last two books of
R a 3^taranglqii, particularly on account of its territorial
chiefs or Damaras«, who played a prominent part in all the civil
wai*s of the later reigns.

This area too has nothing to do

with the Punjab Salt Range.
In Wilson* s Glossary of(2 ) Indian terms, the word ’Lavana*
is stated to mean ’Reaping’ , and from that in Hindi the terra
Lavani or Launi, as wages in kind to reapers at harvest time;
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also reaping, cultivating.

Monier Williams ta k e s (3) *Havana’ ,

from the root^lu, to cut or reap, as meaning one who reaps and
Lavanya as the name of a particular tribe in the Rajatarahginf. .
■i.j.n'mti^rri-iTipiiiirniir-r! .... u n ,,

*

tin m m m M w rrm

The name Lavanya may signify the original reaping or agricultural
profession of the Lavanyas or Damaras.
g
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In Kashmir even at present we find that the pandits are
broken up into numerous gotras, and each gotra has many Krams,
or tribal sub-divisions.

The Kram name is often the relic of

a nickname applied to the ancestor of the sub-division.(4)
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(1) Stein Rajat. Tr. Vol. II- p* 484*
nVii» i pi n—fc jim i; irr in

‘

(2) Wilson. Glossary of judiciaj/and Revenue Terms, p. 310.
(3) M. Williams, p. 898.
(4) Of. Law^rence.

0bviou.sly follows Stein.

Valley,

p. 304*

As suggested "by Stein? !,the Lavanyas must have formed an
important tribal section of the rural population of Kashmir
and their name? like that of the Tantrins? survives in a
modern Kram name of freguent oceurance viz Lunlt,(*0

He

fux*ther adds that uthat though the passages referring to them
do not tell us anything of their origin? they show that many
of them must have held a position of influence as landowners
ox* tribal headmen®^)

Their tri'bal name thus seems to have

originated from their "being landowners®

Luns are found

throughout the valley and according to villagers1 statements
recorded "by Law/£rence they are said to have come from Oilas * (3)
Stein however? could not trace any such tradition and suggested
that the mass of Damaras was recruited from the Lavanya tribal
section and therefore the indifferent use of the ethnic and
class designations became c o m m o n ® F o l l o w i n g Stein? Vogel
also takes the Lavanyas as a class of agriculturists*

Thus he

says:’’^he feudal barons in Kashmir? corresponding to the Ranas
and Thakurs in other pax*ts of the hills? bore the title of
Damara? and they belonged chiefly to a class called Lavanya,
who were agriculturists? and may therefore have held much the
same social rank as Thakurs? Rathis and similar agriculturist

(1) Stein Rajat* tr® VII®

1171 note®

(2) Ibid®
i-

rnr I H Im it

(3) Lawrence Valley. P® 3o6»
(U) Supra* P* lsv~n

castes elsewhere In the hills1*.(3-)
We have already noted that the name Lavanya came to he
used for the first time during the reign of king Har§a and
these people figure prominently in the reigns of succeeding
kings.

If the mass of the Qamaras had been recruited from

this tribal section? it would not have been mentioned so late.
On the other hand? we believe that the Lavanyas must have
m
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formed a tribal sub-section and being an influential section of
the agricultural population must have been classed with the
Damara tribe? and hence the indiscriminate use of the .epithets
Lavanyas and Damaras for the same people.

Moreover? if w e ;

believe with Stein that TLavanya
was a tribal name? we are
'-'-im

*

compelled to believe even more strongly that jpamara started as
a tribal rather than as a class name.

For if the name Lavanya?

originally tribal? could be applied indiscriminately to the
Damaras? pamara might equally well be taken originally as a
tribal name? later assigned to all those who acquired a certain
position by means of agricultural revenue and trade.
Thus from the above references to tr>ibal names we can safely
assume that the word Damara started as the name of a people
and from the special characteristics of this people it was later
applied to all those who attained a certain position in society®
In other words? beginning as a tribal name it became later used
as a class name? as is shown by the fact that Lavanyas are
L»w'wnu.ri, k'.'Aj'.f’TT) tj». r.iii

(l) Hutchison-Vogel.

op. cltQ

p. 1 7 P

in t f

sometimes termed ^amaras «

Moreover in Kashmir to^day we

have Lons (Lavanyas) and Bars (Damaras) as two sepai^ate
castes.
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RELATIONS

O

f

LOHARA KINGS WITH THOSE Off CAMPA .

OAMPA

KASHMIR*

Balavahana - Rardha
c A.D.1040.

Somavarman
(c 1031-52)

Asata

Ananta -- Buryamati
A.D.102o-b3.

Bappika— Kalasa

c lOoO

.

1

Jasata

1003-69.

( oorn in1040; *11101) .

.
2
Harsa lOceR-HOl t

BJhoja - Buppa; 1101.
Bhixsacara (born in 1099;*1130).
1.

It is stated, in the Rajataraiiginl (VII.1312-13) that king
Jasata, the son of king Harsa1s maternal uncle was in Kashmir
at the time of Harsa* s last great struggle for the throne with
the brothers Uccala and Sussala of Lohara. The reference shows
that Bappika, Harsa*s mother was a princess from Camp&.

2.

King Harsa was born of the above relationship in 1058. We
have seen that Kalasa was oorn in 10 40 and was thus eighteen
years old at the time of

arsa* s birth. We might thus assume

that the marriage took place at the traditional age of sixteen
in 10 56,
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